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Oral evidence

Taken before the Science and Technology Committee

on Wednesday 16 November 2005

Members present:

Mr Phil Willis, in the Chair

Adam Afriyie Margaret Moran
Mr Robert Flello Mr Brooks Newmark
Dr Evan Harris Bob Spink
Dr Brian Iddon Dr Desmond Turner

Witnesses: Mr Brian Morris, Head, Carbon Abatement Technologies, Energy Group, Dr George Marsh,
Advisor on Carbon Abatement Technologies, Department of Trade and Industry, Dr Jim Penman, Head,
Response Strategies Branch, Global Atmosphere Division, Department for Environment, Food and Rural
AVairs, and Ms Helen Fleming, Head, Competition and Economic Regulation Team, HM Treasury,
examined.

Q1 Chairman:May I welcome our expert witnesses Abatement Technology strategy, we think of this
technology as being something beyond that time.to the first session of our inquiry on carbon capture

and storage and the many people who have come It is not really a technology that could apply up
to 2020.from the Royal Society who are part of the pairing

scheme with MPs. You are particularly welcome to
what will be one of the most exciting sessions you Q3 Chairman: Helen, the Treasury has shown
will ever, ever witness! I would like to ask a general absolutely no interest in putting funds into this
question just to start us oV. I think it is now technology on a large scale. Does that mean that
accepted that the UK will miss its 2020 target for you have abandoned the target for 2020?
a 20% reduction of CO2. Is this because the Ms Fleming: No, not at all. Did you say the target
Department and its advisers, particularly in Defra, for 2020?
DTI and the Treasury, have put too much faith in
carbon capture and storage as a solution to this Q4 Chairman: Yes. Is the 20% reduction by 2020
problem? now dead?
Dr Penman: No, I do not think it is because people Ms Fleming: By 2010, I think, Chairman.
have put too much faith in carbon capture and
storage. I think it is still an open question whether Q5 Chairman: No. You have a 2010 target and you
we shall miss our target.1 The current Climate have a 2020 target. The 2010 target is a
Change Programme Review is assessing what Government target.
additional action we need to take. I think it is Ms Fleming:We are working, as Jim said, through
certainly accepted we need to take additional action the current Climate Change Programme Review to
to get back on track towards the target. The current look at all the options for how we will meet those
Climate Change Programme does not contain any targets and a lot of work has gone in to assessing
action on carbon capture and storage because this all of the options for that. In respect of carbon
technology had not been very widely thought about capture, as Brian said, this is a technology that has
at the time we were writing it. It certainly is not come to the fore relatively recently. The Chancellor
true that we put too much faith in it. has said in his Budget earlier this year that he was

interested in exploring the scope for using
economic incentives to promote the use of carbonQ2 Chairman: Do you agree with that?
capture and that is something that we have beenMr Morris: I do. It has only been in the last two
working on.or three years that carbon capture and storage has

had an increased profile. I certainly would agree
Q6 Chairman: Do you feel that this newthat it has not really been recognised as a possible
technology, which is a sort of a saviour, means thattechnology until very recently and I do not think
people have put a great deal of faith in saying thatit has featured in any mechanisms or any policies
we are there to capture carbon from coal and gaswhich have tried to look at the targets for 2020. I
fired production of electricity and therefore thewould even go as far as to say that one would tend
nuclear option will go out the window? Is that whyto think about this technology as being beyond
it is so strongly on the political agenda now?2020 and, as I think you will see in the Carbon
Dr Marsh: My view is that it has been recognised
now as another big technology that could make a1 Note by the witness: This response assumed that the
significant contribution to CO2 abatement. ItChairman was referring to the Government’s target for a

20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2010. addresses the large emissions that come from the
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electricity supply sector and its costs, as far as we Q12 Dr Turner: Can I just pick you up on that
know them, because there is a lot of uncertainty at point, Mr Morris, because there is quite a lot of
predicting costs 10 or 20 years into the future, are enthusiasm out there now for clean coal
comparable with nuclear and other options. technology, etcetera. Given that the timelines for

carbon capture and storage and its application are
rather long and given the amount of fossil fuelQ7 Chairman: In terms of sustainability of supply generation that is already in the pipeline, do youand security of supply, is that now the number one not think that there is a risk, especially if otherpriority for all of you in terms of advising your
developers think clean coal technology or clean gasrespective departments?
technology is going to be the answer, we will goDr Marsh: It is one of the issues. In addition we
for fossil fuel because renewables are not going fasthave got to think about the UK targets and also
enough, we will actually do more environmentalthe lead that the UK wants to give internationally
damage because it will be up to 20 years beforeon CO2 abatement as well. CCS is really relevant
carbon capture and storage becomes a widespreadto all of those.
reality? So we will actually have released many
megatonnes of CO2 before carbon capture and

Q8 Chairman: By 2020 we will have something like storage becomes available, rather more than we
90% of gas coming from either Russia or Saudi might if people had a diVerent policy and mindset
Arabia to geo-political hotspots. Is that a sensible and were focusing more on renewables.
avenue to be going down? Mr Morris: I agree with you that there is the
Dr Marsh: I think you can achieve diversity in a problem that the technology is not there now and
number of ways in terms of the choice of fuels or in the meantime you have to look at the shorter-
a multitude of sourcing. I guess if we go to gas then term technologies such as wind power which is
the key issue is to have a diversity of sources. obviously there now. I suspect this is a question for

the energy review which will be announced in the
near future. We are very aware of the issue and veryQ9 Chairman: Are there many other major sources
aware of the problems and the timing is awkwardapart from Russia and the Middle East?
to say the least. In the meantime we have countriesDr Marsh: There are lots of sources in the Middle
like China and India which are building hugeEast and in North Africa, Algeria and Norway still
capacity at the moment. Each year they are puttinghave lots of reserves as well. I suppose the options
in coal fired power plants equal to the totalare a combination of gas pipeline supply and also
capacity of the UK and that is very worrying. Whatliquefied natural gas supply as well.
is worrying is the possibility of carbon lock in. That
is one reason why in the G8 we were trying to

Q10 Mr Newmark: To what extent is funding for promote the idea of “capture ready” plant, where
CCS in competition with funding for renewables in if you built a new power plant, whether it be coal
general? Do you agree with those who say that or gas, you would build in the right sort of hooks so
support for CCS encourages dependence on fossil that later on you could attach the carbon capture
fuels? technologies which would solve the problem in the
Mr Morris: I think renewables already has a more future. I agree with your point, the timing is
considerable forward allocation of funding than we awkward. In the meantime if we are going to usehave. Our budget at the moment per year is about these technologies and we are going to accept that£6 million and a good bit of that goes into the R&D

fossil is going to be in the energy mix for manywe have been doing over the last three or four years
decades to come we have got to prepare for thatinto clean fossil fuel technologies. So the emphasis
now. We have got to be doing the work today toof the funding has been more on renewables at the
enable those technologies to be there by 2020 tomoment. We have also recently announced
handle that problem.£25 million for a demonstration project which
Dr Penman: The thing to bear in mind is that fossilwould run from next year and that is the first time
fuels are going to be used in future probablyever we have had some money for demonstration
whatever happens. This is not a zero-sum game andprojects. Sorry, I have forgotten your second
this is a classic transition technology. I think we arequestion.
looking in the long term to low carbon technologies
and CCS helps us work, starting with the existing

Q11 Mr Newmark: Do you agree with those who energy system as it is to achieve that. If we did not
say that support for CCS encourages dependence do that we would run the risk of incurring higher
on fossil fuels? costs than we would otherwise have done.
Mr Morris: It allows you to use fossil fuels in a way
which does not damage the environment and I

Q13 Dr Turner: I do not disagree. Do you not seethink that is the important point about it. It gives
the risk of actually encouraging a greateryou an opportunity for diversity of supply. It
dependence on fossil fuel use than we mightmeans you can possibly start to continue to look
otherwise seek and thereby greater environmentalat using gas and coal in ways which will not be
damage even if the new plant is “capture ready”damaging to the environment. It provides you with
because it will be 2020 before capture is likely tothe opportunities to continue to use it without

damaging the environment. be fitted?
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Dr Penman: I see the risk as higher if we do not go consequences of climate change and are very aware
that they want greater capacity for their economicalong that path.
growth but at the same time they realise the damage
that burning coal without trying to control theQ14 Dr Turner: I am not suggesting we do not go
emissions is going to do not just to the planet butthere, but there has to be an important policy
to their own prospects in the future. They are verycaveat. Do you not agree?
aware of the issues. We are certainly having lots ofDr Penman: I think one has to think about these
discussions with them about this and we are hopingthings. One also has to bear in mind, for example,
to come to a good collaborative arrangement withthe political power that is behind fossil fuels and
the Chinese over time.how we engage that to achieve this transition. It is

issues like that we also need to bear in mind.
Dr Marsh: I have heard a number of comments Q16 Chairman: Helen, do you feel we need to part-

fund those developments together with probablyabout how this is a long-term technology. Let us
be clear, Brian is right, the constraints of the build the Americans if they can be persuaded?

Ms Fleming: I think the Treasury clearly agrees, astime preclude a significant contribution to the 2010
target, but most of the technology that we are the rest of the Government does, that this is a

global problem and certainly the issue abouttalking about is available and deployed. The new
thing that needs to be done is to combine it in an industrialisation in the developing world,

particularly China, is one where we need tointegrated process for carbon capture and storage
and certainly quite significant quantities of encourage them to go down the route of looking at

all the carbon abatement options and we aretechnology could be deployed by 2020 or possibly
sooner than that. certainly working closely with colleagues to make

sure that the right processes are in place for that.
As to whether it will require additional funding byQ15 Chairman: You mentioned the issue of India
Government, we will have to see and we will haveand China and the speed at which they are bringing
to consider that at the right time. Clearly the initialnew coal plants on. China is not going to say, with
work to set out the feasibility of the projects needs200 years of coal, “We’re suddenly going to spend
to be done first and clearly any decisions onall this money on putting in this technology when
funding would be a matter for ministers once thatAmerica and Europe and the rest of the first world
was done.have been using it for 150 or 200 years.” How are

we going, as part of our strategy, to encourage
China to put in carbon capture facilities either with Q17 Dr Harris: Do you see any risks with this

technology both in terms of actual risks—their plant or indeed to put retrofit facilities in in
order to do it later? Should we be involved in that? environmental and other—and in terms of public

acceptance? Obviously the two are linked.Should we be helping to fund that, Helen?
Mr Morris: Let me start. We are very actively Mr Morris:We are very aware of the perception of

the risks, the risks basically being if we are storingengaged with China. The G8 conference in
Gleneagles invited developing countries along and carbon dioxide beneath the ground, particularly as

we are thinking of it in the depleted oil and gasChina was among them. The Chinese are aware of
the problems around increased levels of carbon fields in the North Sea, then there is the concern

that the carbon will leak out again. You are seeingdioxide in the atmosphere and the issues around
climate change and the impact it could have on experts from the British Geological Survey later on

and I think they will be able to give you much morethem. Only yesterday we signed our bilateral
agreement with China into research and advice on those issues that I can. Where it has been

done to date, such as in the Sleipner field in thedevelopment into clean technologies. Lord
Sainsbury and the Minister of Science and Norwegian part of the North Sea, the carbon

dioxide they have been storing, which is about aTechnology from China signed this agreement
yesterday afternoon. That is setting a basis for us million tonnes a year, has not leaked out, it seems

to be staying in and behaving itself! The risks doto work with them in areas of research and
development. On top of that, arising from the seem to be manageable based on what has

happened so far around the world. What isBritish Presidency of the EU, there has also been
an EU-China agreement signed this week to look interesting is that there is a considerable store of

natural CO2 beneath the surface which seems tointo carbon capture and storage in China. The first
phase is that the UK Government has put in have been sitting there for millions of years and it

has not come out yet. One of the ways around£3.5 million and £3 million of that is from Defra
and £500,000 the DTI. That is going to look at the ensuring that those risks are minimised is through

verification. There is going to be an issue therefeasibility of carbon capture and storage projects in
China. Phase two would be a design and phase about making sure that it is controlled. We are

aware of the public perception issue. The Tyndalethree would be a build. Obviously the costs increase
considerably as you go along and there would be Centre was doing work on that and we contributed

to the funding of that work to try and understandneed for thought given as to how that is going to
be funded, but at the moment we are looking at the how people saw this technology. One of the

activities arising from the Carbon Abatementfeasibility of doing that. I think it is important to
emphasise that the Chinese, more so than countries Technology strategy is that we intend to develop a

communications strategy which would try to raiselike India and America, are very aware of the
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the issue with people and try to tell them objectively are not going to be irresponsible about this. One
has to think about the development of a regulatorywhat it is about, what the risks are and what the

benefits are. We are aware of that issue. We know regime which is going to control how all this
happens to make sure those sorts of things do notit is going to be a diYcult issue as well.
happen. The evidence you have read out on that
adverse eVect is something I have not heard ofQ18 Dr Harris: Why do you think it will be a
before. We will have to convince people we will bediYcult issue?
doing it in a way which is responsible and we willMr Morris: When people think about storing
not be putting them into aquifers where that wouldcarbon back under the ground there must be some
happen. Certainly we would not be putting CO2concern about it leaking out again and whether we
into an aquifer where there was drinkable water.are not really just putting oV the problem for the

next generations. I think it is a very understandable
problem. We need to be able to demonstrate that Q21 Dr Iddon:My concern is the timescale because

once this CO2 is down into the sea or into coalwe are doing that in a responsible way for the
future. mines or wherever you eventually choose to put it,

it is there forever. Who is going to stand the riskDr Penman: A couple of years ago the DTI
commissioned a very interesting study on risk from forever? Surely it will not be the industry that puts

it there. Has the Government given anyconsultants which I think is in the public domain.
I think the conclusions were that there were risks consideration as to how to assess the risk versus

timescale?associated with what you might call the engineered
infrastructure, the pipes and all that sort of thing, Dr Marsh: With regard to your comment about

“ever”, there are some physical processes that occurbut they were within the normal range of risks
which society faces and are managed in accordance over hundreds of years that lock the CO2 more and

more firmly into its storage. First of all, it dissolveswith normal procedures. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change has recently published a in water and next it mineralises to form solid

compounds. Gradually over centuries—and I amspecial report on carbon capture and storage which
broadly confirms that judgment. As Brian says, it sure the BGS people can put numbers to it which

I cannot—it does become more and moreindicates that the risk from geological storage, if
properly done, is not large. Clearly we have to immobilised. Clearly at the beginning it is liquefied

CO2. We do recognise that there has to be a waycontinue to think about the problem and justice
must not only be done, it must be seen to be done. of managing that risk in the longer term. The DNV

risk analysis that Jim referred to identified the
boreholes themselves, the injection wells, as the keyQ19 Dr Harris: We have had evidence which says,
area that might be a leakage path out again. The“Migration of CO2 into aquifers used for potable
sort of thinking going forward is that some sort ofwater supplies could lead to acidification of those
organisation or fund needs to be established thatresources, or their contamination by destabilisation
would manage the site and monitor it periodicallyof heavy metals naturally sorbed or precipitated on
into the future.aquifer minerals such as iron oxyhydroxides . . .”

To the public, particularly if provoked by
interested parties, that is “acid in the drinking Q22 Dr Iddon: The caps on those wells are cement

and I understand that that is the weakness withwater”. Something “terrible” like iron
oxyhydroxides might even be worse than GM, it storage, that not enough is known about the

longevity of those caps with the CO2 content belowmight be GM for all the public know and the sand
contamination is in there as well. Have you thought them. Is that correct?

Dr Marsh: Cement reacts with CO2 and thereforeabout how you are going to deal with this,
particularly given the fact that there may be there is a very slow degradation process. I do not

know the chemistry of the process. The point is thatpressure groups saying, “This technology is just
allowing people to burn coal so we’re going to go there is a need for good science to look at these

issues and to demonstrate that they can befor them on this”?
Mr Morris: Not every aquifer is going to be the managed and handled with appropriate integrity.
right aquifer for storing CO2. When our colleagues
from the British Geological Survey give evidence Q23 Dr Iddon: You are fronting the Government
later on I think they will be able to answer your view at the moment. Is the Government going to
question far more competently than I can. leave the assessment of risk to the producers of the

carbon dioxide and those who capture it and store
it, or is the Government going to have independentQ20 Dr Harris: I am not so worried about the risks.

I am trying to draw you on the public advice on the risks involved both with capture,
pipeline transmission and the eventual highacceptance issue.

Mr Morris: The answer to that is that one has to pressure storage?
Dr Marsh: What we said in the CAT strategy wasselect each storage site carefully. One does not go

putting CO2 into any old aquifer or a depleted oil that there was a need for a regulatory framework
for carbon capture and storage. Last year weor gas field. One will have to make sure that you

survey the sites before you start doing it. You carried out a gap analysis to see which areas of
CCS were already covered by existing regulationswould not start to put it into aquifers where there

would be adverse eVects on the environment. We and where the gaps were that might need additional
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regulation. Certainly, as Brian said before, the sort of technology. There are issues around the
pipelines and things like that which one has to beselection of sites and the set of criteria that you

would use to choose an appropriate site that aware of.
overcomes these concerns about potential leakage
into portable water and the release of heavy metals Q27 Bob Spink: All this revolves around which
would be the kind of issues that would go into that particular technology emerges as the winner and we
regulation. will come back to that later. Does gas fired plant

oVer a learning curve opportunity for this type of
CCS technology so that we could perhaps go in andQ24 Mr Flello: As part of the risk analysis and the
do this technology for gas plants and then, whenwork that is planned and ongoing, is there a view
we have got the process successfully applied on anof what measures could be taken if there was a
industrial scale for power plant, we could move oncataclysmic fault in one of the storage non-aquifers
to coal plant?or if there was a sudden release of the stored CO2?
Mr Morris: I think the answer is yes in two senses.Is that going to be part of the plan and the analysis?
First of all, it is a learning curve in relation to theseDr Marsh: The DNV study looked systematically
regulatory issues that we have been talking aboutat the whole thing and asked what would happen
and clearly a gas fired plant would help with that.if the pipeline breaks, and this falls under the
Also, a number of the components associated withPipelines Directive and the HSE. There are
certain of the coal fired technologies, for exampleestablished ways of dealing with pipelines and
burning hydrogen in gas turbines, would bepotential catastrophic leaks. The US has over 1,000
demonstrated equally on a gas fired plant as withmiles of CO2 pipeline, they pipe about 30 million
a coal plant. I think there are a number of examplestonnes a year. This is not cutting edge technology.
where it does take the overall technology forward.With regard to the leakage underground, then we

face either the slow permeation associated with the
geology or the need to go back and recap the Q28 Bob Spink:Given that that is the case, how has
borehole if indeed one did fail. I think we would this influenced the UK’s research and development
look to develop our research on regulatory budget and investment plans, or are we developing
frameworks within the CAT strategy to use the that at the moment?
science to set our regulations to minimise that. Mr Morris: The CAT strategy recognises that gas

is more likely to be the first technology we would
use to try and separate CO2. Gas has the benefit ofQ25 Bob Spink: I wondered how confident the
only being half the CO2 of coal, for example, so itpanel was that retrofit was possible given that we
is a much cleaner fuel anyway. In terms of theare a mature industrialised nation here. Do you
funding these sorts of projects, I think it is athink that it is possible or feasible, economically
question that in future Spending Rounds making aand technically, to retrofit CCS technology?
case for identifying what is needed to try andDr Marsh: In putting together the CAT strategy we
stimulate their development and making a caseconsulted with the UK industry, particularly the
during the Spending Rounds for the appropriateboiler makers that would retrofit advance boilers
amount of funding.and also organisations that would contract and

build the amine scrubbing-type of plant that is
needed to retrofit CO2 capture. The industry is Q29 Bob Spink: It just occurred to me—I have an
confident and it has examples of where this LNG interest—that there would be no diVerence at
technology is built. The point I was making before all on piped LNG gas on scrubbing it afterwards,
is that most of it is built, it has not just been joined would there?
up in this way before. Mitsubishi build a big amine Dr Marsh: Not for scrubbing, no.
scrubbing plant to separate CO2. Mitsui Babcock,
the boilermaker, has retrofitted boilers. There are Q30 Bob Spink: What evidence is there that the
tangible examples of this being done. Government is encouraging new plant to be built

“capture ready”? I thought this might be a question
for the regulator, Helen, who knows what theQ26 Bob Spink: You are talking about the

technological aspect. What about the pragmatic Government is planning and doing. How is the
Government giving economic advantages to newfeasibility of it? Is there going to be room? I

understand that retrofitting requires a lot of space plant build and so on and so forth to make sure
that it is “capture ready”?and you will have surveyed the existing power

plants. Do you think that pragmatically it can be Mr Morris: Coming back to the Carbon
Abatement Technology strategy, we recogniseddone even if it is technologically possible?

Dr Marsh: On most stations, yes. We had a try at there was a need to provide market incentives for
these technologies to take oV. George has done andefining what “capture ready” was in the carbon

abatement strategy and the generators that we have awful lot of the work on this so I may have to bow
to his greater expertise and knowledge on this. Wespoken to after that said they are rather easy. We

do have that amount of land available on most of recognise that there is a need for some sort of
incentive. We also recognise that carbon trading inour power plants.

Mr Morris: A good example is that some power itself is not enough and that there needs to be some
sort of way to bridge the gap. How we bridge thatstations have retrofitted a flue gas to sulphurisation

plant such as at Drax. It is possible to retrofit this gap is diYcult to say at this point. There are a
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number of options for doing that. We have been suggests that low levels of leakage can be detected.
I think there is one example in which they havelooking at some options. Whilst we recognise in

principle we need to provide some sort of incentive, been detected. In other examples no leakage has
been detected. I think it is a matter of ahow we would provide that incentive and what sort

of schemes we would be using has got to be worked combination of designing and monitoring the
strategy and then going back to verify at strategicthrough yet. I cannot be more positive than that at

this point. points that leakage has or has not occurred. The
framework for doing that is the thing which I thinkChairman: I do not want to get into costs at this

point because I want to come back to the whole will be agreed next April. It is not easy, please do
not think I am saying that, but I think there is aissue of costs later.
clear step-by-step approach to it.

Q31 Margaret Moran:We have had some evidence,
Q35 Mr Flello: Are the Norwegians geared up tofor example from Corus, that CCS may be helpful
monitoring the amount of CO2 that is in there? Arein reducing CO2 emissions in industries other than
they not simply using it as a method of enhancedjust power plant. What role do you think they will
oil recovery and actually if a bit gets wasted hereplay and how expensive might that be?
and there it is not important, it is the amount ofDr Marsh: We acknowledged that in the strategy.
oil that is recovered that is important to them?Corus provided me with a picture so I could
Dr Penman: I know there are experts in this roomemphasise it. The sort of technologies we are
who know 10 times more about this than I do. Thetalking about are applicable to most point sources
short answer is they monitor by mass flow howwith concentrated amounts of CO2 to be captured,
much CO2 goes in and then they monitorso it would apply to a primary steel plant or to a
seismically what happens to it subsequently. Yes,cement works or maybe a fertiliser factory where
they are doing it.hydrogen is made from methane.

Q36 Mr Flello: You were talking about over aQ32 Dr Turner: From a gas furnace?
period of time mineralization of the CO2. Are thereDr Marsh: From blast furnace gases, yes. The CAT
any developments at the moment in terms ofstrategy is inclusive; it is not just focussed on
movement of the mineralization process and howelectricity generation.
long it takes in certain circumstances, is that inMr Morris: There are a number of sources beyond
the strategy?power generation of CO2 from industrial plants.
Dr Penman: There is a broad geologicalThere are lots of opportunities to apply these
understanding of the processes that would go on.opportunities to those sources as well.
I do not know of any work beyond that.

Q33 Mr Flello: What steps are being taken to
Q37 Chairman: We heard yesterday from the Chiefstandardise methods of estimating the storage
Scientific Adviser that there was work going on incapacity internationally? Are steps being taken to
terms of actually creating dolomite, it was the ideado so?
of flooding the deserts in Australia and suddenlyMr Morris: That is an interesting question. Again
we would be able to resolve these problems. AreI suspect our colleagues from the British Geological
the people that are advising him talking nonsense?Survey will be better placed to answer that than
Dr Penman: No, of course they are not talkingmyself. I would imagine, given that the British
nonsense.Geological Survey is involved in a lot of

international projects, they would be well
positioned to advise on how that is done, but I Q38 Chairman: You are looking at this, are you? I
would be surprised if there was not some degree of get the impression that it is all a bit tentative.
standardisation. I would have to bow to them to Dr Penman: I think this is a matter of geological
give you a more informed answer than we could. science. In the session after this one there will be
Dr Penman: There is also work being done to people much better able to answer this question
standardise methods to monitor emissions and this than we can. I think it is a matter of geochemical
is via the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate science, the broad science background.
Change’s work on greenhouse gas inventories and
also the British Geological Survey is involved in Q39 Chairman: So they should be advising the
that work. I anticipate that methods will be agreed Government?
probably in April 2006. Mr Morris: The mineralization of carbon dioxide

is an interesting area. The IEA greenhouse gas
implementing agreement did a study onQ34 Mr Flello: In terms of monitoring and

verification of storage, how easy do you expect it to mineralization recently and the IPCC report on
carbon capture and storage also commented on it.be to develop a rigorous monitoring and evaluation

methodology and practical measures? I think the bottom line is the amount of energy it
needs at the moment is far greater than the energyDr Penman: I think it is step by step. I think there

are techniques now, which the BGS has been you are producing, so there is a pretty serious down
side to it. The conclusions that the IEA greenhouseinvolved in, applying, for example, to the

Norwegian project that we hear so much about, but study came to was that it is something to keep an
eye on, but it is quite a long way out at the moment.it is also a North American experience. Experience
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I think more work is going on in America on this, Q43 Adam Afriyie: So it exists but it is not
formalised?certainly I am not aware of anything going on here,

but the Americans are quite keen on this and they Dr Marsh: Yes.
are looking at it.

Q44 Adam Afriyie: If that costing structure exists,
why does the Government not now introduceQ40 Chairman: Is not the reality that unless we can

store in deep saline aquifers then the cost of just incentives or suggest that there may be a carbon
tax in future at a certain level to ensure that thesesimply preparing the technology and using it for

other storage methods is not an acceptable risk technologies now come through? The technologies
exist, we have heard that.which the private sector will take?

Dr Marsh: The leading contender for storage is Ms Fleming: Carbon emission is clearly an area
where the full cost to the economy and society isgeological storage. It comes back to the point that

we need good science to understand each of these not captured at the moment. One of the ways that
we have gone about ensuring that a greater elementprocesses and it is an international eVort. I have

seen research in the US, Australia, Japan and in the of that is captured is through the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme. That has been successfully inUK that includes laboratory work to look at these

mineralization processes and understand their place now for some while. That puts a price on
carbon which is feeding into the industries that arekinetics so that we can include them in

mathematical representations of long-term covered by the Emissions Trading Scheme. They
use that in their assessment of costs of projects. Sobehaviour. It is recognised generally as a key aspect

of the establishment of the process. we are beginning to build in a cost of carbon. As
one of my colleagues said earlier, it may be thatChairman: We are going on to costs now and

incentives and I am going to try and run these both that is not going to be enough to fully incentivize
industry in this case to adopt this technology, CCS,together.
or indeed other carbon abatement or low carbon
forms of electricity generation. The question for us

Q41 Adam Afriyie: It seems very clear to me that as Government is what additional incentives might
industry already has a set of costs for producing be needed and part of the work in assessing what
energy. At the moment they pump the CO2 into the that gap might be between industry costs and what
air because that is the regime under which they we need to deliver it.
operate. What work has the DTI done in
standardising the way in which costs are calculated
for carbon capture and storage because clearly that Q45 Adam Afriyie:We have known about this issue

for many years. Why has that work not alreadyneeds to be defined and accepted in order to stop
the obstacles of the government getting involved in been done and the measures been put in place?

Ms Fleming: It is in fact part of the Climate Changethis area?
Dr Marsh: You are quite right, it is a diYcult area Programme Review. This review has been

considering CCS and a number of low carbonand I do see a range of methodologies used
elsewhere. What we have done is to be very clear technologies to assess the full costs and benefits

alongside the carbon savings and announcementswhat we are calculating to start with because you
will see some will quote the cost of capturing CO2, on that will be made by ministers in due course.

We also have coming up in the next few months ansome will quote the cost of avoiding CO2 and some
will quote the cost of abatement. What really energy review. I think it is very important not

simply to consider carbon capture in isolation.matters is how much CO2 we are abating and how
much of the CO2 that would have been emitted is There are many technologies here that the

Government might want to see used to meet itsnot now being emitted. That can be done by
looking at the costs of generation with carbon objectives. Its objectives are not just about carbon,

the Government also has objectives about thecapture and storage technologies, comparing it
with what would have been built otherwise and security and supply of energy supplies, the

competitiveness of markets and indeed fuel povertylooking at how much CO2 is captured.
is also an issue for the Government and one of the
four objectives that were set out in the energy

Q42 Adam Afriyie: What work have you done in policy that was announced in 2003. So we do have
agreeing a standard way of defining those costs to to look in the round at the right incentives to
industry saying as you are the Department of Trade incentivize the right behaviour. It may not
and Industry? specifically be about carbon capture but about
Dr Marsh: We publish our methodologies and looking at low carbon technologies generally.
studies and you will find them on the DTI website.
It is gratifying to see that the IPCC report uses the
same methodologies and is quite clear on its Q46 Mr Newmark: I want to look at it more from

a commercial aspect. I have read that there aredefinitions as well. I can see what your concern is
and it is a correct one, that if we came to the point clearly a number of variables that input into the

ultimate cost. You also move over time along anof supporting this technology we would need a
clear definition of what was being done and what experience curve. How much will the costs of CCS

have to be reduced if it is to become commerciallythe additional costs would be and I agree that that
would have to be formalised. viable. In the time-frame that we have got in which
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we are trying to achieve our objectives is it ever technologies into a position where they can become
more commercially viable. I think the interestinggoing to become on a standalone basis

commercially viable? example here is to look at what the Government
has done on renewable technology where, throughDr Marsh: I think there are two issues here. There

is a cost curve for abating CO2 and the more you a combination of incentives both in the market and
through other funding mechanisms, the renewablesabate the more expensive it gets and at some stage

you need carbon capture and storage technology. industry has developed an enormous amount in the
last few years and what we have seen is as each newThe level of abatement that has been sought within

the EU ETS is not enough to take us that far up wind farm has been built the costs keep coming
down and you begin to have a more competitivethe cost curve. You get what you pay for, I guess

and therefore when we get to that level of technology as you get closer.
abatement CCS is competitive. There have been
various studies of the potential for reducing the Q50 Mr Flello: North StaVordshire potteries are
cost of carbon capture and storage. The one I can already struggling with very high energy costs and
recall is the work that was done within the CO2 may be even more so when in China, if the papers
Capture Project led by BP, where they estimated of recent days are to be believed, health and safety
from engineering studies that there was innovation just does not exist in some of these coal mines.
potential to reduce the costs by between 40 and Would it be strange and odd for North
60% . StaVordshire potteries to be somewhat concerned

that we should be subsidising the Chinese carbon
Q47 Mr Newmark: It sounds to me like it is never capture technology that would further undercut the
going to be on a standalone basis commercially British manufacturing industry? Is the intention
viable. If that is the case, would you agree that it within the incentives to level that playing field and
is unreasonable for industry to fully fund the help British manufacturing to compete against dirt
necessary infrastructure for transportation of CO2? cheap energy production in the Far East?
Helen, how might the Government support the Ms Fleming: The Government is not financially
development of these pipelines? supporting the Chinese project at the moment. We
Dr Marsh: Can I just come in on the commercially are doing work with the Chinese and we are doing
viable point first? a lot of encouragement, working alongside them on

getting them to use the technology rather than
direct funding. Prices in energy are clearly a veryQ48 Mr Newmark: Yes, go ahead.
important issue for the economy as a whole. TheDr Marsh: You are not going to abate carbon free.
manufacturing industry is a major user of energyIf there is a market-based process to reward abating
and presumably that is going to be a very big issuecarbon then this technology has the chance to
for them. The Government’s energy policy, as setbecome commercially viable. The point I am
out in the White Paper in 2003, does set out fourmaking is that when you aim to abate carbon at
objectives for energy policy. One of those isthe right sort of level and there is a market-based
competitiveness relating to costs of energy and thatinstrument to deliver rewards for abating that
is something that within the context of thecarbon, then this technology, to the best of our
forthcoming energy review will clearly be one of theknowledge, with the data we have got at the
considerations. There are some diYcult balances tomoment, looks to be a competitive technology. So
reach here for the Government, but weighing theit is competitive in doing what it is designed to do.
costs of carbon and carbon abatement, weighing
security of supply issues and weighingQ49 Mr Newmark: You need the infrastructure in
competitiveness issues will all have to be doneplace to make that commercially viable at the end
before conclusions are reached.of the day and who is going to pay for that? Is it

at that point that the Government comes in to help
support that? Q51 Mr Newmark: You said earlier on that £3/3.5

million was being put into this project with theMs Fleming: The Government recognises that,
particularly with the new technology coming in, Chinese. I am assuming that is real money as

opposed to some benefit in kind. If that is realoften there will be a gap between what appears to
be commercially viable and then turning that into money, why is that money not being directed to

something in the UK? How does giving thatan actually commercially viable operation and in
those cases there can be a case for Government money, if it is real money, to the Chinese in a joint

project help us here?intervention to encourage it to happen. The
Government has assorted options available to it to Mr Morris: This was seen as a way of incentivising

the Chinese to look at carbon capture and storagehelp incentivize these kinds of projects. Some of the
ways that we have done that in the past have been, as a technology. It was felt that it would provide

opportunities in the longer term for the Chinese tofor example, through enhanced capital allowances
so that industry can claim back the costs of the take up this technology. We are trying to bring the

technology to them to make them aware of it andinvestment they are making. That can sometimes
be enough to push a project over the viability line. look at the possibilities of using it. If you put it in

the context of the global impacts of climate changeWe can use direct grants. We have used capital
grants for various projects on some other energy and carbon emissions, it is not an awful lot of

money to put into such a big emitter to try and findtechnologies. That also has helped move emerging
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ways of pointing them in a direction to try to find is another story—or a CCS obligation certificate
regime, either of which would have some ratherways of reducing these huge amounts of carbon
more compelling financial incentive for investment?dioxide they are emitting. One has to think about
Mr Morris:We have been doing quite a bit of workthe global problem as well.
on this. We recognise that carbon capture, to
qualify for carbon credits, has to be in that scheme.

Q52 Mr Newmark: This is part of a macro We have already been discussing this with the
investment rather than a micro investment? Commission and we have been told that, provided
Mr Morris: Yes. The UK has only 2% world the correct regulatory regime is in place, there is no
carbon emissions. We are quite a small player. The reason why it cannot qualify for carbon credits in
Chinese are going to be bigger than the Americans the next phase of the Emissions Trading Scheme.
in the next 20 years. We have been doing quite a lot of work particularly
Dr Penman: The opportunities in China might be on the DNV study for monitoring and verification.
good opportunities for UK based industries also. I That is all very much part of that regime, ensuring
do not think it is either/or. that we can go into carbon credits in a way which

is acceptable. We have had a lot of help from
European colleagues, particularly Norway becauseQ53 Margaret Moran: It has been suggested that
they are just as interested in that as we are. So far,the UK has to decide whether it is going to be
the feedback has been very positive and helpful soleading this technology or slow learners. In terms
we are feeling quite good about that.of the cost equation, how much has been put into
Ms Fleming: You mentioned the idea of anthe equation in terms of the loss to UK
obligation and clearly the obligation mechanismsmanufacturing and the loss of technology transfer work very successfully in the case of renewables,benefits if we are not there in the fast lane as far where that industry has had a very secure regimeas this is concerned? Has any of that been put into in terms of funding and a large amount of subsidythe overall cost equation? which will be worth around £1 billion in 2010 is

Dr Marsh: When we developed the Carbon going into the development of that industry. An
Abatement Technology strategy we spent some obligation is certainly one of the options that we
time looking at the strengths of UK industry. We considered in relation to carbon capture and
still have quite a significant industry that is capable storage. It is not necessarily going to be the right
of both designing and constructing these answer for it. In particular, because renewable
technologies. If there is a major drive to reduce CO2 generation is not exposed to basic fuel price
emissions worldwide, we could be in a position to volatility as you would burning gas or coal, a CAT
tap into quite a massive market. We make the subsidy scheme might not be the best in terms of
boilers that are needed; we make the steam revenue certainty for a developer. If the aim of the
turbines. We have world class design capabilities objective here is to give developers the certainty to
for the cleaner coal technologies so there are a lot build and invest in this technology, that might not
of opportunities there and that was one of the be the best solution, but it is certainly one that we
justifications for the CAT strategy. have been considering.
Mr Morris: One of the activities coming out of the
CAT strategy is to develop a technology road map

Q55 Dr Turner: Are you considering a carbon tax?which will focus very much on UK strengths, where Ms Fleming: That is a matter ministers will keepshould we collaborate, where do we buy in under review.
technology, to try and focus much more on where
we are strong and where we should perhaps let

Q56 Chairman: Are you recommending it tosomebody else do it. The technology road map will
ministers?hopefully help focus on where we need to focus our
Ms Fleming: I cannot—resources in future to best eVect.
Chairman: You could not possibly comment.

Q54 Dr Turner: You would probably agree that the Q57 Adam Afriyie: Climate change aVects
funding and investment climate is just as important everybody across the globe. The nation has made
as technology in determining the rate at which this a commitment to reducing CO2 emissions. Is it fair
can be deployed. Can we look at incentives? You that the industry has to bear that cost when they
have already discussed the fact that the Emissions already have established costs under a diVerent deal
Trading Scheme does not provide suYcient carbon where they pump carbon dioxide into the air? Will
cost to trigger that investment. Indeed, at the you be recommending at the Treasury that that
moment carbon capture and storage is not even in whole situation is reversed and the government
the ETS. What steps are you taking to get carbon says, “We will completely bear the cost through the
capture included in the ETS? What steps are you general tax purse in reducing CO2 emissions rather
taking to ensure that there is a stable structure than placing the burden solely on the industry”?
there beyond 2012 when the current phase two of Ms Fleming: One of the objectives for the
ETS finishes? To the Treasury, what other financial government in terms of getting secure carbon
incentives are you considering? Are you for reductions is putting the right incentives in place in
instance considering carbon tax—I would advocate the economy to ensure that that happens. The best

way to do that might not be for the government toa carbon tax and a carbon credit system but that
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say, “We will pay for these high costs of carbon.” Mr Morris: The London Convention has been
making progress on getting other countries toOne of the ways the government can do that and
accept that there need to be amendments to allowhas done it is to put the mechanisms into the
for carbon storage. On regulatory regimes, we aremarket that give price signals to individual
aware of the issues. We are starting to have aconsumers.
discussion with our Norwegian colleagues and
there will be a conference at the end of this month

Q58 Adam Afriyie: At the moment, your in County Hall about how we have a common set
instructions are to look at ways that the industry of principles for regulating storage in the North
can pick up part of the cost rather than the national Sea. We want to engage other countries on that so
purse bearing the cost of carbon abatement we are progressing these issues.

Dr Penman: We are making very considerabletechnologies?
progress. The London Convention establishedMs Fleming: For long term changes that are needed
a working group on these issues chaired byin carbon use, we need a system where the right
the UK. That made recommendations to theincentives are on people to abate their own use of
27th consultative meeting of the Londonenergy or emissions of carbon. The government
Convention in October. At that meeting, thehave taken the approach that they want to use
Convention agreed “to consider clarifying ormarket instruments to do that and to put the right
amending the Convention in order to facilitate orincentives on the ultimate users of the technology
regulate carbon capture and storage.”2to take those choices.
Mr Morris: We are aware of the infrastructureAdam Afriyie: I am not entirely clear what that issues and using the existing infrastructure.

answer means but I assume it means a balance Chairman: We will be writing to you on a number
between government expenditure and the industry of issues that have arisen in your evidence session
bearing its own costs. this morning, one of which will be cutting Des oV

in his prime on regulation. Can I thank you all
enormously for coming this morning for a veryQ59 Dr Turner: The regulation of long term
interesting session.storage: what mechanisms do you propose? What

progress have you made in amending the London 2 Note by the witness: More precisely, the 27th Consultative
Convention and the OSPA Protocol to permit long Meeting endorsed the recommendations of the Expert

Group which include ‘. . . to develop a menu of options toterm carbon capture and storage undersea? Are you
clarify (and, if appropriate, amend) the Protocol and thetaking steps to ensure that, in the process of using
Convention, with a view to facilitating and/or regulating

the North Sea oilfield, you will be using the existing the use of CO2 sequestration on sea-bed geological
structures. . .’infrastructure pipelines and so on?

Witnesses: Dr Jon Gibbins, Energy Technology for Sustainable Development Group, Mechanical
Engineering Department, Imperial College, London, Dr David Reiner, Judge Business School, University
of Cambridge, UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium; Dr Nick Riley, Head, Sustainable and
Renewable Energy Programme, Dr Sam Holloway, Senior Principal Scientist in underground CO2 storage
research, British Geological Survey, examined.

Q60 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for electricity for use in transport and in the building
sector—so it really can apply to a very broad rangecoming. You have heard the evidence of those who

advise government from the departments. We are of our energy usage. That will be a significant part
because the fossils will be there for the foreseeablesomewhat confused about some of the answers and

you have been referred to as the experts so no doubt future and can have a really big eVect.
your answers will be incredibly clear. Obviously,
CCS is an essential component of theUKenergy and Q62 Chairman: If we get this right, we will not have
climate change mitigation technology mix. Why do to have new nuclear build. If we can burn coal
you think it is important? cleanly and capture the carbon, the problem is
Dr Gibbins: Do you mean important for the UK or solved?
important for the globe as a whole? DrGibbins:The problem of climate change is largely

a problem of carbon being emitted from burning
fossil fuels. Carbon capture and storage is the onlyQ61 Chairman: Both but can we start with the UK,

because that is our primary interest? option that directly addresses that. We are not
having climate change problems because we do notDr Gibbins: The UK for the foreseeable future will

be heavily reliant on fossil. It came up in the earlier have enough nuclear; we are having climate change
problems because we have too much carbon dioxidedebate. Are we increasing our dependence on fossil?

Unfortunately, from where we are now, we do not coming from fossil fuels. As a direct response to your
comment about nuclear, the Royal Commission onhave any option but to be dependent on fossil.

Carbon capture and storage applies immediately to Environmental Pollution in their original stage in
2000 which looked at this problem came up with athe electricity industry but in the longer term it can

be applied to all sectors. You can produce number of scenarios. Some of those scenarios
included a lot of renewables, a lot of energydecarbonised energy vectors—that is hydrogen or
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conservation, and they did not have nuclear and Q66 Mr Newmark: You do not feel supporting
carbon capture will encourage an unhealthycarbon capture and storage. Some of the other
dependence on fossil fuels?scenarios that they looked at did not get so much

economy, did not manage to employ so many Dr Riley: Fossil fuels are such a good fuel they are
going to be used. Even if we did not use fossil fuelsrenewables and the Royal Commission said, “We
at all here in the UK, all that would do would be toneed either carbon capture and storage or nuclear
displace the use of those fossil fuels to somewherepower.”
else in the world where they would be burnt withoutDr Riley: The situation is so dire with the emissions
capture and storage. I feel the more capture andof carbon dioxide globally to the atmosphere, which
storage is done with fossil fuels wherever the moreare also going into the ocean and acidifying the
we are going to solve the problems. The issue is thatocean—that is an issue I would like to raise more
we are burning fossil fuels globally and we areawareness about, not just climate change—that we
putting the CO2 into the atmosphere. We have tohave to use every technology we have available and
deal with that problem. If the UK cleans itself up,rapidly deploy it both here in the West and in the
that is not going to stop gas going somewhere else ordeveloping world. I would like to see more joined up
coal or oil going somewhere else and being burnt inthinking as well about how all these diVerent
another country where it will not be captured. Wetechnologies can be integrated in the best way to be
need a national and a global mechanism for dealingcomplementary with each other.
with this problem.

Q63 Chairman: Including nuclear?
Q67 Mr Newmark: Do you feel that ideas aboutDr Riley: Yes. It is for policy makers to decide
exporting carbon capture technology to countriesexactly which balance they wish to have or whether
like India and China are realistic? If we are doingsociety wants to go down the nuclear route for other
that should we be putting taxpayers’ money intoreasons, because there are concerns about
supporting that, given that it is a global problem asradioactive waste accidents with nuclear
well as a problem in the UK?installations etc. There was a question posed to the
Dr Riley: We definitely should be encouragingDTI earlier on about would carbon capture and
developing economies, particularly those that arestorage possibly compete with the outrolling of
going to be large emitters. China is installing onerenewables. I do not think it necessarily needs to. I
gigawatt of coal powered generation a week. That isthink they can be rolled in a complementary way as
four megatons of CO2 a week increase in China justan integrated system. You can use hybrid and
from its coal plant generation.Wemust address thatcogeneration technologies where you get the benefits
issue. The small amount of money that Defraof both fossil and renewables together. I would like
alluded to is absolutely tiny. Youhave to think of theto see that sort of thing muchmore encouraged than
global damage cost of that CO2 and that will comepresently. It is not being encouraged to my mind.
back to the UK through the climate change
certification eVects. We have to have rapid

Q64 Chairman: Is there a place for all three, for reductions in emissions. As the Royal Commission
nuclear, renewables and CCS technology at the on Environmental Pollution said way back in 2000,
same time? 60% is a global target, not just aUK target. That was

based on year 2000 data and emissions all aroundDrRiley:Yes. If costs are passed on to the consumer
the world have risen dramatically. The IEA Worldfor capturing CO2, that will raise energy prices. I
Energy Outlook that was published this month saidtake the point of the issue of fuel poverty but there
that fossil fuel use will go up by 50% by 2030 so weare other mechanisms you can deploy to protect that
only have a couple of decades to get this problemportion of society. If energy prices go up, that also
solved in policy for all the major energy users in thehelps delivery energy eYciency. The IEA did a
world. I can only encourage governments to workreport that during the oil shocks in the 1970s energy
much harder and faster to get agreements to do this.eYciency was improved far more because of the
This is the most serious problem that this generationprice in energy than any OECD government policy
faces this century and we are the generation that hasto get energy eYciency delivered. Price of energy is
to solve it.an important mechanism for making people use
Dr Reiner: It would be helpful to distinguishenergy more eYciently.
between various policy pressures and imperatives.
There is in the form of the Emissions Trading

Q65MrNewmark:Do you not feel that the more we Scheme a way of meeting the EU and UK
put our attention to making investments in carbon commitment to the Kyoto first commitment period
capture programmes it will distract attention away 2008–12. That is well in hand. Then there is the other
from other renewable strategies? question of the UK government’s unilateral
Dr Riley: I do not think that will necessarily be so, commitment to the CO2 target. That is an important
providing you have a proper, balanced portfolio of thing for government to worry about but if you
mechanisms. That is for the government to work worry about the larger problem of climate change it
out. I do not think that necessarily needs to be a is imperative to think of China and India and where
competitive either/or outcome. I can see the the capacity is coming online. BrianMorris used the
government is considering that and I am very words “carbon lock-in”. We are talking about

installed capacity that is going in today that will bepleased to see that.
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there for probably a minimum of 40 years, plant, particularly if that plant is part of a
petrochemical complex, there is no doubt you wouldpotentially longer. It is important to focus on the

current question of UK energy policy but if we think want gasification. In the longer term, it may turn out
that there are some economic advantages in usingof it from a climate change policy perspective we

really do need to have that broader view. We may oxyfuel combustion where you burn the fuel in pure
oxygen. It is pretty obvious, looking at the numberswell have important domestic imperatives in terms

of building new capacity over the next five, 10 or 15 now, that the cost diVerences are not going to be that
great. It will depend on how well they suit theyears and that is where we get into debates over

nuclear new build or not. If we think of climate particular application you are looking at. Because
we are going to have a significant market for retrofitchange policy, it would be completely foolhardy to

focus on the UK or the EU. It is really an issue for applications, we certainly need to have the post-
combustion option, even if we decide that new buildwhere that commitment to future climate forcing is

coming from and that is from the developing is going to be gasification. You should not pick a
winner. If you did concentrate on a particularcountries.
technology you would miss out some important
parts of the future for CO2.Q68 Chairman:We are looking at this issue of where

government policy is going to focus.When the Prime
Minister said on 27 September, “How much longer Q71 Bob Spink: Could you talk us through capture
do countries like ours allow the security of our ready technology? What should the government be
energy supply to be dependent on some of the most doing to ensure that capture ready is being used at
unstable parts of the world?” that was a very strong the moment?
clue about the direction of the energy review, was it Dr Gibbins: A capture ready plant is as good as a
not, or am I being very naı̈ve? plant without capture before it has capture added
Dr Reiner: If we are talking about fossil dependence and as good as a plant with capture afterwards. It is
or gas dependence in particular, it is not only a fairly achievable, particularly with post-combustion
question of being dependent on one fuel. It is a capture. What you do not want with capture ready
question of diversity of sources and routing. You is to have some idea that says we are going to make
have a number of diVerent ways in which you can you spend a lot of money now to save money in the
assure security of supply without necessarily going future when that is not justified. You have to look at
down the nuclear route. There are ways in which you this very objectively. What is important for a
could think of security of supply without being regulatory regime is to define when you expect
entirely committed to nuclear power. capture to be fitted. In other words, are you fitting

capture for 20, 10 or five years ahead? You then put
the onus on the plant operator to say, “I am going toQ69 Bob Spink: Of the carbon capture options,
look at my options here. I want a plant that is goingwhich is the most promising? Do you think we
to burn gas or coal, whatever, to make electricity.”should be at this stage picking winners and directing
Youmust do a study and say, “What are my optionsUK R&B towards that particular technology?
for fitting the plant with capture? How much will IDr Riley: It is interesting that BP have announced
have to spend up front if I am going down onetheir Miller and Peterhead power plant aspirations.
option? How much will I have to spend up front if IThis is not decided to go ahead yet. BP are doing the
am going down another option?” I then factor thatsums along with their partners but that is making
cost in for the time before I had capture. I look at thehydrogen from natural gas, which is standard steam
cost of adding capture in the future and say, “Howreforming and burning the hydrogen in gas turbines
much money am I likely to save? Which is the bestwhich will deliver 350 megawatts. It could be built
option?” That could drive you down quite diVerentwithin a three year time frame. That is the sort of
routes. If you think capture is very soon, you mightspeed at which you can do things and it will avoid
possibly build a gasification plant. If you thinkabout one megaton a year of CO2. That is about the
capture is later, you will almost certainly build asame avoidance as all the entire wind farm installed
combustion plant with post-combustion capture.capacity we have at the moment for the UK.

Q70 Bob Spink: That is an alternative source. What Q72 Bob Spink: Are the government doing at the
moment to promote capture ready?we are addressing this morning is how we deal with

fossil fuel burning. Dr Gibbins: This has all come on rather quickly. I do
not think the government has necessarily got aroundDr Riley: That is fossil fuel burning because that

would otherwise be gas that would be burnt in to it in the permitting process. I am very convinced
that they are aware of that and people looking atturbines.

Dr Gibbins: It is a bit of a waste of time to worry building new power plants in this country are aware
at least of the capture ready concept and the need toabout which is the best technology because the

reality is that you should not think about what is the make plants capture ready. I do not think it is
formally there. It is something that needs attentionbest technology. You should say, “Which is the best

technology for which application?” There are a because it is obviously hopeless, as I am trying to do
at the moment, to promote the idea of capture readynumber of diVerent applications and scenarios. For

example, if you want to retrofit, the chances are you in China whenwe are not doing it in theUK. Just for
that reason alone, let alone our own considerations,will want post-combustion capture where you take

the CO2 out of the flue gas. If you are building a new it is very important to get it there on the statute. If
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you are building a new plant, as part of the currently used in enhanced oil recover is not derived
permitting process, you have to look at from capture; it is derived from natural sources of
environmental impact, your capture options and CO2 which are found under the ground. It is not
you have to show that you have built a plant that has done at all in the UK.
a reasonable capture ready opportunity.

Q78 Chairman: Can I explore the issue of storage inQ73 Margaret Moran: The previous panel accepted
saline aquifers? How much do we know about thatthat there werewider applications for the technology
and the security of that system? Is there anywherein reducing CO2 emissions. How much research has where there is an experiment going on orwhere therebeen done around that? Is there any estimate of its
is some empirical evidence to show what happens tolikely impact?
CO2 when it is stored over a longer period of time inDr Gibbins: Do you mean in terms of cost?
deep saline aquifers?
Dr Holloway: Yes. There are a number of

Q74 Margaret Moran: The impact in terms of CO2 experiments injecting carbon dioxide into deep
emissions. saline aquifers. The primary one is the Sleipner
Dr Gibbins: A lot of the technologies we are looking Project in the North Sea. Also there have been
at, for example, if you are producing a low carbon smaller projects undertaken at Nagaoka in Japanhydrogen rich fuel gas, that could be used in some and Frio in Texas. Additionally, there is anindustrial firing applications. Another application is enormous amount of CO2 injection beingif you go for post-combustion capture where you undertaken in oilfields prior to that, which has beenjust take CO2 from a stream that would have gone to

going on since the 1970s. The injection of CO2the chimney normally. That is also applicable. The
underground and the question of whether it will leaklevel of impact it can have in the UK is relatively low
is based on a track record of something of the orderbecause industrial emissions are not a huge part of
of 30 years in terms of what you can demonstrate. Asour total emission. Most of it is coming from power
far as longer term storage is concerned, you wouldstations, buildings and transport. The feasibility is
be looking at simulating what will happen in thethere. Certainly I have had some informal
future on the basis of natural occurrences of CO2conversations with industry on how you would do
that we know about that occur in various placesthat. I have not seen a great deal of interest from
around the world.industry at the moment.

Q75 Dr Turner: If the government were to insist by Q79 Chairman: In terms of mineral carbonation, is
law that all new plant should be capture ready, how this a serious technology for storage?
quickly do you think industry could respond to that? Dr Holloway: It is a process that will work but the
Dr Gibbins: Tomorrow. The definition of a capture costs are likely to be extremely high. It is a
ready plant, at least as far as I am concerned, is it is technology that would require very considerable
a plant where you have examined your options and advances in order for it to become anywhere near
you have taken some sensible ones. Of course you competitive with other methods of sequestering
have to recognise that we do not necessarily know carbon.
what capture technology we might be fitting in 10
years’ time but that is just a normal engineering

Q80 Dr Turner: You are the only witnesses who areassessment.
most likely to know the answer. We know there are
enough geological features to satisfy the UK’s needQ76Margaret Moran: The first panel were referring
for carbon storage. What about China?this question to you in terms of the standardisation
Dr Holloway: There has been a study conducted inof methods of estimating storage capacity
the last few months which was an initialinternationally. What steps are being taken there?
reconnaissance of the storage capacity of China.Dr Holloway: Within the Carbon Sequestration
China does not have very many oil and gas fields soLeadership Forum of which Britain is a part there is
the storage capacity is not suYcient to last Chinaa task force working on standardising methods of
very long. China would have to probably turn to itscalculating storage capacity. That is probably the
saline aquifers as its main storage potential. Themain mechanism.
amount of storage available in those is poorly
known.Q77Margaret Moran: There is also an issue around
DrRiley:On themineral side, arising fromSirDavidthe use of captured CO2 as a feedstock for other
King’s talk and the deliberations resulting from hisprocesses in the future rather than just storing it as
talk yesterday, it is important to raise this. I thinkwaste. Is that a feasible option and, if so, has there
mineral storage is a distraction. The bulk of CO2been any work done around the lifecycle emission
storage is going to have to be done by injecting theimplications of using CO2 as a feedstock?
carbon dioxide underground. The issue of can weDr Riley: There have been studies on the use of CO2.
create dolomite from seawater will make theI think this is covered in the IPCC report which is
problem worse because if you make carbonate fromabout to be released later this month or early next.
seawater you evolve carbon dioxide back to theThe amounts of CO2 for industrial use are very small
atmosphere. It sounds counterintuitive. I am veryin terms of the overall CO2 emissions. The largest

user is for enhanced oil recovery. Most CO2 that is happy to send you the chemistry behind that. It is
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explained on page 11 of the Royal Society report on Q85 Mr Newmark: I am focused on what
innovations are going to drive costs down. Couldocean acidification by CO2 which was released in
you tie in what innovations can also help driveJuly.
costs down when you are answering these
questions?

Q81 Chairman: It just sounded so attractive. Dr Riley: One of the reasons why BP are choosing
DrRiley: It actually makes the situation worse in the the Miller field for sending the CO2 back out for
short term. We are trying to shave oV this peak of storage is the legalities because under the London
emissions in the context of that. Convention and OSPA you can use CO2 as a

working fluid if you are injecting it underground in
the context of oil and gas production. That is also

Q82 Adam Afriyie: Everything is comparative. In how Sleipner is legal. There is a CO2 proof pipeline
your view are carbon capture and storage costs and it is an oilfield which is already naturally CO2
equivalent to nuclear storage costs with the contaminated. There are significant risks with
information we have at the moment? Is there a oVshore CO2 EOR and this is where the innovation
diVerence? comes in. No one has ever done it anywhere in the
Dr Gibbins: The evidence is that probably the world, so this would be a world first to be done out
diVerences that we are aware of are within the in the North Sea. There are substantial capital costs
uncertainty bounds. There have been several studies for oVshore EOR because of the re-engineering of
by the DTI in support of the Energy White Paper the platforms, the wells etc. It is a lot more capital
and later the CAT strategy looking at the options for intensive than doing an onshore CO2 EOR
reducing overall UK CO2 emissions. The cost operation which industry is much more familiar
diVerences out to 2050 if you have nuclear and if you with. It is a mature technology onshore. If you are
do not have nuclear but you have carbon capture just going to put the CO2 underground, the
and storage are quite low. If you have neither cheapest option would be probably to choose
nuclear nor carbon capture and storage, the costs depleted gas fields nearer shore rather than to have
become quite high. The evidence that has been to take it all the way out for EOR, but there is a
presented suggests that you might be talking about, payback with EOR with the oil.
for example, a cost diVerence of half a penny a
kilowatt hour being enough to make the diVerence

Q86 Mr Newmark: There are some benefits tobetween having a very high nuclear content in the
eVectively levering oV existing infrastructure aselectricity generation industry and none. That really
well?is below the uncertainty threshold.
Dr Riley: there are.
Dr Holloway: There is a lot to be gained from that.
There is a lot known about the oil and gas fieldsQ83AdamAfriyie: It seems that some of the barriers
in terms of their geology. We also know that theyor some of the contributing factors for a change in
have contained buoyant fluids for millions of yearsenergy production or storage of waste are financial
which gives us some assurance that if there areor that small changes in the cost would make a fairly
going to be any leaks they would be as a result ofbig diVerence to the outcome in terms of the
what man has done to these fields, in other words,energy mix.
drilled into them. There is a of knowledge investedDr Gibbins: That appears to be the situation
in those fields which we could exploit.although I think you also have to bear in mind that

decisions that are made, because they are made
under uncertainty, will not necessarily respond that Q87 Mr Newmark: Invested in terms of
drastically, so people will try and keep a balance for infrastructure or knowledge?
other reasons. Dr Holloway: Infrastructure questions are a bit out

of my field.

Q84 Adam Afriyie: In a more specific way, can
members of the panel point out what they would Q88 Mr Newmark: In order to keep costs down, we
consider would have the biggest impact on carbon are always looking for a return on capital. Part of
capture and storage in terms of a financial the biggest chunk of the overall cost of where we
incentive? What particular incentive would you are heading here is infrastructure. Either we can go
choose that you believe would make a diVerence to government and say, “We want a brand new
and encourage energy producers to use carbon build. Give us whatever incentives and cash you
capture and storage technology? can” or we can try and diminish that as much as
Dr Holloway: For me, the most likely route to possible. Do not rely on the taxpayer as much by
carbon capture and storage in the UK would be via leveraging oV existing infrastructure that is out
enhanced oil recovery, so some way of enabling an there.
infrastructure that will allow CO2 to get from Dr Riley: If we can lever the existing infrastructure
power stations onshore in the UK to the northern oVshore, that will have a major payback to the
and central North Sea, where the oilfields are Treasury because the UK taxpayer is losing
would be important from a geological perspective revenue through decommissioning because

companies can write those costs oV.and a step forward.
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Q89 Mr Newmark: At a particular point in time it maybe at the early stages, but if we are talking
about commercial viability it does end up being athey will be fully depreciated anyway.

Dr Riley: There are still considerable costs in question of—
decommissioning because you have to remove the
infrastructure. It is just crazy to not to consider Q94 Mr Newmark: As you move along your
reusing that infrastructure for carbon management experience curve, as long as you get the economies of
in the future. There is going to be a report by the scale, there is then far less reliance on government
Eastern Energy Consortium, partly DTI funded, intervention?
released shortly about this issue. Dr Reiner: The other point is, particularly for an

issue like carbon capture as opposed to, say, nuclear,
Q90 Chairman: How quickly do we need to make there will be some low hanging fruit and a number of
these decisions? easier opportunities. Those will come in more
Dr Riley: Very soon because the decommissioning readily with the right mix of incentives. You do not
curve is accelerating for the North Sea. necessarily need to be structuring it so that you get

100% carbon capture. It is a question of what
technologies might come in at diVerent times.Q91 Mr Newmark: In terms of leveraging oV

existing infrastructure, is it possible for us to work
towards understanding the cost savings ultimately? Q95 Dr Turner: The price of carbon is a critical
Dr Riley: Yes. factor and knowing it three decades ahead, not seven

years, is also critical to investors. Something like £50
a tonne would most certainly trigger the investment,Q92 Adam Afriyie: Jon and David have not
I would guess, which ismore than double the currentanswered the question on what would be the single,
price of carbon. Do you have any views on thebest innovation that would make this whole area
mechanisms that the government could best use toopen up and become viable. Secondly, what would
guarantee the price of carbon being at abe, in your view, the best incentive from
commercially levering level, shall we say?government that would open up the area of carbon
Dr Gibbins: What I was going to suggest was,capture and storage or make it more viable?
looking at what might be an incentive, you couldDr Reiner:We should diVerentiate between the first
have a flexible incentive in the sense that youtwo or three plants and commercial viability. There
guarantee a price for carbon but obviously if thatcould be quite a strong case for wanting to have
price is coming out of the tradingmarket then clearlyclear evidence. There has not been enough field
the government should not pay it and would nottesting. We need to be doing not just small but
need to, but you do need to underwrite the price ofmuch more substantial experiments. The reason
carbon. Going back to the Chairman’s commentwhy Sleipner exists is because of quite a strong
about what the Prime Minister was saying aboutincentive from the Norwegian Government that
where you get your energy from, if you are lookingmade it very clear in terms of economics that they
at carbon capture and storage with a view toshould be storing the CO2 rather than emitting it
promoting energy security, you perhaps need to lookinto the atmosphere. I would diVerentiate between
at diVerent supportmechanisms for coal and naturalwhat might be in the near term important
gas because the technology is intrinsically diVerent.investment in these demonstration plants and a
With regard to the breakthroughs, the biggestlonger term incentive. We need to be talking about
breakthrough that would move things along is not aa higher CO2 price that would provide this
technological breakthrough; it is seeing a utility andincentive. We talk about the various alternatives,
an oil company working on a project together andwhether it is renewables, nuclear or CCS. At the
making a go of it. There is a technologicalmoment, the carbon price is not high enough and,
breakthrough that I think is required and that ismore importantly, essentially it expires in 2012. If
probably post-combustion capture on a large scale.it then expires, what is the understanding of
I say that because post-combustion capture and pre-industry as to what the carbon price will be in 2013?
combustion capture making hydrogen are relativelyNobody has an idea of what that number is. If you
well understood and it will go but the post-look at for example the US SO2 trading scheme,
combustion capture is necessary for some of thethey oVer a much longer time horizon and a much
retrofit options and for some of the industry options.greater certainty given to industry in making
We do not necessarily need to demonstrate that ininvestments as to what the long term price will be,
this country. It may well be demonstrated overseas.even if that price is going up over time
I think Canada is quite a likely prospect.substantially. That is something you can factor into

your projections.
Q96 Adam Afriyie: I was at Imperial as well. What
areas of competitive advantage do you think weQ93Mr Newmark: I am assuming with SO2 that the

US is eVectively setting the regulatory framework have in the UK? Obviously we have the oilfields but
are there any other areas of competitive advantagewithin which industry has to behave and industry

makes its own commercial judgments without that you would identify in the UK, other than
Imperial College?necessarily any financial support from government.

Dr Reiner: Absolutely. It provides a lower cost way Dr Gibbins: We have the City. The UK stands to
gain out of carbon capture and storage in twoof meeting that same SO2 target. We can talk about

providing subsidies and there is a rationale for doing ways. The UK has the opportunity to make this
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technology acceptable possibly 10 years earlier and in the pore spaces between grains of sedimentary
rocks. The concept of an underground, large cavitythat could have huge implications when the globe

is going to say, “Okay. It does not look too bad, is not realistic.
Dr Riley: The Miller field where BP propose totackling climate change; let’s go for it!” That is the

biggest benefit to the UK. I know that is not the reinject CO2 is in the region of the UK continental
shelf which experiences the most frequent andquestion you are asking but bear that in mind.

However, there is a lot of money that has to change strongest earthquakes and the oil and gas from the
Miller field has not been shown to be leaking. Ithands to make this happen. Do the Chinese pay for

it themselves? Do we pay for it? Leave that aside. has been in place there for many tens of millions
of years.That is part of the debate on how you tackle

climate change. There is an awful lot of money
going to be traded. There will have to be projects Q99 Dr Iddon: Can I ask whether an adequate risk
to verify and a lot of financing for projects. A lot management assessment has been made anywhere
of that is likely to come out of the City of London. in the world for CCS technology?
If we can get that experience here first, we can make Dr Holloway: There is a published assessment of
some money for the UK and bring on that number the risks of enhanced oil recovery and CO2 storage
one objective an awful lot. Although the in the Forties oilfield. That concluded that the risks
technology is there, do not lose sight of the City from the natural or geological system were
because that is what is going to lubricate the whole negligible and not enough was really known about
system and make it happen. the risks associated with the wells to be able to
Dr Riley: We have a good opportunity for early make significant comment. Within the IPCC 2006
demonstrations of new combinations of revision of the guidelines for greenhouse gas
technologies such as the BP project with Miller and inventories, there will be some general guidelines
Peterhead that is about to be announced. That will about the sort of process that should be gone
be a world class demonstration project. through of characterising the geology, modelling
Dr Holloway: The Miller Project will involve the geology to see if there are places where the site
Scottish and Southern Electricity as well so it will might leak and how the CO2 will be distributed
demonstrate the full capture and storage chain— underground, monitoring that, feeding back the

monitoring results to check that the models are
correct, preparing a remediation plan in the eventQ97 Chairman: The link between energy
of any leaks and, when injection into the site isproduction and what you do with the raw
finished, subsequently monitoring will continue andmaterials?
so will iteration with the models to such a pointDr Holloway: Yes. Thank you.
that we feel confident that the future distribution of
carbon dioxide can be predicted and an agreement
between, say, the regulator and the operator wouldQ98 Dr Iddon: Sam Holloway mentioned the
then ensue and the site could be closed.possibility of accidentally drilling through one of

these high pressure storage systems. That is not the
only risk, is it, because we all know about Q100 Dr Iddon: Obviously firms come and go. We
continental drift which takes place over centuries. are talking about a longevity probably longer than
I am more concerned about earthquakes which do any firms exist, including companies like ICI. How
occur in Britain from time to time and subsidence do we protect ourselves against that into the future,
which is related to both of those factors. We are in your opinion?
talking as if these caverns are there for ever and are Dr Reiner: It is important to distinguish between
self-contained. What about geological movement? the engineering and technical risks associated with
Is that a risk? the problem and one would hope minimise the risk.
Dr Holloway: Drilling through high pressure We are not talking about nuclear waste storage. If
accumulations of gas is an every day fact of life in nuclear waste leaks in 500 or 1,000 years, that will
the oil industry because when you discover gas still be a problem to our descendants. If we think
fields they are under pressure and that pressure is of CO2 leaking back to the atmosphere in 500 or
retained by dense mud inserted in the well. Drilling 5,000 years, it is much less problematic in that we
through an existing CO2 storage site should not in are shaving the peak that we are talking about in
itself necessarily promote leakage because you can the next 100 years. There are concerns over
control your well drilling process and plug your managing that site but if you go back to why we
well with suitable materials afterwards. On the worry about CO2 going to atmosphere it is
question of earthquakes, the saline aquifer storage important to diVerentiate between risks that will be
experiment in Nagaoka in Japan was hit by a public health hazards and, if you are storing it
magnitude 6.3 earthquake during the experimental onshore, you might worry about the fact that there
period and this did not in any way damage the site might be a migration of CO2 that might pose a
significantly at all. One would try and store CO2 more acute health hazard to maybe small groups
away from earthquake prone zones. It seems of people. That is the important diVerence from
unlikely to me that seismic activity of that kind talking about storage of some of these nastier, more
would be a significant risk because geologists are acute problems. The better reason arguably for
able to predict areas where the seismic risk is very trying to assure security of storage has much to do

with the public perception of that risk, providinglow. CO2 is not planned to be stored in caverns but
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the assurance that this is a safe technology. If you been an active engagement with the non-
governmental community. There has been an eVortthought of it from an economic perspective, you
to try and understand the concerns and react tomight not worry so much as to whether it is a one
them rather than letting this be played out on thein 1,000 year event or a one in 10,000 year event.
front pages of various daily newspapers. There hasFrom the point of view of the perception of that
been quite a conscious eVort to engage with therisk, I think it is important to do the best we can.
non-governmental community. That does not mean
that on balance they might come out in time

Q101 Dr Harris:What assessments have there been opposing carbon capture for whatever reasons as
formally of the risk? Have those been from industry an organisation. I found in my discussions with the
and, if so, do you think there is a role for there to non-governmental community an open minded
be non-industry assessments? attitude towards the technology. That is an
Dr Gibbins: It has been the thought of the UK important element in the outreach strategy. The
Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium that it public, at least based on our surveys, have no
would be useful to have a carbon capture and knowledge or virtually no knowledge of this issue
storage authority which is an independent, national so it really ends up being the press and the non-
body that assesses the risks, monitors the governmental community that you need to engage.
appropriate operation of a storage scheme and, in Dr Riley: There are some analogies with natural gas
the longer term, assumes responsibility, not without storage projects. In this country, because we have
payment, but I think that is the way we have to a shortage of natural gas storage, there are various
move ahead. proposals for underground natural gas storage

onshore. It is a well established technology in
Europe. There have been no major accidents andQ102 Dr Harris: That is regulation. I am looking
yet there is local opposition to these things and thatat risk assessment now rather than regulation for
is the same with any major infrastructure projectwhat happens in the future, because I am concerned
you put near people’s homes. People want toabout the public perception. protect the value of their homes. Even with windDr Riley: The DTI did commission a study which plants this happens as well so you have to bewas led by DNV, a company that is involved a lot careful and understand what is driving the

in risk as in industrial processes. That is probably particular campaigns in how you engage with
why the DTI engaged with them. In terms of risk people. Friends of the Earth are very positive about
assessment by independent researchers, there has CO2 capture and storage. Greenpeace are very
been less commissioned work there but there are closely engaged on the European Commission’s
views by the research community and they are technology platform for zero emission power plants
published. There is a section in the IPCC report but which will be launched at the beginning of
risk assessment is an iterative process. There are December. Joe McNorton from the DTI will be
already storage sites such as the one in Algeria that giving one of the key note addresses at that. The
BP have just started, where full risk assessments NGO community is well engaged and that is the
have been done with government being involved. I best way to have that interface with the people who
think there was a question about the worry of could be lobbyists for alternatives.
aquifers being compromised by leakage. In the Chairman: We are anxious to introduce the last
Sahara Desert, potable water is of prime question but we will probably need you to respond
importance to be protected and yet CO2 storage is to this in writing.
being allowed beneath an aquifer there.

Q104 Dr Turner: There are obviously regulatory
issues the most obvious of which is the necessity toQ103 Dr Harris: Please feel free to send in the risk
amend the London Convention. Do you think theassessment. I am interested in the public perception government is going to need to stand as abecause there are risks to the environment and guarantor for risks in underground storage in order

possibly to health—in respect of water. You do not to facilitate that?
require there to be significant risks from the Dr Holloway: In terms of the conventions?
technology for the public to get worried about it,
like health risks from GM or from mobile phone Q105 Dr Turner: In terms of the London
masts. There is much less evidence of potential risk Convention on undersea storage under which at the
here. Are you confident that we are in a position moment you could not use undersea aquifers.
to forestall a campaign, perhaps encouraged by Dr Holloway: I do not know the answer to that. In
those who think this is just an excuse to burn coal terms of the long term liability, I think the state is
instead of doing more in tidal and wind probably the only organisation that believes it will
technologies? exist in a few thousand years’ time. In my view,
Dr Reiner: It is important to be engaged. I would they will have to accept the responsibility in some
credit the industry and the governments that have form or another.
been thinking about carbon capture for not just Chairman: Thank you enormously for coming and

being so patient with us.presenting CCS as a fait accompli. There really has
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Q106 Chairman: Good morning and thank you for securing energy supply and tackling climate
change, we can do this in the short to medium termattending the oral hearing of our inquiry on carbon
with the CCS technology.capture and storage. We welcome members of the

public this morning. This is a very exciting morning
for us because we are all anxious, at 12 o’clock, to

Q109 Chairman: Surely, are we not really fitting insee the new battle of the giants within the Chamber!
to George Bush’s view that you can continueMay I start with a general question to all of you? burning fossil fuels ad nauseam because this is aThe Government has launched its new energy technology which allows you to clean up the mess

review. We had nuclear talked up two weeks ago. in your way?
This week it is carbon capture and storage. The Mr Allam: We certainly cannot sustain our
Chancellor made reference to it within his pre- economy or our way of life without burning fossil
Budget statement. Is it an essential part of the UK’s fuels, which are providing 70% of our total energy
future energy portfolio? If so, why is it? requirements in this country and similar amounts
Mr Otter: I believe it is. Personally, I think that if in other countries. The other thing of course about
we are going to meet the 60% reduction CO2 carbon capture and storage is that it allows you
targets, say, by 2050, the huge reductions in CO2, flexibility in terms of the pricing mechanism for
we are going to need all technologies. I would say diVerent types of fossil fuel. There is quite a large
that the clean fossil issue, which really means divergence between the price of coal on a heat
subsequent capture and storage, will be an essential content basis, for example, and the price of oil and
part of that mix. I firmly believe that because fossil natural gas. Once you have carbon capture and
fuels are not going to go away. They are here in storage, you can choose diVerent types of fuel with
the UK and they will be part of the mix. This well confidence, based on a price mechanism. There is
certainly be true world-wide. That means that we much more carbon emitted with coal combustion,
really do have to address urgently zero emissions for example. It is a cheaper fuel. With carbon
this year associated with fossil fuel, be that coal capture and storage, you have freedom to choose
or gas. fuels with diVerent prices.

Q107 Chairman: In terms of the recommendations Q110 Chairman: Are not you as a group of
that the Government should be making at the end companies between a rock and a hard place in that
of its energy review in order to hit the 2050 target you are actually investing or being asked to invest
of a 60% reduction that cannot be achieved, in your in renewables and renewable technologies and there
view, without serious engagement with CCS as part is very little left over for CCS?
of that? Mr Scoins: We have about 40GW of plant as an
Mr Otter: I believe it should be part of the mix. industry to replace over the next 20 years. We need
That is my view. all the options available to us. We need choices and

to be able to make those choices between diVerent
technologies to keep prices down and get diversityQ108 Chairman: Do you agree with that?
of supply. We need that framework that gives usMr Hill: I agree with that. I think it is important the ability to choose between the diVerentthat a portfolio is available to meet the energy technologies, all of them.needs. I think CCS is a very important option to

combat the impacts of climate change from
anthropogenic sources. Importantly, it has the Q111 Bob Spink: Could I ask Colin Scoins to put
potential to extend the useful aspects of the North on the record what proportion of power generation
Sea, creating employment and enhanced oil there will be in 20 years’ time that the 20GW
recovery. Hence, it can actually add to the diversity represents?
and security of energy supply for the UK. I think Mr Scoins: It is 20GW in each of the next two
also importantly it is an option that is available in decades, so 40GW over that period. I think our

present capacity is about 70GW.the short to medium term. If we are looking at
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Q112 Bob Spink:We have the three diVerent broad confidence issue. There is a need to demonstrate
technologies, as Gardiner was saying, and that thistypes: pre, post and oxyfuel. Which of these types
is one of the key points. The integration of all theseis looking most likely to be helpful in the medium
diVerent parts into the overall system is an issue. Iterm, and that is the next 10 years?
am sure the generating companies want to see theMr Allam: The technology which is most fully
most optimum use of the components in andeveloped at the moment is the gasification of coal.
integrated way because clearly there is aA number of plants have been built world-wide
detrimental impact on eYciency of the plantover the last 30 years or so for chemicals
through the adoption of these technologies.production using modern coal gasification
Therefore, you continue to need to have the mosttechnologies. Of course coal gasification is an older
eYcient plant, even without capture. That is atechnology, which extends back to the 19th century
particular issue. There needs to be a continuingin the more primitive types of plants. The use of
drive for eYciency improvement in componentshydrogen as a gas turbine fuel is also a fully
and system in order to meet the detrimental impactdeveloped technology. The production of hydrogen
that will be coming from the CO2 capture.is well established world-wide. Hydrogen as a gas

turbine fuel as an alternative to natural gas with
Q113 Dr Iddon: I just want to pin Nick Otter downCO2 removed is technology that is practised
on the burning of hydrogen. Could you indicatecommonly in the oil industry and in the ammonia
what the possible problems are? Is it that the heatindustry world-wide. The interesting point is that
produced by the hydrogen is a lot higher or is itnow, with the huge numbers of power stations
the explosive capacity of hydrogen? What is it?being built, particularly in China and India, which
Mr Otter: It is the issue of the combustion and theuse pulverised coal technology, we also have to
fuel. This is done at high temperature; also youconcentrate very much on technology which is
have a propensity for flash-back and there is aapplicable to pulverised coal firing as well. There
degree of instability in the combustion process. Iare two types of technologies, the oxyfuel and the
think this is soluble. It is a modification of existingamine scrubbing, and both of those are being
combustion technology that we certainly have, anddeveloped in parallel at the moment. They both
we are very confident of being able to do that. Ofhave their problems and they both have their
course it burns hot and you have to satisfy the NOxadvantages. You have to look at both of those
limits as well. The higher the temperature you havetechnologies in parallel until proper selections will
traditionally higher NOx too, so it is not just CO2,be made. I can anticipate that diVerent situations
and I think that is an issue that we would say, aswill require either one of those technologies in
a supplier, requires a balance. Clearly you have tothe future.
hit the CO2 for climate change reasons but thereMr Hill:My sense is that pre-combustion and post-
are other issues like NOx, for coal SOx and all thecombustion are available for short to medium term
other things.application. Aspects of each technology are

currently used in industry but have not been
Q114 Dr Iddon: By NO2 you mean oxides ofbrought together to form a pre-combustion or a
nitrogen, I presume?large-scale post-combustion application. The facts
Mr Otter: Yes.are that for post-combustion it requires an order of

magnitude scale-up 10 times over what is done
Q115 Dr Iddon: Is the hydrogen burnt raw or istoday. For pre-combustion, the scale-up required
it diluted?over what is typically done today to produce
Mr Otter: It is diluted.hydrogen for refining and for other chemical

processes is only a matter of perhaps one, two or
three times. So there is less scale-up risk with pre- Q116 Dr Iddon: What is it diluted with?
combustion technologies because of the experience Mr Hill: It is diluted with nitrogen.
industry has with that than with post-combustions.
My sense is that both will be required. The scale- Q117 Dr Iddon: That is where the NO2 problem
up required is quite diVerent and there is more comes from?
experience with the hydrogen scale-up than there is Mr Otter: Yes. It is a about the mixing, what
with post-combustion today. proportions there are. You can come up with
Mr Otter: If I may add another equipment supplier diVerent solutions with diVerent mixing. That is
point of view, clearly at the present stage we have one of the issues that we have to address. Clearly,
active programmes that cover all three. We firmly as an equipment supplier, we have then to negotiate
believe that there will be diVerent applications in with our customers, sitting to my left and right,
diVerent parts of the world. I think the technologies about what they would like to see and what

guarantees we can supply.are at diVerent stages. There are certain technical
issues to be addressed; for example, on the pre-
combustion we still have some work to do on the Q118 Bob Spink: Nick, you were just saying that
burning of hydrogen in gas turbines. These are there is some scepticism about retrofit. When we
quite soluble problems. It is just a matter of having took evidence from, for instance, the Royal
a development programme to do that. That is what Academy of Engineering, they thought that
we are actively doing at the present time. Which economically and practically there are problems.

Do you accept the Royal Academy ofones are going to be ready? I think there is a
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Engineering’s analysis and what can be done to Mr Scoins: You are right that if you were going to
do that you would close one unit at a time.overcome the technical functionality, scale and the

economic problems of retrofit? However, do not forget that much of this plant is
very old, potentially 40 years old. It is probably notMr Otter: Let me say first that you do need a
an economic decision to retrofit a plant of that age.retrofit solution.

Q123 Bob Spink: What about the plant that existsQ119 Bob Spink: I think we have about 40GW to
in China and other places? Is that more modern50GW that will not be carbon captured unless we
plant that is going to take retrofit more easily ordo retrofit.
do they have the same problems as we will have?Mr Otter: I think a cost-eVective retrofit solution Mr Otter: If I can start again, I think that is ais definitely required. Clearly that will impinge on crystal clear issue because they are putting in anythe stations. One of the issues that I think is number that is bounced about as gigawatt per weekprobably of great concern to the generators is that of coal-fired plant, so if we do not look out, thatif you are going to fit these technologies, you have could well be a lock-in of carbon, clearly. It isto take the station out, and again there is a loss of actually quite eYcient plant. Let us say that onincome in that. One of the ways forward that we average it is higher than our eYciency. One of thehave been discussing is clearly there is an opt-in and issues is trying to get them to engage in the process.opt-out situation with certain bar actually opting That is a retrofitable solution to high eYciencyout stations and then bring them back in when plant. You are not replacing old plant. You aresubsequently there is an economic argument to buying these technologies for new plant now, orsatisfy it. newly installed plant.
Chairman: We will return to that issue later.

Q120 Bob Spink: We have received evidence that
the down-time might be up to a year for a station Q124 Bob Spink: Rodney Allam mentioned oxyfuel
and also that the size of the plant is pretty big and at the beginning. What do you think about oxyfuel?
that that might be restrictive, and that the costs are What are the issues regarding oxyfuel?
very high. Are there any technical ways to resolve Mr Hill: We spend a lot of time studying oxyfuel
these problems to cut down the lead time, the fit in our CO2 capture project and it looks very
time, and to improve the technology and make it promising technology, but it is more of a long-term
cheaper? Are there any technical possibilities of technology mainly because the cost of providing
solutions? oxygen makes it an expensive technology and the
Mr Otter: Let me say first that on the programmes temperatures in the combustion process because
we have we are trying to come up with more cost- you are burning pure oxygen make it really quite
eVective solutions that exist now. It is quite right tough for these materials. It is an issue around
that solutions exist now. It would be very nice to be material choice to manage the high combustion
able to halve the capital cost, for example, because temperatures and the cost of supplying the vast
capture is the predominant cost in these things. quantities of oxygen required for oxy-firing.
Certainly in our programmes we are exploring
diVerent substances to amines, for example, which Q125 Bob Spink: Could I press you, Gardiner? By
we hope will significantly cut the cost. That does “long term”, do you mean it is long term as in
not answer your question about the time lead nuclear fusion—we think we will get there—or is it
because I think the time is probably the same, long term as in: we can do it but it is going to be
whatever system you put in. So there is a time that 15 years or 10 years?
you would have to suVer by taking the station out Mr Hill:My sense is more the latter. I think we can
to fit these types of technologies. do it and in fact there will be some demonstration

small-scale of oxy-firing that will be undertaken by
a number of companies in the next five years, butQ121 Chairman: I do not understand that because
there is probably a 15-year timeframe. That is whenwhen we looked around a power station two weeks
we might expect to see oxy-firing perhaps beingago, it was clear that there were six or eight
used on a much larger scale. It is not like nucleardiVerent burners within that power station. Why is
fusion; which is much longer time-scale.it not possible to take simply one line oV and

retrofit that and then go on to the next and retrofit,
Q126 Bob Spink: Are there any economicso that you are only losing perhaps 25% of the
advantages to doing oxyfuelling?power station’s output at any one time by doing
Mr Hill: If we can demonstrate the technology,that? That would not happen in any other business.
there are. In fact, it can actually improve some ofMr Allam: That is the way it is proposed that it
the other pre-combustion processes as theshould be done on a sequential basis.
technologies in the oxy-firing process actually
oxygen, to reducing the cost of gasification

Q122 Chairman: The implication of Bob Spink’s technology, for instance. The technology in oxy-
question was that you would have to close the firing would help other processes to decarbonise
whole power station. fuels. Some analyses has been done on the aspects
Mr Otter: Colin Scions should answer that because but really they are the materials and oxygen

aspects.he is a generator.
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Mr Allam: Could I add just one small thing to that? wells, the integrity of the wells, is key. We put a lot
of eVort into well design and monitoring wells toIt is feasible to retrofit coal-fired PF power stations.
check they have integrity.The power stations which are being built in China

are often the super critical stations which would be
the retrofit without the modifications that is going Q129 Dr Iddon: Can we separate this out,
to cause the high amount of down time when they Gardiner, into pipeline and cavity storage under
are retrofitted onto the older British stations. So the sea or under the desert?
retrofitting into China would be a much easier Mr Hill: Yes. In a pipeline system, what we have

done is to look at the pipelines that are currentlyprospect because it would not mean the very long
in use today, and over 1,000 kilometres areshut down, which is basically an avoidable
currently being used to transport CO2 in the US asmodification.
part of the enhanced oil recovery projects there. We
have looked at that experience and that is good

Q127 Chairman: Is desulphurisation standard on experience. If you can keep the CO2 dry, then you
the new plant in China? have a pretty safe experience of moving CO2. It is
Mr Allam: No, it is not; it is not standard at all. non-corrosive if it is dry. It only forms an acid
One of the advantages of oxyfuel is that it can take when it is wet. The other issue is that we have also
out the sulphur and the NOx as well as the CO2 looked at the experience from the gas handing
essentially in a complete operation. What is also system. The world today has a very extensive
required there is to address the corrosion problem system managing gas and storing gas in
within the boiler because the sulphur levels are underground caverns for peak demand. We can
higher. There are also burner design issues but they look at that experience and how that can help us in
are not show-stoppers. There are optimisation managing the risk in transporting and storing CO2.
issues. The idea of retrofitting a large PF power
station is technically possible but in the UK it Q130 Dr Iddon: Has there ever been a blow-out on
would only be eYcient if there were a simultaneous a pipeline?
upgrade of the station to super-critical conditions. Mr Hill: I am actually not sure about that. I am
That is where the long shut-down occurs. In the sure there may well have been leaks. What we do
actual technology for doing the conversion, one of is look at the safety aspects of the design of the
the major problems is really the space requirements pipeline and managing and operating the pipeline
for the equipment. The oxygen production capacity and making sure the risk is as low as practically
is well within the capability of industry, even for possible because safety has got to be our most
these very large plants. These are being supplied at important consideration.
the moment for gas to liquids, for example. So the
technology exists and could be implemented. Q131 Dr Iddon: Of course transport in the desert is

one thing but transport through a highly populated
urban area in Britain is another.Q128 Dr Iddon: BPs storage experience was Mr Hill: Absolutely.

highlighted on Newsnight again last night, I notice.
I want to turn to the risks. Obviously you have

Q132 Dr Iddon: Presumably the pipelines areprobably more experience than many people of
transporting underground?CO2 storage in the Algerian desert or the Sahara. Mr Hill: Yes. There is a mixture. Some are aboveAre you satisfied that we know enough about the ground; the majority are below ground. In the US

potential health and environmental risks of CO2 they are not always in remote areas; they do pass
stored in those quantities and carried by pipeline in inhabited areas, so they have that experience, they
those quantities? have the practice in place as to how to install the
Mr Hill: I think a lot is known about that. We have pipeline and operate the pipeline safety. The track
done a large number of studies now over the last record is very good.
many years actually in looking at the performance
of CO2 in gas and oil recovery and the potential Q133 Dr Iddon: Presumably there could be a major
use for storage. I think now we have a good grasp blow-out, for example an extreme scenario would
of what the key elements are. We went through a be a terrorist attack on a pipeline. Have you
rigorous process identifying risks and looked at: are considered that possibility? Have you researched
these risks as low as practically possible and, if not, that possibility and what would be the outcome?
what are the things we need to do to make them Mr Hill: When you design a pipeline, you would
so? When we look at that, clearly we have to look at what is the containment in the event there
understand the integrity of the reservoir and clearly was a leak or some disruption to the pipeline, as
oil and gas reservoirs, because they have held we to today in all the pipelines that we build. We
hydrocarbons for geological time, we know have a are also looking at the volume we have to contain
good seal and are good places to store CO2. The in the event there is a release or damage to the
area which does open up the possibility of pipeline for whatever reason. Along the pipeline
containment or lack of containment would be the you may have the ability to isolate sections oV so
wells. That is where you break that original seal by that the whole pipeline volume was not released. In
penetrating the reservoir. So understanding the the matter of CO2, CO2 is not hazardous; it is not

explosive in the way that gas is highly explosive.design, mechanical aspects and materials of the
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Q134 Dr Iddon: It is heavier than air rather than project so that we can learn as much as possible
about the good practices for storing CO2 andlighter than air.

Mr Hill: It is heavier than air. The issue is observing and monitoring CO2 so that we can
adopt these in Miller and other future projects. Oneconcentrations. There is CO2 in the air that we

breathe in the building today. When the of the things that we are planning doing there is
injecting diVerent types of tracers at each of theconcentration gets particularly high, we will

actually suVocate. It is quite rare to get that. In the three wells so we can identify the CO2 that went
down that well wherever it appears in the reservoiropen space with the wind, it generally means you

cannot get these high concentrations and so it is or, in the unlikely event that it might leak.
actually safer compared to gas because it does not
have that explosive nature.

Q138 Dr Iddon: Obviously there is an acceptable
leakage rate from one of the Miller wells, for

Q135 Dr Iddon: Obviously you were kind enough example. Have you estimated how long it would
to tell us about the DF1 project in Peterhead and take, even how many centuries it would take, for
the Miller Field. Has BP done a full risk analysis the complete compressed carbon dioxide to leak
yet on Peterhead and Miller? out at those acceptable rates?
Mr Hill: That is an ongoing process. Today we are Mr Hill: I am not sure there is an acceptable rate.
actually aiming to appraise the last stage of that We would be designing this with a view to retaining
process. As part of the BP project management all the CO2 in the reservoir. While I accept there is
system, we have a rigorous process to go through never 100% guarantee, we would be designing it
before we sanction and implement a project. We with that intent. When we inject the CO2 into the
are still appraising and selecting how we undertake reservoir, from the work we are doing as part of
that project. That project will not be sanctioned our research and development, we know there are
until 2006. Part of that process will be identifying four mechanisms that help to lock that CO2 in the
the risks and mitigations necessary to make these sub-structures, so we would be able to model how
risks as low as practically possible. That is a piece these four mechanisms actually engage the CO2 and
of process that we do just as good business practice. lock it permanently in the reservoir. With time, we

can built up confidence by measuring with tools the
Q136 Dr Iddon: This is another question to you, CO2 in the reservoir to check that it is doing what
Gardiner. You indicated that you are using the we said it would do in our forecasting.
Miller Field in tertiary oil recovery using the
compressed carbon dioxide. Presumably, you will

Q139 Chairman: Could you tell us something abouthave to remove existing seals on well bore heads
the liability? Presumably you would be liable forand then obviously replace them at some stage. Are
the leakage over a given period of time, certainlythere any problems with that?
while you are still sticking the CO2 into the wellMr Hill:We do not envisage any problems. We are
head. Thereafter, whose liability will it be to detectquite lucky that what makes Miller an excellent
leakage and indeed deal with any leakage thatfield to undertake this as the first large scale
occurs?industrial demonstration is that Miller has CO2
Mr Hill: These are excellent questions. I thinkindigenous in the oil, and so the platform and the
during the licence period while we are operatingproduction facility was built with CO2 in mind.
and storing CO2, we would expect to be liable asMany of the wells and tubulars and indeed the seals
the operator for the whole operation and storageare already CO2 compliant. But when we redesign
of CO2 in that reservoir, but, as we complete theor retrofit the platform or change it to put CO2
storage of CO2 in that reservoir and abandon thedown, we look at every aspect of the engineering
field which will have CO2 in it and then release thedesign to ensure engineering integrity. We look at
licence back to the Government, we would expectthe compatibility for the seals and all materials for
the liability at that point also to be transferred fromthe CO2 duty and we regularly test to check that
the company because CO2 storage will be aroundintegrity. That is not an issue. We know that we
for many hundreds of years; it would be diYcult tocan transport, move, CO2 safety. It has been done
see how any business could be held liable becausefor many years. There are seventy enhanced oil
businesses quite often are no longer around inrecovery projects where CO2 is injected down wells,
many hundreds of years. I would envisage somewhere they have integrity of completions and the
conditions in place so that as you hand the licencewell bores, so we are very confident with that.
back, you would be satisfied that all reasonable
precautions and measures had been taken to ensure

Q137 Dr Iddon: Obviously tracers could be put into complete integrity of the storage site and hence the
the carbon dioxide that you are putting down the liability would be transferred back.
wells to identify leakage in future. Has that been
done with the carbon dioxide that you have used
already for secondary oil recovery? Q140 Chairman: Are you saying, Gardiner, that

unless the Government—the British Government inMr Hill: I am not sure if any operators have been
using CO2 traces in EOR. We plan to do that in this case—actually makes a commitment to take, if

you like, ownership of the problem once the licencethe In Salah project which was shown on the TV
last night. Around the In Salah experience of is completed, it is not worth your while investing

in this technology?storing CO2 in that gas reservoir, we have a science
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Mr Hill: I think that is right. Mr Allam: I think it is not carbon dumping. It is
the use of carbon in a form for the UK which
would be very valuable as a gas with a value for

Q141 Chairman: Could you answer yes or no? enhanced oil recovery. It is very far from being a
Mr Hill: Yes. dumping issue.

Q142 Dr Harris: Could I ask how concerned you Q147 Dr Harris: If that is the language in the
all are about public attitudes to carbon storage? newspapers now, even in the serious newspapers,
Mr Hill: Perhaps I could continue, as I am then there is a problem, is there not?
speaking. I am concerned about that. I think that Mr Allam: Certainly there is.
is a really important point. We need to start a Mr Hill: I think there is a problem. If you want to
process to communicate, educate and inform the choose to use that language, you could say, “What
public over what the risks are and what is being are we doing today?” and today we are dumping
done to manage these risks. the CO2 in the atmosphere. That is having a severe

impact on our climate, which will impact on all of
us, so we could oVer you a choice.Q143 Dr Harris: That implies you have not

started yet.
Mr Hill: We are doing what we can in BP in the Q148 Dr Harris: That article referred to something
projects we are involved in. I think a lot more needs stated by Doug Parr of Greenpeace, who said:
to be done. I think the level of awareness is quite “. . . this technology is a distraction from the real
low. I think that is a potential show-stopper. If it priorities of implementing renewable energy and
is not deemed to be acceptable by the public then energy eYciency technologies which are available
they may say: we do not want the technology. right now. We’ve given tax breaks to companies for
Mr Scoins: It is absolutely vital. The environmental getting oil and gas out of the ground; we shouldn’t
and technical risks seem entirely manageable but subsidise them to put the subsequent pollution
every society has to be convinced that that is the back underground.” Did they say that to you? They
case, otherwise there would be a risk going forward are coming later.
to the process. Mr Hill: Absolutely, and they clearly have a view
Mr Otter: I agree that it is a major issue. I think on that and I think that is terrific and we would
there are exemplars already in the world where you respond to it.
can have this consultation and involvement of the
public. I cite the Gorgon Field in Western Australia
where they are putting CO2 into a very sensitive Q149 Dr Harris: You are happy to be labelled the
area. I have seen the environmental study that they new Monsanto? You are ready for that?
did for that and the major consultation action that Mr Hill: Not at all. All I am saying is that it is
they had to do. So there are some very good terrific they have a view and we would respond to
exemplars, not only for public perception issues but that by saying, “Look at the actions our company
also for putting these things into very sensitive in particular has taken”.
areas because the Gorgon Island is a class ‘A’ Dr Harris: I think Monsanto did that as well, yet
nature reserve; it is a very sensitive area. still the majority of British people still think GM
Mr Allam: Most of the public do not even know has an eVect on the food we eat.
what carbon capture and storage is. They do know Chairman: We are not going down that road.
what a nuclear power station is and they can see a
wind turbine but they do not have the slightest idea

Q150 Dr Harris: Are you suggesting that somewhat carbon capture and storage is. It is very
people might consider it complacent for you to sayimportant to show the basic information that there
it is great that there is going to be an NGOis an alternative in carbon capture and mechanism.
campaign, come on, we can take it?
Mr Hill: No, I did not mean that. If that is the

Q144 Dr Harris: Do you think the problem has impression I gave, I did not mean that at all. All I
started already with NGOs and newspapers? am saying is that clearly they will have a view and
Mr Allam: Yes. We have had more exposure in the we have to respond to that. We have a very large
last seven days than we have had in the last renewables investment in the company. We have
seven years. recently announced an alternative energy oVer that
Chairman: That is entirely as a result of this we are trying to make to promote the development
committee’s work! and deployment of low carbon technologies and

CCS is part of that. We are not complacent. I think
we have a leading programme in this area and weQ145 Dr Harris: Would you describe what we are
want to make these oVers available to the public.considering now as carbon dumping?
Mr Scoins: There should be a grown-up debateMr Allam: No, absolutely not.
about these issues that aVect us all as members of
society. It should not be an argument.
Mr Hill: If we really want to tackle climate change,Q146 Dr Harris: The Guardian did on 15 June:
we are trying to be very proactive and oVer“Ministers back carbon dumping.” The Guardian is

a paper of repute. solutions.
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Q151 Dr Harris: The Greenpeace European Unit capturing, their CO2 shipping that in tankers across
to the UK to unload at terminals here to pump intowebsite states that there are critical risks associated

with carbon capture and storage and that CO2 the North Sea?
leakage poses a risk unqualified to human health, Mr Hill: I think that is possible but most unlikely.
the environment and the climate. What do you I know people are looking at transporting CO2 by
think you can do as a company or as an industry ship. The economics today suggest that you can
to start being proactive? Do you have a media only do that over moderate distances where there
strategy? is no pipeline available. I think there is enough CO2

Mr Hill: We have a general approach on how we in the European basin that could be used to store
communicate the oVers that BP makes to the in the North Sea and it would be more cost-
customers. One of the things we have been doing eVective taking that from local sites in Europe than
over the last five years is participating in a very shipping from China. China has particularly large
deep way in a programme called the CO2 Capture challenges facing it today. They are not particularly
Project. That has been a project developing focused on the issues of climate change; they are
technology to reduce the cost of capture but also much more focused on providing the energy they
to show that the storage of CO2 can be done safely need to develop their country, but also to tackle the
in geological structures and deep saline aquifers. air quality issues. I think when we get to the air
This is an inter-government public/private quality issues conversation, there is an opportunity
partnership with eight oil and gas companies and for us also to adopt CCS type technologies which
three diVerent governments working together. will address air quality and start to address climate
There is also quite a large communications part of change. If we can make these links, we can perhaps
the project. We produce materials, videos and make inroads to a country like China quicker than
brochures. We have held engagement sessions with we would otherwise if we just went in on the climate
NGOs and other stakeholders to try to change plan.
communicate and educate on the issues. Indeed we Mr Scoins: In general, we can expect to see
went further and we asked them to participate with transport of certificates for emissions not the
us and raise their concerns on the issues of CCS so transport of CO2.
we can address these as part of the project and Mr Allam: CO2 has to be transported at pressure
come up with solutions that are acceptable to both rather than at atmospheric pressure as the oil is
the NGO and other stakeholder communities. We transported, so it tends to be very expensive
have engaged Greenpeace who have been coming compared with using normal tankers.
to our meetings and are familiar with the Mr Hill: They are converted tankers. The design
technology. We are responding to their concerns work has been done to convert LPG tankers which
and incorporating those into our programmes. require pressure, so it is possible.

Q152 Mr Flello: From a commercial perspective, Q154 Mr Flello: Do you feel there is any mismatch
what do you feel are the advantages and then between the location of possible storage sites
disadvantages of using oil and gas fields and saline where CO2 is being produced?
aquifers in the North Sea for storage? Mr Hill: That is a piece of work that is being done
Mr Hill: I think the advantage of using oil and gas right now. It has been done in Europe; it has been
reservoirs is that there is the real potential for done in the US. Currently it is being done in China
additional oil recovery as you store the CO2 in the actually. It is really trying to link together and take
reservoir. That has been well proven by the 72 CO2 a view on where are the sources (it includes the big
EOR projects. In fact today there is actually a point sources we could capture) and where are the
shortage of CO2 in the US to be used for enhanced good reservoirs for storage. It turns out in Europe
oil recovery because there is such great demand, so that in fact the juxtaposition is quite good. So most
I think that would be a good place to start. The of the power generation is actually on the east coast
value derived from the enhanced oil production in adjacent to the North Sea and also on the north
some way starts to oVset some of the costs of coast or near the north coast of Europe. So there
deploying CCS technology. There may be some is enough storage in the North Sea to store about
similar benefit if applied to gas reservoirs, although 50 years of all emissions from power generation in
it is less clear that you will get very much enhanced Europe. There is a good juxtaposition between
gas recovery. You may get some. So if you can source and sink. In the US there is quite a good
deploy the enhanced oil recovery will oVset some juxtaposition of sources and sinks, mainly because
costs. The next place probably is that with gas the oil fields in the permean basin area. There is not
reservoirs we may get some benefit and gas such a good fit in the North East (USA) but there
reservoirs happen to be very good places to store are some very large, deep saline aquifers which are
CO2. When you move to the third storage group, very extensive and run underneath two or three
deep saline aquifers, I think the financial hurdles diVerent states, which turn out to be good potential
are more diYcult because there is no obvious storage sites. Where initially there are not good oil
additional value. and gas reservoirs, there tend, as a rule of thumb,

to be good deep saline aquifers.
Mr Otter: I think mapping sources and sink is quiteQ153 Mr Flello: You mentioned the US shortage

of CO2. Do you see an industry developing where an important issue. Clearly there are a lot of
initiatives world-wide to do it at the present time,the likes of China, if they are producing and
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particularly in China. Gardiner mentioned that. you will see there is a wide variation of costs given.
It is necessary to go to the full report to take theThe Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum that
latest values—I personally am involved in is trying to set
Chairman: We are anxious to know what yourstandards for the way that you assess the potential
views are rather than what is in the report. We haveof such sites because they tend to be done in
a summary of the report.diVerent ways. People map sources and sinks

diVerently at the present time to coincide.
Something that I think is particularly important is Q156 Mr Newmark: To be clear, I have not read
the capture-ready route in preparing the way the report but I am also concerned with the other
forward, and then of course you will site new power alternatives out there. Does that report go through
stations in such places as China if you know that the alternatives or various forms of carbon capture?
you can put them close to a storage site that will Mr Allam: The report merely deals with carbon

capture and storage. You have to look at otherminimise the transportation costs, and that is part
assessments, such as the Royal Academy ofof that process. Therefore, you have to understand
Engineering assessment, which gives pretty goodwhere the storage sites are and what the potential
figures on wind power, nuclear and renewables.is in a way that you can justify. If you go back to

the engagement of these types of technologies into,
for example, the emissions trading scheme, you Q157 Chairman:May I repeat that I am anxious to
have to be sure about what is down there; you know what the commercial view is from you rather

than just what the report states.really do have to quantify that and understand it
Mr Scoins: You are asking for a single answer.properly in a consistent international manner.

Mr Hill: One thing this does bring up is this really
important role of infrastructure and that by having Q158 Mr Newmark: We are asking as much for an
a good sense of sources and sinks there is then an impression as for a specific amount.
opportunity to either look at location of new Mr Scoins: The measure of the alternatives is really

a CCGT plant in terms of alternatives. That is whatsources of CO2 or to try to design an infrastructure
the basic technology for deployment is at thewhich optimises the movement of CO2 from source
moment. You are looking at comparingand sink. I think, if we want to see CCS play a large
alternatives; you are looking at that being arole in helping combat climate change,
function of gas price and the carbon price.infrastructure will become an important issue and
Alternatives have to be looked at against that, site-an important piece of the puzzle.
specific. When you talk about EOR, it might be aChairman: We move to a key area of our inquiry,
site-specific advantage for a carbon capture project.which is costs.
You cannot get away from that. In general, if you
took a base idea, nuclear would probably be the

Q155 Mr Newmark: A range of costs is cited for cheapest, in our view.
diVerent sectors. One sector will be dealt with later
on so I am not going too much into that. According Q159 Mr Newmark: Is that is for all costs and
to your calculations, are costs of generating incentives or stripping out incentives from that
electricity using carbon capture, nuclear fuel and case?
renewable technology such as wind power Mr Scoins: I do not know what you are talking
comparable? What are the uncertainties in your about when you say “incentives”. How can I
calculations? answer that? A free description is subsidy-free. I
Mr Allam: The best data on costs is in the recently think we put the detail in our written submission
published IPCC report. I believe the committee has to you and it lists the various factors for each
probably had the summary of that report, a technology, but if they are going to be ranked, then
technical summary. The full report will be issued probably all technologies can co-exist depending on
shortly. That gives costs for all the perceived the regulatory environment for each.
methods of carbon capture with assessments of the
benefits of diVerent forms of storage, particularly Q160 Chairman: Without subsidy, nuclear comes
the benefit if it is used for EOR. Those figures need out top?
to be looked at carefully because they use rather Mr Scoins: Gas comes out best.
low values for the price of oil and they assume that Mr Newmark: That is what I was asking.
you can take the whole operation of carbon capture
and storage as one economic benefit, and clearly Q161 Chairman: We just want a clear position.
there are diVerent commercial interests active in Mr Allam: I would say that it depends a lot on the
carbon capture, generation and carbon storage, price of natural gas and the price of coal and the
and EOR. There are questions of transfer price and incentive from using CO2 for the power station for
the regulation between the two. As far as the risks enhanced oil recovery. For example, if you take a
go, they are quantified in that report. Gardiner and gas-fired station, 1kW is only producing around
I have talked about that previously, about the 40% of the CO2 of an coal-fired station. When you
diVerent degree of risk for diVerent types of work the figures out, if you can use all the CO2

capture, whether it be the pre-combustion, post- from a coal-fired station and the value of oil is high,
combustion or oxyfuel method, and with various you will find that the coal-fired station economics

start to look extremely good and quickly pass thetypes of fuel. One thing about that report is that
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point at which the price of power from that station you have people wanting to develop technology
because they see a marketplace for it. You can getcould be cheaper than the price of the base station

on natural gas because you are recovering CO2 and the cost reductions by putting the technology in the
marketplace, by just using the scale of technology,using it for enhanced oil recovery, or the price for

a coal-fired station in the sensitivity analysis. deployment and operating technology.
Chairman: We will return to R&D shortly.

Q162 Mr Newmark: Which innovations could
Q164 Mr Newmark: The next question has to domake the biggest contribution to cost reduction in
with the cost of installing the new infrastructure. Itthe next 10 years? What are the prospects for
is pretty expensive to install structures for thetechnology development resulting in a significant
transfer of CO2. What are the costs on entry forreduction of the cost and energy penalty associated
these CCS projects?with CCS?
Mr Hill: As Nick said, the rule of thumb is thatMr Otter: I will try to answer some of these
70–75% of the cost is on capture. The storage partquestions. I would point you to the Carbon
turns out to be quite low, perhaps $2 to $5 perAbatement Technology Strategy that the DTI
tonne. Transportation is mainly a function ofpublished. There is in there a comparison showing
distance, quite frankly. Pipelines cost aroundthat CCS is comparable with other carbon
$1 million a mile or whatever it happens to be inabatement approaches. There are a lot of
a given region. Really infrastructure will be key touncertainties in those calculations, clearly, but they
joining up these things.are a good set of calculations. They give you an

indication but they clearly need to be re-done in the
light of much higher gas prices, for example. These Q165 Mr Newmark: Just so that I understand the

maths, and I just want to make sure I am notfuel prices make the calculation extremely sensitive.
As an example and trying to address the reduction missing something: on the 50% cost reduction, does

25% remain or is that the overall cost?of CO2 capture issue, I think it is generally accepted
that 70 to 75% is encaptured, if you look at the Mr Hill: No, the 50% I am talking about is the cost

of capture, which is the biggest part of the wholewhole process. That is a clear target for reduction
if you want to get to lower costs. Even though cost.
technology will develop good cost reduction and
bring costs down, clearly the work that has done Q166 Mr Newmark: That is what can drive it—
under CCP has indicated that certain technologies 50%?
can make substantial reductions in cost with Mr Hill: Yes. We are working on both pre-
technological development. Gardiner can tell you combustion and post combustion technologies and
what diVerent technologies are because he is that can drive that down by a half; it is the biggest
actively involved in the project. I would also say cost lever.
that if you just used the example of FGD and the
penetration of the technology into the marketplace, Q167 Adam Afriyie: You all have amazing
we know as we supply FGD equipment that over technologies. I have seen some of them. I am sure
a 10-year period the cost of FGD went down by a you must be looking to the developing markets—
factor of 4. That is due to market penetration; that China, India—as was mentioned by Gardiner
is not technological development; that is just the earlier, to develop your markets and sell your
market driving the costs down as you get the products. Is it realistic to expect China and India,
benefit of scale. I can imagine that happening with in your view, to be able to aVord these
CO2 capture. It is driving it down but that is not technologies? Are they interested? Are they asking
answering your technical question. Perhaps questions? Is there a market there?
Gardiner can have a go at that? Mr Otter: That is a very good question because if

you are really going to attack global climate
changes, you have to be engaged with theseQ163 Mr Newmark: Specifically on the

innovations, I am curious what the innovations are countries and they are going to use fossil fuels.
Somehow or other, you have got to engage themgoing to be in driving costs down.

Mr Hill: In the pre-combustion technologies there in taking these sorts of technologies. I go to China.
We have operations with China. Clearly there is aare some very exciting innovations which really

look at diVerent membranes and catalysts. There huge development of power going on at the present
time. The economics are driving the process. Theyare membranes that also reform. EVectively the

number of steps to make hydrogen can be reduced are looking at very eYcient plant. I think one of
the things that we in the West or in developeddown to one step as compared to two or three steps

today. We are working on a range of technologies, countries are going to have to do is to set up some
mechanism by which we can encourage them toincluding membrane reforming technologies, which

could make a big diVerent and reduce the costs by take on capture, be it in a phased sort of way or a
capture-ready approach. For example, if they areas much as 50%. We are very excited. There are

some problems with the technology. I think the key putting in 1GW a week for new power stations,
what can you do to make that capture-ready so thatthing, as Nick said, is that we need the marketplace

to create a pull on technology whereas investment that can subsequently be made capture capable and
you are not locking in the carbon? At the moment,in R&D is trying to create a push. I think we are

now at the stage where we really need a pull and their drive is very much on economics.
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Interestingly, through the Carbon Sequestration that is coming along very fast now and we are
Leadership Forum, and China is a member of that, hoping that that will be implemented in the US
they are starting to engage in the process. They are FutureGen project, which is scheduled to be in
not blind to these issues. Interestingly, at the last operation by 2012. That will be a full size oxygen
meeting we had in Berlin in September, it was very separation module supplying oxygen for that
clear that CCS (capture and storage) issues are now project. That is our hope.
being embraced in their eleventh fifth-year plan. It Mr Otter: If I can go back to the technologies, I
was not on the top of their plan but it as a priority agree entirely with Clean Coal, that they will
in their plan. The worry would have been if it was continue to use coal. The %age might go down, but
not even in the plan because then they were not actually the absolute size of the cake is going up,
even going to address it. Part of it is capacity- so there will be substantial uses of coal, so clean
building there. There want to understand the issues. coal is an issue. Clearly, therefore, there is a need
That is certainly how they see the CSLF and for eYciency improvement; also I go back to the
certainly how they see the UK-China science and capture-ready approach which is firmly on our
energy agreement that has just been signed. I have route maps, but I agree with Rodney when he talks
been privy to some of the development of that. We about the gas to liquids issue. That may be the soft
would certainly look to see how we can start to route for the start of these technologies and then
engage them so that they can understand, but their they could well move into more of the power
current drivers are economic and air pollution or generation side. I think, therefore, again it is
clear air. diVerent solutions for diVerent applications.

Gasification, that is pre-combustion capture,
whereas on the coal plant, if it is existing coal plantQ168 Adam Afriyie: Perhaps in your answer you
and they continue to go down that route as theycould mention a particular technology for which
undoubtedly will, then it is a retrofit issue. It is thenyou think there probably is a market, and maybe
back-end clean-up or maybe refurbishmentit is from your own company, particularly in the
through oxy-fuelling, but that is going to bearea of technology and where you think the
unattractive to them, I think, because they haveChinese or the Indians would be able to write
already put these high-eYciency plant in, socheques or consider writing cheques to buy that
actually they need a back-end clean-up which istechnology?
very cost-eVective.Mr Hill: I think today the answer is that China is
Mr Allam: Perhaps I could add briefly just bynot prepared to invest money on reducing CO2

saying that the best thing we could do to ensureemissions. We have a number of relationships with
China. We are keen to try to develop that with that we had a future market in China was for us to
China but it is just not there today. I think the have a large-scale demo on a pulverised fuel power
Defra initiative of clearly trying to work with China station in the UK. That would really give us the
is very important to get them interested in what is world-leading position in terms of supply of this
possible. Technologies that are useful to China are, technology into such a market as well as giving us
quite frankly, technologies that will promote clean the ability to do it here in the UK.
coal. China is concerned about energy diversity and Mr Scoins: I think we could expect to sell the
utilising the huge resource of coal it has to provide knowledge. I think ultimately we will find that
energy and electricity in China and also fuels. My China and India will build their own equipment
sense is that there will be an appetite for some post- very quickly.
combustion technology. Primarily it will be the pre-
combustion technologies that will enable chemicals
from coal to really underpin the Chinese economy
so they can convert coal to fuels; they will want to
convert coal to hydrogen; and they will want to

Q169 Adam Afriyie: There is clearly a market hereconvert coal to electricity without any impact on
and the question is: what is going to enable thatthe environment. Pre-combustion technologies and
market? For example, is there going to be pressurewhat they call poly-generation technologies are of
from international agreements or are there going toparticular interest to China. We have a programme
be standard commercial pressures to producewith Princeton University working on poly-
energy? In terms of that, what potential barriers dogeneration technology for the Chinese market and
you see to this market opening up for BritishChina are building some demonstration plants.
companies? Is it IP, is it trade agreements, andMr Allam: The Chinese actually have quite a
again what about world competition because surelyreasonable number of gasification systems which
there must be other countries that can also pick upwork on coal and petroleum residues, such as
this demand, so what would you consider to be thebitumen. They have a lot of experience in operating
single biggest barrier to this market opening up forpre-combustion systems, mostly or almost entirely
British companies?for chemical manufacture. For technology in the
Mr Allam: No perceived value for the CO2 that isfuture, the one thing that will improve the
separated at the moment. Once there is a perceivedeconomics of the pre-combustion system is much
value either internationally traded in some way orcheaper oxygen supply systems. These are based on
due to global regulations which govern CO2high temperature surroundings rather than

biogenic distillation. It is one of the technologies emissions, that is when the incentive will be there.
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Mr Hill: I think it is some grand alliance between involved, so is Gardiner Hill, with setting that
agenda, so it is driven quite a lot by the UK, soEurope or Britain and China where there is

perceived value in making the investment in China actually if we are going to have a series of
demonstrations, which is what this strategy willto reduce the emissions and for other countries to

make the investment or deploy technology. define because it is setting a strategy for the next
30-plus years within Europe and that is addressing
the longevity issue of the investment necessaryQ170 Margaret Moran: Gardiner, you seem to be
because these plants will be 25 years plus, you needsuggesting in the reply to a previous question that
not only the technological development, but youthe Chancellor’s largesse in a demonstration
actually need the deployment mechanisms and thisproject would have little or no impact or is not
initiative is addressing both of those. Thenecessary because the issue is around coal. Can you
Commission are now firmly in line with that whichclarify whether that is what you were saying and
is quite a change, to be truthful, over the last sortwhat you think the impact of the £25 million
of year, so this is now a very high-profile initiativewould be?
where we here in the UK can take a very positive,Mr Hill: I think there will be a huge impact from
proactive position, as we are trying to do, certainlymore technology investment and I think there is a
industry is trying to do that, and I think backed upgreat opportunity to reduce cost and there is a real
to a certain degree by the UK Government in thatneed to demonstrate the technology at scale
process. Clearly if there is going to be a seriousbecause today you could say the thing that is
demonstration plant, we would like to seemissing is the confidence in the technology at scale.
something here in the UK and it would beHowever, I think an equally important player in
complementary then to what else is done in Europethis game of making CCS real is a marketplace that
and worldwide, and that takes you back to theit will play into, so I will paint two futures for you:
CSLF because these demonstrations are expensive,one is a future where we invest in R&D where there
they will be expensive, so there are likely to be notis no market for the technology; another is where
too many of them and you will want to make themwe continue to invest in R&D and there is a
complementary in the style or the process withmarket. I would suggest that the second picture
diVerent storage regimes, diVerent capturewould actually produce more rapid development of
technologies and diVerent places. Therefore, whattechnology and more rapid reductions in cost than
the UK will need in order to play a very significantjust investment in R&D. That was my point.
role is a robust programme here on a national
basis. Now, the Carbon Abatement Technology

Q171 Margaret Moran: Is that view shared? Strategy that was written by the DTI with the help
Mr Scoins: Yes, we need a market in carbon. That of industry is an excellent strategy, let’s say that,
is what will drive the technology and its but what it needs is a programme which is
deployment. commensurate with that strategy and the Advisory
Mr Allam: I would add that if a demo on a large Committee that I chair, we recommended a certain
scale is funded, it has to be funded by commercial value and we got a quarter of that. Now, I do
interests primarily, and the Government or the EU not think—
may contribute funds, but there have to be
guarantees to allow such a large investment to be

Q173 Chairman: Could you give us those figures?made. It cannot be made with no guarantee, for
Mr Otter: Well, we were recommending of theexample, on the benefit of CO2; there has to be a
order of £100 million.cost put somewhere which enables the investment

to be recovered if it is funded commercially.
Chairman: We will return to the issue of incentives Q174 Chairman: And you got £25 million?
in just a second. Mr Otter: Yes, we got £25 million. Now, I do not

knock that because it is a process and I can
understand the spending reviews and things likeQ172 Margaret Moran: In terms of the UK

investment, do you think that we are maximising that, but I see that as something to expand and
bring together all the diVerent activities here in thethe opportunities for investment in linking up with

the EU or in the international context? Is there UK, and they are very disparate. They continue to
be disparate even though we are attempting to trymore we could do to attract more R&D into this

area? and co-ordinate them much more eVectively, but
we are not doing that suYciently. That meansMr Otter: That is a very interesting question

because I am particularly involved in trying to set addressing the research activities and we are trying
to expand the Research Council Energythe new Framework 7 programmes in Europe at

the present time and energy clearly is a highly Programmes led by EPSRC in this area. The
EPSRC energy programmes are set to double in theimportant element of that. In order to try and set

the future agenda for Europe, and of course the next two years. CCS and zero emissions for fossil
fuels should be part of that and those ideas areUK is part of Europe, then last week a new

initiative was launched only last Friday at being developed, but it is through them to
component validation and demonstration and ofministerial and commissioner level, and I can

supply this to the Committee, trying to set the course then you are into the mechanism and the
encouragement of the companies to make theagenda for a zero-emission fossil-fuel power plant.

Now, interestingly, I am particularly heavily investment, so they must see a deployment route
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and that brings you back to the sort of fiscal/ German companies and most of the equipment
there is German, so there is a real pull-throughregulatory infrastructure that is necessary to

actually deploy the technologies. It is a big factor here and the citing of it is a key issue. If we
have a serious demonstration in Europe, we wouldequation, but I do think that CCS has got a major

part to play in that. want something in the UK because then that will
bring the pull-through through. Yes, be involved inMr Hill: I think yes, we are consistent. I think what
US programmes, but you can bet your bottomthe UK needs to do is make sure we are investing
dollar that the benefit will go to the US companies.enough so that we get the competitive advantage

for UK companies and UK plc in this technology
as it is picked up around the world. If we do not Q176 Margaret Moran: What are you doing in
have enough investment in developing the terms of commercial investment? What is your
technology, the capability and the know-how in the profile in the UK? Where are you going to be
UK will no longer have that advantage but by placing your R&D in the future, as you are sitting
investing in UK companies and in technology and here today?
by supporting deployment and demonstrations of Mr Otter: I can only speak for my own company,
that, we will have that competitive advantage but I used to run the technology centre that we
position. have just south of Leicester which, when I ran it

five, six or seven years ago, was 150 and it is now
approaching 500 people. The shape of the industryQ175 Margaret Moran: You have answered my
has changed here in the UK, our industry, or mynext question, I think, which was around
industry anyway. We are now focusing on high-competitive advantage, but what is the competitive
technology innovation and added value, service,advantage and do we have the skills or do we need
and there is a big service operation now also in theto invest in diVerent skills in order to take
Midlands, and specialist manufacture, and, shall Iadvantage of that competitive position?
say, the bog-standard manufacture, withoutMr Hill: A lot of it is in technology and a lot of it
wishing to be rude, is done elsewhere in low-costwill be in the skills and the know-how you acquire
sites, so you can see the change and that isthrough development of the technology and the
exemplified by what has happened to my company.demonstration at the industrial scale. By having
Chairman: We would like a written note in termsthese plants operating in the UK, our people, our
of how much R&D investment you are making inengineers and our capability will be established and
the UK so we can actually include that within thebe known and be required by these other countries,
evidence.so there is a technical aspect, but I think there is
Margaret Moran: And the profile.also a skills, a jobs and a capability aspect to it too.
Chairman: Yes, and the profile.Mr Otter: I have concerns about the skills

capability in the UK. Colin mentioned that we are
Q177 Mr Newmark: Much of the evidencegoing to have to replace half our capacity and we
highlights the need for a long-term investmentare looking at transmission distribution, we are
framework. How long would be long enough?looking at some really big projects in the time-
Mr Scoins: It would be good to see 15 years beyondframe we are talking about and I have really serious
2012, something of that order.concerns that there is not the capability within the

UK to handle all these things. If you throw in the
Olympics and throw in all these diVerent things, it Q178 Mr Newmark: Fifteen years beyond 2012?
is a real concern because all these things are coming Mr Scoins: Yes, roughly.
over the next decade to 15 years and it is a real
concern. Now, by partly investing in the research Q179 Chairman: Is that the general consensus?
councils, you will start to expand the energy Mr Otter: Yes, I think so. In the end you have to
research activities and that will grow some people, have visibility past that and I think Colin has
but we are short of time. already said that having visibility as a value of
Mr Allam: We have to look at this as a global carbon past 2012 is a big issue.
problem and there is no reason why we should not Mr Scoins: The longer, the better. You are talking
be very active in trying to collaborate with research about assets which have a 40-year life.
that is going on in the US. We can do that in a
minor way and get a lot of the knowledge that is

Q180 Adam Afriyie: So 20/30 years, being able togoing to be put down in the next few years on new
see that far is helpful, so what carbon price ortechniques and new areas where cost reductions
carbon emission price would be necessary to fuelcould be made, so I think we should actively try
the investment needed in these products—50 euros,and engage with US research projects, and I know
20 euros? What sort of figure across that time-that BP is well on the way to doing that.
frame would make you leap tomorrow morningMr Otter: I would like to say something on that
and make the investment?because I agree with that, but in the end if you are
Mr Scoins: I think, as I said before, it depends ongoing to have a major demonstration, there is a
both the gas price and the carbon price.pull-through factor in whatever country it is in. If

it is in the UK, there will be a pull-through. All you
have to do is go to some of the power stations in Q181 Adam Afriyie: Well, assuming all things

being equal.the UK, there are actually some supplies through
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Mr Scoins: All things are not equal, but against the the surety of the CO2 being stored, et cetera, but
nevertheless that would be quite a significant signal.range of gas prices, we would say that the carbon

dioxide price has got to be between of the order of That is okay. It does not give you the visibility, but
actually it is a starter. If we can get some visibility£20 per tonne and £40 per tonne, that sort of order.

Mr Otter: I would agree with that. Those are the of that past 2012, then that would be quite
encouraging and some sort of, I do not know,sort of numbers that get kicked around, £20 to £40

per tonne, maybe slightly less than the £20. I tend minimum and maximum on the price of CO2

around the sorts of numbers that we have beento think in euros, I am afraid, but certainly that
sort of level and having some, not certainty, but talking about to give the assurance for the way

forward in that scheme.some visibility about longer-term value. I think if
you were operating between those regimes Adam Afriyie: I must say, I think you have been so

clear on this price range that it actually obviatessomewhere, then you would have a little bit more
confidence. These guys are very capable of handling probably the next one or two questions I was going

to ask.the risks, they are used to that, but they need a bit
of help really.
Mr Hill: I would actually put it a little bit higher

Q185 Mr Newmark: The next question is to BP.than that. I think if you actually want to make
Why do you favour decarbonised electricitysizeable investments and make material reductions
certificates rather than a mechanism that rewardsin CO2 emissions, I suspect it is probably nearer the
all forms of carbon-free or low-carbon energytop end of that range to do both, to make sizeable
generation, and does this not add unnecessaryinvestments and material reductions in emissions.
complexity to the market?Most of the data I have seen and in fact the
Mr Hill: I think what we are doing at the momentnumbers that we are calculating on fully built-up
is we are exploring a number of options and at thisprojects do require about $70 to $100 per tonne
point in time when we are exploring these options,realistically in the commercial environment. These
we want to look at the pros and cons of each. Theare oil field units and we need to convert these to
one you mentioned, the decarbonised electricitypounds, so I apologise for that. I think that would
certificates, is one we are particularly interested input it at the higher end of your range.1
right now as part of the process of exploring those
options. What seems to be appealing about that isQ182 Mr Newmark: I will not ask you what that that it is based on the ROCs which are currentlypayback is or what the RoR is, but— in place and seem to be delivering what is required,Mr Hill: Well, that is looking at utility. That is delivering the target to hit the renewablebreak-even-type costs. These are not 20% rate of obligations, so a mechanism that might apply forreturn projects; these are just the break-even costs. decarbonisation of fuels is a similar mechanism,
which you could call “DECs”, which is the

Q183 Mr Newmark: Average returns, break even? Government determining what proportion of
Mr Hill: Yes, $70–100 per tonne is the sort of electricity is appropriate to be decarbonised and
number. having certificates which companies can trade to

deliver that decarbonised energy. That would not
Q184 Mr Newmark: I do not believe that, but I will be picking any winners in technology, but that
not go down that track. I am curious actually would mean that any company could deploy any
because looking at how the Government could be technology that delivered that decarbonised fuel.
helpful, what would be the most eVective measure
that the Government could introduce to stimulate

Q186 Mr Newmark: You do not think that is goingdevelopments in the deployment of carbon capture
to distort the market in the way you, as a producer,technologies on a scale and in a time-frame
are incentivised to go down one particular track asrequired?
opposed to another? Is that what you are saying?Mr Otter: The first thing is that the Emissions
Mr Hill: I am not sure what the other option mightTrading Scheme is here and will continue to
be. I think if you want to produce energy with lowoperate. To have these technologies in the
carbon, then you have renewables and we haveEmissions Trading Scheme would be a starter for
targets in place for that. We clearly have CCS and10 certainly. That raises a whole series of issues
this is an option that could promote CCS, and theabout monitoring and verification issues, having
other one clearly is nuclear, and nuclear already has
some incentives in place to support it, so the thing1 Note by the witness: On costs of CCS: It is inappropriate

to characterise the cost of CCS in a narrow range of that is actually missing is something for CCS. It is
£20–40 per tonne. CCS costs have been documented in the up to the Government then to decide what is
IPCC special report which quotes costs ranging from needed, and the decarbonised fossil fuel energy$40–$270 per tonne CO2 avoided. There are many

required.variables that result in a wide range of costs quoted for
CCS; the type of fossil fuel feed stock, gas or coal; do costs
include transport and geological storage or is it simply
capture; is it a CO2 capture cost or a net CO2 avoided cost; Q187 Mr Newmark: So it is not going to be purely
diVerent technology choices. Work in the CO2 Capture market driven. What is really going to be driving
Project (CCP) and in BP suggests a cost of CO2 avoided decision-making is the incentives you ultimately getthat, including capture, transportation and storage using

from the Government to go down one track orgas feedstock in the UK setting, is likely to be in the range
of £40–80 per tonne CO2. another? Correct?
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Mr Hill: Clearly if the technology today is not accepted and forthcoming so that we can make a
decision that partners will be comfortable with andcommercial, then the type of incentives which are

put in place will drive the way that business will be there when the thing is built.
responds.
Mr Scoins: Can I say that you should not be trying Q193 Adam Afriyie: And by the third quarter
to incentivise technology, but you should be trying next year?
to incentivise the reduction in carbon emissions and Mr Hill: By the third quarter, yes.
keep it as generalised as possible and let
technologies compete on as level a playing field Q194 Margaret Moran: What are the key
as possible. regulatory barriers to investment in this area and

what do you think the Government should be
doing to overcome them?Q188 Chairman: So you do not support this idea
Mr Hill: I think clearly there are regulatory barriersof the decarbonised electricity certificates?
around the maritime laws, the conventions, theMr Scoins: A market segmented by technology, in
London Convention, OSPAR, and there are alsomy view, will produce—
some concerns around the Petroleum Act in
connection with liabilities. I think these are quite

Q189 Chairman: You do not agree with BP? well understood now and if the Government can
Mr Scoins:—produce a sub-optimal solution. get into action to modify these in the 2010 time-

frame, I think that would be okay because in the
first instance we will be doing EOR which actuallyQ190 Chairman: And you do not either?
means there are no maritime barriers that I amMr Otter: I tend to agree with what Colin says, that
currently aware of that would aVect that project.you need incentives for carbon reduction, not to
When you then move to straight CO2 storage, youfavour the particular technologies. I agree with
have to solve the OSPAR/London Conventionthat.
issues. The Petroleum Act issues are really aroundMr Allam: You also need higher incentives to start
the liability at the end of the project life, so againwith if you are going to allow large demonstration
there is some time to address these issues. I thinkprojects to be set up.
what is most important is a real willingness andMr Scoins: That is very true, we need to get over
commitment to be demonstrated by governmentthe development hump.
now so that people feel confident that these issues
will be addressed satisfactorily so that we can

Q191 Chairman: If our report said that we wanted commit to the investment for the projects.
to propose decarbonised electricity certificates, you Mr Otter: We are seeing encouraging signs. I
would write in and say, “Well, we don’t support chaired the meeting between the Norwegian
that”? Minister and our own Energy Minister and an
Mr Allam: Ultimately, but perhaps not to start agreement at least to address some of these issues
with. It has to be extra funding to start with to get and we see evidence of Defra and DTI taking a
the whole thing going. strong role in trying to address the OSPAR route.

What we say is: keep at it.

Q192 Adam Afriyie: On that point, let’s keep
Q195 Chairman: Should we have a UK CarbonGardiner in the hot seat! Coming to the DF1
Capture and Storage Authority so that we actuallyProject, what are the essential commitments you
bring that together into one regulatory body?need to receive from the Government and by when
Mr Otter: That is a question I had not reallyin order for the DF1 Project to proceed?
thought about.Mr Hill: I think 3Q next year is the key milestone
Chairman: Would you like to think about that andat which point we have to make the decision of
let us have a response to that because we might bewhether we should go ahead with the project or
attracted by that.not. Clearly no company can aVord to have a

particular project of this type without some policy
mechanism being in place. It just does not make Q196 Mr Flello: In terms of the existing North Sea

infrastructure, the pipes and the platforms, whatany money at all, it just costs money to do this type
of technology, so clearly BP and their partners, specific steps do you feel need to be taken now to

make sure that we can take advantage of thatbecause we are working with a number of
companies on this, need to be confident that this infrastructure rather than it being decommissioned

and perhaps no longer available?necessary and appropriate policy mechanism will
be accepted and forthcoming to provide the Mr Hill: Again I think it needs some sort of green

light to industry which says that there will be ajustification to actually sanction the project at 3Q
next year, so I think that is really what is required. mechanism put in place which allows us to use that

infrastructure. I think my concern is that if this allWe do not think a capital grant is suYcient because
we need some sort of long-term commitment, takes too long and then companies start

decommissioning pipelines and facilities, firstly,which the panel has already pointed to, in place so
that these projects will remain economic over their you lose perhaps the option to use that and,

secondly, it becomes very much more expensive toentire life. I think the key thing is that we need the
necessary and appropriate policy mechanism re-access those reservoirs. I think the time-frame
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for a decision to put in place these policies is the number of facilities being planned for
decommissioning over the next three to five years,required urgently to signal that companies should
so again it is quite urgent to make use of theseretain these facilities for future use in CCS.
platforms and the pipelines. I would say certainly
in the next two to three years you need to give them

Q197 Mr Flello: In terms of that timescale, what that signal, otherwise, people are already too far
are we looking at in terms of decommissioning? down the decommissioning route.
Mr Hill:Well, I think there are already a number of Chairman:Gentlemen, it has been a fascinating oral
fields that are drawing up decommissioning plans. session this morning, and my apologies to you for
Partly decommissioning is a function of oil price, the speed at which we have had to go. Thank you

very much indeed.but for the most part we are seeing an increase in

Witnesses: Mr Russell Marsh, Head of Policy, Green Alliance; Dr Douglas Parr, Chief Scientist,
Greenpeace; and Ms Germana Canzi, Senior Climate Change Campaigner, Friends of the Earth, gave
evidence.

Q198 Chairman: Could I welcome the Ms Canzi: Well, firstly, I do not think that it is us
fiddling while Rome burns. I think that there are arepresentatives from the environmental NGOs this

morning. I hope you found it a fascinating hour lot of—
and a half prior to your coming into the hot seat.
We are very tight on time, so could I start by asking

Q201 Chairman: Who is fiddling then?all of you, do you accept that, without clean coal
Ms Canzi:Well, a number of governments. I wouldtechnologies and, in particular, carbon capture and
say that there is a huge potential for energystorage, the UK will not meet its domestic targets
eYciency and a huge potential for demandfor the reduction of CO2 by 2010–20 and certainly
reduction. It is not just us saying this, but also someit will miss the 50/60% reduction? Do you accept
industries are saying this and we feel that thethat?
commitment to reaching this potential for energyMr Marsh: I think we can reach the 2010 target
demand reduction has not been strong enough sowithout carbon capture and storage. I think there
far, so that is the first thing I would like to say.is a question, as we move further out to the longer-
You mentioned both clean coal and carbon captureterm targets, whether we may or may not need
and storage and I think we need to separate the twocarbon capture and storage, but our view is
things, and I will stick to carbon capture andcertainly that there is much more we could do with
storage because that is the subject today. We areother technologies, such as renewables and energy
currently working on our models for the electricityeYciency before we need to think about whether
market up to 2020 and we will make this public inCCS can play a part in delivering the emissions
a couple of months when we will publish a report.reduction target.
The numbers that we have seen so far indicate that
we could get considerable reductions in theQ199 Chairman: But is that not fanciful, that unless
electricity sector up to 60% without nuclear andwe have decisions taken within the next few years,
without carbon capture and storage, but of coursewe are in fact not going to have anything in place
this depends on what actually happens on energycertainly in the timescales of 2015–20?
eYciency. For example, on the demand side,Mr Marsh: I think it depends on what sort of
policies like CHP need to be boosted, policies likedecisions we are talking about. There are certain
the eYciency of products, and there are Europeanthings we may need to ensure that if carbon capture
regulations that are coming in place, and moreand storage goes ahead, it goes ahead in the right
high-level political attention needs to go there.way, and we have heard this morning from industry
However, having said that, given that we do notabout the need to sort out the long-term liabilities
know whether these policies will come into placeand the need to sort out some of the regulations
and we recognise that there are other sectors, sucharound the storage of carbon. We also need to
as the aviation sector, which are going to be a lotthink about what the mechanism is to support it,
more hard to tackle, then we think that carbonbut I agree that we need to do things on that and
capture and storage could potentially play a role init does not mean we need to do something now to
order to reach these significant targets in themake sure we bring it in necessarily by 2010. I just
electricity sector, but under certain conditions.think there is more we can do with other

technologies before we need—

Q202 Chairman: Doug, you think it is just a
Q200 Chairman: Are we not sort of fiddling while distraction?
Rome burns here, if you will pardon the metaphor? Dr Parr: Yes.
It is an incredibly challenging target to reduce by
60% CO2 by 2050 and really, unless we get real

Q203 Chairman: Your stated position is that it is aabout carbon capture and storage, we are going to
distraction from the real priority of implementingfall straight into the nuclear lobby. Is that what

we want? renewable energy and energy eYciency technologies.
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Dr Parr:The example I would cite is that of Woking reason why, and I hesitate to use the word
“sceptical”, but it conveys the right idea, is thatwhere the District Council from their own oYces

and social housing have managed to reduce carbon although I do not think there is any question that the
UK is well positioned to develop the technology anddioxide emissions by 77% with cheaper prices and

high levels of security, so it seems to us that there is utilise the technology given the geological
formations we have got in the North Sea, I think ina tremendous opportunity by exploiting the

possibilities of a decentralised energy supply which many other parts of the world that is, to say the least,
unclear. We do not know if there are suitable andwould include small-scale renewables or local

renewables, I should say, because they can be very appropriate geological formations in China and
India, so again we should not really be rejecting thelarge scale.
technology, but we should not be setting too much
store by it because it might transpire that they doQ204 Chairman: It is a drop in the ocean, is it not?
not. Further, you can use carbon capture andDr Parr:Well, a 77% cut from building emissions is
storage here and it makes a certain amount of sensenot a drop in the ocean.
where you have got a developed science base, where
you have got the potential to develop monitoringQ205 Chairman: Yes, but 77% of what?
and verification systems and you have got a highDr Parr: Well, from that baseline in 1990. It is a
level of business compliance with regulation and sopretty staggering figure. I was a bit sceptical when I
on. Now, that is not necessarily the case in all partsfirst heard about it, but that is endorsed by the South
of the world and it is always, always, always going toEast England Development Agency, so this, we
be cheaper to chuck carbon dioxide into thethink, is the way forward. Now, just to get back to
atmosphere than it is to capture it and bury itthe topic, we do not reject carbon capture and
underground.storage outright as being unacceptable—it is not like

nuclear in that regard—but we think there are other
opportunities that need to be taken up and looked at Q208 Dr Iddon: You heard Gardiner Hill earlier
rather than thinking that carbon capture and saying that currentlywe are dumping carbon dioxide
storage is some kind of silver bullet. We do not have into the atmosphere from current generating plants?
an objection in principle.Whatwe are worried about Dr Parr: Yes.
is that the real opportunities that lie in the local
generation, decentralised power, energy eYciency, et

Q209 Dr Iddon:What objections have you got to thecetera, can be ignored because there is this thing,
alternative of storing it in caverns under the sea or“Oh, it’s very easy. We’ve got one problem, let’s slot
elsewhere?in another. Let’s slot in nuclear, let’s slot in carbon
Dr Parr: Well, if it is a straight choice betweencapture and storage”, and there is a danger that that
whether you want it in the atmosphere orcould happen.
underground, it is a no-brainer, you want it under
the ground. As I have outlined, our concern is not anQ206 Chairman: But surely you would not disagree
objection per se to it, but the way it works politically.with the analysis which I think most people make
If you accept that a lot of coal is going to be built inthat China, in particular, is not going to abandon
centralised power stations, it would be better if it was200 years’ supply of coal in order to satisfy some
captured and stored, there is no question about that.demands from the UK. I think you would agree that
The questions that we have at this stage in thethat is not a real situation.
development are, firstly, when will the technology beDr Parr: Yes.
ready for deployment, which it may well not be for
a number of years, and, secondly, whether the focusQ207 Chairman: Should Britain be taking the lead, on that is distracting from other solutions that wetherefore, in terms of this technology in order that it would see as more important and more eVective.proves that it works and, therefore, it is value

elsewhere in the world.
Dr Parr: I think there can be a role for the UK, but Q210 Dr Iddon: Is that a general feeling?
let’s just talk about China for a moment. Firstly, the Ms Canzi: Yes.
Foreign and Commonwealth OYce has recognised Mr Marsh: Yes, I think we would broadly agree
the strength of the decentralised paradigm because with that.
they have done a study with the World Alliance for
Decentralised Energy, looking at China and

Q211 Dr Iddon: If I could address this question tomodelling the energy usage and projections for
you, Russell, you currently only support storage inthere, and of course they would be using their coal as
oil and gas fields. What evidence would you requirewell as gas and all the other things they are looking
to persuade you that storage in saline aquifers isto do. Now, this study indicates that they could end
acceptable too?up over the next 20 years reducing their capital costs
Mr Marsh: I think we would need to see moreby £400 billion and, rather importantly, reducing
evidence of how secure the site would be and whattheir carbon dioxide emissions by about 56% over
some of the impacts would be of a leak from thosetheir projected emissions, and that is a Foreign and
kind of sites. I have not yet seen enough evidence toCommonwealth OYce study. They recognise that
convince myself that it is something we should bethere is tremendous potential in this approach,

including the use of coal in China. The second pushing forward with quickly, but I certainly would
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have no problem with EOR as we know much more Earth International is still very deeply divided on
this issue. I heard mention of Australia earlier andabout oil and gas fields, but certainly putting it in

other places we are a bit more concerned about. definitely the Australian colleagues are opposing
this kind of development.

Q212 Mr Newmark: So it is not something you
object to in principle, but it is a question of getting Q218 Dr Iddon: Do all three of you feel yourselves
as much information as you can so that you can that you or your organisations have a full
make an informed decision at this point? understanding of where the industry is going with
Mr Marsh: Yes, Green Alliance would not have at CCS, understanding the technology in particular?
the moment an objection specifically to that. Mr Marsh: Not yet. I would say that we are still in

the process of trying to get our own sense of where
the technology is going, so I think we are still in theQ213 Chairman: Germana, could we just have your

view on that. early stages of trying to understand the technology
opportunities.Ms Canzi: Yes, we share this view. We feel that the

oil industry has a lot of experience with the geology Dr Parr: Just to take the first point first, I think we
do have a very clear responsibility to think carefullyof oil and gas fields and, therefore, we feel more

confident that the science about the permanence of about the right and the best environmental solution
for the big threat that we have of climate change andthe CO2 underground is more certain. In terms of

saline aquifers, it is a more recent development. not to damage and negate eVective solutions
through ideology, which I think is perhapsThere have only been a few pilot studies, so our

support for this kind of storage will always be on a underlying what you are getting at. We take that
very seriously and have quite a lot of internalcase-by-case basis.
worrying about it. Your second point was whether
we feel we are well informed about carbon captureQ214 Chairman: It would be qualified?
and storage. Well, we do have technical people. WeMs Canzi: Yes.
have two people who were part of the IPCC special
report, and one was a lead author and another is anQ215 Dr Iddon: Now, the Government, as we have
acknowledged geological expert who works inseen in the last few weeks, has suddenly switched on
Germany, so I think we have internally got expertiseto CCS. How eVective do you think they have been
on the topic. I think the diYculty is that a lot of theso far in communicating CCS technology to the
judgments that wemake about it on the political andpublic?
financial grounds where it is much more diYcult toMr Marsh: I would say not at all.
pin down definitive knowledge. Having said that, IDr Parr: I am not aware that it has actually
think industry is clearly moving very fast with thathappened. Has there been any communication
andmaintaining an up-to-date knowledge of what isabout it? I must have missed it.
going on is not necessarily easy.

Q216 Dr Iddon:Has there been any communication
Q219 Chairman: If I can just ask Germana andwith the NGOs?
Russell, you have both given a sort of conditionalDr Parr: I went to see the DTI about their carbon
support for this technology, and I understand that,abatement strategy and I get regular
but could you give me a precise condition that youcommunications from AEA Technology or Future
would want to see met before you would give it yourEnergy Solutions about the Clean Coal Programme,
unconditional support? Is there something wethough I think it might have been renamed.
should know? I understand the issue about deepMrMarsh: I have spoken both to the DTI and to the
saline aquifers and the need for some properTreasury over the last few months about the
research there, but is there anything else where youdevelopment of their strategies for CCS.
would specifically say, “We really need to get
clarification here”?Q217 Chairman: Do you have a responsibility as
Mr Marsh: I would say two things. One is a senseNGOs, do you think, to try and explain this
that there is a regulatory framework for when thetechnology to the public? You are powerful voices
CO2 is stored so that we can kind of keep a check onwithin the community.
what it is doing and we can be clear that there areMsCanzi:Well, as Friends of the Earth, we certainly
programmes in place to monitor it and know whathave started discussing this issue with our local
to do if there is a problem. The second thing is aboutgroups. We have only just started, these are our
the liability issues and getting the liability issuesactivists around the UK, and we will have a meeting
sorted out. I think we would want to see that thosein January when this is on the agenda. That is what
two things were in place before we would be able toI can commit to doing. In terms of educating the
say that we are happy for these things to go ahead.general public, I think it is a bit diYcult for us. We

can certainly be careful in what we say in our press
releases, but we do not have influence over what the Q220 Dr Iddon:What is your view on liability? How

would you like it clarified?general public will ultimately think. One thing to say
is that we have the feeling at this moment that in the Mr Marsh: Well, I think given the lifetime and the

scales in terms of years we are talking about of CO2UK our local groups may be open to this kind of
discussion, but it is fair to say that in the rest of the staying stored, the Government has to play a role at

some point. Obviously after the generation and theworld, in our international network, Friends of the
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company has finished with the plant and is Ms Canzi:We agree with that. We would definitely
be unhappy if a lot of public money were to go intoeVectively moving out of the site, the Government

clearly then has to say that it cannot see any other this. We accept that there should be some incentives
and we think that the best incentive is to have a tightway of the liability being held.
cap on the Emissions Trading Scheme.

Q221 Dr Iddon: Is that agreed?
Q226 Chairman:And to include carbon within that?Ms Canzi: Yes.
Ms Canzi: Carbon capture and storage?

Q222 Margaret Moran: To ask you the same Q227 Chairman: Yes, for that to be included.
question as we asked the industry, what is your view Ms Canzi: Yes, but the cap has to be tight enough
on the UKCCS Authority or do you have one? and at the moment it is not.
Mr Marsh: I have not thought about it. It sounds
like it might be a good idea, but I have not really

Q228 Adam Afriyie: On balance, do you think thatthought about it.
the UK policy should favour renewables over
carbon capture or one particular area of insulation

Q223 Chairman: Could you give us a response to over carbon capture? Is there a balance in your
that? minds as to whichway the incentives or disincentives
Dr Parr:Well, I can say what I think now which is should be laid down by Parliament?
that if this technology goes ahead in the UK, then Mr Marsh: I think I would go back to my initial
there will need to be either something like a CCS point. I think in the short termwe should not lose the
Authority or a section within the Environment focus on needing to support and doing more for
Agency or some other regulatory agency which will renewables and energy eYciency. Picking up the
need to have the expertise and the focus to do point that both Doug and Germana made about the
verification on the companies’ analysis of the Emissions Trading Scheme, if you get the signals
stability of the formation and other monitoring and right in the Emissions Trading Scheme and you get
verification activities. There will have to be a long-term signal in the Emissions Trading Scheme,
something that is a separate, new thing. Now, that will give the incentive and the certainty that the
whether it is under the Environment Agency or it is CCS industry and other industries need to make the
separate, I do not really have a view, but clearly there investments now, so you will not actually be looking
will need to be something. at, and necessarily having to pick, a particular

technology and that is the advantage of doing it
through the Emissions Trading Scheme.Q224 Chairman: But we should consider that?
Dr Parr:My view on that would be that although itDr Parr: Yes.
is better to have carbon dioxide underground than in
the atmosphere, the best way to deal with it is not to

Q225 Adam Afriyie: I must admit, first of all, I am produce it in the first place, so we would very clearly
surprised by your bashfulness on your ability to prefer renewables and energy eYciency measures
aVect public opinion considering you have been over carbon capture and storage.
invited here to speak to a Select Committee. Who Ms Canzi: That is our view as well and any public
would have thought this ten, 20, 30 years ago? It money that is spent should be prioritising these two
never would have happened, so I am a little bit technologies.
surprised by your bashfulness. I think you have a lot
more public influence than perhaps you imagine. Q229 Adam Afriyie: Sort of related to that, you
Just to narrow it down a tad, climate change, CO2 would not diVerentiate in terms of incentives
emissions, acidification of the sea, these are issues between what is, I guess, carbon-neutral and carbon
which aVect everyone on the entire planet, they will abatement technologies? Is that right?
aVect everyone in the United Kingdom, so do you Dr Parr: Could you clarify that for me?
think it is fair that just industry bear the carbon
capture and storage costs? I do take your point

Q230 Adam Afriyie: Carbon abatement meaningabout insulation and other ways of reducing energy
wind, nuclear, carbon capture and so on as opposedusage, but on this particular point is it right that
to carbon-neutral in terms of the incentives. In termsindustry bear the costs rather than the Exchequer or
of the way the Government is incentivising thethe country as a whole?
various alternatives that are out there, should theyDr Parr: Well, my position would be that this is a
be looking to be carbon-neutral or should they bemajor issue for the fossil fuel producers and that they
moving towards carbon abatement, as I say, theshould bear the costs of sorting it out, and I think the
examples being nuclear, wind, carbon capture andbest way of doing that and signalling that that is
so on?what needs to happen would come through a tight
Dr Parr: Could you define what you mean bycap and a high cost of carbon emissions in the
“carbon-neutral”? What sort of measures wouldEmissions Trading Scheme rather than something
that involve?that is as technology-specific as CCS support. I think

if we had a tight cap, all sorts of other technological
possibilities would emerge, but let’s not go down Q231 Adam Afriyie: I guess the net eVect of

producing energy which does not produce carbon.there; it is the right way to do it.
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Dr Parr: I am not sure I see a huge diVerence clear recommendations about the balance between
incentives and where the market comes in andbetween them, to be honest.

Mr Marsh: No. whether in fact it should be left entirely to themarket
which is what has been suggested in other ways. YouAdam Afriyie:Well, there is an answer.

Chairman: I think what we will do is write to you have made a very clear statement about the carbon
trading scheme and industry seems to support thatwith this question because we are interested in

looking at where the incentives should be because I view again, but we will come back to that. I am
afraid we have to finish now, so can I thank you verythink in terms of our report, we need to make some
much indeed for coming.
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Q232 Chairman: Good morning everyone. Thank investing in it. I personally think it has enormous
potential. At themoment—and I think this might beyou very much indeed for coming this morning.

Thanks to the members of the public who have a theme throughout this discussion when one is
asked a range of rather detailed questions—it seemsjoined us for our last oral session in our inquiry into

carbon capture and storage. We are delighted, to me that where we are globally on this is probably
half-way into chapter one of this book. I think it hasMinister, that you are able to join us.Minister, when

the Government published its terms of reference for enormous potential in terms of our climate change
agenda. I would very much hope that into the nextthe Energy Review on 29 November there was

widespread speculation at that time that the decade we would have seen a major demonstration
project, the most likely one is the Miller field BPGovernment’s preferred option was nuclear in

meeting the four key goals which you outlined at project and after that I would hope there would be
other fundamental developments, but it is too earlythat time. Ever since then you and theGovernment’s

Chief Scientific Adviser have been on a charm to be entirely confident about that.
oVensive to try to persuade all and sundry that
carbon capture and storage is really at the head of Q235 Chairman: So you are saying you are not
the agenda. Could you say in 2015 that carbon confident as the Minister for Energy that we will
capture and storage will be in place and certainly in have a proper large scale demonstration plant
a demonstrable facility in the UK and that the available in 2015 not only to see if the technology
Government will have supported it? works on a large scale but it is also a technology that
Malcolm Wicks: Chairman, it is good to be here. In would be exportable.
an hour and a half’s time we will see whether the Malcolm Wicks: It needs to be remembered,
charm oVensive has worked or failed. The point Chairman, that where we are globally on this is that
about the Energy Review is that it is very wide although we have several items of good practice, if I
ranging. It is looking at demand, it is looking at can put it like that, not least in Norway but also in
supply and it is looking at where we will get our the United States, we are, I repeat, at a very, very
energy sources from in the 21st Century and the early stage in this. I would hope that by 2015 we
strategic choices our country needs to make. Within would have a demonstration project up and running.
that we will be looking at the potentiality of a range Themost likely contender in the UK is the BPMiller
of diVerent technologies ranging from micro wind field project with Scottish and Southern. That would
turbines through to the nuclear power stations—and be my hope and aspiration.
all options are open—and we are very interested in
carbon capture and storage. Q236 Chairman: Is the fact that JoanMacNaughton

is being replaced as the Director General of Energy
at the DTI an indication that pronuclear views areQ233 Chairman: Minister, with due respect, that

really is an answer to satisfy everybody. We want to no longer the flavour of the month within your
Department?know whether CCS is at the head of your agenda in

terms of dealing with the Government’s objectives Malcolm Wicks: Chairman, you would like to talk
about nuclear, yes?for 2020 and indeed 2050 in terms of a reduction of

carbon in our environment.
Malcolm Wicks: I was just setting the context Q237 Chairman: No. I want to know where your
because when it comes to energy everyone has a priority is as far as theGovernment is concerned.We
favourite technology. have had no indication as to where the priority is.

Malcolm Wicks: You want to address the nuclear
question. That is why you have mentioned MsQ234 Chairman:What is yours?
MacNaughton.MalcolmWicks:Only the foolish person would have

one favourite technology. In order to meet the
energy supply requirements and the fundamental Q238 Chairman: I am asking you whether the fact

that she is being removed from her post or leavingchallenge of climate change we will need a range of
instruments and within that context we are very, her post is an indication that carbon capture is in fact

going to be the main driver in terms of driving downvery interested in carbon capture and storage; we are
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CO2 emissions over the next 15 years and certainly 2015 I would judge at the moment, given the science
and the technology and the lack of demonstrationmeeting the Government’s target for 2050 of a 60%

reduction. projects, to be slightly foolish.
Malcolm Wicks: Joan MacNaughton’s future move
is no indication of anything about the direction of Q245 Dr Harris: Has the Prime Minister given a
energy policy. After four years in the post it is not speech on carbon capture and storage or
unusual for people to move on and to be reshuZed. mentioned it?
One newspaper said it was an indication that she was MalcolmWicks: I would have to check the record on
anti nuclear and another one said the move was an that. I was alluding to the fact that this Prime
indication that she was pronuclear! Minister has helped lead the world debate on the

climate change challenge. I am happy to check the
Q239 Chairman:What do you think? record to see whether he has mentioned CCS or not.
Malcolm Wicks: The truth is what I have said to
you earlier. Q246 Dr Harris: I think I have heard him talk about

nuclear. I thought you might know whether he had
Q240 Chairman:Which was? promoted carbon capture and storage to give the
Malcolm Wicks: I am happy to address the nuclear newspapers something meaty to write about in the
question, but I am a bit unhappy to discuss tittle- energy debate.
tattle from newspapers about one ofmy oYcials that Malcolm Wicks: I am happy to discuss the mass
some people want to discuss in public. media all morning. This seems to be of interest to the

Committee. The serious issue on energy policy is
Q241 Chairman: What we are anxious to do whilst that the Prime Minister has established a major
this charm oVensive continues— review of energy policy, which I lead, it reports to
Malcolm Wicks: Your charm oVensive or mine? him and my Secretary of State and carbon capture

and storage and other technologies are very much at
the heart of that review and that shows the PrimeQ242 Chairman: Both. We have met the leaders of

industry who are wanting decisions from the Minister’s commitment to this area.
Government as to whether carbon capture and
storage is going to be a significant technology in Q247 Dr Harris: People out there see that to a
meeting the Government’s objectives for the certain extent there is competition for resources and
reduction of CO2 by 2020 and 2050 and in order to investment between nuclear, carbon abatement in
achieve that they have got to start developing large terms of carbon capture and storage, between
scale plants as soon as possible. What we are trying investment in renewables and new renewables and
to get from you today is a clear indication as to energy eYciency. If they only hear the Prime
whether the Government has that at the head of its Minister speaking and promoting the nuclear
agenda in terms of giving business the sort of agenda, which I make no judgment about, then
assurance it needs in order to go ahead with large people fear that there may not be as much
scale production. concentration on those other technologies and what
Malcolm Wicks: Yes, and that is the serious matter people think and fear is important because we are
before us, but it is a very diVerent matter if you are trying to attract investment. I was giving you an
inviting me to discuss the future of one of our very opportunity to stress how you feel as Energy
well respected and experienced civil servants who, in Minister about the balance between those four
the normal course of events, after four years of doing areas.
an excellent job, is nowmoving on. These two things Malcolm Wicks: In the Energy Review we have to
bear no relationship at all to one another. ask some serious questions about energy supply. I

am aware, as EnergyMinister sinceMay, that this is
Q243 Chairman: I thought you would have wanted an area which attracts enthusiasts. There will be
to put on the record whether her departure was people saying to me, “Here is the one solution. This
because of the tittle-tattle in the media or whether it is the only thing you should think about,” a silver
was because you had had a change of direction. bullet, maybe sometimes a uranium bullet, but the
Malcolm Wicks: The tittle-tattle in the media was fact of the matter is that when you look at this
about her departure. The causal relationship is very intelligently and seriously, there may be a
clear to me here. contribution from one source which adds up to 10%

or 20% and renewables have got to play a role and
energy eYciency within that is crucial. We have gotQ244 Chairman:Minister, we will move on. There is

no point in continuing with this. to look at whether we are relaxed about a heavy
reliance on gas imports in the future, we have got toMalcolm Wicks: I did not start it. What I have said

is that we are very interested in carbon capture and look at the future of coal, we have got to look at a
range of things and within that we have to makestorage. It features in budgetary reports and in

speeches byMinisters.We are investing somemoney judgments about civil nuclear which at the moment
contributes about 20% of our electricity but it doesin carbon abatement and carbon sequestration. We

have discussed it with OPEC. It is there in our not contribute 100%. The judgment in the review
and the judgment for Government is how we buildpresidency of the EU and the G8. I think it has huge

potential. For anyone, including the Energy up sources of energy supply and that will not satisfy
all the enthusiasts. My own judgment is thatMinister, to predict precisely where we will be by
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renewables has a very major role to play. I think we they started somewhere in the mid-Nineties. The
Norwegians have actually been doing CCS for eighthave got to push the boundaries of energy eYciency

far more seriously. You cannot talk about energy years or so and indeed their evidence geologically of
what happens is both very important scientificallypolicy any longer without talking about the

environmental agenda, they have got to go and reassuring. In terms of the public policy of all
this, it is a relatively new development still globallyabsolutely closely together and therefore we have

got to look seriously at these technologies, be they with not many instances of it actually being
practiced. I think why we are taking this seriouslynuclear or carbon sequestration.
now is that in its recent eraGovernment has brought
together the climate change issues with energyQ248 Dr Harris: You have already referred to the
policy. We have got to look at all the feasible waysgas fired large scale pilot projects associated with BP
of reducing CO2 emissions in particular. Just as thisin the Miller field. Is the DTI or are you prepared to
means that you have to reopen the nuclear questionsponsor or to encourage an equally large scale pilot
and you have got to look seriously at the windbased on coal firing given the relationship that you
turbines and tidal power and many otherpropose to develop with China and China’s massive
technologies, it also means that certainly the timeexpansion of coal fired power? If we had a truly
has come for institutions across the world to takecommercial scale coal fired plant would that not put
this one very seriously. Politically and historicallyus in a very strong position in developing that
that is how I would judge it. We all know that therelationship?
climate change targets we have set ourselves are veryMalcolm Wicks: I am interested in looking at that.
diYcult ones to reach.We have a sum of money for our carbon abatement

programme which was £25 million and the
Chancellor has now allocated £10 million and this is Q250 Chairman: It has changed since 2003, has it

not, since the last Energy Review?a significant resource but, of course, it is not a huge
resource. We are thinking through now what Malcolm Wicks: A number of factors which we

knew about in 2003 nevertheless have pressed aheadprojects we can help support with that and I think
clean coal is something that we would want to look at such a rate that the judgment that has been made

is that we need to review them again. In terms of theat. You have alluded to China. I think the great
challenge in China, given the huge development of geopolitics, we have just become a net importer of

gas last year. In a few years’ time we will become acoal plants in China, and they have been burning
huge amounts of carbon for a century or more, net importer of oil as the North Sea and the UK

Continental shelf reserves decline. There is still a lotmainly coal, is how we work with the Chinese
Government—we being the international there but it is in decline.We said earliermaybe a fifth

of our electricity comes from nuclear at themoment.community, of course, not just the UK, although we
are in a special position at themoment as we hold the If nothing else is done by 2020 it will be 6% or 7%,

something of that order. These two factors alonepresidency of the European Union—to ensure that
the coal plants in China have a technology which raise questions. One scenario is that we becomemore

and more heavily reliant on gas imports includingmeans that they are “capture ready”; in other words,
that when they are built they may not have the from, as the Prime Minister said at the Brighton

conference, some unstable parts of the world. Itechnology to capture carbon dioxide but are
designed to enable this to be easily fitted. I am cannot say it is a new dimension, Chairman, because

you have said surely we knew about this years agoadvised that that is the technological challenge. The
UK, on behalf of the presidency of the European and the politics across the world have always been

there, the Middle East, et cetera, but nevertheless IUnion, is about to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding with China this month for a think my own judgment is that the national security

dimension of energy supply has now come to thefeasibility study into carbon capture and storage
being adopted in China. fore. You could answer the question in diVerent

ways. We need to look in the review at whether or
not we should becomemore self-reliant in the future.Q249 Chairman: I want to return to that in a second.

Can I just try and tie you down about why carbon
capture and storage has suddenly become a major Q251 Chairman: Minister, depending on which

direction the Government wants industry to take inplayer within the whole mix where it was not a
couple of years ago and could I ask you about the terms of building the next generation of power

stations, be they nuclear, be they ones with CCS,geopolitical problems. Do you see that energy
supply, particularly gas from Russia, has actually pre-combustion or post-combustion, do you think

that business is able to follow both? You havechanged the scene or is there something else which
has caused the DTI to say that carbon capture and indicated in your response to us that you see this

energy mix between perhaps nuclear and CCS asstorage has now got to play a major role? If it is not
geopolitical considerations, what are the other being a bit of a balance. Do you think it is feasible

that we are going to be able to follow both directionsconsiderations?
Malcolm Wicks: Why has carbon capture and and that businesses are going to invest in both?

Malcolm Wicks: We go into this review nuclearstorage suddenly become prominent? I am sure there
will be those who can point to a scientific literature neutral, genuinely we do. There are a number of

factors we need to consider and I am not at allthat says these ideas are really quite old. In terms of
key developments in the world, I think probably certain at the moment where we will be in the
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summer on that one, but by the summer we will Q253 Adam Afriyie: The situation is that industry
seems ready to adopt these technologies. They areknow on that nuclear question in so far as the review
just waiting for a clear price on carbon emissions.team and the Government’s position will be clear.
When are the reviews going to stop and when is aGiven our climate change objectives and the need to
decision going to bemade so that these technologies,reduce CO2 emissions, I think there is a strong
which do exist and which are feasible, will becase—and I think industry would be looking for
brought into play by the industry?this—for somemechanism, it could be fiscal, it could
MalcolmWicks: The review finishes by the summer.relate to putting a price on carbon—and the
I know you can always tease about reviews, but I amEmissions Trading Scheme in Europe is very
not going to apologise for Government thinkinginteresting in this respect—some mechanism that
hard about a serious question.basically incentivizes industry to reduce carbon

levels. Somemight say the wind turbineswill do that,
some might say nuclear will do that and in that Q254 Dr Harris: I think the question about
context carbon sequestration is very important, but competition between nuclear and carbon capture
it may be a level playing field, a catch-all incentive that the Chairman asked just before—
and then some would say it is up to industry and MalcolmWicks: I do not think it is a competition by

the way.investors to judge what are the most appropriate
technologies. I am not predicting that is what will
happen but I think that is one possible scenario. Q255 Dr Harris: Do you think it is possible that

there can be cost-eYcient investment in both
options? I will explain what I mean because this isQ252AdamAfriyie: It seems tome from the research
not my field. What is suggested is that “most of thewe have done, we have been to power stations and
costings for both nuclear and gas- or coal-fired plantwe have looked around the industry, it is absolutely
fitted with CCS assume that the plant will be base-clear that the energy generation industry has a
load generation plant. There is a finite demand forrelatively clear understanding of what the costs are base-load demand on the grid so it would probablyfor carbon capture and storage, it is quite not be possible for both types of plant to operate as

comfortable and ready to use the emissions trading such. This means that either CCS-fitted plant or
system. What seems to be holding it up is actually a nuclear would need to bear the additional penalty of
long-term framework from the Government on running at lower levels of generation, which could
emissions trading, on the Kyoto targets and on the impact on their commercial viability.” I am trying to
price of carbon. It seems to be Government is the give you a specific example of how there is
barrier to industry adopting the Carbon Abatement potentially competition for new investment between
Technology. those two in that example.
Malcolm Wicks: I do not want to make a party Malcolm Wicks: Not one of these technologies is
political point because you might think I was a going to enable us to tackle the climate change
politician if I did! I am proud of the fact it is my challenge adequately. We will need a range of
Government rather than an earlier one that has behavioural changes in society in terms of energy
seized the agenda on this and is pushing it forward, eYciency. I go back to the silver bullet idea. It is an
and obviously there is always a sense of why cannot easy way to present the argument but in my
we go quicker and all of that. The Climate Change judgment it is not helpful, indeed it is naive. In terms
Programme Review that is led by Margaret Beckett of nuclear, if we think that that is important for the
at Defra is coming to a conclusion and will be future then we will be looking to the private sector
reporting soon. That review is looking at our climate for those investments. This would not be a major
change targets. The Chancellor has asked Nick government public spending programme. No doubt
Stern, the Government’s Chief Economist, to look in diVerent areas we would need to look at the
rather globally at the interface between climate relationship between government and the market,
change and economic instruments and then we have but we would be looking to the market to fund new
got the Energy Review and we will need to pull a lot nuclear should we go down that route. In terms of
of this together. It is quite a tight timetable. We have the focus today on carbon capture and storage, I

think we do recognise that for the market to investto report by the summer. A lot of people out there
in these technologies there does need to be somemight be saying it would have been nice to have had
financial incentives. I think there is quite anit now, but the fact of the matter is that we have now
interesting debate going on now. The Emissionsgot mechanisms in place to clarify this. One thing I
Trading Scheme is a very early practice across thehave learned, if I needed to learn it, is that in energy
European Union and it puts a price on carbon. Wepolicy, where we have got targets on emissionswhich
are in a learning game here.go up to 2050 and where we need to make judgments

nowwhich will influence energy policy and therefore
climate change maybe for much of this century, I do Q256 Dr Harris: I was trying to work out whether
not think that is putting it too far, we need long-term you saw the point in the example I gave about
certainty and industry need long-term certainty. It is whether even the market can ride two horses,
one of the reasons why as part of the review we have particularly when it involves a lot of expertise and a
got to be engaging in debates with interest groups, lot of investment in new plant, both nuclear and
stakeholders, the public and other political parties to carbon capture, or whether it might be better to go

for one in a big way.see whether there is consensus.
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MalcolmWicks: I think I have indicated my answer. approach and recognise in the long term, arguably
the medium term, we need to do everything we canThere are big decisions to be made about nuclear.

The big decision there might well contribute 20% or to move away from burning these things?
Malcolm Wicks: I have a lot of sympathy for that. I30% of the energy supply but it is not 100%. I would

not go down the French path. I think diversity is know it has led to at least one of our environmental
organisations being rather agin the idea of carbonvery important. I think industry has proved already

that it can ride diVerent horses and back diVerent capture. I think that is ideology gone mad myself.
Two things are true. The world is going to betechnology.
burning lots of fossil fuels for a century or more, not
least in China but here as well and, like it or not, thatQ257 Chairman: Can we talk about a third horse
is what is going to be happening. That is where thesewhich is renewables? Do you feel that CCS is in
technologies really come into their own and why Idirect competition with renewables for government
am enthusiastic about them. We also needresources?
alternative sources and fundamentally cleanerMalcolm Wicks: No, I do not.
sources of energy hence our commitment to
renewables and the need to drive forward on energyQ258 Chairman: The argument appears to be
eYciency.emerging that we have got nuclear on the one hand

and we have CCS using fossil fuels on the other and
where does renewables come into this and how are Q262 Dr Iddon: You mentioned the agreement with
we able to sustain that development in renewables if Norway a few minutes ago. What benefits does that
these two other technologies need such huge bring to Britain in improving opportunities to invest
investments? Is it possible to do all three? in the North Sea?
Malcolm Wicks: Yes. It is not always the Malcolm Wicks: Do you mean the practice in
Government investing in these things. We are into a Norway and the Sleipner project?
period of market liberalization. We are talking
about privatised companies in terms of energy. We

Q263 Dr Iddon: Britain has signed a recentare talking about the potential for the City to invest
agreement with Norway.in many of these technologies, as they are doing
Malcolm Wicks: That is right. I am enormouslyalready. It is not all about public expenditure.
encouraged by that. We share the North Sea with
Norway, that is the obvious link there. We are alsoQ259Chairman:Let us give you a practical example,
going to be quite dependent on Norway for gas withMinister. The total reduction inCO2which has come
the Langeled pipeline coming in in a year or so’sfrom the Peterhead project would be the equivalent
time. Norway is rather ahead of the game in terms ofto all the wind farms in Britain. Why do we not just
these technologies. It is the Sleipner project whichdo a bit more of that and not bother with
has stored one million tonnes per year of CO2 sincerenewables? Is that not a good commercial decision?
1996. The scientists are studying that very well. AtMalcolm Wicks: I think I indicated when I was
the moment I am advised that geologically the CO2pressed by you very early on—
is behaving as they would expect, namely it is still
there, it has not done anything naughty. That isQ260 Chairman: Encouraged, Minister! almost the most important demonstration project

Malcolm Wicks:—that I am very enthusiastic as a that we have got.
lay person, as opposed to being an engineer or a
scientist, about carbon capture. If we get this right
and the feasibility studies, et cetera prove the Q264 Dr Iddon: So it is a transfer of technology and
hypothesis that this is an important development knowledge.
then one or two large schemes can do an enormous MalcolmWicks:Absolutely, I think so. Imet the still
amount of good work in terms of capturing CO2 quite new Energy Minister Odd Roger Enoksen on
compared with one wind turbine. My judgment on two occasions in his early months of ministerial life
this is that we have still got to talk about energy and we have had some serious talks about this. We
supply. The electricity needs to come from decided together that we wanted to move ahead, not
somewhere. On renewables, as you know, we have a just to talk but to see what issues there were for
10% target, in other words 10% of our electricity collaboration and we have signed a Memorandum
should come from renewables by 2010. At the of Understanding that the two governments and
moment we have what we call an aspiration because therefore the industries in both countries will work
it is too soon to set a target that could be 20% by together. Quite where that will lead I cannot say, but
2020. We having something called the renewables I am very encouraged by that development.
obligation whereby we require the energy suppliers
to source some of their energy from renewables. I

Q265 Dr Iddon:Did this agreement cost us anythingthink that shows our commitment.
financially?
Malcolm Wicks: No, just a little ink.

Q261 Dr Harris: What do you say to those people
who say that investment in carbon capture and
storage does not do anything to wean us oV reliance Q266 Dr Iddon: Sir David King has been quoted as

saying that CCS is the only way forward for theon fossil fuels, in fact it encourages reliance on fossil
fuels, where we need to have a change in our world since China and India are inevitably going to
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continue burning their coal reserves. Do you agree Q270 Dr Iddon: How can you say that we are there
whenwe have not demonstrated that we can do it yetwith Sir David King’s statement that this is the only

way forward? on a large scale in this country?
Malcolm Wicks: I think we are there intellectuallyMalcolm Wicks: Yes, I think I do in principle for

reasons we have said, that whatever alternatives and scientifically, technologically and politically. In
terms of large scale demonstrations, apart from themight develop renewables, we are going to be

burning fossil fuels and China is the example par Norwegians and one or two bits and pieces no one is
quite there yet.excellence and therefore I think he is right, that if we

can get this right it is the only way forward.
Q271DrTurner: I think it is quite clear to everybody
that CCS cannot aVord to fail in terms of China andQ267 Dr Iddon: You have talked about discussions
India and other large scale CO2 producers. Whatwith China earlier, not with India. Have you entered
advice have you been given and what messages dointo discussions with India because they are already
you get from the Chinese, for instance, as to the finalburning fossil fuels on quite a large scale?
practicability of carbon capture in dealing with theMalcolm Wicks: We hope to sign an agreement
whole problem in terms of the geological storagebefore Christmas with China. We are also in close
capacity, because if there are not suYcienttouch with India. There have been discussions
geological formations in China, India and whereverduring our presidency.
stores CO2 then the great project will not work?Mr Morris: We have engaged with India on this
MalcolmWicks: I think I need to defer to one of myissue. There is slightly less enthusiasm to talk about
expert advisers on this.these technologies with India than there is with
Dr Marsh: That is right. There has been someChina. That is not to say we are giving up with India
preliminary analysis both with India and China thatbut rather we are still trying to engage India. It is just
would indicate that there ought to be the capacity,that China has responded far more positively than
but part of the MoU work, the £3.5 million, will beIndia has on these approaches.
used to commission amore detailed geological study
to map the sources in relation to where it might be

Q268 Dr Iddon: Is India or China showing stored.
significant interest in the other technologies which
have been mentioned, like photovoltaics? They have Q272 Dr Iddon: Obviously some of the developing
got sunshine like the rest of the world. Or do you countries will need significant energy production in
think our encouragement for them to invest in CCS, the not too distant future. Do you think that those
because we will export the technology to them, is countries can aVord to invest in technologies like
dragging them in the fossil direction rather than in carbon capture and storage?
the other directions of energy supply? Malcolm Wicks: Certainly at the moment we are
Malcolm Wicks: The key development in China is talking about, as I understand it and common sense
they have somuch coal, that is the reality. They are a dictates, a pretty expensive technology both in terms
developing country and they are going to burn coal. of the investment that is required but also the costs
They are anxious to burn it as cleanly as possible. that it adds to the price of fuel. Although I think it
The Chinese Government is fully aware of the is diYcult to give precise estimates, we have had a go
climate change imperatives here. With the at giving our own estimate. I think we have to be
agreement we are going to sign on behalf of the EU realistic at the moment and say this is fairly new
we hope to further that. When I meet those from stuV. Initially and maybe in the longer term it is
China I ammade very aware that they are with us on expensive and probably there are not a huge
the challenge here. We are not quite at that stage proportion of nations at the moment who can aVord
with India. Biomass, for example, is very important it. We need to remember that in South America, for
in terms of energy supply in India, so there are example, there is a huge interest in biomass and
diVerent issues there. indeed biofuels. We should not put all our eggs in

one energy basket.
Q269 Dr Iddon: Do you think that the UK can lead
the world in CCS development and export our Q273 Chairman: You said in your supplementary

evidence to us that the cooperation goals include thetechnologies?
Malcolm Wicks: I think we need to be cautious in aim of developing and demonstrating in China and

the EU advanced near zero emissions coalour rhetoric about leading the world. We can
become one of the world leaders, yes. We are technology through carbon capture and storage by

2020. That seems to be an awful long way away. Bylearning from Norway. There are developments in
the States which are interesting. I think we are there 2020 will not the damage to the environment be such

that we will have missed the boat? Why in 2020?and I am pleased we are and we need to make sure
we are because not only have we put climate change Malcolm Wicks: In a way I share your frustration

because it seems to me in very simple terms that thecentre stage in terms of the agendas that count across
the world, ie the G8, the EU and the UN, but also, world is now engaged in a mighty race. I think the

serious scientific community knows where thefrankly, there should be an opportunity here for the
British business sector and for our manufacturing climate is going in terms of temperatures. I think the

world is actually behind in this race at the momenteconomy. If we can get this right within our shores
then I think there is enormous export potential. in terms of developing policies and behaviours and
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technologies to enable us to overtake and win this Dr Marsh: No.
climate change race. For me to be absurdly over-
optimistic about the utilisation of these technologies

Q277 Chairman: Are you not just going from onewhen at the moment we have so few demonstration
thing to another and throwing a few bits in here?projects I think would be naive. I hope we can press
Dr Marsh: The strategy was always to acknowledgeahead just as quickly as possible. I think the Miller
that industry has a better oversight of what it isfield project with BP, if it goes ahead, as we all hope,
capable of exploiting and how it wants to develop.will be slightly ahead of the game in terms of that
We have given illustrations as to how that moneytimescale.We will need to consider this over the next
might be used, but the call will leave it open tofew years. I think to suggest that this is a technology
industry bidders to say how best they think they canwhich can be spread globally relatively quickly is
use those funds.probably naive, sadly.

Q278 Mr Flello: How do you feel the £35 millionQ274 Chairman: I think my frustration is that if
stacks up against the United States’ commitment ofBritain does not demonstrate and does not invest in
$0.5 billion for future clean coal projects? Do youa significant demonstration plant probably within
think that we are in the same sort of league at all withthe next decade then the idea of us being able to
the Americans, for example?export that technology around the world becomes
MalcolmWicks: I think it is probably rather diYcultless and less tenable as an argument.
to compare the two countries because generally onMalcolm Wicks: I agree with you and this is why it
climate change, as you know, the European Unionis at the heart of the Energy Review.
is developing the Emissions Trading Scheme, for
example, whereas in the United States certain
individual states are very interested in that kind ofQ275 Mr Flello: The Pre-Budget Report committed

a very welcome additional £10 million to Carbon scheme but there is no equivalent federal
programme. I am happy about where we are at theAbatement Technology demonstrations. Can I ask

how the figure of £10 million was arrived at? Could moment, but I am even happier that we have
mechanisms now, not least the Energy Review, toyou give an indication as to why it was not included

in the original £25 million committed under the address these issues very fundamentally.
DTI’s CAT Strategy back in June? Why was it
announced just after announcing the Energy

Q279 Mr Flello: In terms of ensuring that a plant isReview?
built in the UK perhaps with European fundedMalcolm Wicks: If it helps the Committee, in a
money, what pressure is being put on to try and getmoment I might ask one of my colleagues to give an
a CCS demonstration plant within the UK asindication of the kind of projects that we might be
opposed to somewhere else within Europe?able to back with the money that we do have
MalcolmWicks:As we have said, the frontrunner atavailable. I do not think I have a very clear answer
the moment is theMiller field project. It seems to meon this. The original tranche of money was
that BP and their partners are ideally placed there.£25 million plus a further £15 to help develop ideas
We do have this natural resource of the North Seaaround hydrogen. I know that is not the subject
which, if we can demonstrate eVectively, as I amtoday but the Committees might want to note that.
rather confident we can do, is a natural storage areaWewere very pleased indeed that the Chancellorwas
for CO2. I think we have put a lot of emphasis onable to allocate some additional money this year. I
this. With the monies that we have, the £35 millionthink that is as far as I can go on these matters.
now, I think we can demonstrate other technologiesDr Marsh: The original Carbon Abatement
with partners including this idea of how we makeTechnology Strategy indicated that the £25 million
plant “capture ready”. I think that is very important.could be used either to demonstrate “capture ready”
MrMorris: The EU recently launched a technologyor to take forward some small scale demonstration
platform into a zero emission fossil fuel power plant.of CO2 storage. It recognised that that money was
The UK is actively involved in that. I chair thenot in the right ballpark to fund a full scale
Mirror Group within this initiative. We have alsodemonstration. The extra £10 million basically frees
British industrialists in the coordination group, weour hand to look a little bit more broadly at perhaps
are very involved in that and we do see the EU workmore than one such project or to make one a bit
as very central to try and focus on technologiesbigger than it otherwise would be. We always
relevant to Europe, it would be a way of sharingrecognised that the money was to put UK industry
resources. So we see the EU area as a veryon the playing field and that it would put them in a
important area.position to leverage additional money from other
Malcolm Wicks: The recent EU OPEC summitfunding sources such as the European Commission.
meeting in Vienna which I chaired for the EUI see it as strengthening that position.
because of our presidency I think was veryMalcolm Wicks: It may be that we can help
encouraging in enabling a dialogue to take placedemonstrate CO2 “capture ready” plant which, as
between ourselves and the oil producers about all ofwe saw in the China context, is very important.
the climate change and carbon capture issues and
there was agreement that we should move towards
establishing a technology centre on this whichwill beQ276 Chairman: Is this not a piecemeal approach

rather than having some long-term funding goal? in Kuwait. That is a major step forward because I
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rather imagined that 10 years ago you would not going to trespass in that territory. What I am
satisfied about as Energy Minister is that when youhave had that dialogue between producers and the

consumers and I was rather encouraged by that. now look at budgetary documents, whereas I would
guess, I must check, that 10 years ago there would
have been very little about climate change, now youQ280 Mr Flello: What help is being given to UK
have very substantial sections talking about thecompanies and academics to get access to the
climate change challenge, with some monies cominginternational funding?
forward, an extra £10 million this year and it isMalcolm Wicks: There are a range of international
clearly pretty central to the agendas that count bothfora on this now.
in the Treasury as well as in my own Department, inMs Northmore: We have a bilateral arrangement
Defra, et cetera and I feel that is a very good place towith theUnited States for research and development
be. The fact that Nick Stern, the Government’sand we have two quite large R&D projects going
Chief Economist has been asked by Gordon Brownahead under that. We are members of the Carbon
to look at the interface between economic measuresSequestration Leadership Forum which actually is
and climate change with a global reach I think isnot a funding organisation but it brings together a
tremendously encouraging.large number of countries, including the major
Chairman: We do not seem to be recycling thatdeveloping countries, China, India, for information
money back in though; £210million is a lot ofmoneyexchange.Although it is reasonably early days, some
which could be used for the purpose for which it wasdemonstration projects have been badged as CSLF
taken oV consumers.projects and there is the possibility that that

networking will actually lead to future bilateral
cooperations and CSLF cooperation for R&D. We Q283 Mr Newmark: Just to supplement that—you
also are enthusiastic members of a number of IEA make an excellent point there—there is also this
organisations relating to fossil fuels and carbon extra tax on oil companies that is in the Pre-Budget
capture. Report. It would be interesting to know that with
Mr Morris: There are two major IEA bodies, the that extra money that is going to be going into the
Greenhouse Gas Implementing Agreement and the Exchequer—I appreciate you will not have an
Cleaner Coal Technology Implementing Agreement answer now—it might be an idea to suggest to the
which we are involved in. They do mostly desk Chancellor that at least some of the hundreds of
reports and research looking at potential future millions that he will be collecting from that goes in
technologies like carbon capture and storage. Those to support projects such as this. I am not expecting
two agreements mostly focus on that technology. A an answer necessarily but it is something that the
load of work is produced which gets fed into UK Chancellor should consider doing, given that it is an
companies. If we come to the European scene, things extra tax that he did not have in his previous Budget.
like Framework Programmes 6 and 7, then MalcolmWicks: I think part of the answer to that is
obviously we do get involved in that and obviously that we are tremendously proud, really, of the
we do our best to help within the constraints that we industry that we have in the North Sea. I have been
have to helpBritish organisations and companies get out myself on an oil rig and you cannot but be
some benefit from that. With Framework impressed by the science, the technology, the
Programme 7 which will start next year we are leadership and the sheer skills of the workforce out
hoping there will be opportunities for British there, and we have a very active programme for the
companies to pick up funding for research and industry to foster that through a partnership which
development when that takes oV. I chair called “Pilot”. Having said that, it is not

unreasonable, in my judgment, with the price of a
barrel of oil doubling or whatever, that any financeQ281Chairman:Minister, since 2002 the Non Fossil
minister would want to look at that. I just happen toFuel Obligation, which is basically a tax on people’s
note that the tax take, which is (and it will depend onelectricity bills, has brought in over £320 million of
oil prices, I guess) something like £2 billion a year, iswhich £210 million has gone back to the Treasury.
almost exactly the cost of the Chancellor’sDo you not find that unacceptable when that money
commitment to maintain winter fuel payments forcould be used for the very purposes that we are
elderly people, which as a pensions minister I knowtalking about in terms of research and development?
to be about £2 billion a year. I think in terms of theWith that money you could have built a complete
fairness agenda that is a deal I can accept.new facility in terms of demonstrating that CS

actually works. What attempts are you making to
get that money out of the Treasury and to have it Q284 Mr Newmark:Which I would agree with, but
used for what it should be used for? I am talking about the extra money that is going to
Malcolm Wicks: I do not lurk around there at night be raised. It would be useful, and I would ask could
with a bag marked swag or anything like that. we have a commitment from you to at least raise this

with the Chancellor, that with the extra money (as I
said, this is extra money beyond the Budget) he willQ282 Chairman: But the Chancellor does. He seems

to be taking swag from everybody’s electricity bill. It be raising would he consider ploughing some of that
money back into projects such as carbonwould make a nice cartoon, Minister!

Malcolm Wicks: I am sure someone round here will sequestration?
Malcolm Wicks: We are in very regular dialoguedraw it. What I do find acceptable is that fiscal and

tax matters are best left to the Treasury and I am not with our good friends at the Treasury.
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Q285 Chairman: Could I ask you as well, Minister, globally, there is a range, as I recall, of six or eight
that youmight be thinking of—yes?—but we need toif you have these discussions with the Chancellor,

about using the money for this non-fossil fuel determine together in government whether one is
appropriate and if so which one.obligation for the purpose for which it was raised?

Mr Wicks: The Chancellor will read these
Committee proceedings avidly.

Q293 Dr Iddon: We are told that that plant cannot
be up and running in 2009, which is their projectedQ286Chairman:But you will not go and see him and date, without considerable government subsidy. Isbang on the door— the Government in discussions with BP on how toMalcolm Wicks: It was not my Christmas plan, I deal with that subsidy?must admit, but we are in regular dialogue with Malcolm Wicks: Yes.Treasury Ministers and Treasury oYcials on this

whole agenda. The Treasury are very committed to
the climate change agenda. Q294 Dr Iddon: Are you likely to come to

conclusions on that in the near future or is it a
projected discussion?Q287 Chairman: But you are not committed to

getting this money back into your budget to use for Malcolm Wicks: I cannot predict the actual time.
the purpose for which it was taxed? MrMorris: It is more likely to be pulled in as part of
Malcolm Wicks: I am committed to leading the the energy review. The timing is that BP are doing a
energy review on all of these issues as eVectively as study at the moment which will be completed by
I can. about October/November next year. They are

looking, at about that time, for decisions from
government about, essentially, two things: is thereQ288 Chairman: And you have suYcient resources
going to be an incentive for such a project as this,to be able to further this agenda?
and also who will take responsibility ultimately forMalcolm Wicks: The review has just started. It will
the long-term storage of the carbon dioxide. Theredraw conclusions; some of those conclusions may
are the two things they are looking at, at thehave economic consequences.
moment, for some answers from government by theChairman:We got nowhere there.
time they have come to their own decisions.

Q289 Dr Iddon: When are we going to see the first
commercial plant both up and running? Which year Q295 Dr Turner: Presumably it qualifies for R&D
would you predict? tax credits.
Malcolm Wicks: Of what—sorry? MalcolmWicks: There is a range of possibilities but

we are not there yet, I do not think.
Q290 Dr Iddon: CCS. The first carbon capture and
storage facility.

Q296 Dr Iddon: My concern, Minister, is thatMalcolmWicks:Aswe have said, the front runner at
obviously the BP plant is very close to the Millerthe moment—and I am really pleased it is there—is
field, pipelines will be short, therefore, andthe Miller field project; the BP project.
furthermore they are using carbon dioxide for
tertiary oil recovery, which will be some payback. IfQ291 Dr Iddon: What year are they predicting, in
we are going to capture carbon, store it elsewhere inyour opinion?
the country, particularly by retrofit, we are going toMalcolmWicks: I am not going to predict it because
incur the costs of pipelines to transmit it to theNorthit is a commercial enterprise. Do any of my
Sea. So if this plant at Peterhead requirescolleagues know? Have BP made a prediction on
considerable subsidy can we aVord to subsidise thethis?
rest of the plants which, for the reasons I have justMrMorris: They think they could do it by 2009. So,
indicated, will require even more subsidy?with these sorts of projects, I suspect 2010 is a
Malcolm Wicks: As I say, how we have a financialpossibility.With pathfinder projects like this you are
regime, whatever that might look like, thatgoing to find things never go according to plan, but
incentivises these developments is something veryif you say 2010 that will be a reasonable estimate.
much at the heart of government thinking at the
moment.Q292 Dr Iddon:We have learnt from BP that there

are some barriers which might put that date back.
Do you know what these barriers are and, if so, how Q297Dr Iddon:Howmany companies are interested
are we going to overcome them? in CCS to your knowledge, Minister?
MalcolmWicks:On any of these things there will be Malcolm Wicks: I have not got a number but my
a range of barriers and my understanding is that BP judgment, talking to a range of companies, often
are funding the feasibility study on this but would international players, is that there is considerable
probably want some indication from government, as interest.
indeed would this whole agenda, as to whether there
will be any financial incentives to so captureCO2 and

Q298 Dr Iddon: That is very encouraging.store it. I am afraid, Chairman, I cannot be drawnon
the precise financial instrument that might be most Malcolm Wicks: As I say, the discussions with

OPEC indicate that, too.appropriate, because actually here, andmaybe more
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Q299 Dr Iddon:We have a considerable number of Malcolm Wicks: It is obviously important that the
Government understands these arguments at, really,fossil-burning plants already in Britain and there is

discussion of retrofit. Do you think that retrofitting quite a technical level. My colleagues do and they
can giveme advice on that. However, I thinkwe haveis financially viable in view of two things: first of all,

the plants are rather old and are probably going to to be sensible about this, and there are things that
government do best and there are things that thebe needing renewal anyhow? Secondly, to retrofit

you would have to close the plant down to a degree, market does best. My own judgment would be that
on those issues we need to understand theif not completely, for at least 12 months.

Malcolm Wicks: I think there are two kinds of arguments, but surely we should leave it to the
companies involved and to investors to makeanswers to that, as you have indicated. Whether we

go nuclear or not, whatever we do we are going to appropriate judgments. As I say, there are things
government can do about giving some stability in theneed a colossal amount of investment from the

market in new plant over the next 10, 20 or 30 years. long term, giving the priority to this area but I think
for us to think we can give an engineering orThat is obvious. I will turn to one of my colleagues

to deal with what, for me anyway, is a rather scientific judgment would probably be foolish.
technical and important issue about retrofitting.
Dr Marsh: We supplied some numbers to the Q303 Chairman: There is a worry, is there not, here,
Committee on costs based on our own studies, and Minister, that if, in fact, you are looking in terms, for
I did make the point that these are generic numbers instance, of a hydrogen-powered, if you like,
based on broad engineering studies. What you see transport systemwithin 10, 15 or 20 years, then there
from those numbers is the cost of retrofitting is a crucial decision to be made as to whether you
compared to new build is quite close and certainly have hydrogen producing plants on their own and
within the range of uncertainty on the numbers deal with CO2 separately or whether, in fact, you do
themselves. So I think it will be a commercial as Brian has suggested and try to bring them both
judgment by the industry on which way they go. On together in pre-combustion. Does the Government
costs overall, there is not a cheap solution; abating have a view?
carbon is an expensive thing to do. DrMarsh: I think that is asking a question about the

timing of two diVerent sets of technologies, which is
a diYcult thing to do. We have looked at carbonQ300 Dr Iddon: Does the Government have a view
capture and storage and our belief is that it will beor a preference on whether we go for pre-carbon
used to produce low carbon electricity to start with.capture or post-carbon capture?
There is time enough to think about how to makeDr Marsh: Again, referring to the same data, the
hydrogen after that.numbers are too close to call and I think it is a
Ms Northmore: You can make hydrogen from acommercial judgment that will take into account not
range of diVerent sources; you can make it fromjust cost but the industry’s perception of the risk
nuclear, actually, alternatively you canmake it fromassociated with diVerent technology options, their
fossil coal and renewables.confidence that it will work and their confidence that

they can build it within timescales. I think that is
better left to the industrial specialists to make a Q304 Chairman: Brian Iddon’s question was about
judgment on. the advantage, in fact, of building this into the pre-

combustion phase in terms of dealing with carbon
capture, storage and the production of hydrogen atQ301Dr Iddon:As a chemist I was against CCS until
the same time. Is theGovernment actively looking atI met BP the other day. Their plant at Peterhead will
that and other chemicals?be pre-carbon capture which delivers two things:
DrMarsh: Just as in carbon capture and storage, wefrom the gasification of coal it delivers chemicals (it
have got capture, transportation and storage—is the old coal tar process, essentially), and secondly
whole infrastructures. By extending to hydrogen youit delivers hydrogen for the hydrogen economy. That
are bringing in a whole additional set ofis pre-carbon capture. In post-carbon capture it is
infrastructures issues on how to store, transport andtoo late; the chemicals are burned and the hydrogen
deliver hydrogen and what kind of vehicles it wouldis not available. I put it to the Government that it
be used in. I think there are a lot of open questionsseems sensible to invest in pre-carbon capture rather
within that that determine the timing and whetherthan post-carbon capture, for that reason.
that timing matches with the timing for theDr Marsh: That is an opinion that we have heard as
deployment of CCS for electricity generation. Ourwell and there are counter arguments about post-
own modelling studies suggest that that is probablycombustion in terms of that technology being
a decade or so after the use of CCS for electricitydemonstrated to separate CO2 in other applications,
generation.and the fact that just about all of the stock of power
MrMorris: Can I bring to your attention that in thestations that exist at the moment would have to have
demonstration scheme that we are developing at theretrofitted post-combustion capture applied to
moment we are linking carbon abatementthem. So there are strong arguments in favour of
technologies with hydrogen production as well. Soboth technologies.
with the £40million which was announced in June—
25 million for carbon abatement and 7.5 million for
hydrogen—we are approaching that scheme in aQ302 Dr Iddon: We are going to leave it to the

market and not give government guidance? very flexible way. So if someone can bring in a
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project which involves carbon abatement and DrMarsh:As far as the engineering aspect of carbon
capture and storage is concerned, in other words thehydrogen generation at the same time then they

could have access to both those bits of money. So we power plant, the pipeline and the operation of the
platform, the regulatory standards for safety existare recognising that there are linkages there and it is

an opportunity to exploit them. and are operated through the Health & Safety
Executive. In fact, I think BP have mentioned thatMalcolm Wicks: There are big developments in the

States on this. When I was inWashington I met GM they are in discussions with the HSE about their
Peterhead Miller project. So the less defined area is(General Motors) to talk about their big investment

in hydrogen. Indeed, foolishly, they letme drive their the long-term storage in the geological formation,
and that is really a matter of establishing the sciencehydrogen car. So I have seen the future and it works,

to some extent. and knowledge base to make a convincing case. Our
view is that with oilfields and gas fields that have
been very well explored in order to be able to exploitQ305 Dr Harris: How safe do you think carbon
them, that knowledge base is particularly strong,storage is? It must be safer than oil storage, I guess.
and able to show that they should be successful sitesMalcolmWicks: This is where we need to learn from
for storage of CO2.the demonstration projects, if I can call them that,

that we have already and where we need to,
obviously, work with BP and others very carefully Q308 Dr Harris: You are assuming that the storage
on the Miller field project. I think the Norwegian facility will come under some external independent
experience is, frankly, reassuring, but we are talking regulation like theHealth& Safety Executive, or will
about the development of new technologies. To it be judged to be so low risk that that will not be felt
some extent this is unchartered territory andwe need to be necessary?
to approach this very carefully. Malcolm Wicks: As I said earlier, I think there will

need to be a regulatory regime, but as to the precise
nature of that, obviously, it is still very early days toQ306DrHarris:Would you agree that we do not yet
determine that.know enough about the consequences of leakage,
Mr Morris: We are starting to look at whether aparticularly in respect of local environmental
regulatory regime is needed. We have already set upconcentrations, of CO2 from storage facilities?
a working group to look at that because we realiseMalcolm Wicks: I think what we know from the
that that needs to be investigated and we need toNorwegian experience, which of course is a good
understand exactly issues like the need to survey anexperience for us because it is the North Sea, is that
area before you start to think about storing carbonthere has not been a leakage problem and that the
dioxide in it to make sure it is actually going to be ascientific community studying there (that is the
safe and reliable store for carbon dioxide. One of thegeologists) are highly satisfied about how the CO2 is
things we have signed with the Norwegians is thatbehaving. In other words, it is there; it is where it
agreement wementioned earlier to look into howweshould be.
develop the principles for regulating theMr Morris: There is experience from natural
management of carbon storage in the North Sea. Soleakages of CO2. CO2 is stored naturally;
we are very aware of the need to make sure that weparticularly if you look around the Mediterranean
will be recognised to be taking a responsiblebasin there is a lot of naturally stored CO2. In fact, in
approach storing CO2.Texas the CO2 used there for enhanced oil recovery

comes from naturally occurring CO2. You do get, in
some cases, some leakage from naturally stored Q309 Dr Harris: Very soon—next summer—the
CO2, so there is some understanding of how it energy review is going to talk about significant
behaves when it does actually leak, but obviously investment and plans for carbon storage. What
one has to transpose that into man-made storage engagement has there been by the DTI with the
of CO2— public to prepare them for some of the issues around

carbon storage and capture?
Malcolm Wicks: We are thinking this through andQ307 Dr Harris: There will need to be some work, I

guess, on a review of the potential health and developing a communication strategy on this. I
think I would say out of the energy review, andenvironmental consequences. That would just be

sensible to do. Who should do that? Do you think it indeed during the process of the energy review, we
are going to be engagingwith thewider public aswellshould be industry and potential investors looking at

that, or should it be Government or should it be as stakeholder groups on a whole range of energy
issues. My judgment would be that we need to takesomeone else?

Malcolm Wicks: One aspect of this is the need to the public with us on where we are in terms of energy
and climate change, and the rather diYcult andrevisit the London and the OSPAR Conventions,

which are about dumping at sea. I think there is a sometimes controversial judgments we are going to
have to make. In fact, I have been rather encouragedlack of clarity at the moment about whether or not

they allow for carbon storage beneath the sea bed, about the way in which the media, including
television, has shown a real interest in some of theseand we are engaged in those discussions. There

would also be, I would judge, a need for a regulatory issues about carbon capture. Indeed, some of the
best things I have seen with graphics etcetera haveregime here in the UK (probably elsewhere too) in

terms of these storage issues, which would look at been on some rather serious TV programmes
explaining to the public what this new-fangled stuVsome of these environmental factors.
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is all about. I think that is very encouraging, and I Malcolm Wicks: I think the serious voluntary
organisations are genuinely very interested in thisthink our work with the media is probably critical

to this. technology because they may wish for an alternative
to windmills or tidal doing 100% of this. The serious
players know that we will be burning the fossil fuels

Q310DrHarris: Some people have said that it would as we have discussed and that these kinds of CCS
have been better to have done more work on this technologies are worth investing in.
already in terms of public engagement.TheGuardian
described the technology in a headline (one cannot

Q313 Dr Harris: Do you agree with BP that publicblame the journalist necessarily) last summer as
acceptability could, if it is not well done, be a show-“Carbon Dumping”. There may well be concerns
stopper on this issue, like, to a certain extent, it hasand the public may well see this as the new GM.
been with other technologies?Indeed, I think we were told by BP that public
Malcolm Wicks: My own position on this, when Iacceptability was a potential show-stopper. Do you
talk to people about this, is that this is very new towish, in all candour, you were further along the line
people. Let me confess, Chairman, when I wasof public engagement, or are you happy with the
pension minister (whenever it was—nine monthsamount that has been done so far?
ago) I do not think I had heard about thisMalcolmWicks: I am very happy; I am very relaxed
technology. Take that for good or ill, but that is theabout where we are on this. Dr Harris, there are
truth. A lot of people I meet and talk to, a lot ofalways those who seek to conjure up demons when it
broadcasters, do not really understand it but I thinkcomes to any new scientific development, but people
that there is is genuine intellectual interest in it—alike you and I need to engage the public in a better
bit of an intrigue about it. I do not see people wavinginformed debate.
shrouds and saying: “Noway”; I think the public are
addressing this in a rather intelligent way.

Q311 Dr Harris: I think we would like that in both
our parties. Q314 Dr Iddon: I have just one more question in this
Malcolm Wicks: I am sure together we will. section, and that is on liability. BP have told us that
Mr Morris: When we launched the carbon they are prepared to accept the liabilities of CCS—
abatement technology strategy back in June, in the the chance of a leakage and dealing with it, for
afternoon of that launch we actually did have a example—as long as they are putting the carbon
meeting with some of the green NGOs to explain the dioxide down into the storage cavern. However,
strategy and discuss it with them, because we thereafter they are expecting the Government to
recognise that theNGOs are opinion formers andwe pick up the liability for eternity, essentially. Has the
need to ensure they understand what we are trying Government entered into discussions with BP, or
to do and how we are approaching it. So we are very any other company, about the potential liabilities
aware of that, and we are doing quite a lot of other beyond storage in this area?
activities as well in trying to engage people on the Malcolm Wicks: It is tempting to commit the
issues in order to try and build understanding about Government for eternity. During that time period
the technologies. we could even have a change of government! I think

the serious point is this: what you are reporting has
to be about right, does it not? While it is aQ312 Dr Harris: I would agree with what you were
commercial matter the company has to takesaying, Minister, that you can sometimes not satisfy
responsibility, and we need to get the regulatoryand you would not want to satisfy every NGO, but
framework right. There would then have to beI hope you are aware of what they said to us in
careful consideration about a kind of hand-overevidence. When we asked the Green Alliance how
period so that when the responsibility was handedeVective the Government had been so far in
over to the wider state we were sure that everythingcommunicating CCS technology to the public,
had been done commercially. Then I think it is justRussell Marsh said: “Not at all”, while Doug Parr
plain common sense that in terms of the very longfrom Greenpeace asked us, in return: “Has there
term (and the very long term is very, very long term,been any communication about it? I must have
Chairman, is it not—millennia), then it would bemissed it”. Has he missed it, or is he right?
unrealistic to think that a company, even a veryMalcolm Wicks: I am bound to say his remarks do
powerful company that was a big player in the 21stnot entirely surprise me. I think they are so hard at
Century, may necessarily be there to manage it threework they have missed it, yes. I, myself, in my
million years later. Therefore, I commit mymodest way, have discussed this on 30 or so radio
successors in threemillion years to keep a careful eyeand television programmes, so, sadly, yes, they have
on this, and you must hold them to account,missed it.
Chairman!Mr Morris: We have been engaging the NGOs; we

have been engaging them for two or three years now
on this. We invite them along to conferences and Q315 Chairman:Wewill make a careful note of that,

Minister, and it will be reported in the report—and,other events where they can put their point of view
and they can discuss it with us. We have been trying also, that you forecast a change of government

sometime.to engage them for sometime now on this; we realise
how important they are and that they need to be MalcolmWicks:During eternity, yes. I am trying to

be fair; I am seeking consensus.engaged and consulted.
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Q316 Chairman: We are delighted there is such dealt with with colleagues inDefra because they take
responsibility for those conventions and the UKforward thinking in theGovernment at the moment.

Malcolm Wicks: There will be new leaders by then, interest in those conventions.We have been working
to get that brought up the agenda. It has now got toChairman.
a point where both conventions have set up working
groups to look at it and see to what extent it needsQ317 Dr Turner: Can I ask about regulatory issues?
to be amended. It is generally accepted that theFirst of all, can I jump back to what we were talking
conventions do need to be amended, and this is moreabout before? Have you considered the possibility of
likely something which needs to be done and needsmaking it mandatory that future fossil fuel plant
to be allowed.should be capture ready?
Malcolm Wicks: My understanding—and I am notMr Morris: We are working with Section 36 of the
an authority on them—is that they were aboutElectricity Act 1989 and we are starting to talk to
dumping, perfectly properly. Technologically we arecolleagues in that part of the DTI about what we
now in a new ball game and they need to be sensiblywould need to do to that. I think one of the things we
reformed. I am relaxed that they will be.would need to be able to do is be quite clear how we

define “capture ready”. We felt we could define that
really well, but we have come across some other Q320Dr Turner: Something else whichmight well be
ideas about what is meant by “capture ready”. So it revised is the Petroleum Act 1998 so that existing
needs to be thought about, but we have already North Sea pipelines could be used for transporting
started to initiate action on that. George, you have CO2 into the fields. Do you plan to revise that Act?
done quite a lot of work on defining “capture Malcolm Wicks: I think we are certainly aware that
ready”. Do you want to add anything to that? the great advantage of the North Sea is that we have
Dr Marsh: I thought I had developed a clear got the pipeline grid there and that it is a natural
definition of capture ready but industry is much means of transport for CO2, as it were, in the other
cleverer and pointed out that there might be other direction. I do not know whether my colleagues can
considerations. I think Brian is right, there needs to go further than that in terms of what that might
be clarity on what is “capture ready”. mean legislatively, if anything. Perhaps not.

Dr Marsh: Not at this stage. We have had studies
Q318 Dr Turner: You are on the case already. That looking at the potential use of pipelines and there are
is the main point. It has been suggested that there issues about how they can be used and what
should be a carbon capture and storage authority to modifications would be needed. We are studying
regulate andmonitor storage. Does theGovernment that report at the moment and will consider how to
consider that a sensible approach? take it forward.
Malcolm Wicks: I do not think we are there yet, I
really do not. No doubt we will need to be talking

Q321 Dr Turner: Finally, who would takeabout that kind of thing. I am not committingmyself
responsibility for the land infrastructure forto a new quango or anything at this stage but,
transporting CO2 from the capture sites to theclearly, the promotion of this, the regulation of it,
storage sites and what are the planning implicationsthe research and development—all those things we
involved in that?will need to look at very carefully with industry, but
Malcolm Wicks: The Miller field project, of course,we are not there yet.
has Scottish and Southern as the key onshore
partner. So that is a practical example at the

Q319 Dr Turner: At the moment, under-sea carbon moment. Brian, can you go any further?
capture and storage, except for enhanced oil MrMorris:We have not lost sight of that one. There
recovery, is illegal until the London Convention and are planning implications, there are way leave
the OSPAR Conventions have been renegotiated implications. At the moment the work we have done
and amended. What is the progress on that? so far implies that we would expect that the existing
Malcolm Wicks: I may be wrong but I do not think consents infrastructure would allow for pipes to be
it is entirely illegal. I think there is a lack of clarity laid. That would be the approachwewould be using,
on which reforms need to be clarified. However, I but we would need to actually be absolutely clear
could be wrong so I will ask MrMorris to comment about that, but we would expect the consents, a
on that. regulatory approach, to be the right one.
Mr Morris: I will start but George Marsh has done
a lot of in-depth investigation into this. Enhanced oil
recovery is legal under OSPAR andLondon because Q322 Chairman: Minister, would it be possible,

perhaps, for you to let us have a written response toit is a working gas and, therefore, it is legal. I also
think if you look at Sleipner in theNorwegian sector this to actually give us some timescales that the

department is working to, and indeed that yourthat is also legal because it is actually injecting the
CO2 from the site rather than bringing it from shore. colleagues in Defra are working to, in terms of

getting these agreements in place? It seems crucial, ifUnder certain circumstances, perhaps perverse
circumstances, CO2 storage under the sea-bed could we are going to give the industry clear guidelines in

terms of their investment decisions that thebe legal but work we have stimulated in the London
and OSPAR Conventions themselves has actually regulatory framework needs to be in place and they

need to know that they have got certainty in terms ofconcluded that it needs to be clarified. Again, it is
somethingwe are engaged in; it is something we have some of these key issues. Is that possible?
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Malcolm Wicks:What I will do is write to you and Ms Northmore: They have a very clear
understanding of the interaction between CCS andbe as helpful as I can, but I will not, in writing to you,

predict the outcome of the energy review and I will the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, where we are
doing work to try and get CCS—not seek to falsely answer questions. I referred at the

beginning, rightly or wrongly, to the fact that we are
halfway through Chapter One on this book, yes, and

Q328 Adam Afriyie: I was not trying to beperfectly reasonably some of the questions being
controversial, I was just establishing the grounds.asked are about things which are a bit further down
The second question, again, is a fairlythe track. I do not think it is reasonable that at the
straightforward one but there may be a slightlymoment the Government should have all the
broader scope on this one. From the data that theanswers to those. It could be unhelpful to sketch out
Committee has received on cost of carbon capturea timeline that may not prove realistic. However,
and storage it seems to average around 1.5p perwithin those cautions, I will write to you and do my
kilowatt hour—between 1p and 2p—whether it isbest to inform the Committee, Chairman.
gas or coal-fired, irrespective of whether it is pre- orChairman: Thank you.
post-combustion. Do you generally agree with that
kind of range of price per kilowatt hour?

Q323 Mr Newmark: I would not say the Minister is Dr Marsh: I think the numbers we have submitted
writing a suitable boy (?); the first chapter has are within that range.
already been a fairly long chapter. There is an
environmental issue here, industry is waiting for

Q329 Adam Afriyie: The final question for thesome form of guidance and it would be helpful to
oYcials is what reductions would you expect to seekeepmaking sure that this doesmove along and does
from the work you have done over a, say, 5, 10 ornot drift. The sense this Committee has had is that
20-year time-frame in terms of the cost of actuallythere has been a sense of drift and we do want to
putting in the carbon capture and storage units onmake sure that is addressed.
power stations? Just like mobile ‘phones, they startMalcolmWicks:We did discuss some of these issues
at £1,000 and are now down to £50. What sort ofearlier on in the Committee proceedings. I do not
timeline do you have in terms of cost reductions inknow if you were present to hear it. Do you want me
terms of percentages?to repeat that?
Dr Marsh: There we would really depend on the
advice from industry, and their indications are that

Q324 Chairman: No, no. over a decade or so, and I guess it depends on volume
MalcolmWicks: I think if you look at the record you of orders as well, there is a technical potential to
will see that we discussed some of these things. reduce those costs by the order of 50%.

Q325Chairman: I think there is a general frustration
Q330 Adam Afriyie: It obviously depends onthat Mr Newmark is—
diVerent pricing of fuel but we might see a reductionMalcolm Wicks: I do not mean to imply the
of, maybe, 50%, say, to .75p or 1p per kilowattgentleman has turned up late.
hour—
DrMarsh: I am talking about capital costs. Clearly,

Q326 Adam Afriyie: First a couple of quick fuel price aVects that as well.
questions to Bronwen and to Brian, just to establish
where we have a consensus on certain matters—

Q331 Adam Afriyie: That brings me to the Minister.Malcolm Wicks: The Government has a consensus
The costs and the model are clear, industry juston these matters, of course, whichmy colleagues will
appears to be waiting for a long-term framework, ordemonstrate.
the political will to do this. Do you have the
political will?

Q327 Adam Afriyie:—in terms of the technical areas Malcolm Wicks: Yes. I have the political will to
and the industry. In our investigations of the energy advise the Prime Minister about the right decisions
industry it seems tome that industry is ready to trade on energy policy. I indicated earlier that, personally,
emissions: they have all these fancy computer as a kind of lay person, as I say, even before this
screens, they are watching the carbon emission price, august Committee—particularly before this
they have a good model for the costs of the new Committee—I am not going to pretend to be a
technologies (obviously some of them slightly scientist or an engineer, but I feel enthusiastic about
exaggerated when it comes to carbon capture), and this and very enthused by the Miller project, in
they have got a good idea of what happens at particular, because it does seem to me, in principle,
diVerent fuel prices for gas and coal. Is that your and I hope in practice—and indeed I suspect in
experience, too, in the work you have done? That the practice but we cannot be sure there yet—that this is
energy industry does have a reasonably good a significant contribution to the major challenge
understanding of how carbon capture works and the facing the world in terms of climate.
costs and the modelling of it, in general terms?
DrMarsh: I think it is fair to say that, yes. The point
I think theMinistermade earlier is that their concern Q332 Adam Afriyie: So you have the political will.

How will you, as Energy Minister, express that will?is the time horizon; they want to have foresight for
15 years or so. You mentioned you have been speaking to the
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Chancellor or to the Government. How have you Malcolm Wicks: Can I say, as we have indicated,
almost certainly there will be a need for governmentbeen making these representations in terms of the
to put in place a system. I cannot predict what it willurgency of giving that long-term framework?
be; there are a number of contenders I think—Malcolm Wicks: I think this does come back to

where we are with the energy review, which has only
just been formally announced by the PrimeMinister. Q337 Adam Afriyie: But you are comfortable the
We have got a team of oYcials now based in my Government would be financing that aspect of it?
department but drawn from across Whitehall, with Malcolm Wicks: Which incentivises the industry,
major inputs from other government departments, but that does not necessarily imply direct public
including the Foreign OYce, for example, as well as expenditure.
Defra, the Treasury and Transport, and we will
reach our conclusions about this and actually many

Q338 Adam Afriyie: So you are saying it is a balanceother things (including some quite controversial
between the industry and government, or industry/things) by the summer. Then the Government will
government/consumer?make its judgment about energy policy.
Malcolm Wicks: I am saying I think there are six or
eight possible mechanisms and I think one of them,

Q333 Adam Afriyie: You are confident that in terms for example, is for us to watch very carefully how
of carbon capture and storage a decision will be emissions trading develops. It is still quite early days
reached by the summer? on that—the idea of putting a price on carbon
Malcolm Wicks: I am confident on this becoming a tradable commodity—but that is one of
technology—that it will be one of the major issues the issues we need to look at.
that we are addressing in the energy review and, no
doubt, therefore, one of the issues that we will make

Q339 Adam Afriyie: Am I right in saying you havesome significant recommendations about.
not ruled out placing the whole costs on industry?
Malcolm Wicks: We have not ruled anything in or
out.Q334 Adam Afriyie: Are you in any way frustrated

that suddenly this energy review has occurred,
which, in a way, stops the decision being made over Q340 Mr Newmark: I have one other question, and
carbon capture? maybe it is not necessarily for the Minister. As we
MalcolmWicks:Quite the reverse; I am energised by move along an experience curve with this
it (pun intended). technology, do you see there are any benefits of

economies of scale of actually bringing down the
actual cost of this new technology, or not? Or areQ335 Adam Afriyie: Very briefly two other
there going to be significant benefits to it, inquestions. We have been talking about carbon
your analysis?capture but what assessment has been made about
Dr Marsh: I am not a specialist in manufacturing,the pipelines and infrastructure required? This is to
so I cannot say. Intuitively I feel that if there isone of the oYcials: what assessment has been made
series ordering then there must be a combinationof the pipelines required and the infrastructure
of economies of scale and learning by doing. Also,required to pump the carbon dioxide to wherever its
I would expect the transport costs must come downfinal destination is?
as additional projects can tap into an establishedMalcolm Wicks: I think we are in a good place in
network of pipelines, but I could not give anyterms of the North Sea because we have the accurate predictions on that.infrastructure, we have a kind of grid there, of Mr Morris: I think it is worth noting that the

pipelines. That is a very, very advantageous place to carbon capture project, which is led by a number
be. Brian, do you want to say anything else? of oil companies with money from people like BP
Mr Morris: One of the things you have got to be and Shell going into it, they are doing a lot of work
aware of is that some pipelines might not be suitable looking into this and they reckon the cost can be
for CO2, others might well be, depending on how reduced quite significantly with R&D.
you treat the CO2 before you put it into the pipe
work as well. We are doing work looking at that.

Q341 Mr Newmark: I want to talk on a questionThere has already been some work done and we
relating to what Adam was talking about, which isrealise some more work needs to be done, but there
to do with climate change and certification of theis potential for using the existing infrastructure.
oceans, which aVect everybody, and in which we all
personally consume energy. As that purchasing

Q336 Adam Afriyie: Clearly, the consequences of goes up in all likelihood, from what I have read, it
global warming and the consequences of CO2 is going to continue to be a problem. Given we
emissions are felt by the whole of the United have a global responsibility to everybody, is it fair
Kingdom, and indeed by the whole of the world. Do to expect industry to bear the bulk of the cost for
you think it is right that the energy industry should the development of carbon abatement
bear the cost of those pipelines or the infrastructure technologies? Is that your view? Or do we, as a
required to move the CO2 from the plants to the Government, in a global sense have a

responsibility—storage depots?
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Malcolm Wicks: I think we have got to look at it Chairman, my only kind of proviso there is there
could be something to be said for an energy policytogether. There could be a view, the old view, that

“the polluter pays”, which is a fairly recognised that also promotes diversity, not least given some
of the geo-political issues we touched on earlier.principle. I think I have indicated that I think this

is going to require some rather special relationship,
as it were, between democracy and the industry in

Q346 Adam Afriyie: In the Chancellor’s Pre-Budgethelping to incentivise this. Some of it might be
statement I think he said something along the lines:European or even more international.
“There would be consultation on the barriers to
and the incentives for the widespread deployment

Q342 Mr Newmark: Using a diVerent way of of carbon capture and storage technology”. I do
looking at that matrix, how would you determine not know if you recall that.
the fairest way then to spread the full social cost of Malcolm Wicks: Yes.
carbon between industry, government and the Adam Afriyie: If so, who will you be consulting,
consumer? what will you be consulting them about and how
Malcolm Wicks: With diYculty, I would imagine. will the results be reported?
It is a very complex matter, is it not, and I do not
think we are there yet.

Q347 Mr Newmark: And over what timescale?
Malcolm Wicks: As I say, you have got the NickQ343 Mr Newmark: No, I was just wondering what
Stern review which is global in its reach; as it were,thoughts you have put into this.
the Government’s Chief Economist looking atMalcolm Wicks: I think when you look at this there
climate change through, I guess, a sort of economicare a number of ways in which you can
lens. That is very important. Then we have our ownincentivise—help fund, if you like—good
energy review, and that is reporting by the summer.behaviour. I have mentioned ETS as being one of
So it is quite a tight timescale. We will be consultingthose—this is a rather remarkable development
(I had better not say “all the usual suspects”), butwhereby there is now a price on carbon. Who
the department, as you would imagine, on thewould have thought that even 10 or 15 years ago?
energy and industry side, has a range of
mechanisms. I meet folk every day and we talkQ344 Mr Newmark: If the aim of the Government
about these kinds of things. There is a range ofis to mitigate climate change through reducing CO2
industrial organisations, trade associations, NGOs,emissions, should its investment and incentives
etc, who we are in dialogue with and will bediVerentiate between diVerent low-carbon
consulting with on these issues and seekingtechnologies—ie, wind, nuclear and carbon
evidence.sequestration?

Malcolm Wicks: That is a very good question. I
think it is too soon to form a view— Q348 Chairman: This is a most remarkable review

in the history of government if, within six months,
Q345 Mr Newmark: We are in the first chapter, I you are going to be able to resolve these issues in
appreciate that. terms of actually laying out a timetable for
Malcolm Wicks: It is a long chapter and there are decision-making which will satisfy our energy
several pages of this chapter which are lasting even needs, dealing with CO2 emissions over the next 20
longer than I was anticipating, but I am enjoying to 50 years. Are you confident that that can be
the dialogue. I think, in principle, there is a case achieved in the next six months?
for moving towards the famous level playing field Malcolm Wicks: Yes.
whereby, essentially, government sets challenges
and targets in terms of emissions and climate

Q349 Chairman: Fantastic.change, and we do put in place an incentive
Malcolm Wicks: I also note, Chairman, thatframework, whatever that might be—and I do not
Members were saying earlier why have we not doneknow yet. However, within that it is technology
this already, and I can also anticipate the questionsneutral. So if the wind turbines prove their worth,
(with respect, sir) if I said to you this was going toand I think they are proving their worth they will
take three years.play a part of it. There is the nuclear question

which we need to look at, yea or nay on that, and
there is this kind of technology. So I think there is Q350 Chairman: We are just very impressed, and I
a lot to be said for a technology-neutral framework want you to know that, Minister.
which nevertheless is aimed at the carbon Malcolm Wicks: I hope the fact that you are
challenge. Whether, as we move towards that, there impressed will be minuted.
is a case for incentivising and helping fund certain
technologies there may well be, and indeed we do

Q351 Mr Newmark: There will be a follow-uphave our renewables target and the renewables
meeting in six months’ time, though.obligation. So we are indeed trying to push those
Malcolm Wicks: In the written word irony neverbecause we think they are important; we have a
works, does it?Low Carbons Buildings programme, for example.

However, in the longer term we should probably be Chairman: You put a question mark at the end
of it.aiming for something more neutral, albeit,
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Q352 Adam Afriyie: You have kind of predicted the Q356 Mr Newmark: You made a good point in
identifying that it is important that there is a long-questioning, but industry said very clearly to us

during our investigation that if there was a carbon term solution and a long-term strategy, because
when money is put in it is billions of pounds andprice between 20 and 40 (pounds or euros) per

tonne for, say, 15 years beyond 2012 they would what industry does not want is the incentives or the
rules chopping and changing along the road. I ammake their decisions today. I did believe them.

They were saying: “We are ready; if you just give hoping, whether it is six months, nine months or
within a reasonable time frame, when you do comeus that price then we will invest today. Will you

give them that price within six months? up with your solutions and incentives and
everything else, that it is fairly fixed and industryMalcolm Wicks: We will present a framework that

incentivises proper behaviour when it comes to the does not find the rules are very much changed in
24 or 36 months’ time, once they have startedclimate. I am not going to talk now about prices

or a particular mechanism because we just heard spending the money.
Malcolm Wicks: I do understand that. A week maythe enormous challenge that this great review has

over a six-month period, and funnily enough we are be a long time in politics but 500 years is not very
long when it comes to climate change and we needat the beginning of that period and not at the end.
to act quickly. I think we need to build a consensus.
Indeed, I have already started this; I am anxious toQ353 Adam Afriyie: My concern is that industry
talk to other major political parties about thishas delivered a solution to the Government: “Hey,
matter. Just in case, you know!give us this price. Job done.” You are saying you

are not necessarily going to take that solution?
Malcolm Wicks: We will certainly consider it very Q357 Chairman: That is twice you have made that
carefully. comment, Minister.

Malcolm Wicks: I am obviously excited by all the
leadership stuV going on.Q354 Mr Newmark: This brings me on to my next

question: if you are not willing to underwrite the
carbon price, how else will you provide industry Q358 Dr Turner: How seized are you about the
with the long-term certainty that they need, and need to synchronise enhanced oil recovery and
which incentives will be under discussion in the carbon capture and storage with a view to full
climate change programme review? exploitation of the remaining North Sea oil
Malcolm Wicks: As I indicated earlier, when you reserves? Are you taking that into account in your
look at how you incentivise—when I say “good planning?
behaviour” I do not mean that pejoratively because Malcolm Wicks: Well, yes. When we say “our
that is what we want—we have all got to behave planning”, I think that is one of the reasons why
properly vis-à-vis our planet. That is all I mean. I the commercial sector are partly interested in that.
think there are a range of mechanisms. We do not How we foster the North Sea and the whole UK
see this as a great public spending programme; we CS is now very important. Maybe it is another
do see it about using market mechanisms, which discussion, but I am pleased, as it were, to have
the commercial sector will understand, to achieve inherited, as Energy Minister, what is called the
results. Having said that and having laid down that “Pilot partnership” where we sit down regularly
principle, there are diVerent ways you can do it. with industry in the UK CS, the North Sea, to talk
There is beginning to be some interesting about these things, because two things are true
experience with the ETS, etc, for us to draw on. about the North Sea, as you know. One is that, yes,
Sadly, I cannot go further, but what I do recognise, it is in decline, in the sense of the oil and the gas
as I think we discussed earlier—and it is not just there, but the second thing that is true, and I think
industry is that the challenge needs some long-term this is as important—and this is not a prediction
certainty, because major investments are required because no one knows—is that there is probably
in the British energy infrastructure, whether it is the 40–50% of the resource still there. How we foster
new power stations, or renewables or this carbon that and how we encourage new entrepreneurs into
sequestration territory, and we need a framework the North Sea—the last licence round which I
which will stretch over a very long period of time. authorised had 20 new companies coming into the
I do recognise that. North Sea for the first time—is very, very
Adam Afriyie: You must be concerned that important. Clearly, as the decline occurs, then
275 million tonnes of CO2 will be pumped into the scientifically, technologically and engineering-wise
air in the next six months from Britain alone; you it gets more diYcult to access the oil and gas that
must, surely, be wanting to work more quickly than is there, as a broad sort of statement. It is helped,
six months. of course—there are pros and cons—by the rather

high price of a barrel of oil at the present time, but
I think if we can develop technologies which areQ355 Chairman: Just say “yes”, Minister.

Malcolm Wicks: I would love the National Health win, win, win, in the sense of dealing with the CO2

issue but, also, enabling the sector to recover moreService to have been set up in the 1920s instead of
the 1940s. We are all frustrated about this; we are oil, then I think the thing becomes more

commercially viable and is good for the Unitedall seized by the urgent issues facing our planet, but
you, sir, will recognise that this is the first Kingdom as a whole, in terms of our energy

requirement.government to take this challenge seriously.
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14 December 2005 Malcolm Wicks MP, Ms Bronwen Northmore, Mr Brian Morris and Dr George Marsh

Chairman: Minister, on that note we will bring this have assured the Committee that within six months
that vision will be in place, and for that I amsession to an end. May I say that we started hoping

that the Government would have vision, because extremely grateful. Can I thank you and, indeed,
your oYcials for the session this morning?we feel at the moment it is a vision that is needed

and it is also decision-making that is needed. You Malcolm Wicks: Thank you, Chairman.
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Written evidence

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum from the Government

Introduction

1. The Government welcomes the Committee’s interest in Carbon Capture and Storage Technology. We
are pleased to provide the Committee with copies of the reports we have undertaken over the last three years
investigating this topic and look forward to appearing before the Committee in due course.

Responsibilities of UK Government Bodies for Carbon Capture and Storage

2. Government’s responsibility for Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) Technologies rests with the
Minister for Energy in the DTI with the Energy Group taking overall responsibility for the development of
Government policy to stimulate the Research, Development and Demonstration of these technologies so
that they can eventually be brought to market by industry. The OYce of Science and Technology (OST)
allocates Science Budget funding to the Research Councils1 who are responsible for decisions on the
scientific merits of specific investments in basic, strategic and applied research in universities and Research
Council institutes including those into CCS which leads eventually through to industrial R&D. DEFRA
also has an interest in these technologies from the point of view of their potential to reduce carbon emissions
both here and elsewhere in the world from the use of fossil fuels.

The Government’s Investigation into Carbon Capture and Storage

3. Over the last three years we have undertaken a number of studies into the feasibility of CCS. These
have resulted in three reports being published which are available on the DTI’s website. These reports were:

— Review of the Feasibility of Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage in the UK (published
September 2003),

— Implementing aDemonstration of EnhancedOil RecoveryUsingCO2 in theNorth Sea (Published
May 2004), and

— Carbon Abatement Technologies Strategy for Fossil Fuel Use (published June 2005).

All were developed in consultation with industry, academia and the NGOs. The third report, the Carbon
Abatement Technology (CAT) Strategy for Fossil Fuel Use, drew on the work of the first two studies and
from a Consultation exercise undertaken during 2004. The Advisory Committee for Carbon Abatement
Technologies (ACCAT), a Nolan body comprising of industry and academic experts as well as
representatives from DEFRA and the Treasury, oversaw the development work of the CAT Strategy (a list
of ACCAT membership is at annex A). To obtain expert advice for the production of the other reports
special ad hoc advisory groups were established.

Summary of the Results from the Studies

4. The “Review of the Feasibility of Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage in the UK” was backed up
with a number of studies into various aspects of CCS. The output from these studies can be found at:
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/coal/cVt/co2capture/index.shtml. The Report concluded that fossil fuels will
continue to be a major source of energy for both the UK and the rest of the world for decades to come and
that a means for radically reducing the carbon emissions from their use will be needed if the UK is to meet
its target of a 60% reduction in emissions by 2050. CCS oVered a way tomake radical cuts in these emissions.
The report’s key findings were:

— The UK has substantial geological storage capacity for CO2 in its sector of the North Sea with
depleted oil and gas wells and also deep saline aquifers.

— There are also opportunities for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) using CO2 in the North Sea fields
although the costs at the time made this uneconomic. A concern was the very narrow window for
exploiting this opportunity before fields were decommissioned.

1 The Research Councils response to the issues of this inquiry are set out in their separate memorandum.
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— The costs for CCS were estimated to add around 1.0–2.3p/kWh to the cost of electricity which still
made it competitive with other large scale carbon abatement options. However, the costs need to
be substantially reduced through innovation, especially the cost of capture, which is about two-
thirds of the total costs of CCS. International research indicated significant potential for cost
reduction through innovation.

— Market incentives would be required to stimulate the take-up of these technologies, including
rewards for the carbon abated under the EU’s ETS.

— International collaboration to develop these technologies will be important and the UK has a
leading role to play. We are already founder members of the USA lead Carbon Sequestration
Leadership Forum and active in IEA bodies which have an interest in CCS.

— The potential for reliable and safe storage of CO2 in the geological strata beneath the North Sea
needs to be demonstrated if public concerns are to be alleviated.Despite successful storage projects
at Sleipner and Weyburn, current knowledge on the long-term eVects (over 100s of years) is
insuYcient to be totally confident that storage would be possible over millennia. Further
geological modelling is required in this area to give assurances.

— Legal issues need to be resolved, in particular both the OSPAR and London Conventions on
dumping at sea need to be either clarified or amended to allow CO2 storage. However EOR is
already permitted as in this context CO2 is deemed a working gas for incremental oil and natural
gas recovery and not ostensibly storage.

— A regulatory regime will need to be developed in collaboration with other countries around the
North Sea rim to control the storage of CO2 and to monitor its behaviour and to give warning of
any leakage.

— Public awareness at the time was low and it was important that the facts about CCS should be well
understood.

— Although the component technologies for CCS were already available and deployed worldwide
they had not been demonstrated together in an integrated power generation system.

The Report recommended a programme of work and activities to address the above issues which would
take forward these technologies.

5. The Report “Implementing a Demonstration of Enhanced Oil Recovery using Carbon Dioxide” arose
from a 2003 Energy White Paper commitment to assess the potential for demonstrating CO2 Enhanced Oil
Recovery (EOR) as a pathfinder for the commercial deployment of CCS technologies in the longer term.
Copies of this report can be found at: http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/coal/cVt/eorreportfinal.pdf.

This report concluded that with little industry support for such a demonstrator it would not be feasible
to press ahead with such a project. This conclusion was arrived at despite its potential to provide a return
on the capital investment through the extra oil recovered, and the general acceptance that it would be
permitted under both the London and OSPAR Treaties. Key issues which mitigated against support for a
demonstration plant were at the time were:

— Oil companies already had the knowledge to develop a CO2 EOR installation and that a
demonstration project would not add value to this knowledge. The problem was more that CO2

EOR was not commercially viable at the time.

— The level of support required to bridge this economic gap was uncertain although companies
thought that the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme would not be suYcient.

The Report finally concluded that EOR was worth considering over a longer timescale as a base for
demonstrating CCS and it should be included in an overall strategy for the development of cleaner fossil fuel
use. It would therefore be incorporated into the new CATs Strategy being developed at the time by the DTI.

6. “A Carbon Abatement Technology Strategy for Fossil Fuel Use” was announced by the Minister for
Energy Malcolm Wicks on 14 June 2005 and represents the culmination of the research which the DTI has
undertaken over the last three years into CCS and other low carbon technologies. The Report can be found
at http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/coal/cVt/catstrategy.shtml along with the results of the Consultation which
was undertaken as part of its preparation. Copies of the Strategy should also be available in the House of
Commons Library.

Besides the public Consultation and the overall direction from the ACCAT, the Energy White Paper
modellingwork used to forecast the energy portfolio out to 2050was extended and updated to accommodate
the various Carbon Abatement Technologies which could contribute to the Government’s 2050 target of a
60% reduction in carbon emissions compared to 1990. The Strategy developed the following overview:

— It was certain that the UK as well as the rest of the world will continue to be dependent on fossil
fuel for power generation for decades to come. In fact, IEA forecasts indicate that by 2030, world-
wide demand for energy will grow by 60%with fossil fuel’s share being maintained at around 80%.
This implies that CO2 emissions will increase by 62% over this period. In particular power
generation capacity will need to increase by 1,300GW by 2020 to meet demand.
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— Developing economies such as China and India will be in the vanguard of this growth with fossil
fuel use accounting for about two thirds of their electricity generation. In China alone this year
they are building around 30GW of coal-fired capacity—that is just under half the total power
generation capacity of the UK. Hence the UK taking a lead to encourage the adoption of cleaner
fossil fuel technologies in the rest of the world will be important.

— The UK only accounts for 2% of global CO2 emissions so any domestic contribution will be
marginal. Assuming 20% of energy sources come from renewables and with no nuclear build, DTI
energy projections suggest that around 75% of our electricity will come from fossil fuels compared
to 70% in 2000 although much of this will be from natural gas.

The underlying conclusions from this are that fossil fuels will be a major source of energy for decades to
come and that to meet our climate change targets they have to be used much more cleanly than at present
and therefore technologies need to be developed and brought tomarket which makes them environmentally
acceptable. For the UK, the modelling work demonstrated that to meet the 60% target by 2050 under a
number of scenarios CCS would need to be deployed to some degree.

The Strategy identified three technology areas which could deliver carbon savings from fossil use.
These covered:

— Higher eYciency power generation.

— Co-firing with lower carbon fuels such as biomass.

— Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS).

The first has the potential to yield some 20% in carbon savings. The second around 10% whilst CCS, the
most radical of the options and the least commercially developed, has the potential to deliver up to 85%.

For CCS two key threads of activity are required before it could come to market:

— Carbon Capture—both capital and running costs need to be reduced to make the technology
commercially competitive. Also the impact on plant eYciency needs to be reduced. There is a
linkage to improving power generation eYciency to oVset the impact of capture. Box 1 of Chapter
3 (page 25) of the Strategy illustrates this twin track approach which is essentially a technology/
commercial viability issue requiring R&D and demonstration support.

— Carbon Storage—provides a very diVerent problem, which is to demonstrate that CO2 can be
geologically stored both safely and reliably. This issue raises a number of issues linked to:

— public acceptability not just by the green NGOs but also by the public in general;

— gaining recognition in the London and OSPAR Conventions on dumping at sea;

— the need to develop a regulatory regime for the control of storage, the monitoring and
verification of the stored CO2 and its long-term ownership; and

— earning credits under the EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme which would provide some reward
for abating the CO2.

The Strategy also recognises that support fromGovernment will be necessary if CCS is to become a viable
technology and it identified a number of tasks which will be required to take this forward. These include:

(i) development of a roadmap (to include a sources and sinks for CO2 study),

(ii) support for R&D and demonstration,

(iii) facilitating international collaboration,

(iv) developing a knowledge base to support the develop and deployment of the technologies,

(v) examining possible measures to encourage the early commercial scale deployment of CCS,

(vi) developing a regulatory framework for CO2 storage, and

(vii) increasing public awareness and understanding of CCS.

State of the Technologies

7. At the launch of the Strategy theGovernment announced that £25million for would bemade available
for one or more Carbon Abatement Technologies demonstration project which could include CCS and also
be available for the other two technology areas. This is in addition to the £20 million allocated from the
current spending round for R&D over the period 2005–06 to 2007–08. The Research Councils have also
recently awarded £2 million towards a “UKCarbon Capture and Storage Consortium”. (Further details on
this and other Research Council investments in CCS research are set out in the separate RCUK
Memorandum). Work is advancing on all these activities.
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8. Many of the technologies needed to deploy CCS are already used in a number of applications although
they have not been completely brought together to demonstrate the entire process. It is generally
acknowledged that CCS has reached the stage where it needs to progress from small scale research and
prototype development to near to full scale demonstration in order to give impetus to the innovation process
and gain the benefits of “learning by doing”.

9. CO2 capture technologies have been used in number of applications over recent years. An example is
the Great Plains Synfuel Plant in North Dakota, USA, where coal gasification with CO2 separation is used,
although the output is chemicals such as hydrogen rather than power generation. However the separated
CO2 is piped some 330 kilometres to the Weyburn oil field in Canada for Enhanced Oil Recovery purposes.

10. The Sleipner gas field in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea is an example of CO2 storage where
StatOil are sequestering around one million tonnes of CO2 per year into a saline aquifer. The Norwegian
fiscal regime for oVshore CO2 emissions provided the incentive for this project.

11. Likewise BP have been taking a lead in developing CCS technologies. They already have a plant in
Algeria at the In Salah gas field where they are stripping the CO2 from the natural gas and re-injecting into
the field. They also are in discussions with the DTI about a project they are undertaking with Scottish and
Southern Energy involving theMiller oil filed and the Peterhead Power station. A feasibility study is looking
at taking natural gas from BP fields, removing the CO2 to form hydrogen which would be used to generate
electricity at the Peterhead plant. The CO2 would be used to enable the recovery of additional oil from the
Miller field. BP say that the project can only be successful if they have a market incentive equivalent to the
Renewables Obligation. The question of market incentives for CCS is currently being looked at within the
Climate Change Programme Review although it is clear that such an incentive has to be generic rather than
aimed at a particular project.

12. A completeCCS process has not yet been demonstrated inwhich the CO2 is captured from a fossil fuel
power plant, transported to a storage site and injected. A number of projects are already being developed to
demonstrate this, in particular the USA’s FutureGen project which aims to generate electricity from a coal-
fired power plant with near to zero emissions. The USGovernment estimates that this first-of-a-kind power
plant will cost $1 billion although subsequent plants will cost less. The EU is also considering such a project
although not as advanced as the US work. It is generally estimated that these CCS plants could be
operational by 2015. The CAT Strategy estimates that a CCS plant in the UKwith storage in the North Sea
could be possible by 2020, assuming the issues identified in the Strategy have been resolved.

13. Cost estimates produced by the DTI suggest that CCS are likely to be competitive with other
sustainable technologies by 2020. Significant capital investment however would be needed for both the
capture technology and to develop the infrastructure for CCS. Particularly as pipe work infrastructure
would be required to take the CO2 from the source to the storage site in the North Sea with installations
being required for injection and monitoring.

14. Evidence from around the world indicates that with careful identification of storage sites it should be
possible to store CO2 both safely and reliably. Sleipner has for the last nine years been using a saline aquifer
in the North Sea some 800 metres below the sea bed and with monitoring technology has been able to show
that the CO2 does stay put. Additionally other projects, primarily for EOR, have shown that with careful
selection of the site the CO2 can be sequestered successfully. Supporting this evidence is the fact there are
numerous natural CO2 fields around the globe where it has been stored for millennia. This suggests that
provided the right storage sites are selected and injection wells are eVectively plugged so the CO2 is
permanently sealed, CO2 storage should be reliable. However more evidence may be required to ensure
confidence that CO2 can be stored for very long time scales (1,000 years and longer), through appropriate
demonstration projects.

15. It is generally considered that over the next five to 10 years considerable work will be required to
address the technical and non-technical issues to make CCS a viable option for sustainable power
generation. In addition to the issues covered above the legal issues arising from the London and OSPAR
Conventions will need tobe resolved and the DTI working with DEFRA have already initiated studies
within these conventions examining the environmental issues. Work at the EU level is also progressing on
the monitoring and verification standards which would enable CCS to qualify for carbon credits. Liaison
with the other countries around the North Sea rim, in particular Norway, is also progressing with a view to
develop a common regulatory regime for CO2 storage.

16. As a result of this work the Government’s view that CCS could become commercially viable by 2020
if not by 2015.

September 2005
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Annex A

Membership of the Advisory Committee on Carbon Abatement Technologies (ACCAT)
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Mr Nick Otter [Chair] ALSTOM Power
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Dr Allan Jones E.ON UK
Mr Brian Ricketts Confederation of UK Coal Producers
Mr Chris Young Rolls-Royce
Mr John GriYths Jacobs Engineering
Professor John McMullan University of Ulster
Dr Mike Evans RWE
Dr Mike Farley Mitsui-Babcock
Dr Nick Riley BGS
Dr Paul Freund independent
Dr Roy Banks Costain
Miss Celia Greaves Synnogy
Dr Tony Espie BP

Advisers
Mrs Bronwen Northmore DTI/EITU
Mr Brian Morris DTI/EITU
Dr George Marsh DTI/EITU adviser
Dr JeV Chapman UKTI/ISG
Mr Phillip Sharman DTI International Technology Promoter
Mr David Crockford DTI/EITU
Mr Charles Pearce DTI/EITU
(Secretary)
Mr Tissa Jayasekera DTI/ERU
Mr Jim Penman DEFRA/GAD

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum from Dr Paul Freund

Introduction

1. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology could make an important contribution to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, in the UK and worldwide.

2. The key feature of CCS, which has led to the recent increase in interest, is that it is based on established
technology. However, there is limited experience of applying this technology to the purpose of protecting
the climate and little experience of monitoring and, especially, verification of CO2 storage. This level of
maturity of the technology is diVerent from the situation of other, novel energy technologies, which leads
to diVerent recommendations for R&D activity—these mainly concern demonstration of full scale systems
and proving of monitoring and verification techniques.

3. Cost reduction will arise more from gaining experience with CCS technology by wider deployment
than from basic research. This will build on relevant developments in other technologies, such as gasifiers
and gas turbines.

The Viability of CCS as a Carbon Abatement Technology for the UK

Current state of R&D and deployment of CCS technologies

4. Capturing CO2 typically involves separating it from a gas stream. Suitable techniques were developed
60 years ago in connection with the production of town gas; these involve scrubbing the gas stream with a
chemical solvent. The process has since been improved so as to inhibit the oxidation of the solvent in a flue
gas stream. Other types of solvent and other methods of separation have been developed more recently. The
total number of such installations worldwide is probably several thousand today. Application of this type
of technology to mitigation of climate change was first discussed in the 1980s with initial focus on electricity
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generation. CO2 removal is already used in the production of hydrogen from fossil fuels; application of
capture and storage in this process as a climate protection measure has been examined by several authors
and is proposed for a new plant which may be built in Scotland.

5. Projects aimed at developing improved capture technology include several which are European funded
(eg AZEP, CASTOR and ENCAP) as well as industrial projects carried out by the manufacturers
(eg Mitsubishi have developed several improved solvents; Fluor-Daniel have described the benefits of
improvements in heat integration; the CO2 Capture Project, largely industrially funded, examined many
capture options and instigated some work on novel methods).

6. In order to transport CO2 to possible storage sites, it is compressed to reduce its volume—in its
so-called dense phase, CO2 occupies around 0.2% of the volume of the gas at standard temperature and
pressure. Several million tonnes/year of CO2 are transported today by pipeline, by ship and by road tanker.

7. For storage of CO2, many options are, in principle, available. As the amount of CO2 that would need
to be stored would be comparable in magnitude to the amount of CO2 emissions, potential storage options
have to have capacity for Gt/y of CO2; the only feasible options are natural reservoirs, such as geological
formations. Potentially attractive formations are those which have held oil or gas (or natural CO2), because
of their demonstrated ability to retain these fluids, plus the fact that they will have already been investigated
and surveyed, especially if the oil or gas has been extracted. Providing that subsequent penetrations of the
sealing layer have not compromised its ability to retain CO2, such formations should make good storage
reservoirs. Injection into a depleted oil field has not yet been attempted on a commercial scale but the West
Pearl Queen project in the USA has used such a reservoir for a research project; the ORC project (oVshore
the Netherlands) is the first to do this in a depleted gas field.

8. A well established use of CO2 is for enhanced oil recovery (EOR)—in this CO2 is injected into depleted
oil fields to recover an extra fewper cent of the oil in place, as is being done at theWeyburn oil field inCanada
(the first EORproject withmonitoring of the CO2 stored in the reservoir). Some of the CO2 injected for EOR
will be produced with the oil—it is normal practice to separate this and reinject it. The CO2 remaining in
the reservoir at the end of injection can be regarded as being stored providing the field is not re-entered. This
is analogous to the use of a depleted oil field for storage of CO2 except that the extra oil produced can help
to oVset some of the cost of supply an injection. The same cannot be done to enhance production from gas
fields but CO2 injected into a gas field can help maintain the pressure in the reservoir and hence the
production rate; this is being done at the In Salah gas field in Algeria.

9. An extension of this idea involves injection into deep saline formations, which may have much larger
worldwide capacity. The world’s first commercial scale CO2 storage facility, the Sleipner project, makes use
of a deep saline formation under the North Sea—this began operation in 1996. Other commercial projects
announced include Sønvhit (Norway) and Gorgon (Australia); aquifers are good locations for research on
storage—current projects include Nagaoka (Japan) and Frio (USA). Another storage option is unminable
coal beds, where CO2 injection may sometimes result in displacement of methane which could be used as a
fuel—the first pilot was carried out in the USA in a highly permeable coal; initial results from this project
have since been questioned. A research project in Poland experienced diYculties with injecting CO2 into
coal. This approach would be of most value to countries with relatively permeable coals, unlike the UK.

10. Monitoring will be needed both for management of the storage site and to verify the amount of CO2

stored. Techniques such as seismic surveys have been demonstrated to observe CO2 underground—these
may form the basis for monitoring such reservoirs, perhaps identifying whether any leakage is occurring.
Monitoring for leakage is important for two separate reasons—to ensure that there is no threat to health
or the environment around the storage site, and to ensure that CO2 does not leak to the atmosphere and
thereby negate the purpose of the injection. This latter objective seems, potentially, to be a very demanding
task, requiring sensitivity of detection well below natural background levels (onshore).

11. Many alternative storage methods have been proposed—for example, using the CO2 to make
chemicals or other products, fixing it in mineral carbonates for storage in a solid form, storing it as solid
CO2 (“dry ice”), as CO2 hydrate, or as solid carbon. None of these are competitive with storage in geological
formations if this can be done safely and securely.

Timescales for producing market-ready, scalable technologies

12. Even without radical technical breakthroughs it can be anticipated with some confidence that the
eYciency of power plant with capture will improve over time, as a consequence of improvements in all of
the components, such as turbines and gasifiers. A view on this can be gained from looking at the progression
in results of a number of studies undertaken by the IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme—these are
shown in Figure 1; trend lines have been added to make it easier to distinguish the diVerent types of plant.
The most recent of these studies looks forward to the year 2020. Figure 1 shows the eYciencies of power
plant with capture for the three main types considered: coal-fired pulverised fuel (PF) with flue gas
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desulphurisation (FGD), coal-using integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) and natural gas
combined cycle (NGCC). It can be seen that there is expectation of ongoing improvement in the eYciency
of power plant with capture. Such improvements will lead to cost reductions as will be discussed below.

Efficiency of power plant with capture
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Figure 1—EYciency of plant with capture as assessed for the IEAGreenhouse Gas R&DProgramme at various
dates plus one study looking forward to 2020—trend lines have been added to make this easier to read; they do
not necessarily imply progression with time.

13. Given thatCCS is based on available technologies, a good indication of the time needed for producing
market-ready technologies is provided by current commercial activities, for example BP and Scottish &
Southern Electric’s recent announcement that they are evaluating a joint project which would involve CO2

capture with a new combined cycle power plant. They are expected tomake a decision onwhether to proceed
with this project in 2006. From this it is inferred that the timescale for producing power plant with CO2

capture is in the range 0 to five years. It may be noted that Norway gave serious consideration to building
such a power plant in 1998. The timescale for finding and evaluating suitable CO2 storage facilities may be
somewhat longer than this depending on the geological formation. In the BP/SSE case, storage would be in
an existing oil/gas field so this may also be available in 0 to five year timescale. Storage in deep saline
formations would probably require longer time for development because of the need for more onsite
investigations but, even so, would probably be in the five to 10 year timeframe, as has been the case with
recent Norwegian projects.

14. Non-technical factors, such as how the project is to be paid for, will likely be an important influence
on the timeframe to application for this technology.

The Cost of CCS as a mitigation option

15. As with most mitigation technologies, use of CCS will impose a cost on operators of the plant so a
prime motivation for R&D is to reduce the cost.

16. The cost of CCS is typically built up from three separate components—the cost of capture (including
compression), the cost of transportation and the cost of storage (including cost of monitoring and, if
necessary, remediation of any leakage). Any income from EOR (if applicable) would help to oVset part of
the extra cost of CCS. The cost of CCS is typically expressed as a “levelized cost” in keeping with the
approach used in the electricity industry for evaluating the cost of new plant. Alternative methods are found
in the literature onmitigation options and care should be taken in making comparisons between cost figures
from diVerent sources unless it is clear that similar assumptions and similar methods have been used in all
cases. Capture (and compression) is typically the major component of system cost.
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17. It is important to establish a convention for expressing cost since this is something which frequently
causes confusion. This will be done below followed by an overview of some recent studies on the cost of
CCS. Finally some remarks are made about comparison with the cost of other mitigation options.

Convention for expressing cost

18. The cost data must take account of the additional energy (and emissions) resulting from capturing
the CO2. The emissions from such a plant are illustrated in Figure 2 which shows how the emissions from
a plant with capture are less than those of the plant without capture but not by as much as the amount of
CO2 captured. This is because extra energy is used for capturing and compressing the CO2, which generates
extra CO2 (assuming both plants are sized to deliver the same amount of electricity to the grid). The amount
of CO2 emissions avoided is a key measure of the eVectiveness of the plant.

Without
Capture

With
Capture

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
CO2 kg/kWh 

CO2 avoided

Figure 2—CO2 generated in power plant with and without capture (having similar electricity output). Red bars
show the emissions from the plant; the yellow bar shows the CO2 captured which is more than the amount of
CO2 avoided as indicated.

19. This can be taken into account in expressing the cost of the plant by using as a measure of levelized
cost the cost per tonne of CO2-avoided. For completeness this will take account of the costs and energy use
of the transportation and storage parts of the system as well as the capture part.

20. However, as a means of comparing mitigation options, £/tCO2-avoided can be confusing since the
answer depends on the basecase chosen for the comparison (ie what is being avoided). An easy convention
to adopt for calculations is to compare the plant with capture against the same type of plant without capture.
However this can have the eVect of making some options look unjustifiably favourable. A better
approach, one which provides a more accurate comparison with other ways of supplying a similar service
(eg electricity), is to present costs in terms of a unit of product, eg £/MWh, coupled with the CO2 emissions
per unit of electricity generated (eg in tCO2/MWh). The principles of this are illustrated in Figure 3 which
shows costs and emissions for PF (with FGD), IGCC and NGCC plant with and without capture. The cost
per tCO2-avoided is represented by the gradient of the line linking any two points. For comparison, Figure
4 shows what happens if IGCC is compared not with a similar plant but with the least cost coal-basecase
(in this case a PF plant), with quite diVerent result (54 v 37 $/t in this case). This method of presentation
provides a warning about how confusion can occur about the lowest cost method of avoiding emissions.
This should be borne in mind when reading the literature on this technology. However, the following
information on cost of capture is presented on the basis of comparison with similar basecase plant for ease
of calculation and presentation.
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Figure 3—The cost per tonne of CO2 avoided is represented by the gradient of the line linking any 2 points on
a graph of electricity cost versus CO2 emissions. In this case, each plant with capture is compared with a similar
plant without capture.
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Figure 4—This is similar to Figure 3 but in this case the IGCCwith capture is compared with the least cost coal-
fired plant without capture, which in this example is a PF plant. This shows the cost per tonne of CO2 avoided is
significantly higher than if the IGCC had been compared with an IGCC without capture as in Figure 3.

Danger of confusing two measures of cost because they use similar units

21. Expressing the cost of mitigation in terms of £/tCO2-avoided is also the approach used by energy
modellers when considering mitigation options for, say, a national electricity system. This is typically found
in integrated assessment modelling done for policy-related purposes. The costs calculated in this way should
not be compared with the cost of CO2-avoided calculated for a particular design of CCS power plant as
described above because the base-case will not be the same. However, because the term “avoided” is used
in both cases, there can be misunderstanding by the reader, if a clear distinction is not made.
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Potential for reduction in cost

22. Most of the published studies of specific projects consider particular CO2 sources and particular
storage reservoirs. Necessarily these use costs appropriate to particular plant, so currently the quantities of
CO2 involved are typically only a few million tonnes per year. Although these are realistic quantities for the
first such projects, they fail to reflect the potential economies of scale which are likely to be found if/when
this technology is widely used for mitigation of climate change. Under those circumstances, much greater
quantities of CO2 would have to be captured, transported and stored, with commensurate reduction in cost.

23. It can be expected that, over a period of several decades, there would be reductions in costs as a result
of both economies of scale and increased experience in the manufacture and operation of most stages of the
CCS system. Using the studies referred to in Figure 1 (converted to £ at $1.5/£) the trend in additional cost
due to capture is shown in Figure 5. These extra costs are calculated by comparing similar types of plant
with and without capture. It should be noted that these costs do not include the cost of transmitting or
storing CO2—it is anticipated that the cost of transporting CO2 over 250km in quantities of 10 Mt/y would
be about £2/t oVshore. The cost of injection for storage is estimated up to about £5/t CO2 although this is
site specific. In large quantities, monitoring storage should cost less than £1/t CO2 stored over the life of
a project.

Extra cost of generation with CO2 capture
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Figure 5—Reduction in additional cost of capturingCO2 in studies carried out by the IEAGreenhouseGasR&D
Programme over a number of years. IGCC is omitted for sake of clarity, because the data points are very close
to the PF!FGD points.

Comparison with other mitigation options

24. Given what has been said above, it will not be surprising that caution is recommended in comparing
the cost of CCS with that of other mitigation options. The safest comparison to make would be with other
supply-side measures, such as alternative energy schemes. A general conclusion from doing this is that CCS
oVers potential for deep reductions in emissions from individual plant (ie 70% emission reduction or better)
at a cost which is comparable with other mitigation options which can be deployed on a large scale.

25. CCS cannot “solve” the problem of greenhouse gas emissions by itself—it must be expected that a
variety of measures will be used together. However, if as seems likely, CCS is cost competitive with other
measures then it can be expected to have a part to play in mitigation of climate change.

Geophysical feasibility

26. The UK is fortunate in having access to a variety of geological formations which should be suitable
as CO2 stores. The most appropriate are probably the depleted gas fields in the Southern North Sea,
especially those which have not flooded after extraction of the gas (these would be similar to theDutchORC
project). Use of one of more of these (providing it were allowed under OSPAR) would be a useful learning
and demonstration exercise for UK activity in this field. Depleted oil fields would also be of interest but,
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more likely, the commercial interest in respect of these fields will be in using CO2 for enhanced oil recovery.
TheUK also has deep saline formations around the coast but further work will be necessary to explore these
and properly map them before storage could be undertaken. The UK is also fortunate in having a number
of small onshore depleted oil fields which might be appropriate sites for small scale test injections. Although
the UK has a great deal of coal, much of which can now be regarded as unminable, this is unlikely to be
useful for CO2 storage since it is of low permeability—hydraulic fracturing is unlikely to change this
conclusion.

27. It is likely that at least some of these formations will be viable for use in CO2 storage—amore serious
question arises about the need for and means of verification of the stored CO2. Will it be suYcient just to
monitor the injection of the CO2 or will it be necessary to verify the amount in store at some later time? The
injection of CO2 into a deep saline formation will initially produce (as shown at Sleipner) a distinct CO2

bubble which can be observed using seismic analysis, especially if observation wells are sunk into the
formation. These results can be compared with models which would provide the basic means of verifying
the ongoing presence of CO2 underground. Something similar should be possible with depleted gas fields
although the Dutch decided that, with ORC, a small injection would be needed first as a test of the concept
before full-scale injection takes place, because the behaviour of the reservoir could not be predicted on the
basis of theory alone. In the case of oil fields where some of the CO2 may dissolve in the oil, especially
carbonate formations in which there may be geochemical interactions, the situation is more complex and it
is not clear whether the presence of CO2 can be verified in these formations with suYcient accuracy over the
long term. This is particularly likely to be the case with enhanced oil recovery where the verification of CO2

in the produced and re-injected fluids, and the CO2 dissolved in oil and water in the formation and in the
form of free gas makes monitoring very complicated and verification diYcult. Trying to do this onshore is
diYcult enough (as shown in the West Pearl Queen and Weyburn cases), so attempting it oVshore seems
likely to be especially diYcult.

Other obstacles or constraints

28. Other significant obstacles are encapsulated in the questions: is it legal, and how can it be paid for?
The legality of oVshore CO2 storage will be determined by the OSPAR convention—there are moves
underway in this convention to consider what should be done in respect of CCS. On the commercial side,
there are questions about who will own the storage facility and whether the European Trading System can
become a means of paying for the investment in such plant.

The UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS R&D and Providing Incentives for Technology

Transfer and Industrial R&D in CCS Technology

29. In respect of funding for CCSR&D, the following proposals arise from identification of current gaps.
Other topics may be promoted by those with vested interest in them but, if they are peripheral to
development of CCS, they will not contribute to successful development of CCS technologies—some of
these are noted below.

30. The most important gap is adequate demonstration of the safety and security of large scale storage
in order to build confidence in storage of CO2 (given there are very few large scalemonitored storage projects
anywhere in the world and none in the UK at present). This means that R&D should be directed at eVective
monitoring and verification tools, especially for complex reservoirs such as those involving EOR. The
Government should support the development of legal and trading regimes conducive to CCS, which also
speaks to a need for more work on monitoring and verification.

31. If there were a possibility of radical reduction in cost and/or improvement in eYciency of CCS
systems, there would be a case for funding appropriate R&D but, given what has been said above and in
view of the maturity of this technology, finding worthwhile opportunities will be very challenging. Evidence
should be demanded of the feasibility of attaining radical reduction in cost before any government funding
for such R&D should be oVered.

32. As noted above, there are also areas which it is not worth supporting with government funds,
especially incremental work in support of existing capture technologies which should be undertaken by the
manufacturers and/or users. It may be suggested that improvement in power plant eYciency per se would
be worthwhile as an aid to CCS technology but this should not be accepted as suYcient reason for funding
this as a CCS project—there are several examples available which show that improving energy eYciency by
itself can be a dead-end when it comes to developing the most competitive plant incorporating CO2 capture.
(This may seem illogical but arises from the fact that the plant we build today is optimised for cost and
emissions under current regulations; if we were to build a plant with CO2 capture, the optimum plant may
well have diVerent features (aside from the capture aspects) from the optimum plant built without capture).

33. Another area not appropriate for government funding is storage in unminable coal since UK coal
tends to be too impermeable. Also, use of CO2 to make things (eg building materials) is not clearly
worthwhile—a full systems analysis typically shows that asmuchCO2 is released by usingCO2 as a feedstock
as is stored in the product; in that case, funding of R&D would not be justified.
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34. Finally, a point about possible incentives. Bearing in mind the large scale that would be necessary for
significant application of this technology (eg the first commercial scale project was 1Mt/y) a key component
of CCS systems is the transport infrastructure. The cost of pipelines for single capture/storage projects will
tend to distort the cost (this was a major obstacle against a project proceeding in Norway some years ago).
To avoid this it will probably be necessary to transport 10Mt/y or more (depending on distance), which may
be more than one individual project could justify. There is an important role here for government in
providing incentives for establishing a CO2 infrastructure (cf national transmission systems for electricity
and gas). The common good makes a commanding logic to establishing such infrastructure by use of
government support, more so than subsidising an individual plant or storage project.

September 2005

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum from Quintessa Limited

Executive Summary

1. If geological storage of carbon dioxide is to make a significant contribution to the mitigation of
anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide, potential impacts upon human health and the environment
associated with this technology must be within acceptable limits.

2. Pressure-temperature-time considerations indicate that CO2 initially stored as a supercritical phase in
the geosphere will tend in the long-term[MJE1] ((1,000 years) to be dissolved in formation fluids or
physically trapped in carbonate minerals.

3. The large amounts of CO2 (Tt worldwide) that will need to be stored geologically in order to aVect
climate change imply that some degree of leakage is inevitable. CO2migration back to the biosphere is likely
to occur via both “natural” and “anthropogenic” pathways. Leakage rates in the order of 0.01% per year are
acceptable from climate change perspectives, but these rates may be large with regard to possible concerns
regarding “local” impacts upon human health and the environment. They therefore need to be assessed
quantitatively.

4. Assessment models are currently at an early stage of development, but most follow approaches based
upon an understanding of the storage system constructed through an analysis of relevant features, events
and processes (“FEPs”), the development of scenarios to represent the evolution of the system, and
calculations of potential impacts using mathematical models to represent key processes.

5. Currently-available assessment models have not been purpose-designed and most rely on commercial
“reservoir simulator” software (normally used to understand hydrocarbon behaviour in a reservoir).
However, these models do not address all aspects of the storage system necessary for a complete assessment
of safety/performance (such as long-term evolution of the geological system), so that targeted funding is
required to develop a new generation of assessment software.

6. Identification of the most important CO2 migration processes will depend upon the details of the
storage system and the relevant timescales for the assessment, which may be many thousands of years.
Because of these long assessment timescales, information from natural systems (in addition to those from
demonstration storage projects) will be essential to enable these processes to be represented realistically.

7. Natural systems provide evidence that the nature of releases to the accessible environment could be
more important than the magnitude; adverse impacts can occur where unusual concentrations mechanisms
are present.

8. An appropriate regulatory regime needs to be established in parallel with the development of a
capability of performing long-term safety assessments of the geological storage of CO2. This regime should
be developed through dialogue between storage site developers and regulatory bodies, taking full account
of any concerns from the general public attached to the development of this technology.

Evidence

1. The feasibility of the geological storage of CO2 depends on a number of factors. Firstly, the volumes
available for geological storage must be suYcient to enable a significant reduction to be made in discharges
of CO2 to the atmosphere, and hence to make a significant contribution to reducing anthropogenic climate
change. Secondly, capture and storage technologies need to be cost-eVective. Thirdly, the geological system
to isolate the CO2 from the atmosphere should be eVective over a suitably long timescale. Lastly, potential
impacts on human health and the environment from these technologies must be within acceptable limits.

2. The quantities of CO2 that would need to be stored geologically in order to make a significant
contribution to mitigating anthropogenic climate change are large. Worldwide, these quantities may be in
the order of 100’s to 1,000’s of gigatonnes (Hepple and Benson, 2003). The European Commission Joule II
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review (Holloway, 1996) concluded that it was possible to store 800GtCO2 in geological formations beneath
the North Sea, ie several hundred years of emissions from power generation in northern Europe at 1990
levels. Such large quantities of CO2 inevitably pose significant potential for leakage to the surface.

3. Some concepts for CO2 storage involve injection into geological structures that are known to have
contained hydrocarbons for geological time periods. The isolation of CO2 for such lengths of time can
perhaps be expected with greater confidence in such structures than those without hydrocarbon
accumulations. Volumetrically, however, oil and gas fields constitute only 3% of the potential CO2 storage
volume beneath the North Sea (Holloway, 1996). Storage of CO2 in the volumetrically more important
“saline aquifers” may involve greater uncertainty in terms of the guarantee of long-term isolation, due to a
lack of basic geological information about these formations, particularly oVshore.

4. Geological storage of CO2 is most likely to take place in major provinces for oil and gas exploration
and production, eg the North Sea. Given the number of pre-existing boreholes in these provinces, and the
likelihood of degradation of borehole seals and future human intrusion, complete avoidance of leakage of
any stored carbon dioxide over long timescales is probably unavoidable (Celia and Bachu, 2003). CO2

migration back to the biosphere is likely to occur via both “natural” and “anthropogenic” (eg through
boreholes) pathways.

5. Pressure-temperature-time considerations indicate that CO2 initially stored as a supercritical phase in
the geosphere will tend in the long-term ((1,000 years) to be dissolved in formation fluids or physically
trapped in carbonate minerals. Eventually, migration of CO2 may occur, either laterally and up-dip within
the reservoir formation itself, or vertically through confining sealing formations. Driving forces include
diVusion, buoyancy, and regional hydraulic gradients. Pathways may consist of more permeable strata, or
fractures and faults. Dissolved CO2 may also be transported towards the surface dissolved in groundwater,
which may result in a change of phase behaviour, with possible gas ebullition as pressures decrease.

6. Regarding climate change mitigation, a maximum leakage rate of approximately 0.001–0.01% per
annum of stored CO2 per annum has been suggested as being acceptable, taking into account possible
scenarios for future CO2 emissions through fossil fuel usage (Hepple and Benson, 2003; Pacala, 2003;
Hawkins, 2003). A leakage rate of 0.01% would ensure that 90% of the carbon dioxide would remain
underground over a 1000 year time period (Hepple and Benson, 2003). Leakage rates of 1% imply that most
of any stored carbon dioxide would return to the atmosphere after only 400 years (Hepple and Benson,
2003).

7. A 0.01% annual leakage rate from 5,000 Gt CO2 stored worldwide in geological reservoirs would thus
be 0.5 Gt CO2 per year, which is considerably greater than the total annual volcanic emissions of CO2

(0.15 Gt CO2 per year—Benson et al, 2002). Leakage rates that are acceptable from a climate change
perspective are thus relatively large. This implies that the possible eVects of leakage on the “local” scale will
be more important than the global-scale. This in turn emphasises the need for the quantification of potential
impacts and risks.

8. Implicit in the acceptance of specific leakage rates for geological reservoirs is that monitoring of
storage operations is sensitive enough to detect leakage rates as low as suggested, so that mitigation
strategies can be employed, and ratification of carbon credits can be achieved by regulators. Leakage rates
in the order of 0.01% per year are acceptable from climate change perspectives, but these rates may be large
with regard to “local” impacts upon human health and the environment and therefore need to be assessed
quantitatively[MJE2].

9. Carbon dioxide is a non-toxic gas, with ambient concentrations in the atmosphere of about 370 ppm.
Health and ecosystem impacts of carbon dioxide have been reviewed by Benson et al (2002). Their study
has demonstrated that humans may tolerate concentrations of CO2 up to 10 000 ppm (1% CO2) with no
apparent physiological eVects. At concentrations between 3 and 5%, there are eVects upon the rate of
respiration, and above 5%, physical and mental capabilities may be impaired, with potential loss of
consciousness. Exposure to atmospheric concentrations above 10% results in loss of consciousness and
possible coma or death.

10. Other air-breathing animals have a similar tolerance to CO2 as humans so that concentrations up to
20–30% will kill all forms of life other than microbes, invertebrates and insects (Benson et al, 2002). Plants,
insects, and soil organisms have a higher tolerance to CO2 than most other life forms. Moderate increases
in CO2 concentrations may stimulate plant growth, but soil gas CO2 concentrations of 20–30% may result
in root damage and plant demise. For example, extensive areas of tree-kill have occurred at Mammoth
Mountain, USA due to volcanic out-gassing of CO2 since1990 (McGee and Gerlach, 1998).

11. Geological storage of CO2 beneath the North Sea implies future impacts of CO2 leakage upon the
marine environment. Impacts of CO2 uponmarine organisms is poorly-known and requires further research
investigations.

12. CO2 is denser than air, so that any release to atmosphere will tend to collect in topographic hollows
(Britter, 1989). Dispersal bywind action is essential tomitigate the development of blanketing clouds of CO2

(Oldenburg and Unger, 2003).
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13. The eVects of CO2 released into water bodies depend upon the magnitude and rate of release, the
chemical buVer capacity of the water body, and transport and dispersion processes. Volcanic releases of CO2

atMammothMountain, USAwere dispersed rapidly through the surface water system and released quickly
into the atmosphere (Benson et al, 2002). pH changes in water are directly related to the partial pressure of
CO2 and the chemical buVer capacity of the water. High CO2 levels in water may impair respiration in fish,
cause acidosis, and asphyxiation (Saripalli et al, 2003).

14. Migration of CO2 into aquifers used for potable water supplies could lead to acidification of those
resources, or their contamination by destabilisation of heavy metals naturally sorbed or precipitated on
aquifer minerals such as iron oxyhydroxides. Heavy metals such as Cr, Cd, Mn, Cu, Pb and As may all be
desorbed by lower pH and/or higher PCO2 (vanGeen et al, 1994; Schindler and Stumm, 1987). The potential
for the displacement of brines into aquifers containing potable water suppliesmust also be considered.Other
impacts could be associated with the mobilisation of naturally-occurring organic compounds, or gases such
as hydrogen sulphide and radon.

15. Having identified potential impacts on the environment and human health, it is necessary to quantify
the potential consequences of possible releases from geological storage and the likelihood that such
consequences will be incurred. Methods for the assessment of the long-term performance and safety of the
geological storage of CO2 are at an early stage of development, and as yet, there are no published
quantitative analyses for the whole system. Many of the advances made in the last twenty years in the field
of safety assessments for the geological disposal of radioactive wastes eg Savage (1995) can be applied to
CO2 storage. As is the case for CO2 storage, the disposal of radioactive wastes requires an understanding of
complex coupled physical-chemical-mechanical processes occurring over thousands to tens of thousands of
years. Most assessment models follow approaches based upon an understanding of the storage system
constructed through an analysis of relevant features, events and processes (“FEPs”), the development of
scenarios to represent the evolution of the system, and calculations of potential impacts using mathematical
models to represent key processes.

16. A generic FEP database for the geological storage of CO2 has been developed by Quintessa
as part of the IEA Weyburn project and funded by the EC and DTI (Riding et al, 2003)
[http://www.co2captureandstorage.info]. The database includes around 200 FEPs in a hierarchical
structure, with FEPs grouped into categories such as “assessment basis”, “external factors” and
“boreholes”. Each FEP has a text description and a discussion of its relevance to performance and safety.
The database can be accessed online and incorporates hyperlinks to other relevant sources of information
(reports, websites, of the IEA Weyburn project and funded by the EC and DTI (Riding et al, 2003)
[http://the factors that help define CO2 behaviour and migration. It is important that this FEP database is
maintained and further developed to help assess the suitability of future sites for the geological storage of
CO2.[P R3]

17. There are some important technical challenges for CO2 assessment modelling. Firstly, the properties
of CO2 are very diVerent in diVerent parts of the system and its density and viscosity are complex functions
of temperature and pressure. Secondly, CO2 is not a “trace” contaminant, so that the storage of large
volumes of CO2 at high pressures can directly aVect the properties and evolution of the system into which
it is injected. Lastly, the potential impacts resulting from CO2 transport to the accessible environment may
depend critically on the location of the release and the area over which that release occurs; impacts for a
given flux to the surface may vary from insignificant to immediate loss of life depending upon the
characteristics of the release.

18. Currently-available assessmentmodels have not been purpose-designed andmost rely on commercial
“reservoir simulator” software (used to understand hydrocarbon behaviour in a reservoir). However, these
models do not address all aspects of the system necessary for a complete assessment of safety/performance
(such as long-term evolution of the geological system), so that targeted funding is required to develop a new
generation of assessment software.

19. The timescales over which a systems-level assessment should be performed will depend upon the
context of the assessments and the impacts that are of concern. The assessment timescales influence the
processes that must be considered in the assessment; diVerent processes may be important over diVerent
timescales.

20. In general terms, there are two timescales of interest for geological storage of carbon dioxide. Firstly,
there is that over which isolation of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is necessary to mitigate climate
change. Current views, taking into account various carbon dioxide emission scenarios, is that this timescale
is of the order of a few hundred years at most, eg Lindeberg (2003). The second timescale of interest is
potentially much longer and is that pertaining to the assessment of potential impacts on human health and
the environment. This timescale could be in the order of thousands to tens of thousands of years.

21. Safety studies for the geological storage of CO2 are unusual in that they need to consider the evolution
of natural systems over timescales considerably in excess of those considered in typical engineering projects.
Most environmental assessments address periods of tens or occasionally hundreds of years. For radioactive
waste disposal the long half-lives of some radionuclides play a part in defining the assessment timescales, but
a recent review by theNEA/OECD (2002) emphasised that long assessment timescales need to be considered
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because: (a) well-sited geological disposal facilities imply leakage to the biosphere only very far into the
future; and (b) ethical considerations mean that the same level of environmental protection should be
applied in the future as today.

22. Natural systems provide evidence that the nature of releases to the accessible environment could be
more important than the magnitude; adverse impacts can occur where unusual concentrations mechanisms
are present.

23. An appropriate regulatory regime needs to be established in parallel with the development of a
capability of performing long-term safety assessments of the geological storage of CO2. This regime should
be developed through dialogue between storage site developers and regulatory bodies, taking full account
of any concerns from the general public attached to the development of this technology.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 4

Memorandum from the British Geological Survey

Executive Summary

1. Underground storage of CO2 is the critical path to decarbonising fossil fuels. Without public
acceptance there will be no CO2 storage. Most concern from the public, NGOs and regulators is the risk of
leakage from geological storage. This concern needs to be balanced against the current situation of 100%
“leakage” direct to atmosphere from fossil fuel emissions.

2. Storage integrity will be required for many thousands of years. Methods and best practice for site
selection, characterization, risk assessment, monitoring and verification of the CO2 in the subsurface are
required. Leakage tolerance thresholds need to be defined for diVerent fluxes and modes of leakage for the
purposes of carbon trading, environmental protection, health and safety, and intervention/remediation
strategies. Identifying these thresholds will require deliberate release experiments and study of natural
CO2 seeps.

3. Because of its hydrocarbon infrastructure, sedimentary basins and large point source CO2 emissions,
together with the need to modernise/replace power plants, the UK is well placed to lead, develop and take
advantage of CCS. With the planned level of decommissioning of North Sea infrastructure over the next 15
years there is a brief time window in which to harness this oVshore investment before it is lost.

4. CO2 capture from natural gas streams and injection into oil fields, for enhanced hydrocarbon
production are well-proven technologies that have been used extensively in the oil and gas industry for over
30 years, particularly inNorth America. There are over 70 such projects. CO2 storage is a passive bi-product
of these operations, only a few of which are being monitored for storage performance. Dedicated geological
CO2 storage is relatively new with only two large-scale industrial projects, worldwide (Algeria andNorway)
injecting into in aquifers (since 1996 and 2004) at c 1Mt/year scale.

5. Storage estimates for oil and gas fields can be made relatively accurately. If CO2 is injected as part of
oil and gas production, there are no regulatory barriers for the UK.

6. Saline aquifers, principally oVshore in the UK, oVer even greater potential storage capacities, but
estimating their capacity is more diYcult. In addition, greater risks of possible leakage could be associated
with these unproven “traps”. Major research eVort should be focused on improving these estimates.
Regulation is unclear outside hydrocarbon production operations.

7. CO2 capture from power plant, especially post-combustion, is the highest cost of the CO2 capture and
storage (CCS) chain. Significant eYciency improvements to the capture process would bring more
opportunities to deploy CCS. Transport costs are dependent on the distance to storage and whether new or
existing infrastructure is used. The most eYcient transport is by pipeline. Costs for geological storage,
including subsequent monitoring, are significantly less than capture.

Introduction

8. BGS is the national geological survey (www.bgs.ac.uk) and is a component body of the Natural
EnvironmentResearchCouncil. Since 1992BGShas been theUK’s leading research centre on the geological
storage of CO2. It co-ordinates the European Research Network of Excellence (CO2GeoNet) and is
involved in the bulk of EC Framework projects on geological storage. BGS is closely involved with the DTI
which recently launched the DTI/DEFRA Carbon Abatement Technology (CAT) Strategy. BGS
participated in DTI missions to North America and Australia to assess the state of CCS technology there.
It is also involved with the UKERC and TSEC joint research council initiatives. BGS ran the workshop on
geological storage at the recent G8 energy research workshop and is on technical working groups of the US
led Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF) and the IEA. BGS is also a member of BP’s scientific
advisory board. BGS has co-authored the forthcoming UN IPCC assessment report on CCS. The benefits
of international collaboration, transparency and close involvement with stakeholders in developing CCS
technologies have been at the core of BGS science strategy and delivery; a full project list is given in the
Appendix.

9. BGS evidence, addressing each point raised by the Committee, will concentrate on underground
CO2 storage.

The Viability of CCS as a Carbon Abatement Technology for the UK

The Current State of R&D in, and Deployment of, CCS Technologies

10. Research on underground storage focuses on improving storage capacity estimates and on developing
technologies to monitor CO2 both in the deep subsurface (in and around the storage reservoir), and also at
the near-surface (should leakage ultimately occur). It is likely that for future large-scale implementation, a
typical storage site will need to assess the risks of CO2 storage to both humans and ecosystems over
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5,000–10,000 year timescales. This will require careful, systematic, wide-ranging, transparent and auditable
risk assessments, which demand an understanding of the processes that could aVect site performance.
Reservoir simulators, geochemical, and geomechanical models are used to predict these processes and their
interactions, combining detailed site-specific geological models with generic data derived from studies of
industrial-scale demonstrations, laboratory- and field-scale experiments, and natural analogues. Simulators
and models for CO2 behaviour are still in their infancy. More field trials at laboratory and industrial scale
are needed to history-match and refine these tools. This will enable confidence with forward modelling and
long term performance prediction. Also needed are a wider array of monitoring technologies with improved
resolution and sensitivity. Tool testing, monitoring and verification at field-scale across the spectrum of
geology, site conditions and ecosystems that could apply to storage operations is required.

CO2 injection demonstrations and tests

11. Although there are numerous CO2 injection operations associated with onshore-enhanced oil
production (EOR; not CO2 storage) in North America and, to a lesser extent, in Eastern Europe, few have
been accessible to researchers. Projects in which the broad research community is involved include; Sleipner
(Norwegian North Sea) where nearly 1Mt/year has been injected since 1996 into an aquifer; and an EOR
project at the Weyburn oilfield (Canada) where over 2mt have been injected since 2000. In 2004, CO2

injection into an aquifer started at InSalah, Algeria. Similar projects are also planned for Norway (2006),
Australia (c 2009). Small-scale field laboratory aquifer storage pilots ('100Kt CO2) have recently been
conducted in Japan, and theUSA. Further small pilots are planned in Australia, Canada, France, Germany
and the USA. A pilot injection into a coal seam has recently been completed in Poland. In the Netherlands,
a small pilot is injecting into an oVshore gas field (K12b). The UKmay have its first large-scale injection at
the Miller Field, by 2009 (subject to commercial decisions by BP and its partners). Miller could become the
first oVshore CO2 EOR project in the world.

12. Despite having very diVerent reservoir properties and conditions, Sleipner and Weyburn have
demonstrated that large-scale CO2 injection is feasible. Monitoring operations at both sites show that the
CO2 plumes in the reservoir can be satisfactorily imaged using repeated 3D seismic techniques (similar to
echo-sounding) and indicate that, at least in the short-term, site behaviour can be predicted with reasonable
confidence. No leakage has been detected. Extending predictions into the longer-term and, in particular,
well beyond the monitoring phase is more challenging and needs further research.

Projected Timescales for Producing Market-Ready, Scalable Technologies

13. It is technically feasible to deploy CCS at industrial scales now. Sleipner and Weyburn are examples
where fiscal and regulatory regimes and technologies are in place with CCS operating commercially. CCS
technology is market ready for pioneering implementation now in the UK. Technology improvement
requires commercial scale projects to work with and learn from.

14. The low risk of leakage, in early projects, has to be balanced against the global impacts that will ensue
if CCS is not made commercially viable; this is a matter for governments to address through policy, fiscal
and regulatory initiatives.

Costs

Storage costs

15. There are few published details of storage costs. They are field specific. Some details are available for
Sleipner (Torpe & Brown 2004), which refer to the incremental cost of storage only. The capital costs were
approximately US$96 million (based on a projected total storage of 25MtCO2 %US$3.8/tCO2 stored) and
the operating costs are approximately US$7 million/year (7US$/t stored) respectively. Therefore, total
storage costs are about US$11/t (£6/t) CO2 stored.

Monitoring costs

16. Monitoring costs are minor and have been estimated (Benson et al 2004) at 0.05–0.10US$/t of CO2

stored (discounted at 10% per year), 0.16–0.31US$/t of CO2 stored undiscounted, 2.7–5.4p and 8.7–17p per
tonne CO2 respectively.

Enhanced Oil Recovery

17. In many oil field conditions, CO2 is miscible with oil and can be injected to enhance oil recovery
(EOR). There are over 70 CO2 EOR projects in North America. CO2 storage is a passive bi-product of these
operations. OVshore EOR using CO2 has not yet been deployed and costs and risks would be higher.
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Economic viability is field specific, dependent on the oil price, supply of CO2, re-engineering costs of existing
infrastructure and tax regime. Costs will be higher oVshore because of the larger capital and operational
investment needed.

Geophysical Feasibility

18. Geophysical techniques are feasible for CO2 monitoring and verification, as part of a technology
portfolio including geochemical, remote sensing and biological monitoring techniques that include invasive
and non-invasive deployment. There is a need to improve sensitivity and resolution as well as discover
limitations and appropriateness. Some technologies will apply to all sites; others will be site specific.

Other Obstacles or Constraints

19. Major issues connected with large-scale deployment of CCS in the UK include, large initial capital
investment, ultimate useable storage capacity, possible environmental impacts and regulation.

Storage capacity

20. Many of the deep reservoir rocks (porous rock formations) of the UK are suitable for the large-scale
underground storage ofCO2. There are opportunities for CO2 storage in hydrocarbon fields (producing and
depleted), other saline water-bearing reservoirs (saline aquifers) and possibly, to a minor extent, in coal
seams. Storage potential lies mainly oVshore beneath the UK continental shelf, although niche
opportunities may exist onshore.

Storage in oil and gas fields

21. Hydrocarbon fields have entrapped buoyant fluids for periods up to millions of years. Because of
exploration and production activity, they are geologically well characterized and their reservoir properties
are well understood. The main risk issue with CO2 storage in hydrocarbon fields is the possibility that CO2

may eventually leak upwards along pre-existing exploration and production wells.

22. The CO2 storage capacity of UK hydrocarbon fields can be assessed with reasonable accuracy
because the field data is in the public domain. However, not all of the theoretical storage potential could
necessarily be exploited economically.

23. Provisional figures are as follows for the UK (excluding gas and condensate fields for the central and
northern North Sea which have yet to be calculated):

— Oil and gas fields of the East Irish Sea (between the Isle of Man and Lancashire and North Wales
coasts): 1Gt of CO2 (Kirk in press)

— Gas fields of the South North Sea (between the straits of Dover and Newcastle upon Tyne): 3Gt
of CO2 (Bentham in press, Holloway et al in press)

— Oil fields of the Northern and Central North Sea: 0.7Gt of CO2 (Balbinski 2001)

24. With the exception ofWytch Farm, onshore fields are too small for significant CO2 storage. However,
some could be suitable for testing or feasibility trials.

25. Reservoir simulation is required to make more accurate storage calculations on a field-by-field basis,
particularly of the amount of CO2 that could be stored by EOR. This is a function of geology and individual
field economics and will be investigated by the UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium (UKCCSC)
over the next three years.

Storage in saline aquifers

26. The CO2 storage capacity of theUKdeep saline aquifers is more uncertain than that for hydrocarbon
fields, and should be the subject of major further research. Aquifer storage likely represents the bulk of the
available UK storage capacity (possibly, together with Norway, the largest capacity in Western Europe),
but there is no standard methodology for calculating it from the sparse public domain data available. BGS
has provisionally estimated the CO2 storage capacity of saline water-bearing reservoir rocks in closed
structures around the UK as follows:

— East Irish Sea Basin: up to 0.63Gt of CO2 (Kirk 2005)

— Southern North Sea Basin: up to14.25 Gt of CO2 (Brook et al 2003, Holloway et al in press)

27. No recent estimate has been made for the Central and Northern North Sea basins or other parts of
the UK Continental Shelf such as the English Channel Basin. An estimate of 250Gt was calculated in the
BGS led Joule 2 (1995) Project for all the aquifers (open and closed) in the UK North Sea. With UK
emissions at over 0.6Gt/year, a third of which comes from power generation it is clear that even if only 10%
of this capacity was realized it would serve the UK’s needs to beyond the period of fossil fuel dependency.
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Knowledge of potential impacts

28. The generic knowledge that underpins our ability tomake long-term predictive risk assessments is far
from complete and many issues are, as yet, poorly understood (West et al 2005). A particular challenge is
to assess the localised impacts of CO2 leakage on ecosystems. One way is to study natural accumulations
of CO2 where this has remained underground for thousands to millions of years or, in some cases, reached
the surface.

29. Industrial demonstration projects associated with hydrocarbon production are unlikely to leak
during operational life, and any short-term, transient leak would be remediated as part of routine
operations. These projects are generally not appropriate to develop and test the models used in risk
assessment to predict leaks and their impacts. Short-term but well-constrained deliberate release laboratory
and field experiments, and longer-term but less well constrained natural analogues can provide ideal
opportunities to assess our ability to demonstrate long-term safety and risk.

Well performance

30. Another key issue for long-term safety is the ability of wells to retain their sealing integrity. CO2, in
the presence of moisture, can attack the cements and metals used in well completions. While modern wells
are designed to minimise these problems, pre-existing wells will have used traditional completion materials.
If the well integrity fails, then it could provide a route for the buoyant CO2 to escape.

Regulation

31. Unlike North America, the UK does not have a history of gas disposal via wells. In the USA there
are over 400 acid gas injection operations into deep saline aquifers, all carried out under EPA jurisdiction.
Appropriate regulation for CO2 storage is not in place here, outside hydrocarbon production and related
operations. Underground natural gas and hydrogen storage is conducted in the UK within a regulatory
framework.

32. Regulations for storagemay be needed to avoid conflicts of interest between CCS and other activities,
both underground (mining, hydrocarbons, groundwater) and at the surface (land use, ecosystem and public
protection).

33. The IPCC and the European Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) are both evaluating how CCS may be
regulated in order that avoided CO2 emissions are counted in national allocations and recognized within
carbon trading regulations.

34. Considerable uncertainty remains over environmental regulation and CCS.Members of the OSPAR
and London Conventions are considering this. Current legislation is being examined at the European (DG
Environment) and UK (DTI/Defra/EA) levels to see how it might interact with CCS activities and if there
is a need to develop additional regulation.

35. As part of its recent Technology Status Review (TSR) for the DTI (Report URN05/103), the BGS
suggested some regulatory models for consideration during the lifecycle of a CO2 storage operation.

The UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS R&D and Providing Incentives for Technology

Transfer and Industrial R&D in CCS Technology

On average DTI has invested c £50k/year in BGS-driven CO2 storage research over the last 10 years. This
has been to support BGS involvement in EC Framework Projects
Other DTI expenditure (costs not known to BGS).

DTI is supporting Heriott Watt University as part of a project to examine the feasibility of CO2 storage
in scottish coals. This project is also receiving support from the Scottish Executive.

A budget of £20 million has been allocated to DTI for the period 2005–08, with a further £40million from
2006–10 to fund CATs. It is not yet decided howmuch of this will be apportioned toR&D in CCS (the CAT
programme also includes hydrogen, fuel cells, biomass co-firing and power plant eYciency R&D).

UK Research Council funding on CCS

— TSEC, NERC, ESRC and EPSRC are currently supporting the UK Carbon Capture and Storage
Consortium through their TSEC programme (BGS is a participant). This Consortium
(http://www.co2storage.org.uk/) is undertaking a CCS project that will run from July 2005–June
2008. Funding is approximately £2 million spread amongst 14 UK institutes and universities.

— Tyndall Centre. BGS received £55K between FY2002/3-5/6 from the centre’s “Decarbonising
Society” Thematic Programme to support its research into CO2 storage. BGS does not know how
much of the Centre’s resources apply to CCS.
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— UKERC- BGS is expected to receive £112k from 2005–10 from UKERC to support its “Carbon
Management” sub-theme. BGS does not know how much of UKERC’s overall budget applies
to CCS.

— BGS (NERC) BGS has been investing an average of £350k (FEC) per year of its own Science
Budget in CCS research since FY2000-1. This has risen to over £500K (FEC) this year. Future
investment at this level is uncertain because of NERC’s financial settlement in SR2004. The bulk
of BGS’ spend is to align with, and co-ordinate, CO2GeoNet.

— EPSRC grants for CCS amount to £103k for FY05-06.

Other UK Government Investment in CCS

In 2005 Heriott Watt and Edinburgh University were awarded £1.4 million over four years to form the
“Scottish Centre for Carbon Management”. BGS is collaborating at its own cost.

September 2005

Annex

LIST OF CURRENT AND PLANNED EUROPEAN CCS PROJECTS WITH BGS
INVOLVEMENT

JOULE II The first, pioneering feasibility study of CO2 storage, partly funded by EC FP4 JouleII
Programme and coordinated by the BGS.

GESTCO A preliminary estimate of the storage capacities of some European member states was made
and a decision support tool created to match sources to storage sites and provide rough cost estimates.
[http://www.nitg.tno.nl/projects/eurogeosurveys/projects/GestcoWeb/]

NASCENT A study of European natural occurrences of CO2, that provided information on the long-
term process associatedwith CO2 storage and allowed some predictivemodels to be preliminarily tested with
analogue systems [http://www.bgs.ac.uk/nascent/]

Weyburn 1 BGS co-ordinated the European research eVort into Weryburn phase 1 CO2 monitoring. The
final report can be fund at www.ptrc.ca

CARNOT—grean energy form coal; study of potential siting of integrated gasification combined cycle
power/hydrogen plant fitted with CO2 capture in the UK. This was carried out with Progressive Energy.

NGCAS: Study investigating possible storage options for refinery and gas processing facilities in
Scotland.

CO2NETAEuropean thematic network that brings together industrial and academic organisations from
both capture and storage areas to provide advice to other stakeholders. [http://www.co2net.com]

SACS/SACS2 The first and second phases of research centred on the Sleipner injection. [http://
www.iku.sintef.no/projects/IK23430000/News/index.html

CO2STORE Techniques developed and continued within the SACS projects are applied to three
more planned small injection sites in Europe, including more detailed assessments of long-term risks.
[http://www.co2store.org/]

CASTOR Focussing primarily on capture technologies but also including continued development of
monitoring techniques and investigations of long-term processes. [http://195.167.229.95/QuickPlace/castor/
Main.nsf/h-Index/C7F9D7B939137AB400256EC40049C019/?OpenDocument&Form%h-PrintUI]

CO2GeoNet is an EC FP6 Network of Excellence that brings together 13 organisations investigating
various aspects of CO2 storage to develop commonmethodologies, collaborative research programmes and
ultimately closer integration. [http://www.co2geonet.com/]

The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium (UKCCSC) is a new research council funded
collaborative project that will evaluate the role of CCS in the UK as well as some of the barriers to
implementation, within the TSEC http://www.co2storage.org.uk

CO2ReMoVe A new FP6 project focussing on developing techniques to monitor and verify CO2 storage
projects to make them eligible within the European emission Trading Scheme.

Dynamis. A new FP6 project investigating the feasibility of large scale power generation from Hydrogen
derived from fossil fuels.

In CACO2- An EC funded Special Action to horizon-scan international developments in CCS outside the
EU. Comprises oil and gas industry, power utilities and R&D organisations and represent these
stakeholders at the US led CSLF.
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Examples of Public Sector Funding of CCS R&D in Other Countries

USA—USDepartment of Energy has committed over $180 million of investment into CCS RD&D since
1998, with $107.5 million of that announced this year spread over the next four years.

Australia—CO2CRC receives commonwealth funds of circa A$24 million (2003–10), with an additional
A$111.21 million of public sector support, of which A$14.607 million is from Geoscience Australia
(Australia’s national geological survey). CO2CRC is not the only public funded CCS research being
conducted in Australia.

Norway—The Klimatek programme invested over NoK300 million between 1992–2000. Since 2002
funding has been circa NoK50 million/y. In 2005 “GASSNOVA” was set up which will fund CCS RD&D
at a rate of NoK150 million/y for the foreseeable future.

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum from the Royal Academy of Engineering

1. Introduction

The Royal Academy of Engineering is pleased to submit evidence to the House of Commons Select
Committee on Science and Technology Inquiry into Carbon Capture and Storage Technologies. This
response has been prepared following consultation with a number of Fellows with expertise in this area.

The Committee will be aware of the Department of Trade and Industry’s recent Consultation “A Carbon
Abatement Technologies Strategy for Fossil Fuel Power Generation” of August 2004. The Academy
responded to that consultation and our response to the DTI is annexed to this report.

The contributingFellows are of the opinion that fossil fuels will form amajor component of energy supply
until at least 2050 and there is considerable evidence to support this statement. Thus it is suggested that if
the Government’s target of a 60% reduction in CO2 by 2050 is to be realised, then carbon abatement
technologies will be required. Carbon Abatement Technology (CAT) using carbon sequestration is a means
of undergoing a smooth transition from a fossil based economy to a more advanced energy supply. A
number of large developing countries use fossil fuels, particularly coal, on a very large scale andwill continue
to do so for a long time and this would be an excellent technology to export. A significant electrification of
the developing world will take place in the next few years and the UK could have a pivotal role in assisting
the developing world to progress towards lowering CO2 emissions.

In addition to being used for electricity generation, fossil fuels provide a route to hydrogen via
gasification. Gasification has the dual advantage that it can produce a clean fuel gas for combustion in gas
turbines via an Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) producing electricity and heat. Secondly
gasification can produce, by alteration of the process conditions and in conjunction with carbon
sequestration, hydrogen. Such a plant is planned to generate “carbon free” electricity from hydrogen by BP,
ConocoPhillips, Shell and Scottish and Southern Energy. In this example, natural gas is used as the
feedstock for a gasifier, electricity being generated by a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) and the carbon
dioxide used for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in the Miller oil field.

Detailed responses to the Select Committee’s questions are set out on the following pages.

2. The Viability of CCS as a Carbon Abatement Technology (CAT); Current State of R&D

There is a strong case for a trial to be undertaken using a suitable power plant. The technology exists for
CO2 removal from flue gases and this can be undertaken immediately in a number of ways at the present
time using developed technology and either natural gas or coal as primary fuel. The eYciency penalty of
currently available carbon capture technology is too high to be considered for a simple bolt-on addition to
an existing power station. Some other eYciency improvement technology would be desirable to win back
some of the losses associated with amine regeneration as part of the CO2 capture process, but even then the
economics of retrofitting a power plant that may be at or beyond its design lifetime or emissions control
capability would need close scrutiny.

The oil and gas industry in the North Sea has also allowed the UK to develop geological, engineering,
logistics and PR skills that would be useful in CO2 sequestration issues. Future development of CATs should
trade on these skills, rather than trying to replicate those that may exist in other countries, to ensure that
an optional position is reached in respect of both meeting the UK’s national requirements eVectively and
without excessive cost, whilst exploiting overseas export potential. Involvement with pilot or commercial
scale demonstrations of relevant technologies must form part of the future strategy. This should be
complementary to continuation of R&D into underpinning sciences, for which the UK is rightly respected,
in a vertically integrated partnership between industry and academia.
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There are several options for the continued use of fossil fuels, mainly coal, for power generation together
with carbon capture. The choice will depend on local circumstances and the decisions of the power
companies. One route would be the capture of CO2 from existing, possibly upgraded power plant. In this
respect, retrofitting a post combustion carbon capture technology onto a CCGT power station could
represent one least costly, least risky and quickest option. It would enable scale up of currently applied
carbon capture technology to be tested against all of the operational requirements previously mentioned
whilst potentially reducing the requirement for government/host site funding because of the potential value
of the CO2 being produced either for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) or as carbon credits. Short term
application to a coal fired plant is much less attractive because of the additional costs and significant
reduction in eYciency from an already lower base figure. However, continual involvement in the
development and demonstration of higher eYciency, ultra supercritical conventional coal combustion
technology might enable the combination with carbon capture to be considered within a 15 year time frame.
Other options being studied for coal include gasification cycles and advanced combustion cycles involving
combustion in oxygen or oxygen/carbon dioxide mixtures which facilitates the separation process. These
options may prove to have advantages over conventional methods in the context of the development and
demonstration of CATs. Thus it is important that these developments should be carried out with eventual
application to both coal and natural gas fuelled plant and hydrogen production in mind.

The technology will continue to develop after the basic feasibility has been demonstrated. Particular lines
of development include oxygen separation technology, improvements in CO2/H2 separation, gas turbine
advances, and studies of the behaviour of CO2 in oil and gas reservoirs and coal seams. These studies need to
be supported in UK laboratories alongside the development and demonstration activities that may involve
international co-operation.

2.1 Projected Timescales for producing market ready scalable technologies

Much of the technology required is available and has been tested in this and other countries. Certain types
of plant could be constructed using existing technology in approximately five to 15 years. There is a
considerable amount of R&D required to improve the solvent systems that are currently available to address
the eYciencies/cost issue. It is also worth noting that the largest commercial demonstration of carbon
capture is still a fraction of that required for a 500 MW based power station, so there may well be scale-up
problems.

In the case of the BP, ConocoPhillips, Shell and Scottish and Southern Energy project the announced time
scale is that it would commence in 2009. This uses existing technology for a natural gas reformer plant to
create hydrogen and sequester the carbon-related gases, conversion of a CCGT unit to hydrogen-firing and
to adapt the Miller oil field topsides facilities and export line. The Miller oil field is 240 km oVshore and it
would then facilitate delivery and injection of the CO2 for enhanced oil recovery and long term storage.

2.2 Cost

The costs arise from the separation process, which entails a considerable loss in eYciency, transportation
and well-head operations. The overall loss in eYciency is about 30% but this estimate is subject to debate,
and should be the area in which much of the R&D eVort should be directed.

The Royal Academy of Engineering Report (The Costs of Generating Electricity, March 2004) gives the
following figures for electricity generation, and for generation with flue gas CO2 removal by sequestration
respectively.

Table 1

COST OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY WITH RESPECT TO CO2 EMISSIONS COSTS
(£30 PER TONNE)

Cost with Carbon
Technology Basic Cost (p/kWh) Sequestration (p/kWh)

Coal Fired Pulverised Fuel 2.5 5.0
Coal Fired Integrated Gasification 3.3 5.2
Combined Cycle
Gas Fired Combined Cycle Gas Turbine 2.2 3.3

On this basis the total cost is comparable with that for renewable energy. The embedded fuel costs play
a significant role in fossil fuel electricity generation and the sensitivity to a 20% change in fuel price has been
examined in the Academy’s report. This suggests that the upward pressure of costs on natural gas is greater
than that for coal.
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The typical cost of sequestration is about 1–2.5 p/kWh, whilst the cost for EOR is about 0.5 to 1 p/kWh,
but the latter process is limited to a small number of suitable fields.

However the UK OVshore Operators Association (UKOOA) have indicated that in the case of oVshore
sequestration the cost of the well-head operations may be higher than previously estimated.

2.3 Geophysical feasibility

Evidence suggests that the technology is feasible since the techniques are already available and employed
using carbon dioxide for enhanced oil recovery. It is estimated that the total capacity for CO2 in aquifers in
the North Sea is 13 times the estimated output of the UK to 2050. Although natural gas has been stored in
some of these aquifers for many thousands of years without leakage care has to be used in selecting
appropriate reservoirs with regard to rock cracking and the loss of the stored CO2 by seepage. Whilst the
behaviour can be modelled it is impossible to predict the situation in the long term, say 100 years and it will
therefore be necessary to install appropriate monitors.

2.4 Other Constraints

The Government will need to develop and enact enabling and enduring policies to allow electricity from
these projects to compete with those using traditional fossil fuels. At present Decarbonised Fuels (ie
hydrogen etc.) are not competitive with the fossil fuels fromwhich they are derived and would need enabling
government policy valuing carbon at a level similar to Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROC) available
to renewable energy sources.

In the immediate future a major hurdle is the legality of the disposal of CO2 oVshore where enhanced oil
recovery is not appropriate. This is awell-known issue but has to be resolved quickly before any considerable
activities could take place.

Another matter relates to the planning of a complex activity involving a number of multi-national
companies.

A further issue relates to the long term ownership of the reservoirs which will have to monitored and
maintained for a considerable period.

3. The UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS R&D and Providing Incentives for Technology

Transfer and Industrial R&D in CCS Technology

The emphasis must be on reducing the eYciency losses currently associated with CATs so that fossil
energy is conserved and on the safety, legal and public acceptability issues that are currently shrouded in
uncertainty.

TheUK industry retains: niche capability in supercritical boiler technology; biomass co-firing; modelling;
project management; advanced control systems; and materials. These capacities have been developed or
maintained by the involvement of industry in major international projects.

Likewise the oil and gas industry in the North Sea has also allowed the UK to develop geological,
engineering, logistics and PR skills that would be useful in CO2 sequestration issues. These technologies
should be encouraged and involvement with pilot or commercial scale demonstrations of relevant
technologies should form part of the future strategy.

If a hydrogen-based economy is to be developed, particularly for transportation, there is little doubt that
a CAT programme will make a significant contribution towards this aim. However there are other possible
alternatives such as the development of synthetic fuels based on captured carbon dioxide and hydrogen.

Pre-combustion carbon capture combined with integrated gasifier combined cycle gas turbine (IGCC)
technology is likely to emerge as the eventual natural gas or coal fuelled option that may be sustainable in
a carbon constrained world. This is recognised by the US Department of Energy FutureGen programme
and the European equivalent (Hypogen), both of which havemade significant advances towards a hydrogen
economy.However, the technology is at least 15 years away in respect of commercial viability and so interim
technologies will be required to help fulfil the growth in demand in the developingworld and the replacement
plant that will be required in more mature markets. Two possible options, both of which could be produced
in a carbon capture ready arrangement, are IGCC and (ultra) supercritical pulverised fuel technologies.
Both provide a significant incremental increase in eYciency and hence reduction in CO2.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 6

Memorandum from E.ON UK

Summary

1. E.ON UK believes that full-scale demonstration power plants with pre-combustion carbon capture
and storage (CCS) or post combustion CCS could and should be built now. However, the demonstration
of these technologies would require some form of financial support from Government for such plants to
operate successfully in the UK electricity market. Full-scale demonstration is vital to the establishment of
these technologies in the longer term to enable them to contribute to delivery of the UK’s carbon emission
reduction objectives.

2. The UK electricity industry requires a massive investment in capital over the next decade to deliver
reductions in carbon dioxide emissions, energy supply security and aVordable prices. By 2015 up to 8GW
of nuclear (subject to life-extension decisions) and 19GW of coal and oil-fired plant will need to be replaced.

3. Much of this plant will need to be replaced with low or zero carbon generating plant if the UK is to
make eVective progress toward its 2020 and 2050 carbon reduction goals.

4. While we and other energy companies are already investing in renewable technologies, and are
considering further gas-firedCCGTconstruction, replacement of all closing plant byCCGTswill not deliver
the Government’s 60% CO2 emission cuts by 2050 given that much capacity built in the next decade is likely
to be still operating in 2050. It would also increase UK gas import dependency.

5. We therefore want to consider a wider range of options to achieve reductions in emissions and to
diversify our portfolio of generating plant.

6. The Government has a crucial role in ensuring that a range of low-carbon technological options
including CCS is available to companies investing in future power generation. We believe this role is to:

— provide the rightmarket framework to achieve government objectives within a competitivemarket
environment. This should increasingly rely on long term broad rangingmarket basedmechanisms,
such as the EU emissions trading scheme, as the main driver to incentivise the most economic low
carbon investments, encourage innovation in energy supply and support UK competitiveness.
Carbon capture and storage is only likely to be deployed if there were to be a belief in the long-
term market value of avoiding carbon emissions. Such incentives must be suYciently long term
((10 years) to stimulate major capital investment;

— aim to achieve a broad international commitment to action to tackle climate change which shares
responsibility across the major emitting economies; with any post–2012 agreement being
consistent with investment timescales—10–15 years seems appropriate;

— resolve specific policy, legal and institutional constraints which are limiting the choice of
technologies. For CCS this covers establishing the legal and regulatory framework (including
monitoring requirements), ensuring that the relevant international agreements (the London
Convention, London Protocol and the Ospar Convention) recognise the legality of CCS, and
establishing how the long term liabilities arising from geologically stored CO2 will be handled; and

— encourage the development and demonstration of emerging technologies with capital grants or
similar support.

Introduction

7. E.ON UK is the UK’s second largest retailer of electricity and gas, selling to residential and small
business customers as Powergen and to larger industrial and commercial customers as E.ONEnergy.We are
also one of the UK’s largest electricity generators by output and operate Central Networks, the distribution
business covering the East and West Midlands. We are also a leading developer of renewable power plant.

8. E.ON UK is part of the E.ON Group which is the world’s largest privately owned energy service
company. In addition to the UK, the Group has electricity and gas interests in Germany, Central and
Eastern Europe, Italy, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, the United States and Russia.

9. The UK electricity industry requires a massive investment in capital over the next decade to deliver
reductions in carbon dioxide emissions, energy supply security and aVordable prices. By 2015 up to 8GW
of nuclear (subject to life-extension decisions) and 19GW of coal and oil-fired plant will need to be replaced.

10. We believe much of this plant will need to be replaced with low or zero carbon generating plant if the
UK is to make eVective progress toward its 2020 and 2050 goals. While we and other energy companies are
already investing in renewable technologies, and are considering further CCGT construction, replacement
of all closing plant by CCGTs will not deliver the Government’s 60% CO2 emission cuts by 2050 given that
much capacity built in the next decade is likely to be still operating in 2050. In fact, replacing by CCGTs
would keep CO2 emissions from the sector approximately constant (assuming no demand growth) since
replacement of coal by gas oVsets replacement of nuclear by gas. It would also increase UK gas import
dependency.
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11. We will want to consider a wider range of options to achieve reductions in emissions and to diversify
our portfolio of generating plant. Investment options could include coal and gas plant with carbon capture
and storage, as well as nuclear plant, renewable technologies such as wave or tidal power and the increased
use of biomass. Given the scale of challenge both in the UK and overseas, it is likely that most if not all of
these options will be needed.

12. Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) has the potential for making a significant contribution to CO2

emissions reduction world-wide. The large geological storage capacity oVshore, coupled with its potential
use in Enhanced Oil Recovery, make it particularly favourable as an option for the UK. CCS technology
is also an option for the developing economies such as China or India and this provides an opportunity for
the UK to become a world-leader in technology development with potential benefits to UK Exports.

Comments on Specified Aspects of CCS

Viability of CCS as a carbon abatement technology for the UK:

The current state of R&D in, and deployment of, CCS technologies

13. E.ON UK has been tracking the development of CCS technologies since the early 1990s and is
currently participating in eight Clean Coal and CCS collaborative R&D projects. E.ON UK has an annual
low carbon R&D programme of about £3 million. The R&D of CCS technologies is being extensively
pursued world-wide and a number of technologies are suYciently well developed to enable full-scale power
generationwithCCS to be demonstrated. These technologies do not represent the finalmost eYcient or cost-
eVective designs, but are at a suYciently advanced stage to enable such plant to be built.

14. The EU and a number of Governments, including Canada and the US, have already developed
programmes to examine some of the more important issues facing CCS and several of these are longer-
running than the UK Government’s current Carbon Abatement Technologies (CAT) strategy. UK
companies are already active in a number of EU projects. The common goal of all these projects is to move
towards reliable, and significantly lower cost, CCS.

15. CCS technologies can be applied to power generation from coal , gas and other fossil fuels. It is
possible to remove the carbon (as CO2) either before the fuel is combusted, known as pre-combustion
capture, leaving a fairly pure hydrogen stream as the fuel, or after combustion before the flue gas is vented
via a chimney, known as post-combustion capture. The two capture processes are fundamentally diVerent
and would be integrated into power plant in diVerent ways.

16. Pre-combustion technologies involve the chemical conversion of fossil fuels to hydrogen, with
oxidation of the contained carbon and separation of the resultingCO2 . This process requires the gasification
of the fuel as a first step, and hence, the power plant is essentially a type of IntegratedGasificationCombined
Cycle (IGCC) plant with a capture technology included.

17. Historically, IGCC sites have predominantly been utilised within the chemical and liquid fuel
industries. However a resurgence of interest in the technology for electricity production has come about
directly from the debate on CCS. Large capacity is yet to be proven and there remains an issue of reliability.
Despite these factors IGCC remains one of the most attractive technologies for accomplishing CCS
demonstration.

18. Post-combustion technologies involve the separation of CO2 from products of combustion either by
solvent washing (eg using a chemical known as an “amine”) or by pressure separation in a selective
membrane filter. Only the former is suYciently developed to be considered available for a full-scale
demonstration plant at present. The process may be facilitated by combustion of the fuel in pure oxygen
(“oxyfuel firing”).

19. Amine scrubbing is the most advanced technology for post combustion capture of CO2 from power
plant. A plant for one 500 MW coal fired unit would capture around 8,000 tonnes per day. The technology
has been used for over 80 years for gas sweetening in the petrochemical industry and there are hundreds of
plants in service today. Although CO2 capture from flue gas presents additional problems due to the
presence of oxygen and other contaminants in the raw gas, the technology has been used in this way for over
25 years and 23 commercial scale plants have been built. The technology could be adopted for use on a large
coal fired unit today if required. However, the largest plant built so far was designed for 1,000 tonnes per
day. There would therefore be technical and commercial risks in fitting the technology to a 500 MW coal
fired unit—which would require an increase in scale by a factor of about eight.

20. E.ON UK believes that both pre-combustion CCS and post combustion CCS full-scale
demonstration power plant could be built now. This could be as a retro-fit to existing plant or in a new plant.
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Projected timescales for producing market-ready, scalable technologies

21. E.ON UK believes that power plant with CCS could be developed to be a candidate for a significant
fraction of the new plant required to entered service over the next 10 years.

22. There are currently no full-size (.300–500MWe) power plant with CCS operating world-wide. There
are no IGCC plant (which would form the basis for a pre-combustion CCS power plant) operating
commercially with the load factors required to be competitive in the UK electricity market. However, both
postı and pre-combustion technologies are suYciently developed for full-size plant to be built.

23. E.ON UK believes that both pre-combustion CCS and post combustion CCS full-scale
demonstration power plant could be built now.However, the first such demonstrations would be of less than
optimal design and eYciency, using technology that would be improved upon well within the lifetime of
the plant.

24. Demonstration plants are vital in establishing the viability of CCS for several reasons. A full-scale
demonstration project is the most eVective way of identifying and addressing all the transport and storage
issues associated with large scale CO2 production from power plant. These issues include:

— Amendment of legal and regulatory regimes to enable CO2 storage.

— Identifying suitable storage sites.

— Establishing the true potential of EOR as a driver for CCS.

— Practicalities of sourcing CO2 for EOR.

— Monitoring and verification methods.

— Long-term ownership of CO2.

— Authorisation and planning.

— Co-ordinating industry stakeholders.

25. The potential cost benefit of using CO2 for EOR in the North Sea has been widely promulgated as a
driver for CCS in the UK. This potential needs to be assessed in detail but is likely to be site/project specific.
There are timing issues associated with CCS storage via EOR because many oil fields are reaching the end
of production within the next few years and will then be de-commissioned. EOR would not be an option
once this has occurred. Demonstration projects with EOR would enable the economics to be evaluated and
also demonstrate the technical feasibility of EOR using land-based CO2 sources.

26. Although some capture technologies have been demonstrated at reasonable scale, integration of these
technologies into the power plant cycle at full-scale has not been demonstrated and it is expected that there
will be considerable challenges to overcome. A demonstration plant would address these issues, establish
the UK as a world leader in advanced technology, and provide valuable operational experience.

27. Finally, building full-scale demonstration plants provides a signal to manufacturers that investment
in CCS technology development is worth undertaking, hence stimulating competition and improvements
in design.

28. We anticipate that the pre-construction phase of project development would take at least two years
from the decision to proceed by the generator, and the construction phase would be about three years.
Therefore we expect that CCS full-scale demonstration plant could be in operation by 2010–12. It is unlikely
that these prototype plants would be commercially viable without Government capital grants or similar
support.

Cost

29. The current costs of CCS projects are uncertain. The development of practical projects will reduce
this uncertainty and experience is expected to reduce costs over time.

30. For example, our current estimate is that an amine scrubber plant retro-fitted to a 500MW coal-fired
unit would cost approximately £120 million to build and would reduce the power output of the unit by 20%
to 30%. This equates to a cost of about £30/te CO2 abated. However the technology is the subject of world-
wide R&D at present and refinements to the process and plant designs are being claimed regularly—with
the expectation that costs and operational eYciency penalties will fall considerably over the next few years.

31. The table below sets out the estimated costs of power plant with CCS technologies fitted compared
to some other generation types. These costs relate to new-build plant.
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32. The estimated life-time cost of diVerent technologies is each dependent on a range of estimated input
prices and business risks. Therefore, the table below shows a range of lifetime cost estimates for plant
commissioned in the next decade:

Generation Type Cost range p/kWh (2005 prices)

Carbon capture & storage 3.3–5.6 gas
3.9–5.1 coal

CCGT 2.2–4.9
Coal with FGD & SCR 2.8–5.2
Wind 4.2–5.2Onshore Excludes costs of back-up capacity

OVshore 6.2–8.4
Nuclear 2.5–4.0

33. These estimated costs exclude any additional benefits or costs which might arise from Government
support, fiscal or regulatorymeasures. Carbon capture and storage is only likely to be deployed if there were
to be a belief in the long-term market value of avoiding carbon emissions, which would increase the cost of
plant types which emit CO2 to the atmosphere. At present a carbon price is generated through the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme. An explanation of the ranges provided above is given in the Annex.

Geophysical feasibility

34. Geological storage is being actively investigated in many projects world-wide. Injection of CO2 into
hydrocarbon reservoirs and its use in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) is well established, particularly on
mainlandUSA, where EOR using CO2 has been in operation for several decades. However, EOR using CO2

has not been commercially undertaken in the North Sea. There are also a number of field projects looking
specifically at the injection of CO2 underground for storage purposes. All these projects have demonstrated
that it is feasible.

35. Current evidence based on several large-scaleCO2 storage projects, laboratory based experiments and
theoretical studies, suggests the risk of significant CO2 leakage from saline aquifers or hydrocarbon
reservoirs can be very low. However, leakage risk can be very site specific and further work needs to be done
on how to assess this risk. There are also some issues to be resolved relating to the extent of likely local
environmental impact (eg through leakage to the surface or into the ocean).

36. The geophysical issues that need further study are those relating to:

— the long-term eVectiveness of geological storage;

— the eVectiveness of storage when injecting for enhanced oil recovery;

— the technologies for monitoring the stored CO2; and

— environmental eVects.

Other obstacles or constraints

37. CCS is a complex process with many involved stakeholders. Of major concern to E.ON UK, as the
potential operator, is the current absence of a mechanism for crediting the operator with the CO2 emissions
reduction that CCS would bring about. Without a mechanism of accreditation, an operator would not be
in a position to oVset the capital costs and running costs of the additional plant required for CO2 capture.

38. In order for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme to recognise CCS-based CO2 reductions, the
European Commission would need to be assured that CO2 reductions were robust and not likely to be
significantly oVset by future leakage from geological reservoirs. Methods for auditing CO2 reductions from
a power station with CCS would be relatively straightforward. Likewise, leakage from pipelines is simple
to measure, so it is in the development of methodologies for verifying CO2 storage that the majority of eVort
needs to be focused.

39. The purpose of the EU ETS is to enable overall CO2 reductions within the sectors participating to be
achieved in the most cost eYcient way, with the market carbon price acting as the driver for the deployment
of a particular reduction technology. CCS technology represents a very significant additional investment
cost to power production. In order for a power company to invest in CCS , the company needs confidence
in the long-term value of carbon emissions, and this would be much improved if the EU ETS rules were
firmly defined over the 2008–12 and ensuing periods.

40. Without an accepted mechanism for the inclusion of CCS-based CO2 reductions into international
carbon frameworks such as the EU ETS or the Kyoto Flexible Mechanisms, it is unlikely that CCS
technologies would be deployed on a large-scale.

41. Most of theUK’s resources for storing CO2 in geological formations are located oVshore. The treaties
governing the injection of CO2 , as relevant to the UK, are the London Convention, the London Protocol,
and the OSPARConvention. Because CCS technologies are relatively new, the storage of CO2 underground
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for purposes other than as the incidental result of Enhanced Oil or Gas Recovery, is not included explicitly
in these. It is important that these Conventions are amended to allow the injection of CO2 when it is not for
the purposes of EOR.

42. It is not clear at present what entity would be legally responsible for the management of the stored
CO2 . During the lifetime of the CO2 injection, this might be expected to be a company. However over the
long term, this responsibility and liability would be best placed with the Government.

43. Finally, the large-scale storage of CO2 will need to find acceptance with the general public. At present
public awareness in the UK of CCS is low and it will be important to increase this significantly over the next
few years in order for informed public debate to ensue.

44. In summary, the role of the Government is crucial for there to be a range of low-carbon technological
options including CCS available to companies investing in future power generation. We believe this role
must be to:

— provide the rightmarket framework to achieve government objectives within a competitivemarket
environment. This should increasingly rely on long-termbroad rangingmarket basedmechanisms,
such as the EU emissions trading scheme, as the main driver to incentivise the most economic low
carbon investments, encourage innovation in energy supply and support UK competitiveness.
Such incentives must be suYciently long term ((10 years) to stimulate major capital investment;

— aim to achieve a broad international commitment to action to tackle climate change which shares
responsibility across themajor emitting economies; with any post-2012 agreement being consistent
with investment timescales—10–15 years seems appropriate;

— resolve specific policy, legal and institutional constraints which are limiting the choice of
technologies. For CCS this covers establishing the legal and regulatory framework (including
monitoring requirements), ensuring that the relevant international agreements (the London
Convention and Protocol and the OSPAR Convention) recognise the legality of CCS, and
establishing how the long-term liabilities arising from geologically stored CO2 will be handled; and

— encourage the development and demonstration of emerging technologies with capital grants or
similar support.

UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS R&D and Providing Incentives for Technology Transfer

and Industrial R&D in CCS Technology

45. The role of UK government funding is essential in moving forward both the development and the
demonstration of low carbon technologies.

46. UK RD&D activities should recognise the considerable R&D taking place worldwide and seek to
ensure that R&D work carried out in the UK complements international programmes. However, diVerent
worldwide markets may well produce diVerent optimum solutions for low carbon futures—given their
power market, fuel portfolio and existing technology mix. UK Government R&D funding should be used
to underpin the UK’s CO2 reduction targets.

47. UK Government funding should be targeted at the development of technologies which will be
deployable in the timeframes required by the UK market and which, in the long term, will be capable of
operating within a fully competitive power market. Funding is necessary to promote expertise in the
fundamental aspects of CCS technologies (within equipment suppliers, users and universities) to promote
long-term sustainable expertise in the UK.

48. In addition, CCS systems are likely to require that links are forged between existing areas of expertise
within UK industry, (which may include boiler system optimisation, amine scrubbing, pipeline design,
petroleum engineering, shift reactor design etc) which allow an optimisation of a whole CCS system to be
undertaken. R&D funding should be used to foster links of this type.

September 2005

Annex

Explanation of Unit Cost Ranges

Carbon capture and storage

The technology is not yet proven at large scale and therefore the cost range reflects the uncertainties of
the cost and reliability of such developments. The cost of monitoring CO2 storage over the long term, and
themaintenance of the storage sites is also not well defined at present. The legal and regulatory environment
does not exist for oV-shore storage of carbon dioxide and this would need to be settled before large scale
investment was committed. Carbon capture and storage is only likely to be deployed if there were to be a
belief in the long-term market value of avoiding carbon emissions.
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CCGTs

The expected cost of generation from new CCGTs is most heavily influenced by the future cost of gas and
carbon dioxide emissions: the figures are based on a gas price in the range 20–40 p/therm gcv and carbon,
0–50ƒ/tCO2. The EUETS is at a very early stage of development and there is currently no certainty that it will
exist beyond 2012, which justifies the 0ƒ/t lower bound for investments commissioning around that date. At
current gas prices of above 50p/therm, CCGTs would be more expensive than the top of the range shown.

Coal-fired plant

We expect the cost of international coal to be less volatile than gas and so, for simplicity, have estimated
the cost of conventional coal plant at a constant coal price of 1.4£/GJ ncv, but the same range of carbon
prices. Conventional coal produces approximately twice as much carbon dioxide as CCGT plant per kWh.

Wind

On-shore and oV-shore wind developments will continue to be deployed provided they are supported by
the Renewable Obligation and capital grants, as at present. The cost range above reflects the variability
between higher cost oVshore sites and those onshore, before these support mechanisms. We expect the cost
of sites to increase over time as the best sites are used first, but the costs oVshore of equipment and
installation should reduce as more experience is gained and larger units are installed. The economics of wind
power are heavily influenced by the wind resource available at particular locations.Wind is intermittent and
hence not directly comparable with other large-scale generation alternatives without including the cost of
either back-up capacity or energy storage. The cost of supplementing wind capacity with additional
resources is not that material at the current low levels of penetration, but would increase if it were to become
a more significant proportion of the total system capacity.

Nuclear

The estimated cost of new nuclear developments is chiefly influenced by the uncertainties surrounding
planning and regulatory processes as these aVect expected capital cost, development and construction
schedule and the competitiveness of the plant supply market. If the Government is able to mitigate the eVect
of these uncertainties promptly and eVectively, then it would be feasible to commission new nuclear plant
in about 10 years. The timing of new build would also be heavily influenced by price expectations in the gas
and carbon markets.

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum from the Confederation of UK Coal producers

The Confederation of UK Coal Producers (CoalPro) represents member companies who produce over
90% of UK coal output. CoalPro is not opposed to the development of any form of energy. CoalPro is
pro-coal.

CoalPro welcomes the opportunity of providing evidence to the Committee’s inquiry into CCS. The
development of CCS has the potential to achieve deep cuts in carbon emissions whilst continuing to derive
the benefits of fossil fuel use.

CoalPro is not competent to comment in detail on CCS technology or economics but would like to take
the opportunity of commenting in more general terms, particularly on the barriers impeding the
development of the technology.

CCS is not a new technology. It has and is being used for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in many locations.
In some instances (eg Sleipner), it is also being used to capture and store carbon to avoid excessive emissions.
Monitoring at various locations also suggests that CO2 has not thus far escaped form the geological
formations into which it has been injected. CoalPro accepts, however, the need for more assurance on
this point.

It may be, therefore, that most of the eVort needs to be devoted not to the technologies themselves but to
the related “soft” issues and to the barriers impeding deployment.

First, whilst monitoring technologies are in use, they may need to be further developed along with other
approaches to provide long-term accurate measurement and hence greater assurance. Some commentators
have said that CCS should not be deployed until long-term storage can be guaranteed. However, this begs
the question. Even if there is the potential for some leakage many decades hence, CCS oVers huge potential
for short-term reductions in emissions. If long-term problems emerge they can be dealt with at the time but
this will depend on having accurate monitoring in place to give early warning.
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Second, there may be legal barriers under the OSPAR convention to the disposal of CO2 under the sea
other than for EOR. Given the widespread interest in CCS by many governments, this issue should be
capable of being resolved, but it will need a proactive approach to do so. The UKGovernment could stake
a strong lead here.

Third, the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS) would not appear to allow carbon
which has been captured and stored as saving emissions. It is silent on the issue. This is not to criticise the
Scheme as the potential of CCS may not have been fully recognised when originally designed. This may
require a technical amendment to the Scheme and, again, should be capable of being resolved, but there is
a need to get on with it, with the UK Government in a position to take the lead.

The above are technical issues, but there are economic barriers to be overcome. In this context it should
be noted that, whilst all carbon abatement technologies are expensive, CCS may be less costly than other
approaches per tonne of emissions reduced/avoided.

First, as carbon has a price under the EUETS, there may be an issue of liability if there is leakage. Proper
monitoring and the cessation of injection should be capable of dealing with this in the short-term. In the
long-term, however, it may not be possible to identify the successor in liability terms. It may be necessary,
therefore, for governments to stand in as a long-term guarantor.

Second, CCS, even when combined with EOR, would appear to be uneconomic in the UK. The partners
in the Petehead/Miller proposal have stated that they need financial assistance for it to be viable.
Amendment of the EUETS (see above) may represent a solution. Carbon allowances which are not then
required can be sold, thus providing a revenue stream. Application of this approach to a limited number of
installations may be enough to get some demonstration projects oV the ground. The Government could
make a limited number of carbon allowances available for CCS projects and could award these on the basis
of a competitive bidding approach to ensure best value. This may not be enough on its own but will reduce
the need for top-up funding from Government.

Third, allied with this is the need for long-term regulatory certainty. It is already apparent that the short-
term time horizon of Phase I of the EUETS to 2007, the uncertainty over the allocations of Phase II, and
the comparatively short-term time horizon for Phase II to 2012 are impeding investment decisions in
replacement electricity generating capacity and will similarly impede allied investment in CCS. This needs
to be resolved by making early decisions on the allocations for Phase II and by providing guarantees of the
availability of longer-term allowances (Phase II plus) for carbon abatement technologies. CoalPro
understands that this approach has been adopted by theGerman government with guarantees of allowances
for up to 18 years.

There is another aspect to the lack of regulatory certainty that the Committee might wish to take into
account. By far the greatest reduction in carbon emissions can be achieved by applying CCS to coal-fired
generating plants. However, the lack of regulatory certainty means that the low initial capital costs of gas-
fired power stations will minimise risks in an uncertain world. There is a real danger, therefore, that all new
fossil fuel generating capacity will be gas by default with all the security of supply and price risks that
that entails.

In making available longer-term carbon allowances, for carbon abatement technologies in general and
CCS in particular, the Government should therefore reserve some part of these for coal-fired generating
plant to ensure a diverse mix into the future.

September 2005

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum from Professor Peter Hall, University of Strathclyde and Mr Stephen Jewell,
Composite Energy Ltd

Summary

This paper asserts that one key solution in order to assist the UK comply with its obligations under the
Kyoto agreement is to commence the long-term disposable of CO2 into unminable coal measures as soon
as possible.

We wish to draw to attention of the Science and Technology committee to the following recent
developments in the recovery of coalbed methane and CO2 disposal in coal:

— Composite Energy have recently deployed horizontal borehole drilling technology in a deep,
unminable Scottish coal reserve close to Longannet power station (the second largest in the UK).

— Significant amounts of natural gas are currently being released from this initial test borehole
providing a potential new energy source.

— Recent research at Strathclyde University has shown that Scottish coals can permanently store
CO2, unlike some test coal measures in North America.
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— The Scottish coals have the capacity to store more CO2 than is generated from the combusted
natural gas released from the coal.

— Therefore, coal has the capability to be a clean energy source and a net extractor of carbon from
the environment.

— We calculate that coal has the potential capacity to provide all of the UK’s future CO2 storage
needs to meet the Energy White Paper targets.

— Underground CO2 disposal from Longannet power station in Scotland (the second largest in the
UK) could commence in 2006–07.

— It is estimated that there are 120 million cubic metres of unminable coal (coal over 3,000 ft under
the earth) close to Longannet and significantly more in the extended geological basin.

— In comparison with the proposed sequestration of CO2 in oVshore oilfields, this proposal has a
number of advantages:

— There is no need to construct expensive and dangerous amine scrubbers to purify CO2 from
flue gas. The approval for construction of one such apparatus would take a minimum of four
years, followed by a similar period for design, construction and testing. The disposal of spent
amines is in itself expensive.

— There is no need to design and construct hugely expensive sub-ocean high pressure CO2

pipeline infrastructure.

Paragraph 1

Recent research into coal/CO2 interactions in the Department of Chemical and Process Engineering in
the University of Strathclyde have shown that the bituminous coals that constitute most of the resource of
the UK have the ability to permanently store CO2. Technically, the activation energy for release is so high
that the gas remains permanently trapped at the temperature of normal coal deposits. Methane has a much
lower activation energy for release and diVuses out of coal spontaneously. This makes coal a very attractive
medium for CO2 disposal. Approximately 4-6 molecules of CO2 are absorbed for the release of one methane
molecule. Thus, valuable methane gas can be produced with a net reduction in green house gas.

Paragraph 2

The extraction of coalbed methane and the possibility of storage of CO2 have been investigated in a
number of projects in North America.2 It has been widely thought that this technology is unsuited to the
UK because British coals have much lower permeabilities than their North American counterparts.

Paragraph 3

The development of new technology particularly in the area of horizontal drilling is about to radically
change the commerciality of coal bed methane in the UK. Horizontal wells have now been drilled all over
the world in the oil and gas sector and some of the most challenging of these have been achieved oVshore
in the UK. The technology behind these wells was once prohibitively expensive for marginal onshore
developments but this has changed markedly over the last five years. Horizontal drilling is now being
employed in Australia and the US in coal for the first time to develop more marginal CBM plays where the
coals may be thin or of low permeability. Essentially a horizontal well can achieve a much greater exposure
of coal than a vertical well by increasing the area of coal available for flow. This leads to higher production
rates and an accelerated depletion of the gas within the coal. Both factors significantly improve the
commerciality of coal bed methane developments. In the UK horizontal well technology is being deployed
in coal for the first time in the central belt of Scotland under the DTI’s licence PEDL 133. This will be done
in an area previously drilled with vertical wells and where natural gas production has been previously
demonstrated. If successful, production rates are expected to more than double and a significant new source
of indigenous natural gas will have been unlocked.

Paragraph 4

The initial horizontal drilling site is close to Longannet power station, the second largest in the UK. It is
estimated that there are over 120 million m3 of unminable coal in the vicinity of Longannet power station
(figures froman anonymous and confidential source). Our calculations show that if fully deployed, local coal
resources could store all of the CO2 released from Longannet for the next 20 years. Realistically however, it
should be possible to reduce CO2 emissions from Longannet by 30%.

2 Alberta Research Council: Fenn-Big Valley Pilot Study, Alberta Canada
Burlington Resources: Allison Unit, St Juan Basin, New Mexico, USA
BP-Amoco: TiVany Unit, St Juan Basin, Colorado, USA
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Paragraph 5

Research has also shown that the aYnity of coal for CO2 is much greater than for N2. Therefore, it is not
necessary to separate or purify the CO2 from the Longannet stack (the composition of flue gas is
approximately 15% CO2, 85% N2). Indeed, the presence of N2 is necessary to assist the diVusion and
absorption of CO2. It should be possible to dispose of flue gas with minimal processing and possibly in its
raw form.

Paragraph 6

The time scale for deployment of technology would be as follows:

— Initial horizontal drilling with gas recovery—already completed

— Paper and laboratory exercise to rigorously test cores and develop optimum drilling tactics and
methodology—6–12 months

— Initial testing of flue gas injection—12–18 months

— Scale-up—18–24 months.

Paragraph 7

A project to demonstrate the feasibility of CO2 disposal in coal would consist of two Phases.

— The first phase would be to gather data from actual core in the proposed trial area—this would
involve drilling a simple vertical wellbore and taking rock and coal samples. A desktop study
would then be performed to predict the performance of horizontal injection and production wells
to optimise their placement and to assess any surface processing requirements.

— The second phase would be to drill to horizontal wellbores into the coal, one to inject flue gas and
the other to produce natural gas. Minimal surface facilities would be anticipated. If the field trial
proved successful the scheme could be rapidly extended by simply drilling new wellbores every
square kilometre extending in a simple pattern away from the power station site. The directional
nature of horizontal drilling allows for a great deal of flexibility when it comes to selecting surface
drilling locations.

Paragraph 8

The costs of securing the necessary data and deploying an actual twin wellbore disposal scheme would be
£2.5 million broken down as follows:

Phase 1

Vertical well to secure core data £250,000

Desktop design / feasibility study £200,000

Phase 2

Drilling two horizontal boreholes £1,000,000

Surface injection facilities £600,000

12 month field trial operating costs £450,000

Total Estimate £2,500,000

Phase 2 would be contingent on the results of Phase 1 (Data gathering and Feasibility Study).

No allowance has been made for income generated from the natural gas generated and sold nor for any
CO2 disposal credits.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 9

Memorandum from Corus

CURRENT STATE OF R&D IN CORUS

Executive Summary

1. Through a series of incremental steps, Corus has made important reductions in energy consumption
per tonne of steel, which is closely related to CO2 emissions. However, our calculations show that Corus
blast furnaces operate close to the theoretical minimum for coke use. Without a radical new technology,
further reductions in energy consumption and CO2 emissions will continue to be small and incremental.

2. Therefore, Corus, along with a number of industry and research partners is participating in a R&D
project to investigate new steel production processes that would radically reduce CO2 and other greenhouse
gas emissions compared to current productionmethods. The project has an arbitrary and self-selected target
of 50% reduction in atmospheric emissions of CO2 from the iron ore route.

3. The project, which is in its first phase, is investigating a number of options, of which Carbon Capture
and Storage is one.

Introduction

4. Corus is an international metals group that manufactures, processes and distributes steel and
aluminium products and provides related services in design, technology and consultancy.

5. Corus has manufacturing operations in many countries with major plants located in the UK, the
Netherlands, Germany, France, Norway and Belgium, as well as sales oYces and service centres all over
the world. Corus serves the construction, automotive, packaging, mechanical engineering, metal goods and
electrical engineering sectors.

6. Corus is organised into four divisions (Strip Products, Long Products, Distribution and Building
Systems and Aluminium) and employs 48,300 people. Turnover in 2004 was £9,332 million (approximately
ƒ14,000 million) and group operating profit was £582 million (approximately ƒ870 million).

7. Europe, principally the EU, is the most important market for Corus for both its steel and aluminium
products, accounting for 81% of total turnover in 2004. The Group’s steel divisions accounted for 89% of
total turnover in the same period.

8. The Group produces carbon steel by the blast furnace and basic oxygen steelmaking method at three
integrated steelworks in the UK at Port Talbot, Scunthorpe and Teesside, and at one in the Netherlands at
IJmuiden. Engineering steels are produced using the electric arc furnace method at Rotherham. Corus
produced 19.5 mt of liquid steel in 2004.

9. Corus produces primary aluminium in two smelters at Delfzijl in the Netherlands and Voerde in
Germany. In 2004 these smelters produced 205 kt of aluminium from alumina (processed bauxite) using an
electrolysis process.

Corus Environmental Policy

10. The Corus Environmental Policy states:

“We are committed to minimising the environmental impact of our operations and our products through
the adoption of sustainable practices and continuous improvement in environmental performance.”

11. There are eight contributing policy principles:

— Compliance

— Management Systems

— Continuous Improvement

— to improve the environmental performance of our processes and products through research
and development of new technologies, preventing and reducing emissions and releases,
minimising waste and controlling noise.

— Sustainable Development

— to contribute to sustainable development by using energy, water and raw materials more
eYciently, thus optimising our use of natural resources.

— Product Stewardship

— Monitoring and Reporting

— Suppliers and Contractors

— Local Communities and Biodiversity
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12. The R&D work currently undertaken by Corus on carbon abatement technologies is part of the
eVorts of the Group to progress the Continuous Improvement and Sustainable Development policy
principles shown above.

13. Although production of aluminium from its ore is an energy, and carbon, intensive process the much
greater quantity means that steel production accounts for by far the larger proportion of carbon consumed
and CO2 discharged by Corus. Thus the focus of research currently undertaken by Corus on carbon
abatement technologies is on steel production.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

14. Over many years the energy consumption per tonne of steel has decreased, sometimes as the result of
the introduction of new technologies, such as continuous casting, but also as the result of continuous
improvements in process performance. These improvements have been achieved by ongoing process
research, investments and improvements in process performance. The improvements made by Corus in
recent years are shown in Figure 1 which is a combination of blast furnace and electric arc furnace data.

Figure 1.  Energy Consumption (GJ/t steel)
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15. The figure shows a significant and important reduction in energy consumption, which is closely
related to CO2 emissions, during a period where no radically new processes were introduced. These
improvements were the result of many incremental steps. For comparison the average energy consumption
in 2003 reported by the International Iron and Steel Institute was 19 GJ/tonne (IISI Report The Measure
of Our Sustainability). In the short to medium term it is expected that further improvements will be made
in an incremental fashion and Corus has the following target for energy consumption:

16. “Reduce total energy consumption in the UK by 11.5% compared to 1997, by 2010 and become one
of the world’s top steelmakers and primary aluminium producers (in the comparable technology class) in
terms of energy use in the Netherlands by 2012”

17. The largest source of CO2 emitted by the steel industry is derived from coal, mainly in the form of
metallurgical coke, which is used as the reductant in the chemical reactions which transform iron ore to
metallic iron in the blast furnace. There is a theoretical minimum requirement for coke in the blast furnace
and our calculations show that Corus furnaces operate close to that minimum.

ULCOS

18. It has been estimated that the steel industry, worldwide, accounts for approximately 5% of the total
anthropogenic CO2 emissions to atmosphere. (J P Birat “The Challenge of Global Warming to the Steel
Industry, A European Viewpoint” POSCO Conference, Pohang Korea Sept 2002). Although low in
comparison to the emissions from transport, housing and commercial buildings, the individual steel industry
sources are large. The industry, particularly in the EU, recognises the need for further, substantial cuts in
atmospheric CO2 emissions but figure 1 suggests that further incremental reductions in energy consumption
will be increasingly diYcult to achieve. To respond to this challenge Corus, together with other EU
steelmakers, industrial and academic partners have entered into a major research project, financially
supported by the EU via the Framework 6 and Research Fund for Coal and Steel programmes, with the
aim of achieving a radical cut in CO2 emissions to atmosphere. That project is called ULCOS (Ultra Low
CO2 Steelmaking).
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19. ULCOS is a ƒ44 million (£29 million), part EC funded, multi-partner research & development
initiative to investigate new steel production processes that would drastically reduce CO2 and other
greenhouse gas emissions compared to current production methods.

20. The ULCOS consortium comprises 48 European companies and organisations led by a core group
of steel producers including Corus. The consortium is further composed of suppliers to the steel industry,
research institutes, small/medium sized businesses and universities.

21. The maximisation of the usage of steel scrap is a clear way to reduce the energy requirements in
steelmaking and this is an essential recycling objective being pursued by the steel industry. However, it is
recognised that production of metallic iron from its ores will continue to be the dominant production route
for the foreseeable future and so the ULCOS project is aimed at a radical cut in CO2 emissions from
steelmaking based on iron ore reduction. Steel production based solely on the melting of scrap is, therefore,
excluded from the ULCOS scope.

22. A self-selected and somewhat arbitrary target of 50% reduction in atmospheric CO2 emissions from
the iron ore reduction route has been adopted. It is recognised that this target cannot be reached by a
continuation of the incremental improvement approach and so it forces a radical re-examination of iron and
steel making process options.

23. ULCOS is envisaged as a phased initiative with the current project aimed at process research and
evaluation leading to a selection and specification of one, or at most two, breakthrough technologies which
will meet the ULCOS target. This first phase began in September 2004 and will last five years.

24. It will be followed by a second pilot phase, also expected to last five years and then, depending on the
outcome of the development work and technical/economic/environmental viability, commercial
implementation.

25. ULCOS is split into nine sub-projects each of which is briefly described below:

25.1 The New Blast Furnace

This is a radical re-examination of the process which currently dominates ironmaking. Replacement of
hot air by pure oxygen and recycling of the top gas into the furnace is the most promising line of research.
A key step in that process will be the capture and storage of CO2 from the furnace top gas. The New Blast
Furnace will remain a coke-based process which will produce liquid iron suitable for conversion to steel in
the current way.

25.2. Smelting Reduction Processes

These are alternative, coal based, processes whichwill produce liquid iron. Their main scope for reduction
in CO2 emissions lies in process simplification with energy intensive processes such as coke making
eliminated from the process chain. It is likely that CO2 capture and storage will be a necessary part of a
smelting reduction process if it is to meet the ULCOS target.

25.3. Natural Gas Based Processes

There are existing, mature technologies which reduce iron ores, in the solid state, by gases derived from
natural gas. Only one such plant is in operation in Europe, owned by Mittal Steel in Hamburg. The
economic operation of such plants depends critically on the relative prices of natural gas and steel scrap both
of which are volatile. Natural gas based processes have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions because of the
lower C:H ratio in natural gas compared to coal. ULCOS will examine a wide range of operating scenarios
for such processes including close coupling with blast furnaces and the capture and storage of CO2.

25.4. Hydrogen Based Processes

There appear to be no technical obstacles which prevent the use of pure hydrogen as the reductant in
processes similar to those based on natural gas. Research is being carried out in ULCOS to confirm that
and also to investigate processes for the production of the very large quantities of hydrogen that would be
necessary for a bulk steel industry. Such hydrogen production processes would be very similar to those under
investigation in the oil and power industries and will need CO2 capture and storage in order to meet
ULCOS targets.

25.5. Electrolysis of Iron Ores

Iron ores can be reduced either by carbon (existing processes), hydrogen or by electrolytic means. A
number of possible electrolytic processes are under investigation in ULCOS. This is the most radical and
therefore risky research in ULCOS with a large number of severe technological challenges.

Assuming that these challenges can be overcome these processes rely on carbon lean electricity, such as
nuclear or hydro power. It is unlikely that this will be available throughout Europe although France and
Scandinavia do have such energy sources.

25.6. CO2 Capture and Storage

As has already been described CO2 capture and storage is likely to be a necessary feature of any successful
ULCOS process development. ULCOS contains a sub-project devoted to the investigation of the
optimisation of CO2 C&S technologies in the context of existing and new iron and steelmaking processes.
A description of the research in this sub-project is given below.
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25.7. The Use of Biomass in Iron and Steelmaking

The use of biomass is an attractive option for reducing CO2 emissions but the challenges are great.
Biomass has low energy density and so processes such as charcoal making or bio-oil production will be
necessary. Biomass will either need to be grown specifically for the steel industry, thus competing for land
use with agriculture and housing, or it arises over a wide area (eg wheat straw) and will need transport.

25.8. The Use of Electrical Energy together with Carbon in Ironmaking

This sub-project investigates the extent to which electricity can be used as an energy source in the blast
furnace or smelting reduction processes. This diVers from the Electrolysis sub-project in that some carbon
would still be required within the processes. Techniques such as the use of plasma heating will be researched.

As with electrolysis-based processes this option can only be viable if large scale, carbon lean, electrical
energy is available.

26.9. Scenarios and Sustainability

All of the process options investigated in the ULCOS project will be evaluated according to the so-called
“triple bottom line” ie:

— The economy—especially cost projection in the post-Kyoto context.

— The environment—especially CO2 emissions.

— The whole spectrum of environmental impact as described by combinations of Life Cycle
Inventory (LCI), Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) methods, and society factors—using methods such as
key performance indicators.

Relevant stakeholders will be identified and involved in sharing the analysis.

CO2 Capture and Storage in ULCOS

26. As already statedCO2Capture and Storage (CCS)will be a necessary feature of someULCOSprocess
options, eg The New Blast Furnace and Hydrogen Based Processes and is likely to be required in others, eg
Smelting Reduction and Natural Gas Based Processes. ULCOS will also investigate the technical and
economic possibilities of meeting the target of a 50% cut in CO2 emissions to atmosphere by using CCS as
a retro-fit to existing iron and steel plant.

27. ULCOS will examine CCS technologies in the light of the specific conditions of the steel industry,
where fumes are dirtier, larger volume and of diVerent composition than in power plant applications. It
investigates the practical possibilities for storing CO2 or, to a small extent, for supplying it to the oil industry
for EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery), with particular regard to their cost.

28. This subproject does not have the ambition to compete with a number of much larger-scale
endeavours aimed at exploring various capture and storage solutions and launched by other sectors of the
economy, such as the oil and gas suppliers or the electricity producers, egGESTCO, CO2Store, NASCENT,
WEYBURN,CO2NET2, CASTOR,CO2GEONET, CONFITnet,METSTORE. In fact, ULCOS is related
tomost of the other European Projects in that area through the partners, which are active in this sub-project,
especially Statoil, GEUS and BRGM.

29. In ULCOS the Steel Industry aims to understand how to integrate these developments into its own
processes, focusing on the interface between CCS technologies and iron and steel producing processes. The
major point is to optimise the gas quality flowing from the iron or steelmaking process to the CCS facilities,
and to optimise the process of capture itself, in order to minimise overall cost.

30. The starting point of the ULCOS work on CCS is a specification of the gas streams from which CO2

can be captured. This is already known for existing iron and steel plant and best estimates based on flowsheet
calculations have been made for the new “ULCOS” processes. Specification of the purity and pressure of
the captured CO2 has been made by reference to the requirements for pipeline and ship transport, and for
EOR or geological storage in saline aquifers. These input and output specifications are being used to select
and optimise the most appropriate CO2 Capture technologies for the process options.

31. Two classes of CO2 Capture technologies are being investigated in ULCOS, “Existing” and
“Emerging” processes.

32. The existing processes under investigation are:

— Absorption: Amine and similar solvent absorption processes.

— Adsorption: Pressure Swing Adsorption and variants.

— Membrane: Membrane separators and contactors.

— Cryogenics.

For each of these processes the description of an industrial unit, at least 100,000 m3/h will be made, in
terms of flowsheet calculations, technical performance and layout, so that investment and operating costs
can be evaluated.
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33. Two “Emerging” or innovative CO2 Capture technologies are being investigated within ULCOS.
These are:

— Cyclic carbonation and calcination of natural limestones.

— Capture of CO2 using Hydrates.

Both use a cyclic capture and regenerationmethod in which a relatively pure CO2 streamwill be produced
from a process gas stream.

As with the existing processes a description of an industrial scale unit, with costs will be produced but
because of the innovative nature of these processes a greater degree of uncertainty is expected.

34. The output from all of the CO2 Capture processes under investigation in ULCOS will be a stream of
CO2 with suYcient purity and pressure to allow transport and geological storage. No research will be done
in ULCOS on transport or geological storage as this work is being done in other large research projects.
However, a detailed study of the geological feasibility and logistics of CO2 Transport and Storage from
large, integrated iron and steel works operated by ULCOS partners will be carried out.

35. Mapping of potential CO2 storage sites has already been done in the GESTCO project which has
identified sites in the North Sea which may be useable as storage for the Corus sites of Scunthorpe, Teesside
and IJmuiden.

36. Research into a novel CO2 storage process is also being carried out in ULCOS. This is the permanent
storage of CO2 by carbonation of natural minerals such as olivines, or industrial by-product streams such
as steelmaking slags. Although carbonation of steelmaking slags cannot achieve the full 50% reduction in
emissions aimed for in ULCOS, because of the mismatch in quantities of CO2 and slag, there is the potential
for a useful contribution to be made.

37. Each of the technically viable process options for CCS investigated inULCOSwill be subjected to the
Sustainability (Triple Bottom Line) evaluation before adoption as part of the ULCOS process specification.

Timescales

38. As already stated ULCOS is envisaged as a phased research, development and implementation
programme. The first, research phase, began in September 2004 and will last for five years. Its target is to
specify one, or at most two, breakthrough process routes that will meet the ULCOS target.

39. The second, pilot phase is also envisaged as a five-year project, between 2010 and 2015.

40. If that phase is successful, as measured by the “Triple Bottom Line” criteria a steady commercial
implementation of the “ULCOS” technology is foreseen, over perhaps another 10 to 15 years.

41. This, therefore, represents a long-term technological roadmap for CO2 mitigation for the European
steel industry.

42. Opportunities for more rapid deployment of aspects of the ULCOS technologies, for example CO2

Capture and Storage, are likely to arise during this period and these will be actively sought and pursued. As
an example, a study of the feasibility of the retrofit of CCS technology to existing European iron and steel
plant is an early objective of ULCOS. Such opportunities will be site specific and will be evaluated using the
economic, environmental and societal Sustainability criteria.

43. Opportunities may also arise for the implementation of ULCOS technologies, both iron making and
CCS, within the rapidly developing economies of China, India and Brazil.

Conclusions

44. The European steel industry has recognised the need for a very significant cut in greenhouse gas
emissions, in particular CO2. It also recognises that such a cut cannot be achieved, at current output levels,
without a technological breakthrough. Therefore the industry, with financial support from the European
Commission, is actively engaged in a major research project aimed at a radical cut in atmospheric emissions
of CO2.

45. A wide range of iron making process options are under investigation as are carbon capture and
storage (CCS) technologies. All of those process options will be evaluated according to the “Triple Bottom
Line” criteria of Economy, Environment and Society. A successful process outcome must not disadvantage
the European steel industry, in an economic sense, with respect to our competition outside Europe otherwise
a shift of production to other regions, with possibly less eYcient plant, may occur with no benefit in reduced
CO2 emissions.

46. The ULCOS research project represents a long-term technological roadmap for CO2 mitigation
within the European steel industry and it will run alongside the important and ongoing pursuit of
incremental improvements in energy eYciency within the industry.
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APPENDIX 10

Memorandum from the Environment Agency

Summary

The Environment Agency welcomes this opportunity to provide written evidence on some of the issues
surrounding carbon and capture and storage (CCS).

The Environment Agency recognises that CCS, providing it is validated as an eVective technology in
practice, could make a significant contribution to stabilising global emissions of greenhouse gases and
preventing dangerous climate change. However, it is important to recognise that it is not the whole solution.
We need to use a wide and integrated portfolio of clean technologies and energy policies to achieve the
necessary step change to a low carbon economy:

— We support the 2003 Energy White Paper, which provides a long-term vision for sustainable
energy in the UK.

— We want the current review of the UK Climate Change Programme to re-enforce eVorts to
improve energy eYciency and the development of renewable sources of energy. We do not want
investment in these core policies diverted to support an UK CCS programme or to unnecessarily
prolong the use of fossil fuels.

— Nevertheless, we welcome the publication of the Government’s Strategy for Developing Carbon
Abatement Technologies for Fossil Fuel Use, particularly:

— The £25 million ring-fenced for demonstrations of CCS. It is crucial that some of this fund is
spent on understanding the impacts of carbon leakage to the surrounding environment,
providing information to inform environmental impact assessment and developing cost-
eVective regulation.

— Its commitment to establish a regulators’ group to give early consideration to the legislative
and regulatory framework for CCS activities. We want to see an eVective system that
adequately protects the environment and human health.

1. Introduction

Carbon capture and storage is a relatively new area, and clarity is required on a number of areas.
Currently, it is generating broad interest in Government, industry and the environmental sector as a means
of tackling the emissions of greenhouse gases from fossil fuels, which are a cause of climate change. While
CCS is already in use on a small scale in enhanced oil recovery and other pilot projects, there remains a need
to undertake full-scale demonstrations of these technologies to better understand the contribution that they
could play in achieving cost-eVective action on climate change. Further, where policy-makers support the
use of these technologies that we need to consider any interaction and impacts on existing policies and
measures.

During Spring 2004 we undertook a mapping exercise to assess how CCS activities could aVect our
operational activities. This fed later into a legislative/regulatory gap analysis that the Dti prepared for the
Carbon Storage Leadership Forum and is referenced in the Government’s Strategy for Developing Carbon
Abatement Technologies for Fossil Fuel Use.
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CCS is likely to impact our role in a number of ways:

— As the Competent Authority for Pollution Prevention and Control and the EUEmissions Trading
Scheme in England and Wales, we regulate large power plants and industrial installations most
likely to adopt CCS technologies. Further, wemay be called on to regulate carbon storage where it
is sited on land in England andWales. This may have implications for water abstraction licensing,
environmentalmonitoring and, depending onwhether carbon dioxide is defined as waste, onwaste
regulation.

— We are a statutory body tasked with protecting and reporting on the state of the environment of
England and Wales, including limiting and adapting to climate change. We have to be consulted
on planning applications with associated environmental impact assessments for new power plant
or industrial installations. This responsibility is likely to be extended to planning applications for
carbon storage sites within our jurisdiction. Issues include protection ofwater resources, water and
soil quality, ecological status and wildlife.

— We are supporting the delivery of the 2003 Energy White Paper, which commits the UK to
reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 60% compared to current levels by 2050. We recognise that
sometimes there is a conflict between the urgent need to limit climate change by cutting emissions
and the desire to protect the local environment and quality of life. Using an evidence and risk-
based approach, we will not object to measures and schemes where overall they can be shown not
to have an unacceptable impact on the environment.

In the remainder of this document, we concentrate on areas relevant to the roles outlined above.

2. Issues for the Environment Agency Relating to Carbon Capture and Storage

Internationally, there is significant momentum behind the use of CCS to help tackle climate change.
Recent developments include:

— New dialogues under the UK’s presidency of the G8 with the US and key developing countries on
the shape of future climate change action. Any agreement is certain to include technology-based
solutions.

— The Government has recently announced a bilateral agreement with China, which includes a
demonstration of a zero-carbon power plant using CCS technology by 2020.

— The International Panel of Climate Change will release a Special Report later this year that will
review research on the technical and economic feasibility of CCS.

— The UK has ring-fenced £25 million for demonstrations of CCS. BP and partners have already
begun engineering designs for an enhanced oil recovery project in the North Sea oil fields.

This inquiry by the Science and Technology Committee is timely given these initiatives to explore and
promote CCS technology. We have a small window of opportunity to test whether CCS works in practice
and to ensure that its development and use in the UK takes place in an environmentally sustainable and
cost-eVective way.

2.1 Meeting global and domestic emissions targets

Fossil fuels are likely to continue as a significant part of the energy mix in the UK and worldwide until
2030. At the same time, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggests that we need to
reduce global emissions of greenhouse gases by 80% to avoid dangerous climate change. Analysis of
international mitigation options suggest that we need to use the whole technology portfolio, including CCS,
to achieve the necessary emission cuts.

The projected growth in global emissions means that we need to find cleaner ways to use fossil fuels. For
example, China will need to build about one coal or gas-fired power station a month until 2030 to satisfy
its anticipated energy demand.Making these new power plants ready for CCS when it becomesmore widely
available may be the only pragmatic way to mitigate these emissions in the short to medium term.

In the UK there is a commitment to achieve a 60% cut in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. In the short
to medium term this means using fossil fuels in cleaner ways. We recognise that CCS could provide a
bridging option that supports a transition from our current dependence on fossil fuels to a future of more
sustainable energy choices.

2.2 Sustainable energy choices

Carbon capture and storage can only be part of the solution to climate change. It is unlikely to make a
major contribution to emissions figures until at least 2015 and it is only suitable for large point sources that
make up about 35% of UK emissions. In parallel we need to step up our eVorts on improving the energy
eYciency in industry and public and domestic buildings and promoting greater uptake of renewable energy.
Both present cost-eVective and proven solutions that can deliver large emission savings in the short term.
Emissions from transport also need to be urgently addressed.
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We have concerns that the development and deployment of CCS technology will:

— distract eVort from more cost-eVective, immediate and proven solutions

— unnecessarily prolong our dependence on fossil fuels, which is counterproductive for the
environment overall given the associated emissions of acid gases, heavy metals and solid wastes

— lead to unacceptable environmental and social risks from slow or catastrophic leakage.

Nevertheless, we welcome the publication of the Government’s Strategy for Developing Carbon
Abatement Technologies for Fossil Fuel Use, that includes CCS, providing it works within the vision of the
2003 Energy White Paper and is consistent with the UK Climate Change Programme.

2.3 Regulation

A key issue for the Environment Agency is the legislative and regulatory framework for CCS activities.
If these technologies are to exist in the UK, we want to see an eVective system that adequately protects the
environment and human health.

There is currently a lack of clarity over the definition of carbon dioxide and whether it falls under
international and national waste legislation. There is also uncertainty over the jurisdictions of the various
regulators and their responsibilities during the planning, permitting and operation of CCS activities. One
issue that needs to be considered is the regulation of oVshore injection where they could have implications
for land-based water resources (aquifers do not respect the land/sea boundaries). Long-term liability for
storage sites is also of issue: carbon dioxide may need to be stored for hundreds of years, significantly longer
than the lifetime ofmost commercial companies.We suggest that theGovernment commissions a desk study
on these and other similar issues and gets early involvement from the regulators in demonstration and
pilot projects.

The Environment Agency wishes to draw to the Select Committee’s attention to the lack of quality
information to support environmental impact assessments of storage sites. We need to collect this data over
relatively long timescales and in a variety of geological environments. Currently, there is little understanding
of the interactions that can occur between injected carbon dioxide and other chemicals/pollutants in the
surrounding material. Likewise, we do not fully understand the integrity of diVerent geological structures;
the impacts on local water bodies or how low levels of carbon dioxide can impact on ecology andwildlife.We
call on Government to ensure that these issues are considered during their programme of demonstrations.

3. Conclusions

The Environment Agency recognises that CCS could make a significant contribution to delivering UK
and global emission reductions. However, we consider that the technology requires considerable validation
to ensure it is cost eVective and has suYcient environmental integrity in the diVerent circumstances that it
may be used. Further, we wish to emphasise that CCS can not on its own mitigate the serious threat of
climate change. As such, it should not be allowed to divert attention or resources from improving energy
eYciency, the promotion of renewables or eVorts to tackle emissions from transport.

We also wish to highlight the need for early consideration of the legislative and regulatory issues
surrounding CCS. Currently, there is a lack of quality information to support environmental impact
assessments. This needs to be addressed to ensure that we locate and regulate carbon dioxide storage sites
in ways that minimise risks to the environment and human safety.

September 2005

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum from Rio Tinto Plc

Executive Summary

As a significant thermal coal producer, Rio Tinto is keenly interested and involved in the development of
technologies which can make a significant contribution to reducing global greenhouse gas emissions,
particularly in the energy sector. With the right policy conditions, Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
technology can fulfil this role. The main barriers which must be overcome are not technological but rather
relate to funding and investment. The immediate priority is to accelerate the development and deployment
of CCS via a number of international demonstrations under varied conditions. This will both bring down
the cost of the technology and provide confidence in operation to secure public acceptance for CCS.
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Introduction

1. Rio Tinto is a significant energy producer, providing low-sulphur thermal coal to power stations that
supply homes, businesses and industries in the US, Australia and the Asia Pacific region, and metallurgical
coking coal to iron and steel mills in Asia and Europe. In light of the global nature of these interests, this
memorandum concentrates on the international aspects of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology.

2. Rio Tinto believes that emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG’s) resulting from human activities are
contributing to climate change.Avoiding human caused changes to the climate is an important international
goal. Rio Tinto shares the priority of the UK Government to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases to
achieve this goal (refer to Rio Tinto’s Climate Change Position in Annex 1).

3. Rio Tinto recognises that addressing the challenge of climate change will impose costs for GHG
abatement and necessitate a change in the way the world uses energy. A full and comprehensive portfolio
of policy and technology options will be required to achieve the highest benefit and lowest overall cost
for society.3

4. Rio Tinto continues to be involved in a range of activities designed to reduce CO2 emissions. The most
recent of these is the group’s involvement with amajor carbon sequestration project in theUSA (For further
information, see Annex 2).

CCS Technology and Climate Change

5. Carbon capture and storage technologies can make a significant contribution to reducing GHG
emissions. The IPCC Special Report on CO2 Capture and Storage4 approved by governments (including
theUK), and a number of recent studies by the IEA, Battelle and EPRI have concluded that CCSwill reduce
the global cost of emissions reductions and allow for a greater reduction of emissions. Further, Carbon
Capture and Storage is the key enabling technology for reducing CO2 emissions from coal (which accounted
for 38% of global CO2 emissions in 2002).5

6. CCS is only one technology in a broad portfolio of options, including energy eYciency, demand side
management, advanced conventional pulverised coal technologies, and renewable technologies. Wherever
they are viable, each of these options should be pursued across all sectors of the economy.

7. Further, it is clear that both the developed and the developing nations (and noting the rapid growth
of coal fired power inChina and India in particular) will continue tomeetmuch of their electricity generation
needs from coal for the foreseeable future. Action is required by developed and developing economies to
accelerate the development and deployment of advanced coal technologies.

The Viability of CCS Technologies

8. The widespread application and ultimate success of CCS will depend on reducing its cost; which will
require significant investment in research, demonstration and deployment. The recently released IPCC
report suggests the major contribution of CCS to climate change mitigation would come from deployment
in the electricity sector. Application of CCS to electricity production, under 2002 conditions, is estimated
to increase electricity generation costs by about 0.01–0.05 US dollars per kilowatt hour (US$/kWh),
depending on the fuel, the specific technology, the location, and the national circumstances.6 The IPCC
Special Report also concludes:

(a) The global geological storage capacity for captured CO2 has been estimated to be suYcient so that
CCS could contribute up to 55% of the cumulative mitigation eVort worldwide until 2100.7

(b) The health, safety and environment risks of CO2 pipeline transport and subsequent geological
storage are comparable to existing hydrocarbon operations and practices.8

(c) The risk of potential leakage of geologically sequestered CO2 is very low. Observations and models
have shown that fractions retained in well chosen reservoirs are likely to exceed 99% over 1000
years.9

9. Rio Tinto’s view is that the immediate priority is to accelerate the development and deployment of
CCS and to gain wider public acceptance for CCS. This will require numerous international demonstrations
under varied conditions.

3 The International Energy Agency (IEA) predicts world energy demand will grow by nearly 70% over the next 30 years, most
of it in the emerging economies. Without corrective action CO2 emissions will continue to follow this same trend.

4 IPCC “Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture & Storage” Sept 25th 2005, Montreal Canada.
5 IEA—CIAB “Road mapping Coal’s Future” 2005.
6 IPCC “Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture & Storage” Sept 25th 2005, Montreal Canada point 14.
7 Ibid point 19.
8 Ibid point 21.
9 Ibid point 25.
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The UK Government’s Role

10. As identified in the DTI’s report “Strategy for Developing Carbon Abatement Technologies for Fossil
Fuel Use”, there is significant potential for under-investment in carbon abatement technologies due to the
very high costs of initial demonstration plant and the long time frames likely to be involved before
commercial returns can be reasonably expected. Additionally inconsistent national approaches and the need
for collaboration across nations require governments to intervene. Spill-over of benefits to competitors and
regulatory uncertainty are also of concern to industry and could delay the required investment in CCS
technologies.

11. Everyone, including future generations, will benefit from a stable climate. Industry on its own cannot
be expected to bear the full cost of developing and demonstrating new technologies.

12. For both the above reasons, the UKGovernment has an important role to play, both within the UK,
the EU, and in collaboration with other governments internationally.

13. The main imperatives for CO2 capture technology development relate to funding and investment
issues. However, the storage of captured CO2 requires a suitable regulatory regime to ensure safety and
reliability. These key factors require in-depth research and demonstration programs to assure the public that
CCS is safe and not a major risk to the environment.

14. In order to accelerate the momentum for development of these technologies, public and private
investment will need to be coordinated. Most importantly, a strong core of nations (including the large
developing economies) will need to collaborate and share costs and knowledge in order to accelerate
development and particularly to demonstrate the potential of CCS.

15. The 10 areas for action identified by the DTI’s “Strategy for Developing Carbon Abatement
Technologies for Fossil Fuel Use” are, therefore, a useful starting point for determining policy direction and
taking action.

16. Rio Tinto also applauds the role the UK has played as a foundation member of the Carbon
Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF). It welcomes the leadership of the UK government in initiating
the agreement between the EU and China to construct a CCS demonstration projects in China. In its own
right and as part of the CSLF, the Government can further assist in the reduction of greenhouse gases by:

(a) Increasing the number, pace and scope of CCS projects;

(b) Adequately resourcing and providing incentives for CCS projects;

(c) Raising the profile of CCS within the domestic and international community;

(d) Increasing the involvement of stakeholders’ representatives;

(e) Supporting attempts to increase global acceptance of CCS; and

(f) Developing the policies and frameworks to enable rapid development, commercialisation and
deployment of CCS.

September 2005

Annex 1

Rio Tinto Climate Change Position

Rio Tinto believes that emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG’s) resulting from human activities are
contributing to climate change.Avoiding human caused changes to the climate is an important international
goal. In order to achieve this goal the world needs reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases.

Actions are required to improve our understanding of the problem and provide solutions for both
adaptation and GHG emissions abatement. Rio Tinto recognises that addressing the challenge of climate
change will impose costs for GHG abatement and necessitate a change in the way the world uses energy. A
full and comprehensive portfolio of policy and technology options will be required to achieve the highest
benefit and lowest overall cost for society.

Rio Tinto’s climate change programme will undertake initiatives in three key areas:

1. Building Support for Government Action

Rio Tinto will engage with stakeholders to advocate for domestic and international government
policies that:

Encourage leadership from developed economies while enabling all countries to contribute to
eVective management of GHG emissions.

Set credible limits for future emissions that recognise the scale and long-term nature of the climate
change challenge.

Support technology development and deployment to change the way we use energy.
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Utilise broad-based market mechanisms that increase flexibility and reduce the cost of abating
GHG emissions. As a tool to achieve a specific emissions reduction target, emissions trading is
preferred over carbon taxes or inflexible on-site reduction requirements.

Rio Tinto recognises that domestic and international policies and measures to address climate change
present business risks and opportunities that will aVect shareholder value. We will continue to address
climate change challenges by minimising the business risks, capturing the opportunities, and taking actions
that fully consider social, environmental, and economic values.

2. Developing Low Emission Pathways for Our Products

Rio Tinto is committed to helping develop low GHG emissions pathways that will allow our products to
continue to meet the needs of society. Our businesses will contribute to this goal in meaningful ways,
notably:

Aluminium:We are promoting energy eYciency by providing lightweight transportation components and
encouraging increased recycling. We are also working to increase the GHG eYciency of aluminium
smelting.

Borates, talc, titanium, and salt: Our industrial minerals are used to improve the energy eYciency of
buildings, transportation, and certain industrial processes. Our solar-evaporated salt uses a fraction of the
energy of the alternative process for making high purity salt.

Coal: We are working to accelerate development and deployment of near “zero emissions” power
generation and hydrogen production from coal.

Copper:We are promoting the use of copper in high eYciency electrical motors, and supporting increased
electrification as a cost eVective contributor to GHG emissions abatement.

Iron Ore: We are reducing steel industry GHG emissions through development of our carbon eYcient
HIsmelt(R) iron making process and production of flux pellets.

Uranium: We produce fuel for low carbon emissions nuclear electricity generation and hydrogen
production.

3. Taking a Proactive Stance at Our Operations to Reduce GHG Emissions

Rio Tinto will take a proactive, pragmatic, and transparent approach to achieve GHG emissions
reductions from our operations and the use of our products. Our operations will adapt to the physical
impacts of a changing climate. We will accomplish this by:

Setting and achieving progressive targets to reduce GHG emissions per unit of production either
through direct reductions or by oVsets. We will report our progress annually.

Undertaking and encouraging research and development projects designed to reduce GHG
emissions from our operations and from the use of our products.

Working with our customers and suppliers to help them and us reduce GHG emissions.

Considering the physical impacts of a changing climate as a part of our normal planning process
and having appropriate contingency plans in place to adapt to potential impacts.

Annex 2

What is Rio Tinto Doing to Help Advance Carbon Capture and Storage?

Rio Tinto plays an active role in numerous external programs notably the World Coal Institute (WCI),
the IEA’s Coal IndustryAdvisory Board (CIAB) and the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF).
The CSLF in particular has lifted the profile of Carbon Capture and Storage to a new international level,
and laid a foundation for increased international collaboration on gasification and sequestration.

Other activities supporting the advancement of CCS include:

— FutureGen: A US DOE initiative that aims to install a large gasification power station with
integrated hydrogen production, carbon capture and storage as a prototype demonstration of zero
emission coal fired technologies.

— Coal 21: Amajor initiative of the Australian Coal Association that has involved a coalition of coal
resource providers, electricity generators and government in developing a strategy to reduce
emissions from the burning of coal. http://www.coal21.com.au/

— Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI): Based in the US, EPRI undertakes activities to address
society’s most urgent and important needs related to electricity and the environment. These are
related to generation, delivery and end-use, with a special focus on safe, reliable, cost-eVective
electricity and environmental stewardship—see http://www.epri.com;
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— IEA Greenhouse Gas R&D programme: Funded by governments, industry associations and
companies, Rio Tinto Energy (RTE) is a member through the Australian consortium. The
programme brings together an international perspective and publishes state of the art reviews. The
organisation also convenes a variety of R&D consortia—eg carbon capture http://
www.ieagreen.org.uk/.

— Cooperative Research Centre for Coal in Sustainable Development (CCSD): Aims to facilitate the
development and use of sustainable coal based energy technologies. http://www.ccsd.biz/

— The CO2 Cooperative Research Centre: Researches the logistical, technical, financial and
environmental issues of capturing and storing industrial CO2 emissions in deep geological
formations. http://www.co2crc.com.au/

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum from Renew Tees Valley Ltd

1. Renew Tees Valley Ltd is a company limited by guarantee working for the Tees Valley to stimulate
jobs and economic development through the medium of sustainable technologies and renewable energy. To
achieve this we have a staV of technology specialists and work closely with industry and academe to bring
forward projects to be sited in the Tees Valley.

2. In this case we are working with Progressive Energy Ltd and others to develop a Carbon Capture and
Storage power station in the Tees Valley. This is a centre for power generation and chemical industries and
a natural home for such developments as well as being on the NE coast well placed for linking to the oil
fields for Enhanced Oil Recovery.

3. The Teesside IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) power station is sized at 850MWe, will
produce 6 TWh pa and is designed to capture 5Mte pa of CO2. The cost attributable to CO2 isx£10/te for
CO2 at a pressure of 110bar.

4. The project will need the following:

(a) Viable technologies for power generation and carbon capture.

(b) Viable technologies and legal structure for injecting CO2 into oilfields for EOR long term storagec.
A pipeline structure for collecting CO2 from the CCS power station and other point sources and
transporting it to the oilfields.

5. IGCC technology captures CO2 at a price comparable to any renewable technology while providing
similar low carbon performance. It has however the advantage that it is a direct replacement for the coal
stations and nuclear stations due to be decommissioned.

6. This design of station will also integrate well into the existing electricity grid without large scale
restructuring.

7. The IGCC technology is already existing and consists of the following elements:

(a) A Gasifier that can successfully produce fuel gas from coal heavy oil residues or other carbon
source.

(b) An air separation unit to provide oxygen for the above.

(c) A shift reactor to convert the above fuel gas into hydrogen and carbon dioxide.

(d) A wash system to remove sulphur compounds and carbon dioxide.

(e) A pipeline to carry away the CO2 for long-term storage.

All of this equipment can be seen operating at a commercial scale and is available from manufacturers
with normal performance guarantees and warranties.

8. Hence the answer to the question what is the projected timescale for producing market ready scalable
technologies is “Now” as far as the carbon capture is concerned. However there are real implementation
challenges associated with securing the finance for the plant, particularly associated with the current lack
of long-term bankability of emissions trading benefits.

9. It has been agreed that the injected CO2 will remain in geological structures for geological timescales.
This is analogous to the retention of oil and gas in naturally occurring reservoirs before normal commercial
exploitation. It is also agreed under OSPAR and the London agreements that Enhanced Oil Recovery as
proposed is also legal.

10. Such long-term storage is available under the North Sea. The storage in the UK sector alone would
allow coal fired generation equivalent to 25% of current UK generation to be operated for 200 years and
the CO2 put into long-term storage.
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11. Worldwide the technology for CO2 capture from gas or oil facilities and transport by pipeline is now
accepted. More than 25Mte pa of CO2 is already injected into geological storage. For example:

(a) Sleipner. Since 1996 1Mte pa of CO2 extracted from a nearby gas field has been injected into a
saline aquifer in the North Sea. Its subsequent behaviour has been monitored and successfully
modelled.

(b) USA; CO2 injection for enhanced oil recovery has been taking place regularly in Texas oil fields
for over 20 years.

12. Hence Carbon Capture and Storage technology and in particular the Tees Valley IGCC Power
Station is going ahead but would still benefit from the support of this Select Committee. The advantages are

(a) An immediately deliverable low carbon power source to help Britain deliver on its Kyoto
commitments.

(b) A technology transferable to China and India to allow their development based on coal without
the consequent carbon emissions from traditional power stations.

(c) Exportable technologies and services which will help our balance of payments.

(d) A stimulus to UK manufacturing and large scale projects industries.

(e) An extension of up to 20 years for UK oil production with the consequent Treasury revenues and
stimulation to the economy.

(f) An extension to the use of British coal with security of supply and trade balance benefits.
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APPENDIX 13

Memorandum from Research Councils UK (RCUK)

Introduction

1. Research Councils UK (RCUK) is a strategic partnership that champions the research supported by
the eightUKResearchCouncils. ThroughRCUK theResearchCouncils are creating a common framework
for research, training and knowledge transfer. Further details are available at www.rcuk.ac.uk

2. This memorandum is submitted by Research Councils UK on behalf of two of the Research Councils
(Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council and Natural Environment Research Council) and
represents our independent views. It does not include or necessarily reflect the views of the OYce of Science
and Technology (OST). RCUK welcomes the opportunity to respond to this inquiry from the House of
Commons Science and Technology Committee.

3. Thismemorandumprovides evidence fromRCUK in response to the questions outlined in the inquiry,
in addition to supplementary views from each Research Council:

Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) Annex 1

Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) Annex 2

4. The Research Councils recognise the potentially important role that carbon capture and storagemight
play in contributing to the Government’s goal of achieving a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions by
2010. The Research Councils believe that investments in research in low-carbon technology, energy
eYciency and energy consumption and renewable and sustainable power generation, are indispensable to
allow a transition to a low-carbon economy. This investment is also important to achieve the other goals
set out in the 2003 Energy White Paper: a reliable energy supply, competitive markets to raise the rate of
sustainable economic growth, and to ensure that every home is adequately and aVordably heated.

5. The Research Councils are the primary Government sponsor of basic, University-based R&D in
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology and the more basic research that is required to underpin its
exploitation. The Research Councils with significant interests in CCS research include EPSRC, NERC and
ESRC; their main foci of interest are as follows:

— ESRC: the economic and social dimensions of CCS technology, including public acceptability;

— EPSRC: technology for carbon capture and storage, carbon transport and logistics, and
management/operational aspects of CCS including whole life costing, carbon footprints etc; and

— NERC: Geological and geophysical feasibility of CCS and its potential environmental impacts/
benefits; carbon sequestration by soils and vegetation in natural and managed systems.

6. NERC and EPSRC are providing individual submissions to the inquiry as annexes one and two
respectively.
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7. NERC, EPSRC and ESRC received additional funding in the 2002 Spending Review to launch the
“Towards a Sustainable Energy Economy” Programme (TSEC). This Programme was designed to adopt a
multidisciplinary, whole-systems approach to energy research. The earmarked budget for TSEC was
£20 million of core funding plus £8million previously earmarked following the Performance and Innovation
Unit Review of Energy R&D in 2001. TSEC is a broad-based programme of research which aims to enable
the UK to access a secure, safe, diverse and reliable energy supply at competitive prices, while meeting the
challenge of global warming. In the event, in order to support a number of high-quality projects that could
not otherwise have been supported, the TSEC budget was augmented to a total of £36.5 million with the
additional funding drawn from Research Council baseline funding and from the additional funding for
energy announced under the 2004 Spending Review. The TSEC budget was allocated through five funding
streams: establishment of the UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC); Managing Uncertainties; Keeping
the Nuclear Option Open; Renewable Energy; and Carbon Management.

8. The initial aim of TSEC was the establishment of the £14 million UK Energy Research Centre which
is focusing on addressing system-level issues in energy generation, supply and consumption and which will
act as the hub of the new National Energy Research Network. EPSRC, NERC and ESRC are funding the
UKERC, with EPSRC providing £5.6 million, NERC providing £5.2 million and ESRC providing
£3.2 million over an initial five-year period. The main research grant started in October 2004. UKERC
is already forming a focus for networking the UK energy research community and for developing
international collaboration. For example, UKERC hosted a workshop on innovation and research for
energy within the oYcial programme of events marking the UK presidency of the G8. UKERC’s research
and networking remit covers demand reduction, future sources of energy and energy infrastructure and
supply with energy systems and modelling, materials for advanced energy systems and environmental
sustainability as cross-cutting themes. The UKERC, working with the research community and funding
stakeholders, will develop a “National Research Atlas”. This Atlas will seek to record the consensus on the
sequence of research problems to be overcome before new technologies (including more energy eYcient
technologies) can be commercially viable. Furthermore, it will identify active research and key gaps.
UKERC also features a permanent meeting place in Oxford which will host international visitors as well as
providing a venue for community meetings.

9. An additional £8.5 million from EPSRC has enabled joint funding with NERC, ESRC and BBSRC
of research consortia in carbon sequestration (£2.0 million) and biofuels (£2.5 million) which will run for
three years and three and a half years respectively. Consortia will be funded later this autumn in public
engagement with renewable energy technologies (£0.46 million) which will run for three years, a transition
to a sustainable energy economy (£2.1 million) and economic policy analysis and energy consumption
(£2.7 million). Both these consortia will run for five years.

10. In April 2005 the Research Councils established a newEnergy Programme, led by EPSRC. The Energy
Programme will expand its total investment in energy research over the SR2004 period from the present level
of approximately £40 million per annum in 2005–06 to approximately £70 million per annum in 2007–08.
Much of the increased expenditure is expected to be in the engineering and technology research areas
supported by EPSRC, but will also encompass the range of energy research issues including socio-economic,
environmental and biological that will be developed in conjunction with other Research Councils.

11. Working with the DTI, EPSRC is organising an Energy Research Summit launch, to be held in
November 2005. This will launch the expanded Research Councils’ Energy Programme and provide the
starting point to develop better strategic engagement on research and training priorities with energy-related
business. Participants will be asked to identify common business-led research or postgraduate training
opportunities whichwill then beworked up inmore detail, culminating in a secondEnergyResearch Summit
in spring 2006.

Comments

The viability of CCS as a carbon abatement technology for the UK, in terms of:

The current state of R&D in, and deployment of, CCS technologies

12. NERC and EPSRC have a significant research portfolio in CCS R&D—total expenditure in the area
in 2004–05 was approximately £390k (£350k NERC, £40k EPSRC). Expenditure in future is expected to be
significantly higher, in part due to the announcement of a major research Consortium on CCS technology
earlier this year under the CarbonManagement funding stream of the TSEC programme. The project is led
by Imperial College London, involves a total of 14 partners, and has a total value of £2 million. The
objectives of the project and a full list of project partners are included for information as Annex 3. The
Consortium will build on the UK’s current strengths in CCS R&D, based in part on the UK’s traditional
strengths in geological science and in the development of technology for the Oil and Gas industries.

13. NERC, through the British Geological Survey, is involved in research on the deployment of CCS
technology. Further information on BGS’s role in CCS deployment R&D is provided in its own submission
which accompanies this memorandum.
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14. The Research Councils, through RCUK collectively and individually, have good relationships with
the key Government Departments with responsibilities relevant to CCS technology—the Department of
Trade and Industry for CCS technology R&D, and the Department of Environment, Food and Rural
AVairs for environmental and regulatory issues relating to the deployment of CCS. The recently published
DTI Carbon Abatement Strategy may be one of a number of inputs into the ongoing discussion between
DTI and the research councils on potential partnership working through the Technology Programme on
low-carbon technology.

Projected timescales for producing market-ready, scalable technologies, Cost, Geophysical feasibility, and
other Obstacles and constraints

15. The report of the 2003 DTI-sponsored review of CCS technology in the USA and Canada concluded
that there were no major technical barriers to the exploitation of CCS technology in the UK although the
report did highlight the importance of addressing the issue of public acceptability. There is, however, evidence
to suggest that further basic research is required across the spectrumof theCCSprocess, from capture through
transport and distribution to storage, including the important issue of geophysical feasibility. Research is also
needed into the viability of the technology from a commercial perspective which will depend on a number of
factors, not least the economics of the supply chain including the tradable value of CO2.

16. With regard to the specific issues of timescales for producing market-ready technology and other
obstacles and constraints, it would be inappropriate for RCUK collectively to comment in detail on these
issues, although individual Research Councils may provide comments in these areas. RCUK recognises that
the opportunity to exploit CCS technology in the North Sea may be time-limited and will work with DTI
to ensure that the future funding priorities are determined taking this, and other important contextual
information, into account. The Energy Research Summit planned for November will provide an excellent
opportunity to explore such issues.

The UK Government’s role in funding CCS R&D, and in providing incentives for technology transfer and
industrial R&D in CCS technology

17. The Research Councils are required under their mission statements to support basic, strategic and
applied research, and related postgraduate training, in their respective remits. It is also the responsibility of
the research councils to support and encourage a healthy research base, and to ensure eVective people and
knowledge transfer from the research base to industry. A large number of research disciplines underpin the
development and deployment of CCS technology although probably the most significant are geology,
geoscience and earth science and chemical/process engineering.

18. The Research Councils dedicate a significant proportion of their funding to promote the health and
sustainability of theUK research base. As the detailed evidence fromNERC andEPSRC demonstrates, this
funding has been very important in ensuring that the UK is well positioned to compete internationally in
CCS R&D. The Research Councils will continue to sponsor research in all areas of CCS technology and its
applications that builds on and complements our previous and current research investments, subject to the
normal requirements of research quality, relevance and timeliness.

September 2005
Annex 1

Memorandum from the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)

1. EPSRC supports research and training in the core physical sciences (mathematics, physics &
chemistry), underpinning technologies (eg materials science and information & communications
technologies) and all aspects of engineering.

2. EPSRCawards research grants through twomain deliverymodes—responsive andmanaged. Through
the responsivemode EPSRC invests in the highest quality research projects, as judged by peer review, within
subject areas of the researchers choosing. In managed mode, researchers submit their research ideas in
response to a research remit specified by EPSRC and key stakeholders; conditions may be applied to
applications, for example the requirement that proposals involve an industrial collaborator.

3. EPSRC believes that it is technically feasible to meet the likely shortfall in electricity generating
capacity by approaching the “generation gap” from a truly mixed energy supply perspective, includingmost
if not all of energy generation technologies such as renewables, cleaner fossil fuel technologies and nuclear
fission and in the longer term fusion power. EPSRC also recognises the huge potential for energy eYciency
improvements to lead to a reduction in both energy demand and CO2 emissions.

4. Research, development, demonstration and technology transfer are all essential to enable the
implementation of innovation in the energy supply market and funding agencies must work in eVective
partnerships to support innovation. EPSRC would emphasise that the shortage of trained personnel within
the energy industry as a key area of concern.

5. This memorandum provides an overview of the research in energy supported by EPSRC including
current and future activities.
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EPSRC Support to Energy Research in the UK

6. ESPRC aims to support a full spectrum of energy research to help the UK meet the objectives and
targets set out in the 2003 Energy White Paper.

7. EPSRC has a large portfolio of research relevant to energy. Research activities include technologies
associatedwith the extraction of energy resources (principally coal, oil and gas), energy production (utilising
carbon-based, nuclear, and renewable sources), and electricity transmission and distribution. The
transmission and distribution of electricity encompasses research relating to power systems management,
protection and control systems, energy vectors such as hydrogen, energy storage and recovery and
embedded generation. Research funded includes also some areas of research underpinning the current and
future activities in the power sector such as nuclear physics. EPSRC funds also a diverse range of research
into the development and introduction of potential energy eYciency measures in areas extending from the
built environment to industrial processes and products, from materials to power generation, and from
markets and regulation to organisational and individual behaviour. Table 2 summarises EPSRC spent by
technology in the financial years from 2000 to date.

Table 2

EPSRC’S EXPENDITURE BY FINANCIAL YEAR IN ENERGY ACTIVITIES

Technology 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05 Total

Biofuels £21,540 £51,545 £141,990 £126,420 £86,550 £428,045
Biomass £159,422 £301,443 £271,907 £803,033 £1,026,848 £2,562,653
CHP £17,675 £77,637 £34,473 £39,319 £42,048 £211,152
CO2 Sequestration £22,544 £41,589 £66,865 £30,323 £40,177 £201,498
Conventional £339,850 £819,493 £895,434 £618,298 £677,010 £3,350,085
Energy EYciency £1,693,629 £1,342,372 £1,546,543 £1,834,048 £1,076,677 £7,493,269
Fuel Cell £707,136 £949,997 £1,126,368 £779,552 £800,046 £4,363,099
Geothermal £40,493 £61,000 £49,078 £17,547 £14,772 £182,890
Hydrogen & Vectors £34,097 £318,500 £510,479 £1,480,079 £1,362,229 £3,705,384
Networks £810,258 £1,003,320 £1,173,606 £1,500,383 £2,054,832 £6,542,399
Nuclear £117,634 £288,900 £237,622 £173,555 £85,825 £903,536
PV £2,729,527 £2,929,647 £2,474,110 £1,964,252 £2,348,995 £12,446,531
Storage £774,615 £743,677 £702,320 £517,164 £408,505 £3,146,281
Waste £39,962 £80,939 £124,826 £169,024 £119,580 £534,331
Wave & Tidal £184,599 £452,661 £417,115 £730,707 £954,827 £2,739,909
Wind £256,148 £300,041 £421,680 £309,070 £149,590 £1,436,529
Grand Total £7,597,119 £10,156,071 £10,089,833 £10,430,515 £12,706,341 £50,979,879

Notes:

1. Data for TSEC is not included, refer to RCUK overview paragraph 7–9.
2. Data does not include fusion, refer to paragraph 13.

8. EPSRC provides a major investment in renewable energy and related R&D, at a level of £31.7 million
in the period 2000–01 to 2004–05. Renewable sources of power include wave, wind, biomass, solar PV, and
fuel cells utilising renewable hydrogen sources. The portfolio includes issues relating to the integration of
renewable sources of generation into the energy grid. An indicative breakdown of EPSRC’s investment
classified by technology area is provided in Table 2 although the nature of research is such that it is likely
that EPSRC funded research being undertaken in other areas such as materials, chemistry and physics for
examplemay also give rise to useful results in this field. Full details of all of the projects identified by EPSRC
as relevant to the inquiry can be provided if required.

9. The investment byEPSRC in these areas reflects current and past research priorities in energy research.
EPSRC has supported a series of managed programmes in energy-relevant topics including fuel cells,
photovoltaics, energy storage, renewable and new energy technologies, and energy supply research for the
21 century. The operation of responsive mode and managed programmes in parallel means that while
strategic investment in targeted areas have a significant influence on the overall distribution of research
funding, the ongoing award of research grants in responsive mode allows for a broader range of innovative
research ideas.

10. EPSRC is continuing to make strategic investments in research addressing both the supply and
demand side of the energy economy through amajor research programmeon Sustainable PowerGeneration
and Supply (SUPERGEN). SUPERGEN, started in July 2003, is a multidisciplinary research programme
that addresses simultaneously technical solutions and market and public acceptability issues. As such it is
ideally placed to inform the development of eVective regulatory strategies to enable the transition towards
a low carbon economy. EPSRC total investment in SUPERGEN is of £25 million over five years. Research
is delivered through multidisciplinary consortia of the order of £2–3 million tackling key challenges in
improving the sustainability of the power supply industry. The activities of the SUPERGEN Programme
have been expanded into the social, environmental and life sciences to address these challenges. This has
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enabled SUPERGEN to become a collaborative activity across the research councils including BBSRC,
ESRC and NERC. Initial priority areas funded under the SUPERGEN Programme were biomass, wave &
tidal generation, hydrogen generation & storage, and future distribution networks. The second phase of the
programme, with grants awarded early in 2004, is focusing on conventional generation plant lifetime
extension and photovoltaics. The third and fourth phase priorities, with grants awarded between January
and August 2005, include fuel cells, energy storage & recovery, distributed technology and next generation
photovoltaic materials. Priorities for the fifth phase include wind technologies, biological fuel cells and
network infrastructure, these awards are expected to be announced later in 2005. The expectation is that
the total value of the Programme over the five-year period, inclusive of third party contributions, will be in
excess of £40 million.

11. EPSRC is also working in partnership with the Carbon Trust on “CarbonVision”, a £14million joint
R&D programme on low carbon innovation, with additional funding from ESRC and NERC. This
Programme is supporting research to underpin the development of tomorrow’s low carbon technologies.
Carbon Vision current activities are research consortia in low carbon buildings and low carbon industrial
processes. The £5.4 million Carbon Vision Buildings consortium, with ESRC contribution, aims to create
and assess a range of options whereby the owners and operators of the national building stock can reduce
carbon emissions significantly in comparison with today’s performance. The Carbon Vision industrial
processes consortium (£1million, withNERCcontribution) aims to develop amethodology for a systematic
life-cycle estimation of carbon inventories in diVerent industries (food, chemicals, plastic, construction and
biomass). EPSRC and ESRC have also invested further £0.8 million in a Carbon Vision project aiming at
developing detailed understanding of the barriers that apply at times of disruptive innovation towards low
carbon systems, and at identifying responses to these barriers that will promote step changes in carbon
eYciency, The Carbon Vision programme includes management arrangements to encourage close co-
operation between the research teams. An Engagement Group of key research users is being established for
Carbon Vision Buildings to provide advice and guidance to ensure that the Carbon Vision portfolio delivers
high quality stakeholder-focused, solutions-driven research. As a final phase of the current Carbon Vision
Programme, ESPRC is planning to fund two awards to develop future research leaders in low carbon
technology and, in particular, in energy eYciency. Each awardwill be £1million to provide research support
in terms of staV and other items to excellent researchers with the potential to become international leaders.
We will also be looking for commitment from the university in terms of longer term support for the research
group and for exploitation. The successful candidates will also be provided with contacts and mentoring to
help them develop international and high level business and policy-related contacts.

12. ACollaborative TrainingAccount to providemasters level and continuing professional development
training in nuclear energy related skills has been funded with £1 million from EPSRC and £1.6 million from
various stakeholders such as Government bodies (NDA,MoD, Cogent), regulators (HSE/NII) and leading
industrial employers (BNFL (including NSTS, Energy Unit, British Nuclear Group), UKAEA, AWE,
Rolls-Royce Naval Marine, Serco, British Energy, Nirex, NIS, NNC, NPL, Mitsui Babcock, Atkins
Nuclear, INucE and BNES).

13. The Nuclear Technology Education Consortium (NTEC) includes 11 universities and other training
partners and the key public and private sector stakeholder groups in the UK. NTEC will cover
decommissioning and clean-up, reactor technology and fuel cycles, environment and safety, policy and
regulation, project management, fusion and medical use.

14. A Letter of Arrangement (LoA) has been agreed between EPSRC, the Ministry of Defence, the
Atomic Weapons Establishment, British Nuclear Fuels PLC and British Energy PLC. The first activity
under this LoA is to establish a Nuclear Engineering Doctorate (EngD) Centre. The EngD is a four year,
industrially relevant doctoral training programme which oVers a radical alternative to the PhD, geared to
training research managers of the future. It is hoped that the first intake of students will take place in the
2006–07 academic year.

15. From April 2003, EPSRC funds the UK fusion programme based at Culham. The UK fusion
programme includes the UK participation to the European Programme Joint European Torus (JET) and
the development of the UK’s own spherical tokamak (the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak MAST). The
programme is currently supported by a single large grant of £48 million for four years from April 2004 to
March 2008. A mid term review of the activity is scheduled for January 2006 which will review the level of
funding for the second half of the grant and to address the current plans for JET extension and the associated
host subscription requirements. The research programme funded by EPSRC is aligned to the development
of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and will be enhanced by £8.65 million
in this spending review period.

16. EPSRC continues to invest in research and training relevant to the oil and gas sector and areas such
as clean coal, eYcient combustion, combined cycle and gasification technology. EPSRC recognises the
potential of carbon sequestration combined with fossil fuel plant as a potential zero-net carbon energy
source; this option should be explored further as one of a number of priorities within a broad-based R&D
programme.
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17. EPSRC is working with the DTI under the auspices of the Memorandum of Understanding with the
USA on collaboration in energy research, As part of this agreement, this year EPSRC will fund
postgraduate research students to spend an additional year working on hydrogen-related research at Sandia
National Laboratories in the USA.

18. Energy has been identified as a strategic area to be addressed by the EPSRC Science and Innovation
Awards programme. Established in partnership with the Higher Education Funding Council, the Scottish
Higher Education Funding Council and the Department for Employment and Learning Northern Ireland,
the Science and Innovation Awards programme aims to address academic capacity needs in areas with
declining number of entrants as a result of a changing research landscape. £2.7 million has been awarded
to the University of Strathclyde to focus on future trends in power technology.

19. Platform grants are one of the key mechanisms by which EPSRC strives towards maintaining and
developing the strength of the UK engineering and scientific research base, by supporting, through
underpinning funding, those UK groups considered to be world leading in their fields. Platform funding is
aimed at providing a baseline of support for retention of key research staVwith the aimof providing stability
to these groups. It is also anticipated that it will provide the stability and flexibility to permit longer-term
research and international networking, and to take a strategic view on their research. An example of such
a platform grant is supporting a group at Imperial College London looking at the decentralised
polygeneration of energy supply.

20. EPSRC supports the establishment of networks in new interdisciplinary research areas to develop
and stimulate interactions between the appropriate science, technology research community and industrial
groups. An example is the Radioactive Waste Immobilisation Network which aims to provide a forum for
all stakeholders to foster an integrated approach to nuclear waste management through improved
communication and the identification of new collaborative research programmes.

21. The Faraday Partnerships have been established to strengthen the way technology is developed and
exploited within the UK by stimulating closer communication and cooperation between researchers and
new product developers. DTI and EPSRC sponsor the Integration of New and Renewable Energy into
Buildings Faraday Partnership. This provides a national focus for research, training and technology
transfer in building-integrated new and renewable energy technologies, relevant to research into energy
eYciency. It includes research on options beyond the basic energy eYciency packages of measures in the
domestic and non-domestic building sector, with over 225 companies, Universities and other organisations
involved. The core funding consists of a grant from the DTI of £1.2 million for three years, and a grant
of £1 million from the EPSRC. In addition, ESPRC provided funding for 14 postgraduate studentships in
collaboration with industry sponsors.

22. 50% of EPSRC’s current energy research portfolio is conducted in collaboration with industry,
involving over 200 companies, with the value of their cash contributions totalling over £7 million.

23. Working with the DTI, EPSRC is organising an Energy Research Summit Launch, to be held in
November 2005. This will launch the expanded Research Councils’ Energy Programme and provide the
starting point to develop better strategic engagement on research and training priorities with energy-related
business. Participants will be asked to identify common business-led research or postgraduate training
opportunities which will then be worked up in more detail, culminating in a second Energy Research
Summit in spring 2006.

24. EPSRC aim to appoint a prominent member of the energy research community as an energy senior
research fellow to be an envoy and advocate for the Research Councils’ energy work. In particular, their
work will involve developing the international profile and level of collaboration and to provide information
to us on potential international research opportunities. The appointment will be made in early 2006.

Annex 2

Memorandum from the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC)

1. The Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) welcomes the opportunity to comment.

2. NERC is one of theUK’s eight ResearchCouncils. It funds and carries out impartial scientific research
in the sciences of the environment. NERC trains the next generation of independent environmental
scientists. Its priority research areas are: Earth’s life-support systems, climate change, and sustainable
economies.

3. NERC’s research centres are: the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), the British Geological Survey
(BGS), the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) and the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
(POL). Details of these and of NERC’s collaborative centres can be found at www.nerc.ac.uk.

4. BGS has provided input direct to the Committee. Its submission accompanies this memorandum. The
comments below come from another of NERC’s Research Centres, the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology.
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Comments

5. The inquiry addresses the issue of the technological approach to carbon capture and storage
(ie end-of-pipe capture and storage in geological formations). Terrestrial ecology and hydrology do not seem
immediately relevant to either of these processes (especially as the geological formations currently being
used are mostly under the sea), however it is important that systems are set in place to monitor the
environmental impacts of the diVerent processes (including leaks, slow migration and accumulation and
induced seismicity). The impact of local elevation of CO2, toxicity of chemicals employed in capture
(eg monoethanolamine) and of the infrastructure of capture and transport all need to be considered,
although only relatively few locations may be aVected.

6. The inquiry should recognise that:

— CCS is a broader topic than defined above in that it includes the uptake and storage of CO2 by
soils, vegetation and oceans, and the need to capture CO2 released from sources other than static
industrial or utility plants (eg transport, agriculture, etc.).

— There are alternative methods of capture which include the manipulation of existing land
management systems (eg wood growth as carbon oVsets) or the industrial use of vegetation
(eg micro-algae) to produce biomass. Our understanding of these processes is patchy and changing
as research is continuing (eg carbon loss from soil in England and Wales reported in Nature
September 2005).

— The storage of captured carbon is influenced by the method of capture and location of storage; for
geological formations gas is usually injected, for oceans either gas or liquefied gas is used. If natural
methods of capture are employed then the material produced may be stored in the soil (either
through direct capture or addition as charcoal) which is generally considered to be beneficial to
both natural and agricultural systems.

7. The general concerns for ecology and hydrology of elevated CO2 at a global scale are well documented
(greenhouse gas eVects), but the local impacts are likely to reflect its acid nature and interaction with other
elements. This must be taken into account in impact assessments for any development.

Annex 3

Details of the Carbon Capture and Storage Research Consortium

The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium

Total Value—£2,005,442

Imperial College—£274,800 University of Aberdeen—£105,310
Dr J R Gibbins (Overall Consortium Leader) Prof A G Kemp
Prof M J Blunt University of Newcastle upon Tyne—£125,312
Dr C Adjiman

Prof A C AplinDr A Galindo
Dr M DownieProf G Jackson
Prof A IncecikProf C Lawrence

Dr R Martinez-Botas University of Nottingham—£134,159
Prof C SnapeUniversity of Leeds—£144,954

Prof J M Kendall Plymouth Marine Laboratory—£185,008
Dr Q Fisher Dr C M Turley
Prof B W D Yardley Dr S Widdicombe

Mr D LoweUniversity of Glasgow—£57,979
Mr J C BlackfordDr Z Shipton
Dr M C Austen

Heriot-Watt University—£90,657 Dr A P Rees
Dr F Gozzalpour University of Reading—£77,520
Dr B Tohidi

Dr D J FulfordDr P WM Corbett
Cranfield University—£123,575University of Manchester—£257,797
Mr J E OakeyDr G Strbac
Dr N J SimmsProf N Jenkins

Dr M Black University of Cambridge—£12,999
Ms C Gough Prof M J Bickle
Dr S Shakley Dr D M Reiner
NERC British Geological Survey—£199,316
Dr S Holloway

University of Edinburgh—£115,536
Prof R S Haszeldine
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Proposal Abstract

Concern is rising about global warming and,more recently recognised, ocean acidification, mainly caused
by CO2 released when we use fossil fuels. But it may still take a long time to change from the current
situation, where we get most of our energy from fossil fuels, to one where we use much less energy and get
a lot of the energy that we do use from renewables and perhaps new nuclear power stations. And it may be
diYcult to replace fossil fuels for some purposes—for example, to generate electricity when the wind does
not blow enough to turn windmills. So what are we to do if we need to make big reductions in the amounts
of CO2 from fossil fuels getting into the atmosphere as soon as possible, but cannot reduce their use as fast
as we would like without leaving an “energy gap”? One way to break the link between using fossil fuels and
putting CO2 into the atmosphere is to capture the CO2 that is given oV when fossil fuels are burnt to make
electricity or, in the future, to make hydrogen gas that can be used as a carbon-free fuel. The CO2 can then
be injected underground by drilling special boreholes to 1 km depth or more. Combined together this is
called CO2 capture and storage (CCS). To keep the CO2 underground we need a porous reservoir rock, such
as sandstone, with a sealing layer of less permeable rock on top. CCS is obviously not a final solution to
climate change, but it does give us time to do all the other, often diYcult, things required to move towards
a more sustainable world. Running out of fossil fuels is not an immediate problem—these will probably last
for at least a century more—but tackling climate change is! It is important that CO2 stays in the ground for
at least 10,000 years. We know that oil and gas, often containing CO2, have been trapped underground for
millions of years. This proposal looks at how the UK’s oil and gas fields might be used in the near future as
well-understood places to store CO2. This is also likely to allow more oil to be extracted, and we will study
how to make the most of this for the UK economy.We may also need to store additional CO2 underground
oVshore in deep aquifers, layers of porous rock that are sealed but didn’t happen to trap oil and gas in the
past and so just contain salty water. We will look at how much CO2 the UK’s oVshore aquifer rocks can
safely hold. There is always a risk that some CO2 will leak into the sea from these geological storage sites.
This project will study how this might happen, how to detect it if it does, and what eVect it might have on
ocean ecosystems. But in any case, when CO2 increases in the atmosphere more CO2 dissolves in the surface
layers of seawater, making the water more acid. This work will also show what eVects this has. Ways to
capture CO2 from power stations and hydrogen plants are fairly well understood, although research is still
needed to improve performance and reduce the costs. So what we will concentrate on is how to make the
best use of CO2 capture as part of the whole UK energy system, as it is now and as it might develop in the
future. To do this we will work closely with other groups in the TSEC programme, particularly UKERC,
and other UK and international collaborators. CCS systems will spread across all of the UK, and oVshore,
so mapping data for the project and seeing how it all fits together will be very helpful. Because CCS has to
be a bridge to new energy sources we are particularly interested in how CCS systems can complement
renewables, for example by supplying backup electricity or by providing a market to encourage a new
biomass fuel industry. CCS would also allow fossil fuels to be used to make hydrogen and so help get a
hydrogen economy under way. Finally, beyond the practical, technical and economic factors it is equally
important that we understand the social and political aspects that may aVect the introduction of CCS as an
option for reducinq CO2 emissions.

Proposal Objectives

— To promote an understanding of how options for decoupling fossil fuel use from carbon emissions
through the use of carbon capture and storage (CCS) could be used to assist the UK in achieving
an energy systemwhich is environmentally sustainable, socially acceptable andmeets energy needs
securely and aVordably.

— To link closely with UKERC and other TSEC projects to ensure that the, potentially very large,
role for CCS is assessed as a fully integrated part of the whole UK energy system.

— To collaborate with other CCS work, notably at DTI, Defra and APGTF in the UK, and
international groups such as CO2NET and IEAGHG networks.

— To develop an interdisciplinary UK research community for this emerging technology. And in
specific project areas.

— To assess baseline lifecycle cost and emissions of current and future fossil fuel supply chains.

— To develop ways in which fossil fuels plus CCS can advantageously be combined with biomass
and wind.

— To characterise technical options and costs for H2 production from fossil fuels.

— To assess performance and operating costs for CO2 capture from power stations and other large
point sources.

— To devise and assess possible CO2 collection and injection systems for the UK. To estimate likely
CO2 retention times for typical potential UK geological storage sites.

— To develop and assess ways in which CO2 could advantageously be placed in UK hydrocarbon
reservoirs as an extension to extraction activities.
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— To reduce significantly uncertainty in previous estimates of overall UK storage capacity in
aquifers.

— To set up a Geographical Information System, linked to an economic model, to help assess
diVerent CCS scenarios.

— To undertake a range of dissemination activities including a project Web site and a CCSUK
annual seminar.

— To assess how CCS plant can help the UK to best ensure real-time electricity demand is met
reliably.

— To integrate project results in the development of alternative dynamic pathways through which
CCS might contribute to reaching the 60% CO2 reduction target for the UK.

— To assess the present and future impact of ocean acidification due to the uptake of CO2 from the
atmosphere.

— To assess the environmental eVects of possible leakage from oVshore and terrestrial CCS systems
on aVected ecosystems.

— To explore the broader social and political implications of, and conditions for, the implementation
of CCS.

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum from ScottishPower

Introduction

1. ScottishPower welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Science and Technology Committee’s
inquiry on Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) technology. As well as operating some 5400MW of coal-
and natural gas-fired generation capacity in the UK, ScottishPower is the UK’s leading developer of wind
power.We are committed to increasing generation from cleaner fuel sources and support developments that
seek to explore the potential for carbon abatement technologies (CATs).

2. Tackling the issue of global climate change and the impact of legislation designed to realise significant
reductions in CO2 emissions is creating a drive for new electricity generation using CO2 emission-free
technologies and for technologies which reduce and mitigate the eVects of CO2 emissions. Worldwide,
however, coal and natural gas are likely to remain the dominant fuels for electricity generation—even in the
long term. This reinforces the need to develop CATs, which capture CO2 emissions as a feature of the
electricity industry for the long term.

Viability of CCS in the UK

3. ScottishPower supports the aspirations set out in the Government’s Carbon Abatement Technologies
Strategy (Department of Trade & Industry, June 2005), and welcome the Strategy’s commitment to making
available additional support for the development of demonstration plants for CO2 capture and storage.

4. Launching the Strategy, the EnergyMinister said, “It’s clear that the long term benefits of capture and
storage, which would reduce emissions from power plant by up to 85%, merit significant investment now.”
We agree with this view. However it is clear that the UK must decide whether to be a leader or a follower
in the development of carbon abatement technologies.

5. Unless moves are taken swiftly to develop UK-driven solutions, there will soon be greater advantage
in importing technologies, which have been developed abroad. Failure to make progress today could
preclude theUK from themanufacturing and technology transfer benefits that could be realised from aUK-
driven initiative.

6. Although there is much ongoing work abroad on CCS, which could be harnessed in the UK, there
remains the risk that technologies developed overseas may not be suitable for use with the current UK
generating fleet. As it is easier to capture the CO2 from gas-fired station flue gases than from coal-fired plant
(particularly from IGCC generators where capture occurs before firing), the growing domination of the
UK’s generation fleet by natural gas means that it is sensible to investigate the potential application of CCS
technologies. Equally, it is worth noting that capture reduces the eYciency of a station and therefore
increases the costs of electricity produced. CCS thus becomes economic to undertake at the point when this
cost is less that the price/penalty of CO2 emissions.

7. With the right incentives to invest, UK-based companies with a thorough understanding of our current
coal and gas fleet could be well placed to develop new and appropriate technologies, particularly as we
believe that there is potential for CO2 storage in the UKContinental Shelf. Although the case for Enhanced
Oil Recovery can often be overstated, this may prove to be an additional attraction for investment.
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8. However, with project viability only existing in the long-term, we believe that the UK is unlikely to
become a world leader (and exporter) of CCS technology unless a significantly greater package of financial
and regulatory support becomes available.

The UK Government’s Role

9. The June 2005 CAT Strategy announced a £40 million for emerging low-carbon technologies, £25
million of which is expected to be dedicated to the funding of demonstration projects for cleaner electricity
from coal and gas. While welcoming the Strategy, it should be observed that this level of provision is small
relative to the funding already committed by the United States government for the development of CCS.

10. ScottishPower believes there are opportunities for the UK to work in a complementary way to
develop upon advances already being made in other countries. Our concern remains that for the UK CAT
Strategy to deliver realistically benefits and products that are commercially viable, theGovernment will need
to provide stronger leadership and incentives than those outlined to date. Given the other environmental
measures already in place, it is unclear what priority CATs will actually have within future energy policy.

September 2005

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum from Royal Dutch Shell plc

1. Shell shares the widespread concern that the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) from human
activities is leading to changes in the global climate. Our commitment to CO2 reduction is serious and
demonstrable, as illustrated by our existing voluntary GHG target, which will see GHG emissions across
all the facilities we operate 5% lower in 2010 than they were in 1990, even though our business has grown
in that period. However the needed future global reductions will require a new set of technologies.

2. Shell clearly recognises that a major change in energy infrastructure and the way energy is used will be
needed over the coming decades if society is going to address the issue of climate change. No single solution
will deliver this major change. Shell has a long history in research and development of new technologies,
which are an important element of our strategic direction around the world and we have developed the
broadest new energy portfolio in the industry, with the largest investment in these technologies of the oil
and gas majors.

3. We welcome the Committee’s Inquiry into carbon capture and storage technologies and turn now to
some of the Committee’s specific areas of interest.

The Current State of R&D In, and Deployment Of, CCS Technologies

Geophysical feasibility

4. Shell supports and is involved in the development and deployment of geological sequestration as a safe,
reliable and ultimately cost-eVective mechanism to reduce industrial CO2 emissions.

— The technology required for geological sequestration is proven and in common use in the oil and
gas industry for enhanced oil recovery. This fits with our business and builds on our strength in
understanding subsurface structures and processes;

— Wide-spread, large storage capacity has been identified that is suYcient to store significant
amounts of global CO2 emissions over the next century;

— Research has shown that CO2 can be securely stored for thousands of years or longer, with ongoing
work and field trials to further clarify the risks involved.

5. To help society make an informed choice about the role that geological CO2 sequestration might play
in a portfolio of measures to mitigate climate change we are:

— Working with national geological services, research institutions and other energy companies to
develop the science andmethodology that is required to comprehensively assess the environmental
performance of geological sequestration. Examples are:

— In theUnited States, theWestCoast Regional Carbon Sequestration Partnership and the CO2

Capture Project, which is a joint industry project comprising eight of the world’s leading
energy companies. Technologies developed by this project will be used in many diVerent
industries and applications around the world.

— The Australian based CO2CRC programme where Shell is an industry sponsor. This is a
research consortium that is looking into bothCO2 capture technologies and geosequestration.
The CRC intends to launch a pilot CO2 sequestration project in the State of Victoria within
the next year.
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— Conducting, with the support of the European Commission and in association withGeo-Research
Center, Potsdam and other partners, a CO2 sequestration field test near Berlin that aims to provide
detailed insight into the subsurface behaviour and movement of CO2; the CO2 will be generated
from the emission-neutral combustion of biomass.

— Studying novel ways to manage natural subsurface chemical reactions with a view to further
increase the safety and security of CO2 storage.

— We are developing both pre- and post-combustion capture technologies. Pre-combustion
technologies include gasification and amine and post-combustion technologies are being
considered for a North Sea field and a Gas-to-Liquids project in the Middle East.

6. Our work on sequestration is complemented by the development of technology for the cost-eVective
separation of CO2 from combustion sources. The key R&D theme that Shell has identified is the feasibility
and integrity of storage.

Cost

7. In costing CCS components there are diVerent ranges, in terms of cost per tonne CO2 avoided, for
capture from power plants (including separation and compression), capture from industrial sources
(including separation and compression), transport (pipeline; mass flow rates) and geological storage.

8. Likely sources for reducing costs are industrial R&D and learning-by-doing.

9. Given that “learning-by-doing” is an important source of cost reduction, it would be desirable to have
one or more CO2 capture and storage demonstration projects. These projects should aim at demonstrating
the whole CCS chain, namely CO2 capture together with geological sequestration. An important value of
these “integrated demonstrations” is that they could, in addition to technology learning, provide
clarification of the transaction costs and procedures for obtaining credits for CO2 abated through geological
CO2 sequestration and, furthermore, shed light on regulatory compliance costs and procedures. These
demonstration projects ideally should allow for a variety of CO2 sources, capture technology and geological
sinks in order to be representatives of a CCS infrastructure. Because of the cost involved, cooperation with
other countries, particularly those participating in the EUEmissions Trading Scheme appears to be sensible.

Other obstacles or constraint

10. The spreadsheet (Appendix A) illustrates future EU-25 energy options in the context of a long term
global atmospheric concentration of CO2 of no more than 550 ppm, which also has other regions making
substantial changes. The options discussed are not a scenario, but an illustrative hypothesis to gauge the
extent of change needed in our energy infrastructure and the impact that might have on the EU. The
spreadsheet is not an endorsement of any particular pathway, technology or specific atmospheric
concentration target.

11. Four of the five “Tyndall integrated scenarios” published in the Tyndall Centre’s recent report
“Decarbonising the UK: Energy for a Climate Conscious Future” suggest that grid connected power stations
will require significant quantities of CCS if the UK is to meet its target of 60% cut in greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050. In these scenarios the proportion of grid connected energy supplied using coal or CCGT
power stations with CCS ranges from 16% to 55% in 2050. It is only where nuclear forms just under half
of the primary energy demand mix that no CCS is required to meet the 60% cut.

12. We support practical actions by Governments to remove non-technical barriers that could impede
the deployment of geological sequestration. These involve the inclusion of geological sequestration in
national and international greenhouse gas inventory and trading schemes, and establishing a legal and
regulatory framework for sequestration.

13. Spatial planning is an important factor. New facilities (especially power plants, cement, factories etc)
that produce CO2 should be designed and located so that in time they can sequester their CO2 emissions or
deliver them to CO2 users. New CO2 users should consider locations close by existing/new CO2 sources. The
Government should also lead/steer eVorts to assess the desirability of installing a more comprehensive CO2

network.

14. As noted in the penultimate paragraph of this submission, we believe that if new major gas
infrastructure is required for CCS then it is likely that no-one company will be able to meet this cost. This
suggests an alliance-based approach with Government involvement to explore the options for how
infrastructure could be developed.
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15. Without a monetising instrument CO2 (and its sequestration) has no real value. In the UK the
monetising instrument is an “allowance”most likely held on aGovernment registry under emissions trading
legislation such as the EUEmissions Trading Scheme. To finance sequestration and other carbon abatement
technology (CAT) there must be a link between physical reductions and allowances. As the EU ETS will
most likely be the primary source of finance of the bulk of CAT commercialisation in the UK and Europe,
there are two key areas that are critical to the discussion as to how that might happen:

— The implementation of CAT will obviously be at installations that are defined under the EU ETS,
otherwise the physical reductions could not earn allowances.

— The resulting physical emissions reductions should be acceptable under the EU ETS Monitoring
and Verification Guidelines. This is a significant issue because sequestration for example is not
currently accepted under the Guidelines. This means that sequestration at present may physically
remove emissions but will not earn allowances.

16. We acknowledge the work of the DTI Working Group on CCS and ERM in respect of monitoring
and verification guidelines (Outline Template forDraft interimmonitoring and reporting guidelines for CO2

capture and storage under the EU ETS, July 2005) and welcome the ongoing consideration of these
important aspects.

17. The complexity of CO2 sequestration raises numerous questions relating to regulatory, legal, liability
and public acceptance issues. Geological sequestration in particular takes policy makers into uncharted
waters and raises many novel issues including public perception, regulatory frameworks, legal liability and
intergenerational equity. Apart from the IEA Report on monitoring CO2 storage, there is relatively little
data on regulatory compliance cost for sequestration projects.

18. In addition, there are unresolved technical issues, for example we need to validate our reservoir
engineering models against field experiments/tests to increase confidence. Such field tests could include the
Sleipner natural gas field in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea, the CO2SINK project near Berlin and
other similar projects.

19. If the pace of developments in CO2 sequestration and CO2 capture do not match, then the overall
drive towards CCS will be held back.

20. With regard to assessing the environmental risks of long-term geological storage this is an area in
which private companies may lack the credibility and legitimacy required to drive the process. While some
international cooperation on risk assessment has already started, the process is still in its infancy and would
benefit from a more proactive engagement of Governments. Academic institutions may also be able to play
an important role in risk assessment activities as independent authorities.

21. Given that the application of CO2 enhanced oil recovery in harsh oVshore environments is not fully
mature (most current examples are onshore), barriers to utilisation include the economics of expanding and
upgrading facilities (the replacement of facilities is significantly more expensive than in the onshore
environment) and expanding the infrastructure to allow drilling additional wells. Thus key areas for
technology development are:

— Novel technologies that would allow cheap “in situ” conversion of existing infrastructure
(including facilities and wells) to handle CO2 and subsequent souring.

— Technology/engineering to greatly reduce the footprint (or upgrading of existing infrastructure)
needed for compression and oil treatment/CO2 separation.

22. In carrying out its work to date Shell has identified a number of areas where there are gaps that need
to be addressed in order to fully assess and bring to market carbon capture and storage technologies such
as Trapping Mechanisms, Risk Assessments, Monitoring, the Regulatory Framework and Site Selection.

TheUKGovernment’s role in funding CCSR&Dand providing incentives for technology transfer and industrial
R&D in CCS technology

23. On the subject of funding we note that while Government support for R&D is valuable, it appears
from experience with SO2 capture in the United States that market drivers and cost eVective regulation were
a more powerful incentive for innovation and development.

24. As far as incentives are concerned for CO2 we believe that Government and industry should work in
partnership to develop a new policy framework to scale up investment in low carbon technologies and
processes. If new major gas infrastructure is required then it is likely that no-one company will be able to
meet this cost. This suggests an alliance-based approach with Government involvement to explore the
options for how infrastructure could be developed.

25. Another important research field is the design of a future CO2 infrastructure. As an example Shell
initiated a study with Imperial College on the combined H2/CO2 infrastructure for Greater London
transportation systems, which looked at the question of whether large scale, central production is preferred
to capture CO2 or small-scale decentralised production that fits better H2 needs. Similar considerations need
to be investigated for centralised or decentralised heat/power generation.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 16

Memorandum from IChemE

Executive Summary

IChemE10 believes that fossil fuels will be required as a primary energy source for electricity generation
and in industry well into the second half of the 21st Century. CO2 emissions will continue to present a major
challenge. CO2 capture and storage technologies (CCS) provide a real opportunity to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and meet the UK’s climate change commitments.

CCS technology also oVers a route to the sustainable production of hydrogen from fossil fuels in the short
and medium terms. This can be achieved through direct conversion rather than via a two-stage process
where fossil fuel is burnt to generate electricity and the electricity is subsequently utilised for the electrolysis
of water and hydrogen production. It is essential thatCO2 capture and storage options are further developed
and pursued to an industrial scale.

CCS technology comprises three main stages:

CO2 capture at power stations—technologies can be incorporated into the design of new power stations
or retrofitted to existing power stations. In addition, there is the option of deploying Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology, which provide a route for CO2 capture prior to combustion. This
process is already well established in the chemical industry and existing technology is currently ready for
scale-up.

Transportation—by pipeline and pumping of CO2 between the point of capture and the point of storage.
This technology is also well proven and has been successfully deployed in the USA.

Geophysical storage of CO2—TheBritishGeological Survey and others have identified substantial storage
capacity beneath the North Sea. This storage can meet UK needs for at least the current century.

Chemical engineersmaintain that the technologies required for the demonstration ofCCS already exist. A
programme of research and development activity in UK industries and universities would build on existing
expertise and develop competitive advantage. UK industry would be better placed to take full advantage of
international programmes and export CCS technology developed in the UK to countries with a high
consumption of fossil fuels, in particular India, China and other SE Asian nations.

Chemical engineering is central to the further development and implementation of CCS technology and
IChemE welcomes the opportunity to present evidence before the Science and Technology Select
Committee.

Introduction

Chemical engineers are well placed to oVer technical advice in this subject area.

The discipline embraces a fundamental understanding of thermodynamics and systems thinking which
are critically important in any investigation into the capture and sequestration of CO2 as part of a carbon
abatement strategy. CCS involves the processing of fuels, or flue gases, to remove CO2 and the subsequent
pumping and pipeline transport to a site of secure storage. IChemE believes that the implementation of CCS
technologies is central to reducing CO2 emissions from power generation and industrial plant.

The outlook for natural gas is uncertain and prices are subject to significant market pressure. Security of
supply remains a concern at the highest level, including the Prime Minister who stated on 27 September
2005:

“How much longer can countries like ours allow the security of our energy supply to be dependent on
some of the most unstable parts of the world?”

Coal and other fossil fuels present the only realistic route for large-scale hydrogen production. The
potential of CCS allied to underground coal gasification is also worthy of further detailed investigation.
IChemE believes that the capture of CO2 from coal plant should be given equal weight with that from other
fossil fuels.

The UK’s strengths include technical expertise and knowledge, particularly from the IEA Greenhouse
Gases Programme, universities, the British Geological Survey, and well-established contracting companies
with experience in all aspects of process design, plant development and chemical engineering expertise for
CCS.

10 IChemE is the hub for chemical, biochemical and process engineering professionals worldwide. The heart of the process
community, IChemEpromotes competence and a commitment to best practice, advancing the science and practice of chemical
engineering for the benefit of society and supporting the professional development of an international membership totalling
25,000. The Institution has the role of a learned society, publishing books, journals and training packages and organising
events and courses including the successful Gasification and Waste series of conferences.
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Access to the North Sea as a potential reservoir is a major asset and many plants are sited in locations
that are ideally suited for the application of CCS in geologically stable strata under the sea.

IChemE believes that there is a need for a clearer definition of the Government’s energy policy and looks
forward to the publication of a further Energy White Paper in 2006. If CO2 targets are to be achieved without
the replacement of nuclear capacity then the implementation of CCS on a large scale becomes essential. CCS
is the only technology that can reduce emissions from fossil fuels to near zero. Other Carbon Abatement
Technologies, (CAT), can be applied to existing fossil fuel plants but there will be an increasing need for
application of CCS, especially in new plants, as fossil fuels continue to be used for at least until 2050 and
possibly to the end of the century.

Whilst CCS technologies will guarantee a significant reduction in CO2 emissions, other abatement
techniques are also likely to be needed as part of a balanced portfolio of techniques deployed in parallel with
CCS, if the 60% CO2 reduction target by 2050 is to be achieved. Important contributions will be made by
advanced steam based generation systems, fuel cell technology and other techniques for the more eYcient
use of fossil fuels, particularly the use of IGCC and small scale combined heat and power (CHP).

CAT strategies that have the potential to deliver immediate and substantial reductions in CO2 emissions
include increasing the thermal eYciency of existing plants through the addition of a super critical steam stage
and more eYcient use of low-grade heat. Advanced plants, particularly those using gasification, can
incorporate CCS into the design at the pre-combustion stage thus oVering the option of virtually CO2

emission free power.

CHP, even on a micro-scale, oVers many advantages, particularly when combined with energy recovery
from wastes such as municipal, agricultural and forestry residues recovered at a local level.

IChemE emphasises that the only practical alternative to CAT is nuclear power. Alternatively, human
activity must be reduced to a level that can be safely supported by renewable energy; this is both politically
diYcult and virtually impossible in the short term. IChemE therefore considers that CCS is the essential
component of CAT. CCS should be seen as a major contributor to maintaining current standards of living
and rapid deployment of the technologywill be required in order to fulfil the energy andCO2 reduction needs
and obligations of the UK.

IChemE considers that a three to six year period would be realistic for demonstration plant operation and
would welcome the possibility of international support for a UK-led initiative in this area.

IChemE contends that all of the required technologies for CCS already exist, can be scaled up and can be
improved as results of research and development become available. Relevant chemical engineering
technologies are already being applied in the USA, Canada and Norway. Delegations from the DTI have
visited installations in these countries.

Absorption processes have existed at oil refineries around the world for over 50 years. Several
international companies can supply CO2 capture equipment oV the shelf and the necessary technologies
could be deployed today if the incentives were there to do so.

IChemE also notes that the UK only accounts for 2% of CO2 emissions globally.Many emerging economies
are undergoing rapid economic expansion and developments in these countries are of central importance to
the overall trend in CO2 emissions. The growth of these economies is proportional to their energy use. There
is heavy dependence upon energy-intensive industries and much energy will be generated from coal. China has
a massive programme of coal-fired power station construction. There is huge scope for the technologies
developed in the UK to be exported to countries with a high and increasing consumption of fossil fuels including
China, India, Russia, Brazil and Mexico.

IChemE welcomes the initiative recently announced by the PrimeMinister to promote a coal-fired power
station in China with CCS and looks forward to further examples of international co-operation.

The Viability of Carbon Capture and Storage as a Carbon Abatement Technology

The current state of Research and Development in, and deployment of, CCS technologies

CCS is best applied to large, stationary sources that oVer economies of scale in construction andminimise
the extent of the supporting transport network. In the year 2000, about 190 Mt CO2 from the UK’s total
energy related emissions were produced in energy conversion plant.

Scientific assessment of the optimummeans by which CCS can be achieved using existing technologies is
ongoing and the UK based IEA Greenhouse Gas Programme, established in 1991, is a significant
contributor.
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Work has focused on all aspects of the technology, including the study of diVerent generation systems,
CO2 capture options, transport challenges and an examination of the behaviour of CO2 in the diVerent
geological formations available for storage.

The UK plays a leading role in this research and in the overall environmental considerations including
aspects of the legal and technical status of CCS in relation to CO2 storage.

Development of CCS is supported by research into advanced gas separation technology including oxygen
from air, CO2 from hydrogen and CO2 from gaseous mixtures in power stations.

Some power station applications would benefit from developments in gas turbines to extend their
capability to use gases of diVerent composition and further work in these areas would support the
development of CCS. However, IChemE argues that the time has come to promote a demonstration of CCS
using provenmethods. This would facilitate a wider understanding of the process and, crucially, build confidence
in the environmental acceptability of the future use of fossil sources.

Carbon Dioxide Capture

There are three main routes for the capture of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion plant, post-combustion
capture, pre-combustion capture and oxy-fuel combustion. Each of these processes involves the separation
of CO2 from a gas stream and five technologies are currently available: chemical solvent scrubbing, physical
solvent scrubbing, adsorption/desorption, membrane separation and cryogenic separation.

1. Post-Combustion Capture

Following the combustion of fossil fuels in air, flue gases are produced containing predominantly nitrogen
and carbon dioxide (5–20% by volume). The preferred technique for CO2 removal entails “scrubbing” the
flue gaswith a solvent after reactive impurities have been removed. Typically an amine is used and this bonds
with the CO2.

The solvent is then heated, breaking down to release high purity CO2 and the original solvent. Current
processes are very energy intensive and this significantly reduces the net electricity output.

Amine scrubbing has been used for the removal of hydrogen sulphide and CO2 from hydrocarbon gas
streams for over 50 years. The largest operating unit in the USA captures 800t CO2 per day—less than 10%
of the capacity that would be required for a 500MW coal fired power station.

There is potential for advances in amine technology that could increase solvent eYciency, reduce
degradation andminimise energy needs for regeneration. These developments oVer long-term opportunities
for significant reductions in capture costs and improvements to electricity generation eYciency.

2. Pre-Combustion Capture

This “gasification” process involves the reaction of the fossil fuels with oxygen or air and steam to produce
a gas consistingmainly of carbonmonoxide and hydrogen. Technologies for the gasification of coal, natural
gas or oil derivatives have been developed and operated on a large scale and are used to produce mixtures
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen for use in chemical synthesis in many countries. Examples include the
Sasol plant in South Africa, which uses coal to make a wide range of fuel and related products, and plants
using natural gas, such as the BP plant at Hull for chemicals and ammonia.

For pre-combustion power generation applications, the carbon monoxide produced by gasification can
be reactedwith further steam tomake CO2 andmore hydrogen. The CO2 is then separated and the hydrogen
is used as fuel in a gas turbine combined cycle plant.

An advantage of this process is that the fuel gas for the gas turbine will be hydrogen, diluted with nitrogen
or steam reducing NOx emissions. It is expected that this gas mixture can be used in existing gas turbines
with little modification.General Electric has conducted successful tests with a turbine running commercially
on hydrogen. The main advantage of pre-combustion separation over post-combustion is that it produces
much lower volumes of gas for treatment that are richer in CO2 and at high pressure. This reduces the size
of the gas separation plant and thus reduces capital costs. As with post-combustion capture, this route has
substantial opportunities for cost savings and energy eYciency improvements via technological
development.

In the longer term, hydrogen has a significant potential in the powering of future vehicles and in fuel cells.
In the USA this is acting as a major driver in the development IGCC technology.

In addition to its application in cleaner power generation, production of hydrogen from fossil fuels is
considered to be the first stage for a “hydrogen economy”.
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3. Oxyfuel Combustion

A further process involves fossil fuel combustion in an oxygen (O2)/CO2 mixture rather than in air to
produce a CO2 rich flue gas. The advantage of oxyfuel combustion is that it produces a highly CO2 enriched
flue gas that, in principle, enables simple and low cost CO2 separation methods to be used. In addition, the
formation of NOx is greatly reduced. Disadvantages included a requirement for an air separation plant to
produce theO2. This has a high capital cost and requires a significant amount of energy to operate.A number
of technical uncertainties remain, including questions over boiler performance.

All three approaches could be applied to new plant or retrofitted to existing facilities. New plant has the
advantage of allowing maximum integration of the capture facility into the power generation facility.
Retrofitting existing plant is likely to have a lower capital cost requirement.

Carbon Dioxide Transport

CO2 can be stored and transported in gaseous, liquid or solid forms. However, in flue gases CO2 is found
in gaseous form and thus it is more convenient and economic to transport CO2 in this form obviating a need
for the construction and operation of cryogenic plants for the liquefaction or solidification of the CO2. Such
plants require large capital investment and appreciable energy inputs, thereby reducing the net abatement
of CO2.

In view of the large volumes of CO2 involved in a CCS scheme (10-30Mt per year), transport by pipeline
is the only practical option. Significant experience has been gained in the USA where the gas is used
extensively for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). For EOR around 22Mt CO2 is transported annually via a
4,000km pipeline system from naturally occurring geological sources of CO2 in NewMexico and Colorado
to the West Texas oilfields. The transport of CO2 by pipelines is therefore established commercial
technology.

Carbon Dioxide Storage

Various methods are proposed for the storage of captured CO2 including injection into geological
formations, deposition into water columns on the deep ocean floor and conversion into solid minerals. This
response focuses on geological storage. Understanding of the processes involved is more advanced and can
be undertaken within the UK and its surrounding territorial waters. Geological storage requires permeable
rock strata that provide space for the gas to be stored. These strata must be sealed by rock that is
impermeable to CO2 and there are three main options available

1. Depleted or Near Depleted Oil and Gas Reservoirs

Oil reservoirs are a good option, since prior to exploitation, they have retained hydrocarbons over
geological time scales. These reservoirs have been extensively investigated and mapped. Globally, storage
capacity capable of holding an estimated 125Gt of CO2 has been identified.

EOR may mobilise some of the oil remaining in a reservoir after primary and secondary production is
complete. CO2 dissolves in the oil, reducing its viscosity and rendering it more mobile. CO2 based EOR is
an established onshore process in North America. It is yet to be demonstrated oVshore. IChemE believes
that EOR merits particular attention in the UK since it represents an appreciable storage option for CO2

while oVering a financial return from the additional oil extracted from the North Sea. However, EORmust
be implemented before normal secondary production is terminated; once a field reaches its cessation of
production rate, the option for EOR is lost. The North Sea has many ageing oil fields that are reaching this
stage, bringing a real urgency to decision making if the benefits of EOR are to be maximised.

An estimated 800Gt of CO2 storage capacity may be found in gas fields globally. CO2 injection may also
help with additional gas extraction from a field but the potential benefits are markedly less than with EOR
and storage would generally only be considered once a field was largely depleted.

2. Deep Saline Aquifers

With an estimated global storage capacity of up to 10,000 Gt of CO2, this option presents the largest
potential capacity for storage of all the geological options. Saline aquifers have little value as sources of
water for drinking or irrigation because of their depth and high dissolved mineral content. The world’s first
commercial scale storage of CO2 in aquifers was begun by Statoil in 1996 in conjunction with natural gas
production from one of the North Sea natural gas fields. Up to 1Mt CO2 per year have so far been injected
into an aquifer formation about 800meters below the seabed. Regarding the geophysical storage of the CO2,
the British Geological Survey have concluded that there is extensive storage capacity under the North Sea
which will serve the United Kingdom’s needs for at least the current century.
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3. Unmineable Coal Seams

This option oVers storage potential because CO2 is preferentially adsorbed onto coal displacing
previously adsorbed methane. In addition to oVering the storage of CO2, there is the potential for the
collection of the methane, with a financial return. Permeability of the coal seam is a key factor and whilst
coals inNorthWest Europe have relatively low permeabilities the estimated global storage capacity is 150Gt
of CO2. This storage option is currently at the research stage.

Projected Timescales for Producing Market-Ready, Scalable Technologies

TheUKGovernment aspires to reduceCO2 emissions by 60%by 2050with real progress by 2020. If policy
objectives are to be met, IChemE believes that government must initiate action on several fronts. In view of
the continued reliance on fossil fuels, a demonstration of CCS is a key priority.

The 2003 Energy White Paper highlighted security of supply and aVordability amongst its priorities and
IChemE contends that these policy goals cannot be delivered without heavy reliance on fossil fuels in the
medium term. CCSmust therefore be deployed in conjunction with the development of other energy sources
and a renewed emphasis on energy conservation.

Without the implementation of CCS, DTI projections indicate that current policy will not prevent the
CO2 “emissions gap” increasing after 2010. In common with other developed economies, the UK is heavily
reliant on electricity. Access to clean and reliable sources of energy is of paramount importance. DTI energy
projections indicate that the UK will continue to be highly dependent on fossil fuels in 2020 and economic
growth is likely to increase that dependency. An increase in generation capacity of 10% by that date is
expected.

In order to secure the UK’s energy and climate change goals, IChemE proposes a two-pronged
approach, comprising improvements to existing technologies and plant in the short/medium term and
large scale implementation of CCS in the medium/long term:
Short Term (0–3 years, but continuing beyond this date)
Existing plants are made more eYcient through best practice, including co-utilisation with bio-fuels
to reduce emissions.
Medium Term (3–10 years, but with action commencing now)
CCS is developed within 6 years to demonstration level alongside concurrent development of coal
gasification technology.
Long Term (10–20 years)
CCS technologies developed to commercial plant scale.
IChemE considers that 3–6 years is a realistic timescale for demonstration plant operation and urges
the government to seek international partners for a UK-led initiative in this area.

Costs

DTI estimates indicate that the current cost of CO2 abatement by storage in depleted gas reservoirs is of
the order of £34–93 per tonne of CO2. EOR is more cost eVective with net costs of the order of £6–50 per
tonne of CO2. Expressed as an additional cost of electricity, these abatement costs equate to 1.0–2.3p/kWh
and 0.2–1.0p/kWh respectively. Costs may be reduced with further developments and innovations and
already compare favourably with other large-scale abatement options. For example, the current estimated
costs for wind generation range from £85 per tonne CO2, (DTI), £95 per tonne CO2, (Irish Electricity Supply
Board), to £38–£76 per tonne CO2, (US Department Of Energy).

These additional costs act as a major disincentive to potential stakeholders. Power producers, gas
suppliers and the oil producers, will not implement CCS, including EOR, commercially under current
market conditions without additional financial incentives.

NETA has been successful in keeping electricity prices low. Record low prices have been achieved at 1.7p/
kWh.However, these lowpricesmake it impossible for investors to consider investment in new plants, which
in turn hampers the take up of newer, cleaner technologies. A recent report predicts that the days of cheap
electric power in Europe are now limited from the need to replace a large amount of ageing capacity and
where power prices need to be in the range of 2.5–2.8p/kWh to support new investment.

Geophysical Feasibility

EOR is deployed atWeyburn, a large commercially viable oil field in Canada. The CO2 comes from a coal
gasification plant in North Dakota that produces hydrogen. The hydrogen, in turn, is reformed to produce
substitute natural gas. CO2 is captured and extracted and 5,000 tonnes per day is piped to theWeyburn field
for injection both horizontally and vertically into wells and channelled with water. The project has been
extensively monitored to address the issues of the eYciency of CO2 and results reveal no significant leakage
of CO2.
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Progressive Energy Ltd., predicts that considerable additional oil could be extracted from the North Sea
using similar methods to those deployed at Weyburn, extending the life of North Sea fields and increasing
oil yields.

The existence of extensive storage capacity for CO2 in theNorth Sea oVers amajor commercial advantage
for the development of CCS technologies in the UK.

In the first instance the geocapacity must be mapped and matched against major sources of CO2.
Following mapping, a number of diVerent scenarios can be evaluated. These scenarios have already been
modelled and the knowledge exists to implement the selected processes once the go ahead has been given.

In order to meet UK emissions targets, rapid action is required and as previously indicated EORwill need
to be implemented by 2008 before the cessation of production point is reached in many depleting North Sea
oil fields.

Other CO2 storage studies:

The Sleipner Project

Statoil selected the Utsira Formation, a 200-250m thick massive sandstone formation located at a depth
of 800–1000 metres beneath the North Sea, as the reservoir for the storage of CO2 extracted from natural
gas production in the Sleipner field. CO2 has been injected and stored in the formation rather than released
to the atmosphere since 1996. No evidence of leakage has been detected.

http://www.iku.sintef.no/projects/IK23430000/

NASCENT (Natural Analogues for the Geological Storage of CO2)

The project is addressing issues associated with geological CO2 sequestration that include long-term
safety, stability of storage underground, and potential environmental eVects of leakage. NASCENT is
studying accumulations and seepages of CO2 where models are being built to predict the long-term fate of
CO2 in storage facilities and potential leakage scenarios. A number of sites containing naturally occurring
CO2 accumulations in mainland Europe have been identified for detailed examination.

http://www.co2captureandstorage.info/project–specific.php4?project–id%92

IChemE believes that further research is needed to understand oVshore seepage of CO2.

Specifically, natural CO2 seepage is generally hydrothermal and the CO2 is at a diVerent temperature from
the seawater thus bypassing natural systems. There is a need to know how low rates of CO2 seepage aVect
organisms living close to the ocean floor. Acidification of the oceans also requires further study, however,
as with all carbon abatement strategies; the potential risks must be dispassionately balanced against the risk
of doing nothing at all.

Other Obstacles or Constraints

IChemE cannot identify any major technical or engineering constraints that might prevent the
deployment of CCS. The Institution believes that there is the requirement for a demonstration project to
confirm the feasibility of the geological storage aspects of CCS. International collaboration on such a project
should be encouraged.

The existence of large potential markets and industries to exploit those markets does not always deliver
success and other factors must be considered to encourage new technology. These are addressed in the
next section.

Financial Constraints

IChemE highlights three areas of concern:

1. Lack of experience with the European Union-Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS)

EU-ETS is the main market-based policy aimed at facilitating EU greenhouse gas abatement and it will
have an increasing impact on the viability of investment in CAT and CCS technologies.

Whilst CCS is not ruled out for the present phase of the scheme, protocols for its inclusion are yet to be
agreed. There are uncertainties over its introduction into other EUmember states and over implementation,
monitoring and verification. Potential investors have no experience of the scheme. CAT andCSS are capital
intensive; as a consequence, investment may be delayed until investors have more confidence in EU-ETS.
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2. Uncertainties over the implementation of market-based applications

This issue is linked with the uncertainty over the treatment of CAT and CCS within the market-based
mechanisms being introduced to encourage CO2 abatement. This currently applies mainly to EU-ETS but
could also apply to other mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol. This may aVect investment decisions by
power generators, for example, in the retrofitting of more eYcient boilers that reduce CO2 emissions but do
not eliminate them completely. It is conceivable that permit mechanism may act as a disincentive to
investment in CAT and CCS to the detriment of CO2 abatement.

3. New Commercial Relationships between Producers, Transporters and those who commit CO2 to long-
term storage.

The deployment of new technologies for capture, transportation and storage of CO2 will lead to new
contractual and working arrangements between the operators of large combustion and process plant, gas
transporters and oV-shore operators. Organisations who may not have previously worked together will be
required to share operational and financial risk. Conflicts may arise to the detriment of early CCS projects.

This constraint mainly aVects CCS for which the deployment of a series of technologies for capture,
transportation and storage will involve new contractual and working arrangements.

Regulatory Constraints

IChemE highlights four areas for consideration.

1. Legal and Regulatory Regimes

The majority of the UK’s potential geological CO2 storage capacity is oVshore. Three international
treaties, designed to protect the marine environment from waste dumping, apply to the injection of CO2.
These treaties were not designed with CO2 emissions and the potential need for CO2 injection in mind. The
unintended consequences of these treaties and their impact on CCS will need to be addressed.

2. Monitoring and Verification

Market-based arrangements, such as EU-ETS, require monitoring and verification procedures to ensure
that contracting parties make accurate declarations of their actual emissions in relation to their permitted
emissions.

These arrangements conform to the needs of all CAT with the exception of CCS. Additional measures
will be needed to account for the potential leakage of CO2 during transport and injection and also any
seepage during storage.

3. Long-term ownership of stored CO2

CO2 injected into geological formations will be at pressures of around 60–100 bar. Although this CO2 will
gradually dissolve in ground water and ultimately be immobilised by mineralisation processes, the potential
for leakage will persist for several centuries. This raises questions over long-term ownership of storage sites
and the organisation responsible for taking remedial measures should leakage occur.

4. Planning and authorisation

The planning process for the construction and operation of industrial plants, both on-shore and oVshore,
in the UK is well established. These are full and complete for most CAT; however, CCS raises new issues
in relation to the authorisation of storage sites, particularly regarding the International Treaties referred
to above.

The UK Government Role in Funding CCS R&D and Providing Incentives for Technology

Transfer and Industrial R&D in CCS Technology

In the short and medium term, natural gas and coal will continue to be used in large combustion plants
in the developed and developing world. IChemE has outlined how CAT, in particular CCS can make a
substantial and aVordable contribution to theUK’s CO2 reduction targets and to potential actions on global
CO2 abatement. Through retention of coal in the UK’s energy mix; CCS strengthens the security and
diversity of energy supplies. Taking the lead in the development of CCS will demonstrate the UK’s
international leadership on climate change mitigation measures and will also oVer substantial advantages
in the commercialisation of these technologies both in the UK and export markets.
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IChemE believes that the overall aim of the UK government should therefore be to ensure that the UK takes a
leading role in the development and commercialisation of CAT, particularly CCS

Specifically, UK government should:

1. Support the research, development and demonstration of CAT and supporting technologies,
with the aim of developing and demonstrating advanced designs with reduced costs and
improved performance. Supporting technologies include, improving oxygen separation methods,
CO2/H2 separation, fuel-flexible gas turbines and novel CO2 capture cycles. Further studies are
required on the merits of competing technologies for power generation including cycles based on
gasification and those based on advanced combustion cycles.

2. Support of the demonstration of CO2 capture ready plant, with the aim of highlighting these
technologies and plant concepts thereby encouraging their commercial deployment worldwide
and establishing UK industry as a leading player in the field.

3. Support of the demonstration of CO2 storage, with the aim of establishing the frameworks for
authorising and licensing storage sites and the demonstration of their long-term integrity as a
CO2 abatement option.

4. Initiate and encourage international collaboration in UK-based CCS development and
demonstration projects, with the aim of sharing the costs and to attract developers of leading
edge technologies to theUK. UK companies will benefit from involvement in the best andmost
relevant overseas developments.

5. Take steps to encourage the early commercial deployment of CCS technologies in the UK, with
the aim of examining the cost andmarket implications of alternative measures to encourage full
scale commercial deployment of CCS.

6. Encourage the use of CCS technologies for EOR though financial incentives, such as a
reduction in royalty payments on recovered oil, as is being considered in Norway.

7. Promote the acquisition and transfer of knowledge and know-how arising from CCS
innovation world-wide with the aim of extending the boundaries of knowledge and assisting
UK companies to gain maximum benefit from the provision of equipment and services that
allow significant CO2 emissions reductions to be made, particularly in developing economies.

8. Take a lead in the negotiation of national and international regulatory frameworks andmarket
mechanisms needed to support CCS, with the aim of ensuring that the commercial deployment
of CCS is not impeded by legal uncertainty or inappropriate legislation.

9. Develop and maintain a “RoadMap” for the growth of CCS in the UK andmeasure progress.

Conclusion

Fossil fuels will be required as a primary source of energy for electricity production and in industry at
least until the middle of the present century and probably beyond that. CO2 emissions will remain a major
political and environmental challenge.

For the foreseeable future, fossil fuels will be required not only to produce electrical power but also for
the production of hydrogen, in both the short and medium terms. There is no other viable route to a
hydrogen economy and ultra-low emissions transport fuel.

A demonstration plant for CO2 capture, transport and storage is required. Such a plant can be built now
using tried and proven technologies already developed on a large scale for other applications.

CO2 capture and storage options should be further developed and pursued to an industrial scale for
application in the UK and for overseas export opportunities.

Continued research and development support is essential and should be increased where possible. A
collaborative approach is desirable with the UK taking the lead in some international projects and
collaborating in others. The current DTI Programme for the development of CCS is welcome. The
importance of a supporting R&D Programmes should not be overlooked to ensure that UK industry can
benefit from contributions to International Programmes and benefit from worldwide industrial
opportunities.

There is considerable scope and opportunities for the technologies developed in the United Kingdom to
be exported to countries with high consumptions of fossil fuels such as China, India, and some South-East
Asia countries.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 17

Memorandum from British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL)

Executive Summary

1. Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) could have an important role to play as part of the solution to
mitigating greenhouse gas emissions. However, it is as yet a relatively unproven process that would require
demonstration of its technical eVectiveness, its economic and practical viability and public acceptability.

2. Opportunities for CCS to make use of existing infrastructure built to recover the UK’s North Sea oil
and gas reserves are relatively short-term and it may not be possible to deploy CCS in time to exploit
synergies related to using CO2 for Enhanced Oil Recovery.

3. CCS is likely to require some form of financial support tomake it financially viable. The EUEmissions
Trading Scheme could be one mechanism for providing a value to emissions avoidance. However, the
current structure of the EUETSdoes not provide suYcient certainty to incentivise capital-intensive projects.

The Viability of Carbon Capture and Storage as a Carbon Abatement Technology for the UK

4. Carbon Capture and Storage could play an important global role in climate change mitigation,
particularly in countries such as China or India, where enormous growth in fossil fuel combustion is likely.
However, it still needs to be demonstrated that CCS technology can safely sequester carbon dioxide (CO2)
and that it can achieve this at an acceptable cost.

5. In principle CCS could be usedwith awide range of large-scale industrial sources, including fossil-fired
power plants. This would require capture of CO2 at source, pressurisation and transport to suitable deep
geological structures where it would need to be stored for many thousands of years.

6. It is important to note that current technologies only allow for capture of 85%–95% of CO2 emissions
from combustion plant.11 For a coal-fired power station this would mean that between 50,000 to 150,000
tonnes of CO2 would be emitted for each terawatt hour produced.

7. The main concerns regarding CCS are:

— Demonstration of the technological process.

— In the UK, the limited availability of existing North Sea oil and gas infrastructure that could be
integrated with CCS.

— The environmental sustainability and social acceptability of CCS.

— The lack of clarity in national and international policy regarding the value of carbon avoidance
as part of climate change policy. Such clarity will be needed to assure the economic viability of
CCS and other climate change mitigation options.

— The legal obstacles relating to sub-sea disposal of carbon dioxide (a “waste” product) and
uncertainty over ongoing long-term legal liability for “ownership” of the carbon dioxide).

8. Therefore, whilst CCS could be an important part of the solution to climate change mitigation, it may
take at least 10 to 20 years to demonstrate its potential and to be confident over the extent of the role it
can play.

Uses of Carbon Capture and Storage

9. The two main criteria for CCS to be feasible are:

— Availability of large CO2 sources and the ability to capture the CO2 emissions.

— Availability of suitable CO2 transportation infrastructures linked to the geological storage sites.

10. Fixed CO2 source locations in theUK are already well documented as a result of legislation regarding
industrial CO2 emission reduction measures. These are primarily the fossil-fuelled electricity generating
stations, oil refineries with their neighbouring petrochemical factories, cement production plants, and
ammonia synthesis plants.

11. Large-scale transportation of CO2 would require an extensive pipework infrastructure, on the same
size and scale as that used today for the large-scale natural gas supply network.

12. In some cases it is conceivable that the same routes as the natural gas transmission system could be
used, especially where these already connect to gas fuelled power stations, these being prime candidates for
CCS. However, it is clearly impossible simultaneously to use the same stretch of pipework both to transport
gas to a power station, and to transport carbon dioxide away from it. It is therefore unlikely that large
sections of the existing natural gas transmission system will become available for CO2 transportation use
from clean coal plant until natural gas is no longer used for power production and industrial heating.

11 IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage Summary for Policymakers. As approved by the 8th Session of
IPCC Working Group III, 25 September 2005, Montreal, Canada.
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13. It is also possible that industrial emission sources located at the coast could use gas tankers to
transport CO2 to storage sites, which could be depleted oVshore oil and gas fields. Potential geological
storage features in the UK are known to some extent via the work of the UK Geological Survey. This
organisation is further refining its knowledge through being involved in exploring CCS options for specific
clean coal projects.

14. Both on-shore and oVshore CCS options will need to be considered. The following table shows one
assessment of potential UK storage options.12

Type UK Capacity (Gt CO2)

Depleted Oil Fields 2.6
Depleted Gas Fields 4.9
Deep Saline Aquifers—Closed 8.6
Deep Saline Aquifers—Open 240

15. The order in which these CCS sites would be used would depend primarily on their relative costs. At
present these assessments are in their infancy. Note that the least cost option of using the existing oVshore
oil and gas field infrastructure either for simple gas storage or for Enhanced Oil Recovery will start to
diminish after about 2010 as the windowof opportunity closes and the facilities begin to be decommissioned.

Projected Timescales for Producing Market-Ready, Scalable Technologies

16. CCS could, in the long term, be an enabler for the growth of the “hydrogen economy” whose primary
energy sources will include fossil fuels, renewable energy systems and nuclear power.

17. However, in the short-termCCS could have amore important role to play in EnhancedOil Recovery.
This could benefit, both in terms of time taken to implement a CCS approach and in terms of economics
from having pipeline connections already in place plus available detailed geological information.

18. However, once an oil or gas field has been exhausted, there is no incentive to maintain the pipe work
infrastructure. Therefore as oil fields increasingly become exhausted there will be pressure to take advantage
of the relatively narrow window of opportunity before the pipe work infrastructure begins to degrade,
around 2010 in the case of the North Sea.13

19. It should be noted that linkage between Enhanced Oil Recovery and CCS not only makes CCS more
economically attractive, but also makes oil available at a lower cost. Whilst this may have advantages at
time of constraints in oil supply it may ultimately lead to higher greenhouse gas emissions.

20. The timescale for implementing CCS is determined in part by the following factors:

— The economic and commercial drivers arising from CO2 emissions legislation and markets.

— The availability or otherwise of industrial CO2 sources suitable for CCS technology.

— Fitting of any necessary technology to make such sources suitable for CCS.

— Resolution of the legal obstacles and uncertainties

— Agreement on planning and other regulatory criteria.

— Results from CCS demonstration projects.

21. The complete set of technologies and economic conditions necessary for large-scale implementation
of the CCS option is unlikely to be in place before 2020. However, there may be good reason to prepare for
this by requiring any fossil-fuelled replacement of electricity generation capital stock in the meantime to be
suitable for carbon capture to allow a rapid uptake when the conditions are right. In the UK, such
replacement for coal-fired plant is likely to be required to be commissioned between 2005 and 2015.

Economic Viability of Carbon Capture and Storage

22. Current estimates of the economic impact on power generation using Combined Cycle Gas Turbines
indicate that in the UK the cost of such power generation could rise by between 1 and 2.3 p/kWh.12

23. On this basis the economic case for electricity generation from fossil fuels using CCS would require
financial support based on one or more of a range of mechanisms. Such mechanisms could include new
mechanisms or modifications to existing measures such as the EU Emission Trading Scheme.

24. If emissions trading is the basis of valuing the cost of carbon emissions then, based on the current
structure of the EU ETS, there would be uncertainty over long-term emissions allowance prices, and
therefore uncertainty over whether CO2 mitigation through CCS would provide acceptable returns
commensurate with the capital exposure and consequent risk.

12 Review of the Feasibility of Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage in the UK, DTI Report 2004.
13 Energy White Paper—Our Energy Future—Creating A Low Carbon Economy, February 2003.
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25. Whilst the intention in most policy frameworks is to allow market forces to determine the path to
CCS, the lack of long-term certainty in the EU ETS is likely to slow the uptake of many options for carbon
mitigation.

September 2005

APPENDIX 18

Memorandum from Air Products PLC

1. Introduction

Future energy policy in the UK must take account of the following important factors:

— The security of supply of primary fuels and energy sources.

— The relative cost of fuels and derived energy.

— The mix of fuels required to satisfy the demands of industry, commerce and the private sector.

— The ability of users and fuel suppliers, such as electricity utilities to use alternative primary fuels
such as coal, natural gas, petcoke, bitumen, renewable sources, etc based on the flexibility of
their systems.

— The constraints imposed by the requirement to meet our Kyoto objectives for greenhouse gas
emissions, particularly CO2.

— Our requirement to limit emissions of other atmospheric pollutants, particularly SO2, NOx and
particulates, which is focused on the large plant directive which will compel all existing power
stations still in operation by 2012 to meet stringent emission targets.

— The eVect of the European carbon trading system on the value of traded CO2 allowances, which
will govern the incentive for organisations to undertake CO2-free power and fuel production.

— The need to include carbon capture and storage in the CO2 trading regime.

— The cost of renewable energy, particularly wind power, compared to the cost of CO2 capture and
storage from a modern fossil fuel power station, either by retrofit of an existing station or in a
newly built station.

— The necessity to introduce a tax regime for tertiary oil recovery from CO2 injection which will be
suYciently generous to the oil companies to ensure that they have a powerful incentive to store
CO2 in North Sea oil fields by practising enhanced oil recovery (EOR).

— The need to finance a network of large diameter high pressure CO2 pipes so that captured CO2 can
be transported oVshore for disposal.

— The need to continue to focus on energy eYciency. Appropriate consideration should given to the
eVectiveness of price mechanisms rather than subsidising fuel costs for sectional interests.

— The complex question of the future for nuclear power in theUK,which involves cost comparisons,
the availability of uranium, the problem of plutonium production, particularly from breeder
reactors as a means of extending the availability of nuclear energy for thousands of years, the
current problems of nuclear proliferation, the question of nuclear waste disposal and spent fuel
reprocessing and all the concomitant social and political pressures.

2. Status of Carbon Abatement Technology

The most profound changes to our current fuel usage scenario will be caused by the necessity to limit
greenhouse gas emissions, particularly CO2, and the cost and availability of secure sources of fossil fuels in
the future. The current philosophy set out in the Energy White Paper calls for 20% reduction in CO2

emissions compared to 1992 by 2020 and 60% by 2050. The energyWhite Paper, based onMarkal modelling
with assumptions for eYciency improvements, primary fuel costs and growth rates in the future, predicted
these reductions were possible with a large growth in renewable energy, particularly wind power, a large and
continuing achievement of eYciency gains across industry, commerce and the private sector and a very large
increase in the use of natural gas with coal consumption being progressively reduced. The predictions even
allowed for the phase out of nuclear powered electricity generation with no planned replacement
programme.

The assumptions on which the White Paper was based have proved to be either based on optimistic
judgements or on gross changes in the projected costs of primary fossil fuels.
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2.1 Wind Power

The optimism on the projected capital cost of wind power and its on-stream factor, its eVect on the
electricity transmission system, its unpredictability and the eVect on the environment appear to have been
recognised. It is a very low-intensity electrical generation technology requiring substantial areas of land or
sea to be covered by wind farms. The cost burden of the existing and projected installations will have to be
borne by the consumer, with whatever consequential impact on the competitiveness of UK industry and
commerce. The programme of investment in wind energy should be reviewed and its costs, characteristics
and performance put on a competitive basis with carbon capture and storage (“CCS”) using fossil fuel
electrical generation systems. The share of futureR&D for wind should be appropriate towind’s objectively
determined potential to contribute to the UK’s future energy sourcing. The subsidies currently available for
wind should be made available for CCS projects, and the lowest-cost solutions will then be naturally
identified and pursued. Wind power and other projected renewable energy solutions certainly have their
proper place in the UK energy scenario serving markets remote from large base load power generation, but
their suitability for provision of large proportions of our current and future power demand must be
validated

2.2 Nuclear Power

It is conceivable that nuclear power will largely replace fossil fuel sources of energy for the generation of
electricity in the far future: it is capable of providing, through electrolysis, or thermal generation chemical
cycles, the hydrogen transportation fuel of the future; it is CO2-free in operation; we can store enough fuel
for a year’s operation in an area the size of a football pitch. The real question concerns the need to use this
technology now. There is wisdom in keeping a proportion of our electrical generation capacity as nuclear
and this will require that we plan appropriately now, allowing us to retain expertise in an energy system of
the future. This will probably require an examination of our philosophy of nuclear waste disposal—
including examination of global options The complex social and political issues outlined in the introduction
are, of course, relevant to the immediate future andwill be of prime importance in any decision to implement
a new nuclear programme in the UK. On the technology side, we need to choose reactor systems of the most
advanced kind which will oVer very long life, good economics and low decommissioning costs. Safety and
public acceptability for the whole system are of paramount importance.

2.3 Fossil Fuel Power

We are currently producing about 75% of our total electrical demand and all of the fuel for our
transportation systems and space heating from fossil fuels: coal, oil and natural gas. All of this fossil fuel
consumption generates CO2 which is discharged into the atmosphere. Anthropogenic CO2 emissions
worldwide are now recognised as being the prime cause of global warming. The huge volume of research
into the aspects of climate change reinforces this view.

Inevitably, fossil fuels will continue to provide a primary source of energy formankind for the foreseeable
future. If we are to have a sustainable future we must implement profound structural and technological
changes in the way we use fossil fuels to largely eliminate the emission of greenhouse gases, particularly CO2,
to the atmosphere. This can be done in a positive manner by capturing CO2 at the point at which the primary
fossil fuel is burned and conveying the CO2 to a storage site where it can be permanently stored with
complete integrity for the future. This process of carbon capture and storage (CCS), with all of its
complexities, is applicable to both electrical generation and to the production of hydrogen as the transport
fuel of the future.

Power stations burning fossil fuels are massive point emissions sources of CO2. In 2003 Drax power
station emitted about 21 million tonnes, roughly 3% of the total UK CO2 emission. The major UK power
stations are obvious first choices for CO2 capture. We must consider the problem of retrofitting existing
power stations such as Drax with CO2 capture systems as well as the problem of building new fossil fuelled
power stations with CO2 capture. The major eVect of CO2 capture is to reduce the eYciency of electrical
power generation and impose a large increment of capital cost. This results in a large increase in the cost of
electricity. We must also take into account the price of diferent fossil fuels. We could reduce our CO2

emissions drastically by generating all our fossil fuel electrical energy from natural gas, which has about one
third of the CO2 emission per kWh of electricity compared to coal. Unfortunately, natural gas prices have
been rising sharply and they are likely to be very much higher than coal in the future.

The question of fuel diversity and security of fuel supplies is also relevant. It is hard to conceive of a viable
future in which the UK does other than generate a substantial proportion of its electrical power from coal.
We should retain our existing coal fired power stations, modifying them for clean operation with CO2

capture and upgrading their systems to improve basic eYciency andminimise the cost of implementingCCS.
“New builds” for electrical generation must look carefully at the alternative systems available and compare
total lifetime system costs for available fuels and technologies. This analysis will be possible only if there
are stable values for CO2 credits and if the cost of CO2 storage is fixed for the life of the investment.
Predicting future fuel costs when making decisions on new capacity is very diYcult given the volatility of
the future primary energy markets, particularly if demand continues to grow at the current pace and new
fossil fuel sources become scarcer and more expensive to exploit. The question of fuel diversity may become
paramount in choosing the fuel for new capacity.
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The use of hydrogen as a future transportation fuel will enable fossil fuels to be eYciently converted to
hydrogen in large centrally located plants with capture of carbon dioxide. The generation of hydrogen from
fossil fuels is a well established technology which is capable, now, of meeting all possible future
requirements. Research will concentrate on improvements in equipment and eYciency to reduce hydrogen
generation costs. The main research eVorts will concentrate on the hydrogen engine technology, using fuel
cells and electrical drive systems, and advanced internal combustion engines. Very high eYciencies are
possible. Currently, the UK is not contributing significantly to this new research area, which requires very
good collaboration between industry and academia. We propose that Government strives to set this
objective as one of the primary goals for our future UK research eVorts. There are also challenges in the
requirements for an eYcient hydrogen supply system,using pipelines, delivery as liquid hydrogen or as high
pressure compressed gas. There is also the need for further development of storage systems in the vehicle.
Again, collaborative programmes are required.

2.4 CO2 Storage

The UK is very fortunate in having the North Sea oil and gas fields as ideal storage sites for CO2. The
first choice for disposal of CO2 oVshore would be to use the CO2 for tertiary oil recovery. A recently
announced plan for CO2 enhanced oil recovery in theMiller field envisages a recovery of an extra 40 million
barrels of oil over a 20 year period by injecting about 1.25 million tonnes/year of CO2 into the field. This
equates to about 1.6 barrels of oil per tonne of CO2 injected. Recent statements from oil industry sources
suggest that current investment plans are based on an oil price of about $40/barrel in evaluations—a price
which should ensure a positive value for high pressure pure CO2 delivered to an oVshore oil field. To ensure
that this technique is widely used, the Government should consider review of the tax treatment for oil
produced by tertiary means using CO2 enhanced oil recovery techniques. There are four major benefits to
theUK fromCO2 EOR: firstly, the life of North Sea oil fields is extended; secondly, it ensures we have a very
positive and continuing saving in our import bill; thirdly, even with concessions, the Treasury will secure a
large amount of future tax; and fourthly, the very large cost of decommissioning old oil platforms in the
North Sea, part of which must be paid for by the Government, will be deferred for a considerable period.

The Government should consider supporting the construction of a CO2 pipeline grid connecting large
power stations in the UK to the North Sea oil fields.

The technology required for pipeline transportation of CO2 and its injection into oil fields for EOR is well
understood and has been practised in the US for decades. Currently, about 50 million tonnes/year of CO2

is injected for EOR. It would appear that many of theNorth Sea oil fields could produce additional oil using
CO2 EOR. The capacity of the North Sea reservoirs is suYcient to store all fossil fuel derived CO2 for over
100 years and there are also saline aquifiers which could be used for storage. Of great significance to the use
of CO2 EOR in the North Sea are the recent developments in directional drilling techniques, which will
greatly facilitate the injection of CO2 into the ideal location in a field and the rapid build-up in production
of additional oil which will result.

3. The IPCC Report on CCS

The Directorate of the International Programme on Climate Control, together with a group of authors
who are world experts in their various fields, has produced a major report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and
Storage, which will be launched at the forthcoming Montreal Conference on Climate Control. This report
gives a complete and up-to-date summary of the current status of the technology, the legal position and
projected economics of carbon dioxide capture and storage based on an analysis of all available published
data in the world. It is the documentwhich theCommittee should use when they consider current technology
and economics. It also contains valuable projections of the likely direction for future technology
developments.

This report can be used to assess the technical viability of CCS as a carbon abatement technology for the
UK. The summaries which have been produced as part of the report should be particularly useful to the
Committee members.

4. The Viability of CCS as a Carbon Abatement Technology for the UK

4.1 The Current State of R & D and the Deployment of CCS Technologies

CO2 capture from fossil fuels uses one of the following technologies.

— Post combustion CO2 capture

The waste gases from fossil fuel combustion are treated to remove CO2 before being discharged to
atmosphere. The best means for CO2 separation is the use of an amine scrubbing fluid, which reacts with
the CO2. The CO2 is separated from the amine using a steam heated regeneration step and the amine is
recirculated back to the scrubbing tower. Equipment sizes are very large and the steam consumption for
regeneration is also large, aVecting power station eYciency. In addition, the amines are prone to attack by
other impurities in the flue gas, such as SO2 and NOx, producing solid salts which must be removed and
treated. This technique is well established for CO2 removal in hydrogen production systems and has been
used on power station flue gases on a small scale.
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Scale-up studies and costing have been carried out. The technique could be deployed nowon a large power
station using existing technology. Research has been on-going for decades to obtain better amine
formulations and improve equipment design and performance. Breakthroughs in technology are unlikely,
but some future cost reductions are possible.

— Precombustion CO2 Capture

The fossil fuel is converted to hydrogen and carbon dioxide in a high pressure reaction with oxygen or
with steam and oxygen or with steam plus external heating. Catalysts are used to enhance reaction rates.
The CO2 is separated from the gas mixture using liquid phase scrubbing with a chemical absorbent such as
an amine or a physical absorbent such as cold methanol. Other methods of CO2 separation used include a
solid adsorbent in a multi-bed cyclic process or, less commonly, by using membranes.

The process of large scale hydrogen manufacture from fossil fuels is the most highly developed method
available for CO2 capture. It has been practised on a very large scale for decades, producing hydrogen for
ammonia and methanol and for hydrotreating in the petroleum refining industry. Future research will
involve new catalysts, new reactor designs, improvedCO2 separation systems and better process integration.
The system can be used for any primary fossil fuel or for waste fuels such as petroleum coke or bitumen, or
for biomass.

The largest natural gas based systems are currently being commissioned for conversion of natural gas to
synthesis gas (hydrogen plus carbon monoxide) which is then converted to liquid transportation fuel using
the Fischer-Tropsch process. Plants are being constructed in Qatar and Nigeria using remote gas deposits.
This size of plant could produce hydrogen for large (300MW plus) power stations. The hydrogen would be
available as a carbon free fuel for use in a such gas turbine combined cycle electricity generation systems or
it could be used as a transportation fuel.

Coal gasification with CO2 removal producing pure hydrogen has been demonstrated on a large scale and
can be implemented now for new power stations. H2 from coal as a transport fuel would also break the
monopoly position of oil.

— Oxyfuel Combustion

As its name implies, this technique involves the combustion of a fossil fuel with pure oxygen. The
combustion temperature is moderated by either recycling flue gas or by adding a diluent such as steam or
water to the gases in the burner. Current studies on oxyfuel systemsmostly relate to coal fired pulverised fuel
power stations. The technology is ideal for conversion of existing coal fired power stations to CO2 capture. It
competes with the amine based post combustion capture option. At Air Products we have devoted
significant eVorts to study this technology. We believe it will have very significant cost and operating
advantages compared to amine based flue gas scrubbing. This should become apparent with current studies
commissioned by the DTI on retrofitting UK power stations such as RatcliVe andDrax and by the DTI and
the Canadian Clean Power Consortium on a new build 400 MW coal fired station in Canada. Both these
studies will include both oxyfuel and amine based systems for comparison. The oxyfuel system has not been
demonstrated at any real scale except in lab scale tests. These have concentrated mainly on burner
performance. The oxygen production, although very large, uses proven technology at the scale required for a
500MWboiler. The burner designwould require testing on existing test rigs at large scale (such as theMitsui-
Babcock testing facility at Renfrew).

We believe it is entirely feasible, using current technology to retrofit a 500MW boiler such as one of the
RatcliVe boilers. The grouping of Mitsui-Babcock, Alstom, E.On and Air Products would be capable of
executing a retrofit contract which would include: a Mitsui-Babcock advanced supercritical steam boiler
rebuild; a modified steam turbine system designed for the new supercritical steam conditions and supplied
by Alstom; a new cryogenic oxygen plant and a combined CO2 compressor and CO2 purification system
supplied by Air Products. The combination of a boiler/steam turbine upgrade plus the oxyfuel conversion
would ensure CO2 capture and delivery to a pipeline system at high pressure with only a very small reduction
in overall station eYciency. There is a need for further R & D on oxyfuel systems, particularly covering the
eVects of CO2 rich gas streams containing increased levels of SO2 on corrosion, the problems of sulphur
dioxide and nitrogen oxide removal and burner design. Future developments in oxygen production using
high temperature ceramic membranes will significantly reduce CO2 capture costs and make oxyfuel a clear
winner for low cost CO2 capture from coal fired power stations. This technique of oxygen production is in
the pilot plant stage in the US in a programme led by Air Products. There may be opportunities for
demonstration in Europe in the future. A 30 MW oxyfuel boiler demonstration is currently being
constructed by Vattenfall in Germany and another 30 MW test is planned in Australia. A 500 MW boiler
conversion in the UK would produce about 3.5 million tonnes/year of CO2 and would need to be linked to
a CO2 EOR project in the North Sea.

There is significant scope for further eYciency improvements and capital cost reduction using oxyfuel
systems in coal-fired pulverised fuel (“PF”) power stations. Air Products has been developing technology
which aims to raises the overall eYciency of the system with CO2 capture to above 40% compared to the
RatcliVe current eYciency of about 38% without CO2 capture. These developments mean that the oxyfuel
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system is capable of giving about the same overall cost of electricity generation as the IGCC system now
and that further developments will continue to ensure its competitive position in the future. It could be a
systemwith huge export potential, particularly to China, which is installing a very large amount of coal fired
electrical generation capacity, based on conventional PF coal fired power stations.

There is one other area of oxyfuel technology which must be mentioned as a route to low cost, high
eYciency power production with CO2 capture. It is the direct combustion of a gaseous fuel with pure oxygen
and preheated water at very high pressures to supply ultra high temperature, high pressure steam plus CO2

directly froma compact burnerwith no requirement for a boiler. The steam/CO2mixture would be expanded
in turbines producing electrical power with pure CO2 produced from the steam condenser. EYciencies of
over 50% are possible, with low capital cost. This is another area which could be developed in the UK.

4.2 Deployment of CO2 Capture Technologies

The three major CO2 capture technologies could all be deployed now in a large scale demonstration using
current technology.R&D should be planned for cost reduction and other improvements in the construction
of follow-on facilities. CO2 capture does not require any R & D period before its first large scale
implementation. The first plants require good project planning based on careful preliminary design and
evaluation in order to control overall project costs and performance.

4.3 Costs

The likely costs of CO2 capture and storage have been carefully analysed based on published information
and they are presented in the IPCC report on CO2 capture and storage, which is currently in the hands of
the Government and will be published in December 2005 following the Montreal conference.

4.4. Geophysical Feasibility

We are not qualified to comment on this area which is dealt with at length in the IPCC report.

4.5 Other Obstacles or Constraints

There must be suYcient incentives for the investments which must be made to introduce CCS for fossil
fuelled energy systems. The incentives will be required to be assured for the life of the investments.

We would urge that CCS and nuclear be competitively evaluated on exactly the same basis as renewable
energy in terms of life-cycle carbon abatement potential and overall cost of electricity produced. It would
be a distortion if there were to be economically and environmentally unjustifiable subsidies for renewables
which have no inherent moral superiority over, for example, fossil-fuel-based systems.

There is clearly a necessity to inform the general public of the issues involved. Pressure groups clearly have
their place but their views should be balanced by dissemination of information, and informed opinion, based
on objective evaluation of the economic, scientific and engineering realities pertinent to the debate.

5. The Government’s Role in Funding CCS R & D with Incentives for Technology Transfer and

Industrial R & D

The role of the UK Government in funding issues should be seen in the context of funding provided by
the European Union. We must be aware of the fact that CCS technology and implementation is a global
issue and that although the UK has some special characteristics, these are minor in the context of overall
development of the technology. The major source of potential funding for the UK programme could be
made available under the EU FP-7 programme. To attract this funding, it is necessary for all interested UK
bodies, industrial technology and equipment suppliers, power companies, oil companies, natural gas
suppliers, motor companies, universities and any other institutions or organisations to link with groups in
other EU countries to form the necessary project or research focused interest which can be the basis for an
application for funding under FP-7. This process of building a group focused on a relevant topic is the only
way in which funds can be readily obtained from the EU. The opportunity also exists now to influence the
level of overall funding which will be allocated to CCS topics in FP-7 and also to influence the guidelines
setting out the objectives of FP-7 in the CCS area.

Our links with programmes on CCS in the US and Australia, in particular, through international
organisations and treaties may allow us to participate in a minor role in important research. Of particular
interest, in this context is theUSFUTUREGENprogrammeon high eYciency power generation, using coal
fuelled oxygen based gasification with a combined cycle gas turbine system. The CO2 will be removed and
used for enhanced oil recovery. This programme targets a completed demonstration plant by 2012. It might
be considered ill-judged to to duplicate this work by funding IGCC coal-based power stations in the UK.
We could gain much by joining the FUTUREGEN programme as a partial funder of the work in return for
the research and design data. We. the UK, could also provide some of the technology and possibly even
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some of the equipment—and we might also obtain some of the associated research contracts. We should
consider carefully before supporting the building of expensive IGCC systems in the UK based currently
known technology.

Our strength lies in our knowledge of oxyfuel and amine based technology for CO2 capture applied to PF
coal fired power stations. We also have good indigenous technology in hydrogen production on a very large
scale. These, together with our ability to demonstrate CCS as a complete system with valuable benefits from
CO2-based EOR, should form the basis for our research contribution. The Government role could be to co-
ordinate our eVorts in these three areas and help set up the combined industrial/commercial/academic
groups needed to secure large scale EU funding. One important programme might be a full scale
demonstration of CCS with CO2-based EOR based on a retrofit programme on a 500MW set at RatcliVe
power station, for example. This would probably cost about $750 million. This is the level of funding
required to implement just one of the new technologies under consideration. Given the right incentives,
industry and the power companies will provide funds but launching new technology like this requires a grant
of probably 50% of the cost for the first installation. If the UK were to take a lead in large scale CCS
demonstration there is a good chance that funding could be obtained from the US and possibly also China.
Only by globalising our common eVorts in this way will we achieve rapid progress, worldwide, in
implementing CCS technology.

I would also like to draw to the Committee’s attention the formation of a new major activity soon to be
launched by the Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, called “The Future Energy Lab”.
Imperial College is, in my opinion, our major UK technological Institute. It can act as a very powerful focus
for future research and development in the CCS area. It would have the ability to co-ordinate R &D in this
area in the UK and act in an overall management role with participation fromUK industry, commerce and
other Universities, etc. It also has established links with overseas institutions particularly in the US.

September 2005

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum from Progressive Energy Ltd

1. Progressive Energy is a UK based clean energy project development company which has been working
on power generation with CCS for the past seven years. It has major projects under active development in
England and Wales at the current time.

2. The physical elements in successful deployment of CCS are:

(a) Cost eVective capture of CO2

(b) A suitable long term storage site

(c) A means of transporting the CO2 from the point of capture to the disposal site

Generally the capture step is the most expensive of these.

3. The Progressive Energy projects are based on Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) and
this technology is capable of capturing CO2 at a lower price than any alternative available today.

4. The Progressive IGCC project under development at Teesside is around 850MWe, will produce
around 6 TWh per annum of electricity and is designed to capture 5Mte per annum of CO2. The cost
attributable to CO2 capture is around £10/te for CO2 at a pressure of 110bar at the station gate.

5. An IGCC is basically a gas CCGTplant thatmakes its own gas on site from coal or other carbonaceous
substance rather than using natural gas. The plant technology is available today: the main elements are:

— a gas turbine that can operate on the synthetic gas produced by the gasification process

— a gasification reactor that can successfully gasify the chosen feedstock, an air separation unit to
provide oxygen

— a shift reactor to convert the carbon monoxide produced into hydrogen and carbon dioxide

— a physical wash system to remove sulphur compounds and carbon dioxide.

Hence hydrogen is used as the energy carrier, minimising the carbon emissions of the plant. All of this
equipment can be seen operating at a commercial scale and is available from manufacturers with normal
performance guarantees and warranties.

6. Hence the answer to the question what is the projected timescale for producing market ready scalable
technologies is “Now” as far as the carbon capture is concerned. However there are real implementation
challenges associated with securing the finance for the plant, as discussed later.
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7. CO2 can be stored in a number of geological formations; oil fields, gas fields and saline aquifers.
Storage is achieved by injecting CO2 into one such formation where it displaces oil, gas or water accordingly.
Provided the CO2 is at a depth of 700 metres or more it is retained as a supercritical fluid. It will be retained
long term if the storage location is capped by an impervious layer. This is demonstrably the case in oil and
gas fields and is also the case for many saline aquifers.

8. The North Sea area in particular provides a vast storage resource. The storage in the UK sector alone
would allow a tranche of coal fired generation equivalent to 25% of current UK generation to be operated
for 200years and the CO2 put into long term storage.

9. The technology for CO2 transport from the capture point via pipelines and for injection into a target
geological formation is already established. Worldwide more than 25Mte pa of CO2 is already injected
annually into geological formations. Attention is drawn to two applications in particular:

(a) Sleipner. Since 1996 1Mte pa of CO2 extracted from a nearby gas field has been injected into a saline
aquifer in the North Sea. Its subsequent behaviour has been monitored and successfully modelled

(b) USA; CO2 injection for enhanced oil recovery has been taking place regularly in Texas oil fields for
over 20 years

(c) Canada; 1.75Mte pa of CO2 is captured from a coal gasification plant, transported 200 miles by
pipeline, and used for EOR in the Weyburn oilfield.

10. Hence there are no insurmountable technical barriers to prevent investment in IGCCwith CCS now.

11. The use of the CO2 for enhanced oil recovery has the potential to both extend the life of the UK’s oil
reserves and significantly increase the amount of those reserves that will ultimately be recovered. Based on
USA experience, some 20% additional oil can be recovered through tertiary recovery with CO2-EOR.

12. IGCC with CO2 capture for EOR also represents one of the few remaining opportunities for the UK
to deliver substantial additional carbon emissions reductions by the end of the decade.

13. It therefore represents an opportunity for the UK to take leadership in the exploitation of this
technology and in overall emissions reductions in a way which is very easily transferred to emerging
economies such as India and China who have significant coal-based power station construction
programmes.

14. This opportunity is presented to the UK by the dynamics of its own energy market: the need for new,
low-emission power generation and the rapid maturing of the UK oil province.

15. In order to seize this opportunity however, any commercial barriers to the large-scale deployment of
the technology in the UK market must be quickly overcome.

The need for urgency in the deployment of this technology in the UK comes from three main drivers:

— The need for replacement power station investment in the UKwhich retains coal in the energy mix
in an environmentally acceptable manner.

— The need to find new ways of reducing CO2 emissions in order for the UK to meet its targets for
emissions reductions by the end of the decade.

— The declining production of oil from the UK oil province, which will increasingly lead to field
closures and decommissioning. Once fields are decommissioned it will probably be too expensive
to re-open them for the purposes of EOR and therefore the potential for the use of CO2 in EOR
is lost forever.

16. High quality CHP is supported by being given enhanced capital allowances and eligibility for Levy
Exemption Certificates under the Climate Change Levy (CCL). Giving IGCC the same treatment as CHP
has the same rationale (reduced emissions per MWh of electricity). Such a level of support is likely to
overcome any barriers associated with perceived technology risk by investors. Investors’ confidence in
investing in IGCC supported by the CCL would also be much enhanced by some form of guarantee of
eligibility to an equivalent level of support if the CCL is removed.

17. The EU Emissions Trading Scheme provides an incentive for the reduction of CO2 intensity in the
power generation process. This is both a new scheme and one for which there is no regulatory clarity beyond
2012. Hence while it provides an incentive for low capital, high variable cost carbon abatement such as fuel
switching in the existing generation base, it is unlikely to support the financing of capital-intensive emissions
abatement such as the sequestration of CO2. This is often referred to as the problem of EU Emissions
Trading not being a “bankable” system in the long-term.

18. It is very important that IGCC with CCS is guaranteed to get full allowances under EU ETS for the
lifetime of the plant, and that competition is not distorted through diVerent treatment of new entrants and
existing incumbents. The ability to obtain certain value from the allowances associated with a CO2 capture
plant is a significant part of the economics of the decision to capture and use the CO2 for EOR, or other
geological storage.
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Executive Summary

IGCC with the separation of CO2 for EOR has the potential to be a major supplier of cheap low-carbon
electricity to the UK market, and enhance the value of the UK’s remaining hydrocarbon reserves.

IGCC can be also used to prime the hydrogen economy, and has development potential to ultimately be
used in conjunction with high eYciency fuel cells.

IGCC and EORuse established technologies which can produce market ready scalable technologies now,
and under the right incentive regime, can attract private finance.

This opportunity will be missed by the UK unless it acts quickly to incentivise appropriate project and
infrastructure developments over the coming years.

Government can make it happen. The keys are:

(a) For the promotion of IGCC, or more correctly the production and use of hydrogen rich fuels in
power generation, we recommend that IGCC be given the same incentives as a combined heat and
power plant in the UK market:
— Enhanced capital allowances should apply for all invested capital.
— The electrical output should be eligible for Levy Exemption Certificates under the Climate

Change Levy.

(b) For the promotion of Carbon Dioxide Capture:

— The plant should be guaranteed a full allocation of emissions allowances under the EU
Emissions Trading scheme as if it were emitting all of its CO2.

— Investors should be provided with confidence in the long term cash flow benefits of CO2

capture and storage, through provision of bankable value in emissions trading.

(c) For the promotion of EOR, it is vital that Government provides suYcient incentives to the oil
industry to ensure that the major oilfields are not abandoned prematurely, and realises the very
significant opportunity associatedwith tertiary oil recovery with CO2-EOR.Under an appropriate
fiscal regime, tertiary CO2-EOR is routinely performed in the USA at a delivered CO2 price which
is consistent with the CO2 capture cost from a new IGCC plant.

September 2005

APPENDIX 20

Memorandum from The Royal Society

We are pleased to be able to respond to the Committee’s call for evidence for the inquiry into “Carbon
Capture and Storage”:

— Carbon capture and storage should be considered as part of a package of possible approaches to
prevent CO2 reaching the atmosphere. These include using less energy, using renewable and low
carbon energy sources and developing technologies that allow the continued use of fossil fuels
while reducing our greenhouse gas emissions. We recommend that the Committee consider in
detail the findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special report on
Carbon dioxide capture and storage (IPCC 2005).14

— The capture of CO2 from large stationary sources is technically feasible, but expensive. Without
an appropriate incentive, or an economic framework to fund its installation and use, it is unlikely
to be deployed widely. Capturing CO2 and compressing it for transportation and storage requires
additional plant and processing, which reduces the overall eYciency of the plant, thereby
increasing the cost of generation, as well as the amount of CO2 per kilowatt of energy produced.
However this additional CO2 could also be sequestered. Technological advances could help to
reduce costs and increase the eYciency and eVectiveness of the capture technology.

— Consideration should also be given to the potential scale of the industry and associated
infrastructure required if carbon capture and storage is to deliver substantial reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions.

— In our report Economic instruments for the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions (Royal Society
2002)15 we recommend that a price should be attached to the emission of CO2 to the atmosphere,
either through a carbon tax or by tradable emission permits. This has the potential of making
carbon capture and storage economically viable. However consideration is required as to how to

14 IPCC (2005).Special Report onCarbon dioxide Capture and Storage—Summary for Policymakers. IPCCGeneva, Switzerland.
http://www.ipcc.ch/activity/ccsspm.pdf

15 Royal Society (2002). Economic instruments for the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions. Document 26/02 http://
www.royalsoc.ac.uk/displaypagedoc.asp?id%11309
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design an eVective economic instrument that can ensure the long-term investment that this
technology requires. Such an incentive could come from the EU Emissions trading scheme. In the
short term, financial incentives may be needed to ensure that all new power plants are designed to
reduce the cost of retrofitting capture technology.

— Storage of carbon dioxide is already being undertaken in a number of places worldwide, primarily
for the use of Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). The geology surrounding active oil and gas wells is
largely understood and oVer good prospects for use as storage sites. For the UK the detailed
knowledge from the North Sea oil and gas industry means that their potential use for CO2 storage
is reasonably well understood. However less is known about the geology globally and before
widespread global deployment is undertaken considerable eVort will be required to characterise
and understand the geology of other potential sites, particularly if saline aquifers are to be used
rather than oil wells. The recent IPCC Special Report (IPCC 2005) highlights the need for further
geological characterisation of potential CO2 storage sites.

— TheCommittee should consider issues relating to the storage of CO2 including clarification around
who will own, regulate, fund and monitor the long-term storage of CO2. In addition consideration
should be given to the timescales required for implementing the appropriate regulatory and legal
agreements. The DTI review of the feasibility of carbon dioxide capture and storage in the UK
(DTI 2003)16 highlights the need for clarification or amendment of the OSPAR Convention and
the London Convention/Protocol, which govern the disposal of wastes in or under the oceans.
Although these conventions do not prohibit the use of CO2 for EOR or other operational reasons,
it may take several years to secure international agreement for the widespread storage of CO2.

— Despite the potentially huge global capacity for sequestration oVered by ocean storage, where CO2

is deposited on or above the sea floor in the deep oceans, consideration must be given to the
environmental risks. In our report on Ocean acidification due to increasing atmospheric carbon
dioxide (Royal Society 2005),17 we highlighted that research into the impacts of high
concentrations of CO2 in the oceans is in its infancy.

— The program of funding and development of CCS within the UK should take place within the
broader framework of international activities to ensure that it is contributing to an international
program of emission reduction. Even if the UK were to capture and store a substantial quantity
of its own emissions, this would be only a small contribution to the global reductions in emissions
required to reduce the risks posed by climate change. However by showing leadership, the UK
might engage with India and China in managing their potential future emissions of carbon dioxide
eVectively, to much greater global eVect.

— The Committee needs also to consider the potentially important role that public opinion could
have on the development and deployment of carbon capture and storage.

Our comments refer to previous Royal Society studies. We would be pleased to provide copies of these
and/or expand on any of the points outlines below.

September 2005

APPENDIX 21

Memorandum from Professor Stuart Haszeldine18, UK Energy Research Centre

Summary

Increased CO2 emissions from economic activity are leading to climate warming and acidification of the
upper ocean. Mitigating these eVects raise unprecedented challenges in engineering the habitability of our
planet. The potential advantages of CCS for the UK are outlined. Future sources of oil, coal, and especially
the vulnerability of gas, are discussed. The benefits of deep geological CCS in EOR, depleted gasfields, and
aquifers are outlined. Particular highlights are placed on problems of CO2 retention in the deep subsurface
for required timescales. Government issues of: Value, Ownership,Monitoring, andRegulation or Licensing
are critical inhibitors to any large-scale development of CCS. Opportunities for some middle-scale CCS
onshore on the UK are outlined.

16 DTI (2003).Review of the feasibility of carbon dioxide capture and storage in the UK.Department of Trade and Industry URN
03/1261.

17 Royal Society (2005) Ocean Acidification due to increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide. Document 12/05 http://
www.royalsoc.ac.uk/document.asp?id%3249

18 Stuart Haszeldine is a geologist with 20 years research experience of the oVshore oil and gas industry. He is also one of a
handful of UK academics with current research experience of geological disposal of radioactive waste. He is co-Director of
the Scottish Centre for Carbon Capture and Storage, a co-Leader of the UKCCSC research consortium, and a member of
the Future Sources of Energy theme in the UKEnergy Research Centre. This Centre is funded by the UKResearch Councils,
and aims to provide impartial, evidence based, advice and information on UK energy issues.
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1. Why Carbon Capture and Storage for the UK?

All serious predictions indicate that during the next 20 years the UK, and the world, will be using more
fossil fuel than in the last 20. This will produce carbon dioxide—and theUK is on course tomiss its national
20% reduction targets in 2010 by 34 million tons per year, out of a total of some 500Mt/yr. Carbon Capture
and Storage (CCS) oVers particular advantages on an intermediate timescale, which can provide options
to renewables or nuclear. Key advantages include: rapid deployment based on existing technology, flexible
generation, diverse fuel sources, UK expertise and employment. CCS provides an opportunity for a solution
using, or adapting, existing technology, to help the transition to a new low-carbon, economy,whilst enabling
high-technology employment in the process. TheUK is very well placed to develop and exploit CCS, as there
is well-developed fossil fuel power industry, world-class expertise in oVshore surveying, geology and
engineering, combined with accessibility of the world’s best-known sedimentary basins to act as storage
sites.

2. Concepts of CCS

The concepts, technology and geology of CCS are explained in many publications. A short version is
briefing note 238 by POST http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary–oYces/post/pubs2005.cfm. The most
authoritative worldwide being a newly-published (September 2005) Special Report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change http://www.ipcc.ch/ An impartial summary of international
research information is http://www.co2captureandstorage.info/. A technology-based summary including
CCS for the UK is published (April 2005) by the DTI Carbon Abatement Technology http://
www.dti.gov.uk/energy/coal/cVt/catstrategy.shtml A shorter summary of CCS, combined with an
assessment of UK business opportunities, is provided (September 2005) by Scottish Enterprise http://
www.scottish-enterprise.com/sedotcom–home/sig/sig-energy/energy-oilandgas/energy-oilandgas-help/
energy-oilandgas-research.htm£carbon—capture A summary of current UK University research in CCS
is at http://www.co2storage.org.uk/ The European Union has decided to work to a policy of maintaining
atmospheric CO2 at or below 550 ppm. CCS is expected to form a strand for major research, technology
and development funding in FP7.

3. Wordwide Drivers for CCS: Climate and Oceans

Most European, andmanyUSA, scientists are convinced that there is a link between levels of atmospheric
CO2 andworld surface temperatures http://www.ipcc.ch/. It is less-well appreciated that increasedCO2 leads
to ocean acidification, with poorly known consequences for life in shallow seas around the UK http://
www.royalsoc.ac.uk/document.asp?id%3249. The UK Government Chief scientist is well-known to hold
the strong opinion that climate change is the greatest threat facing the human world. The urgency for
reducing the rate and total volume of emission of CO2 is far greater than the rate at which energy use is
changing.

4. Why is the UK Important?

4.1 Much of the fundamental proposal for CCS, and its evaluation in a UK context has undertaken by
the British Geological Survey, during the 1990’s. Most geological data ultimately derives from this research
group. An independent submission is being made to the Select Committee by the BGS.

4.2 It is clear that the UK has a world-class opportunity to use CCS. From hydrocarbon exploration,
we have unrivalled knowledge of our oVshore geology. These are some of the worlds best-known and most
accessible sediment basins, and contain both depleted oil and gas fields and deep aquifers of saline water.
The pores in such sediments can hold at least 70 years production of carbon dioxide produced by all
European power stations—some estimates state 500 years. Natural carbon dioxide occurrences in the UK
oVshore show that safe natural storage can be measured in millions of years—not just the 10,000 years
required to mitigate climate or ocean acidification.

4.3 The UK has an opportunity to establish a worldwide lead in CCS technology, and in service skills
such as licensing, regulation, monitoring, and project management

4.4 However, several technological problems may exist for engineered storage, and still need further
assurance (see 9 below).

5. Future Fuel Sources: Coal, Gas and Oil

5.1 One purpose of CCS is to enable continued use of fossil fuels in UK power generation. These can
be coal, gas, oil, or biofuel mixtures sourced from diverse geographical and political origins. Such diversity
provides a security of supply, and is not overly dependent on the fluctuations in the market for one fuel.

5.2 Evidence on an overview of coal use and power station technologywill be submitted by theUKCCSC.
Coal worldwide is generally regarded as having hundreds of years of reserves, with stable prices having
existed until 2004 http://www.investis.com/bp–acc–ia/stat–review/htdocs/reports/report–22.html
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5.3 UK oil reserves beneath the North Sea are about 50% depleted, so that extensive, and increasing,
imports can be anticipated. The quantity and timescale of depletion depends partly on the price of oil, and
any deferment of decommissioning is financially valuable to both industry licensees, and to the Treasury by
deferment of tax relief. Enhanced Oil Recovery can assist with some deferment (see 7 below). There is active
debate concerning the possible decline of world oil reserves http://www.odac-info.org/, or the security of
supply for decades http://www.investis.com/bp–acc–ia/stat–review/htdocs/reports/report–5.html.

5.4 Gas supply from the southern North Sea is now well into decline, and will eVectively be exhausted
by 2010, with minimal possibility for enhanced production (unlike Enhanced Oil Recovery). After 2010
about 50% of current UK requirements could be met from other gas areas of the UK oVshore and the
remainder will be imported by pipeline from Norway and the EU, or marine tanker LNG. However in the
20 year timescale, the world resources of gas may be dominated by Russia and its Gazprom super-giant
company (which already claims to hold 20% of world reserves). Russia can dominate the supply to Europe
and theUK. TheUK currently holds reserves of only 14 days normal gas supply, in contrast to theEuropean
average of 50 days (http://www.oilandgas.org.uk/issues/gas/ p7, p13, Appendix 2).

6. UK Government and Research Issues

In the UK there is an urgent need for a Government lead on issues such as (below) :

— EOR incentives, financial regime or reduced tax on extra oil produced;

— long term ownership of carbon dioxide;

— technological and safety standards;

— costs and EU—ETS clean power incentives similar to “conventional” renewables

— legal licensing or permitting regime for storage sites;

— novel CCS opportunities

— timescales of deployment, and public information

Many of these need further research, in UK Universities, Institutes, or Industry.

7. EOR

7.1 Some of the most promising initial developments for CCSmay exploit Enhanced Oil Recovery—that
can inject carbon dioxide to produce 10 percent more oil from existing fields. But this will only work with
suitably engineered platforms. An extra 900 to 2,000 million barrels of UK oil production can also store 700
million tons of carbon dioxide.

7.2 A group led by BP and Scottish and Southern Energy has plans to convert natural gas into hydrogen
and carbon dioxide at Peterhead power station, then pump 1.3Mt CO2/yr liquefied carbon dioxide to deep
storage oVshore in the Miller oilfield, which will produce an additional 40 Million barrels of oil. The
hydrogen will be burned in a modified gas turbine power plant, to generate 350MWof electricity with near-
to-zero carbon emissions. This will be a world first, if running costs can be met for the 15–20 year timescale.
There are a group of other high CO2 oilfields adjacent to Miller in the UK oVshore, and formal or financial
encouragement of their Operators could lead to add-on EOR via the BP CO2 pipeline.

7.3 Miller is a crucial CCS opportunity for the UK, and it is hard to over-emphasise the unique
opportunity provided by the combination in sequence of: oilfield, pipeline, equipment, power station,
willing companies, and timing. If this opportunity is missed, it is hard to see another such combination on
the UKCS.Miller can act as a crucial full-scale demonstration of CCS suitable for EOR, as a bridge to add-
on EOR in neighbouring fields, and as learning for aquifer storage.

7.4 Scottish Enterprise (2005) calculates that limiting carbon dioxide with CCS electricity will be two to
four times cheaper than the current renewables obligations based on ROC.

7.5 BP, as the Operator of Miller appears to require some long-term incentive for the operating expense
of CO2 use during EOR. Previous evaluations of EOR using the Forties field, or the Gullfaks field have
foundered on finance. Incentives could take the form of tax breaks on capital cost, or could also be lower tax
rates on oil produced by EOR. The UKGovernment needs to make a commitment to enable suitable EOR.

8. Long-Term Ownership

A significant unknown is the long-term ownership of stored CO2. It is diYcult to expect a commercial
company to maintain ownership for more than a few decades into the future. Therefore the State may need
to be the ultimate guarantor. It is possible (but unknown), that stored CO2 may eventually become a
resource, rather than a waste product. For example CO2 could become a feedstock for chemical industries;
or it may eventually prove possible to engineer bacteria which are known to feed oV CO2 plus hydrogen, to
feed oVCO2 plus water, or CO2 plus sewage, to produce methane—which is then useful as an energy source.
The UK Government needs to make a commitment on long-term ownership and long-term liability.
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9. Technology and Safety of CCS in Oil and Gas Fields and Aquifers

9.1 There are many positive points in favour of CCS in geological storage. However the present writer
also considers that there are several under-researched and under-solved problems. The extent to which these
problems need to be solved, will depend on the Regulatory framework into which CCS is placed in the EU
and UK.

9.2 Borehole Leakage is usually a key concern. The main risk for CCS leakage is through the borehole
used to emplace the stored gas. After abandonment, such boreholes are usually sealed with a specialist
Portland-style cement. However it is known that carbon dioxide reacts with such oilfield cements on
timescales of decades, and their eVectiveness is greatly decreased. Research is underway, in several
commercial organisations, to developmore durable cements. EVective cements should be feasible to develop
within a few years, but do not yet appear to have been demonstrated. A possibility arises that commercial
companies may develop storage sites, and store carbon dioxide below ground—but that the cement seals to
boreholes last only tens of years after the company licence has terminated. If the State owns the stored gas
at that time, the State may be liable for continued maintenance of the boreholes. This issue will potentially
aVect all pre-existing boreholes contacted by CO2 dissolved in water, not just those used to inject CO2. In
a typical oVshore hydrocarbon field, this may be 30 boreholes. In saline aquifer storage there may be fewer
pre-existing boreholes, but their locations may be poorly known—particularly for onshore locations—and
any leakage will need to be remediated by normal oilfield techniques.

9.3 Monitoring of CCS is proposed to be undertaken by oil-industry seismic reflection techniques. These
are undoubtedly well-established, and can be deployed to image liquid CO2. However, such techniques need
further work to enable prediction of any fracturing of the top seal to a storage site, during the increased
pressures necessary for CO2 injection. It is important that seismic is realised to have fundamental limits on
the resolution of thickness of rock layers in subsurface storage—typically 25 metres would be optimistic.
This means that significant volumes of CO2 may be hard to detect—with implications for tracking leakage,
and for validating volumes injected for tax credits. Most importantly, the seismic technique is not at all
useful for detecting CO2 once this has dissolved in pore water filling the reservoir. Additional work is needed
on adapting existing complementary geophysical techniques, such as electrical resistivity, which are capable
of detecting dissolved CO2.

9.4 Tracers of CO2 are likely to be useful for safety, and to be economically important. If a leak of CO2

is detected, the gas itself holds little information as to its origin. It may not even be possible to discern if a
gas is natural, or is a leak from a storage site. This could be important for safety liability, and for validating
tax credit claims. It is simple, in principle, to add exotic tracers, which can fingerprint individual batches of
CO2, even if these are injected into the same disposal site. Exactly which tracers, what concentration, and
how these perform, during subsurface mixing and fluid movement, is still under active research. The types
of tracer may also depend on the setting—particularly the spacing between boreholes. This is because the
migration speed of tracers may diVer from the CO2 fluid. The UK should explicitly consider enforced
fingerprinting of injected gases by means of artificially added tracers.

9.5 CO2 injection volumes predicted, are very poorly understood into depleted oil or gas fields, and
especially in saline aquifers. Estimates range by factors of 10 to 100. More research is needed to predict the
volume of CO2 capable of injection into anticipated types of geological sites. This will reduce the range of
uncertainty, and enable improved planning of pipeline networks, or numbers and locations of storage sites
needed through time.

10. Costs

10.1 Many barriers to CCS are considered to be financial, so that industries and the EU both aim to
reduce carbon dioxide capture costs to less than £20–30 per ton before 2010. Storage costs of less than
£10–20 per ton CO2 may be oVset by EU-ETS purchase of emission permits. The costs published from pilot
CCS projects at SACS and Weyburn seem to fall in or below this £10–20 range. To enable this, CCS must
be placed firmly within the EU-ETS. At present CO2 sent for geological storage is apparently not eligible
within the EU-ETS scheme, or within theROC scheme (cf sect 7.4). This does not provide fair comparability
or “level playing field” with other sources of low-carbon power generation, such as “conventional”
renewables of solar, wind, wave and tide, which in the UK can be given Renewable Obligation Certificates
(ROC) http://www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/renew–2.2.1.htm, or even nuclear, which can receive support for
technology development.

10.2 It is worth remembering that “cost” may not need to be as cheap as possible, all that is needed is a
value chain which can enable industries to make a profit. For comparison, the entire oVshore exploration
and production of the North Sea has never been the cheapest world option for oil or gas—Saudi Arabia has
been, and still is, much cheaper.
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11. Licensing and Regulation of Storage

11.1 The approach to be taken by safety regulation also needs explicit clarification. There are obviously
complications with OSPAR and London conventions, which need to be agreed. However for the UK, a
choice of principle exists between taking a very strict “precautionary safety” style of approach as with
radioactive waste, or taking a “performance and licensing” approach, as with oil and gas exploration and
production.

11.2 If the “precautionary safety” approach is taken, that would imply an extremely high level of
certainty in understanding the sub-surface environment for the next 10,000 years. Such evidence from a
Developer of a storage site is very diYcult to defend, to a legal standard—as has been amply demonstrated
by radioactive waste investigations in the UK and other countries.

11.3 Alternatively, if a “performance and licensing” approach were to be taken then, at commencement
of storage, a Developer would need to show their expectations and predictions for their storage site. This
would be regularlyMonitored (See section 9.3) during the lifetime of the licence. If prediction and observed
performance were good enough, then the licence would be continued. This is a much easier, and more
pragmatic, approach—and can also enable a rapid start of licensing storage sites.

11.4 A requirement must be for a Developer to undertake a fully-specified investigation of the baseline
geological conditions, so that perturbations in future can be clearly identified (cf Tracers section 9.4)

12. Other CCS Opportunities

12.1 Much attention is being given to large-scale CCS opportunities involving geological deep storage.
In the UK, some examples are listed below of opportunities for smaller-scale and novel CCS.

12.2 Onshore local boreholes have not been much investigated. The cost of drilling and of equipment
maintenance is naturally much cheaper onshore, compared to oVshore. The UK also has a diverse geology,
with many areas underlain by deep saline aquifers. For example, it may be possible to develop sites with
individual boreholes for individual industrial sites of cement works or paper mills, or district schemes of
Combined Heat and Power using fossil fuels. The UK also has a few existing small power stations fuelled
from biomass. Is it possible that such enterprises could become not just carbon neutral, but “carbon
negative” by capturing CO2 for local disposal with individual boreholes?

12.3 Co-firing of biomass has begun in several coal-fired power stations, as a consequence of the
Renewables Obligation. If these power plants are ever retro-fitted for CCS, or co-firing is adopted in new-
build coal plants, then CO2 from this biomass can be captured and stored to result in a negative emission.

12.4 Negative emissions engineering of CO2 with biomass could becomemuch more feasible. Engineered
species of poplar or willow trees are under development, and could be grown within 10 years Prof G Taylor
2005, www.ukerc.ac.uk) as energy crops on set-aside land or as forestry. Radical opportunities will need to
be considered, to move towards and exceed a 60% reduction of UK CO2 emissions by 2050. Fuels of this
type can link to onshore local storage (above).

12.5 Charcoal is used commercially in some parts of Japan, and by native Brazilians, to enhance soil
fertility. Charcoal fixes about 50% of the carbon from wood, is very slow to degrade, and well-preserved
examples are known to be 300 million years old http://www.accstrategy.org/abstracts/
ogawaokimoritakahashi.html. Basically, charcoal can lock-up carbon for hundreds or thousands of years.
Minimal work has been undertaken to assess a UK application, although it can be calculated that millions
of tons Carbon could be sequestered into soil worldwide using this method.

13. Timescale

13.1 The timescale of to commence CCS deployment can be matched to the timescale of UKCO2 targets
(sect 1). Even with theMiller project (Sect 7.2), the current reductions of CO2 are likely to be much too small
to meet these targets. Much more urgent assessment, and decisions are needed on several fronts. Firstly, to
incentivise further EOR in the Miller area (maybe another 4Mt CO2/yr). Secondly, to convert or build new
UK fossil fired generating plant. For example, UK manufacturer Mitsui Babcock states that there is
potential to retro-fit CO2 capture facilities to supercritical boilers of large coal plant (0.5 Mt CO2/yr each),
at costs of £120M per 600Mwe, 12 months outage time and delivering CO2 at £12/ton. The size, and
timescale, of the problem means that radical step-changes are required urgently—or part-closure of fossil
fuel generation may be required to meet CO2 emissions targets.

13.2 There appears to be a lack of widespread dialogue between power companies, utilities, and oil
companies. Individual companies are persistently interested, but a much wider engagement is needed. There
is little public information, to help form perceptions and opinions—which will be especially important for
onshore projects. UKERC and associated institutions may be able to broker such issues.
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14. Conclusion

CCS can make a major contribution to reducing CO2 emissions from fossil fuel in power generation, for
the UK and worldwide. This is extremely urgent, and should not wait until 2020, because the eVects of
catastrophic climate change are already apparent, and the UK is not meetings its CO2 targets. A diversity
of fuel options are possible with CCS. Technology for power generation CCS is available, but has not yet
been joined together in a co-ordinated demonstration. Solving existing technology gaps is significant, but
seems achievable. A commercial development in the North Sea, headed by BP, is likely to be the first in
oVshore-onshore link in the world to undertake this, and could be operational by 2009. The UK has a
world-class opportunity to build on its expertise and employment in oVshore engineering. The UK
Government still has to provide urgent clarification and policy on: market incentives for CCS (until
inclusion within EU-ETS is negotiated, and ETS caps are a tight enough to require widespread CCS), long
term ownership, standards for monitoring, standards for licensing and standards for site performance
during operation and after closure. Novel CCS applications can also be investigated in cheaper UK
settings onshore.

September 2005

APPENDIX 22

Memorandum from BP

Summary

The potential oVered by Carbon Capture and Storage—or, more accurately CO2 Capture and Storage
(CCS)—to reduceGreenHouseGas emissions is substantial, and theUKhas a unique opportunity to adopt
a leading international position. Storage under the United Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS) oVers a
good place to store CO2, and together the oil, gas and saline aquifiers are estimated to have the capacity to
store all of the CO2 emissions from power generation from all of Europe for 50 years.

CCS technology can be used to de-carbonise fossil fuels by converting the fuels into Hydrogen (H2) and
CO2. The CO2 can be permanently stored in subsurface structures, thus ensuring that it does not enter the
atmosphere. The carbon free hydrogen can then be used to provide heat and light either through direct use
as fuel in power stations or through addition to natural gas systems as a form of carbon dilution.

BP’s and partners’ Decarbonised Fuels Project (known as DF1) based on the Peterhead Power Plant and
the UKCS Miller Field presents an immediate and eVective way of establishing the necessary large-scale
technology demonstration of CCS. It would produce significant environmental benefits by reducing
emissions of CO2 by 1.3 million tons per year, the equivalent of removing 300,000 cars from the roads.
Indeed, in terms of the immediate future, this single project would provide around 350MW of clean
electricity—enough to provide power for all the homes in a city the size of Glasgow or Manchester.

Policy makers should realise that any credible policy to reduce CO2 emissions must embrace CCS as part
of the portfolio, as recognised by the IPCC special report on CCS; and that this ought to be acknowledged
in any fiscal or regulatory regime designed to assist low carbon or carbon free energy to compete with
fossil fuels.

Introduction

1. There is no single solution to the problem of how best to reduce CO2 emissions at both the national and
(more importantly) global level, but the potential oVered by CO2 Capture and Storage (CCS) is increasingly
recognised, as evidenced by the recent IPCCReport. CCS needs to be seen as complementary to both energy
eYciency and renewable options for power generation.

2. The United Kingdom is especially well placed to explore the potential of CCS. The North Sea basin
is ideal for large scale storage. As a result of historical policy frameworks, the geology under the North Sea
is very well understood and there are sound grounds for confidence that UKCS oil and gas fields are well
suited for storing CO2 and allowing Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). In addition, the North Sea basin often
has large deep saline aquifiers which oVer the potential of excellent CO2 sites. Indeed, together the oil, gas
and saline aquifiers have adequate capacity to store all of the CO2 produced from power generation in
Europe for some 50 years. Finally, recycling the North Sea pipeline infrastructure could play an important
part in enabling cost eVective access to these reservoirs. But much of this infrastructure will be
decommissioned over the next 20 years, so the UK’s window of opportunity to gain material benefit from
CCS technology will close as that infrastructure is removed.

3. The potential reductions in CO2 oVered by CCS can begin to be realised through BP’s and partners’
Decarbonised Fuels Project (known as DF1) based on the Peterhead Power Plant and the North SeaMiller
Field in the UKCS (United Kingdom Continental Shelf). This project oVers this country an unrivalled and
rapid opportunity, once sanctioned by government, to demonstrate CCS technology on a substantial scale
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and will give the United Kingdom the chance of becoming a global leader in the whole area of CCS and low
carbon energy generation. It could also oVer substantial help to this country in meeting its CO2 emissions
reductions targets for 2010 and 2012.

4. This memorandum provides BP’s view on the current state of CCS technology; its commercial
viability; and the policy mechanisms required to make it a reality (especially relating to DF1). The inherent
advantages of the UKCS in terms of storage and infrastructure not only provide the UK with an
opportunity to achieve significant and rapid reductions in CO2 emissions—DF1 alone would reduce them
by 1.3 million tons annually. But in addition, higher employment and enhanced energy security would be
one of the consequences of the widespread deployment of CCS in the North Sea.

The Technology

5. The technology is developing rapidly, and has three elements: Capture; Transportation; and Storage.
When integrated, these can be used to generate “green” electricity using CO2-free hydrogen. Each element
is described below, and then integrated using the example of DF1.

6. “Capture technology” is already available, but for the most part it has only been tested at relatively
small scale (although DF1 provides the first opportunity of demonstrating the technology in association
with a large power plant in operation). Capture technology includes pre-combustion decarbonisation, post
combustion decarbonisation and oxy firing technologies. In diVerent industrial settings, each can be
deployed at power plants as new-build and, in some cases, retrofit, and they have application to all fuel types
from gas to coal. However, all are capital intensive, and their further development will continue at a limited
pace in the absence of policy initiatives.

7. In respect of “Transportation”, the oil and gas industry has over 30 years experience in transporting
large volumes of CO2 in pipelines and ships. The costs and issues of CO2 transportation are well known and
little further Research and Development is required for commercial deployment.

8. Finally, there is the “storage” aspect. The oil and gas industry has over one hundred years of experience
identifying and managing fluids in the deep sub-surface. The geological storage of CO2 is very similar to the
management of other liquids and gases routinely handled by the industry throughout the world. Indeed, for
over 30 years, CO2 has been injected into reservoirs for the purpose of EOR. Technologically, what sets it
apart from normal EOR operations is the requirement for assurance of long-term storage integrity. Much
of the technology currently under development is concentrated upon providing confidence around this
whole aspect. The structural and mechanical integrity of the reservoir and wells are areas of specific study,
as are the appropriate conditions necessary to allow a reservoir to become an active storage site. Ultimately,
when the geological reservoir is at the end of its active storage phases, it will be abandoned. Once again, the
industry has considerable experience of oil and gas abandonment, and much of this will be used to form the
basis for secure abandonment to ensure long term safe, secure storage on CO2 in the rock. The associated
issue of long term liability and the monitoring and reporting of the sealed reservoir will need to be resolved.

The Costs

9. Clearly, there are important issues of cost and what is required in terms of market and policy measures
to allow the technology to be commercialised. It is not fanciful to expect existing CCS technology to be in
operation within five years, provided that stable market conditions and the necessary policy mechanisms
are in place. Over a decade, there will be even greater scope to achieve significant improvements in the
technology’s cost performance, although the policy framework will always be important since it will always
cost more to decarbonise fossil fuels than to burn them without decarbonisation.

10. The costs of power generation using H2 are competitive with those of renewables and nuclear, but
not non-decarbonised fossil fuels. Current estimates of the incremental costs of generating power from H2

(as against fossil fuels) are $55–65 per megawatt hour ($/MWh), which is similar to the level of support
oVered to renewables under the Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) scheme. It is expected that
technology costs of CCS will reduce over time, and will require diminishing support. If so, the
competitiveness of CCS will progressively increase.

11. Infrastructure costs for moving CO2 are a significant component. But some of this cost can, as with
DF1, be oVset if the re-use of existing infrastructure is possible and encouraged. Equally, were the United
Kingdom to become a global leader in the export of technology and expertise, this would further help to
oVset the initial costs of developing CCS technology.

12. Finally, one should be aware of the economic advantages oVered by pre- (as opposed to post-)
combustion. CCS technology can be used to disassociate the emissions of Green House gases from the large
scale combustion of fossil fuels by:

— removing CO2 from the exhaust stream, following combustion of fossil fuels (known as post
combustion capture); or by

— removing the carbon before combustion, thus separating the hydrogen and the carbon that make
up hydrocarbons and producing decarbonised fossil fuels.
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If the resultant CO2 stream can be securely geologically stored, “green” power can be manufactured from
the hydrogen at a comparable cost to the nuclear or renewable alternatives, or the hydrogen can be added
to the natural gas grid as a form of carbon dilution.

BP’s DF1 Project

13. Against this background, it may be helpful to describe a little more fully the DF1 Project, which has
three main components:

— the generation of “carbon free electricity” through the conversion of an existing gas-fired power
station near Peterhead in Scotland to run on hydrogen;

— the manufacture of hydrogen—in order to supply the power station—by reforming North Sea gas
and capturing the resulting carbon dioxide;

— the transportation of the captured carbon dioxide via an existing oVshore pipeline to the Miller oil
and gas field in the North Sea—and injecting it into the reservoir to recover additional oil reserves
and to extend the productive life of the field by about twenty years.

14. This project oVers an immediate and eVectiveway of establishing the necessary large-scale technology
demonstration and of helping to meet current emissions targets. When completed, it will set several
technology milestones including the:

— largest carbon dioxide EOR project in the North Sea;

— first carbon dioxide pipeline in the North Sea;

— largest hydrogen-fired power generation facility in the world;

— largest Auto Thermal reformer for generating hydrogen.

15. There is no single solution which can by itself deliver the world’s CO2 targets, but there is a portfolio
of technologies that have been demonstrated at scale, and which collectively oVer the opportunity to make
the necessary reductions over the next 50 years. Because the world will be dependent on conventional
hydrocarbons for the next 50 years, hydrocarbon-based technological solutions for climate change will be
one of the major contributors to stabilisation. DF1, for example, will reduce carbon dioxide emissions by
some 80 to 90% for each unit of electricity produced. Indeed, if applied to only 5% of the new electricity
generating capacity which the world is projected to require by 2050, the world would have the potential of
reducing global CO2 emissions by around one billion tonnes a year.

16. There are also security of supply implications. The project will prolong the life of the Miller Field
through enhanced oil recovery and through the postponement of abandonment (which could eventually be
imitated throughout the North Sea). But more important, it demonstrates a viable technology pathway for
clean energy production from a broader range of primary energy sources (eg coal, biomass) which would
improve energy security.

17. In terms of the immediate future, this single project would reduce emissions of CO2 by 1.3 million per
year (the equivalent of removing 300,000 cars from the roads) and provide around 350MW of clean
electricity—which is enough to power all the homes in a city the size of Glasgow or Manchester (250,000
homes).

18. DF1 (and other CCS projects) has one other major environmental benefit. It does not require back-
up from fossil fuels to address the problem of the intermittency of wind or sun. It provides base load
capacity, and although it may not be totally carbon free, it provides virtually carbon free energy for 100%
of the time.

The Role of Government

19. As stated above, the costs of CCS are similar to renewables which suggests that the time has arrived
to consider seriously whether a Climate Change Policy should not seek to be rewarding low carbon (or
carbon free) energy on an objective, impartial basis rather than through the “picking of winners” as
exemplified by the current policy which favours renewables. This in no way questions the role of renewable
energy initiatives. BP is involved in this area as well, and there is no doubt that a variety of carbon reduction
strategies and technologies will be required in order to reduce significantly green house gas emissions.

20. But the opportunity oVered by DF1 is unique, and will not remain indefinitely which is why the
implications for public policy need to be confronted quickly. This is because DF1 oVers the possibility to
prove the concept of CCS in the UK and North Sea in a relatively short time frame. Before DF1 became a
possibility, the Miller Field was a certain candidate for decommissioning—and would still be if, for any
reason, DF1 were to be prevented from happening. Hence, it is necessary that incentives should be in place
quickly which are equivalent to those currently available to non-carbon options. This is not merely to
facilitate DF1; and it is not just to demonstrate the technology, important though this is; it also provides
the UKwith the opportunity of seizing a leadership role in promoting CCS technology globally by the early
utilisation of part of the UKCS storage capacity. But to do this, the necessary policy instruments need to
be in place.
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21. There are other issues, in addition to incentives, where government has a role to play. For example,
provisions of bothOSPARand the LondonConventionwill need to be discussed. The rules of the European
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) will need to clarified. And new regulations and permits will also be
required embracing a number of areas, including approvals for new plant onshore (for pre-, post- or Oxy-
firing technology); for pipeline access to move CO2 ; and for injection of CO2 oVshore geological structures
under the seabed for EOR and ultimately for storage.

22. But over the next twelve months, as UK Energy Policy evolves, it is vital for policy makers to
recognise that any credible policy to reduce CO2 emissions must embrace CCS: and that this ought to be
acknowledged in any fiscal or regulatory regime designed to assist low carbon or carbon free energy to
compete with fossil fuels. BP anticipates that over time—and given increasing scale, experience and
technological expertise—the cost of schemes likeDF1will reduce. But that is not the case today, even though
CCS is well placed to argue that it is both commercially and environmentally on a par with (if not ahead of)
any existing alternative. Obviously, a properly functioning Emissions Trading System would be of
enormous benefit to CCS projects—although the specific European system is currently insuYcient, even if
the rules were to be clarified, because it fails to provide a framework of suYcient duration and the current
(and indeed, forecast) level of carbon price is inadequate to encourage business to invest the very large sums
required.

Conclusion

23. It is estimated that up to one third of the required reductions in global CO2 emissions could be made
by CCS technology. CCS is uniquely placed to help build a bridge to a low or no carbon energy future in
the next 50 to 100 years.

24. The United Kingdom is also uniquely placed to lead this process of commercialisation. Geological
storage is the primary method of storage for CO2 in this context—and as already stated, together the oil,
gas and saline aquifiers have adequate capacity to store all of the CO2 produced from power generation in
Europe for some 50 years. However, there is no time to lose because all the North Sea infrastructure
(required for CCS) will disappear over the next 20 years unless something changes.

25. The UK has the opportunity presented by the Miller Field alone to store permanently all the CO2

produced over 20 years by the Peterhead onshore plant. If replicated wider, this would also enhance security
of supply, since the injection of CO2 into the North Sea will also prolong the life of existing fields which
otherwise were due to be decommissioned. But, as already emphasised, the window of opportunity is small.

26. For all these reasons, policy makers throughout the world need to embrace CCS within their mix of
measures by creating a level playing field of support and incentives for low and zero carbon energy. If the
ultimate objective is to reduce Green House gas emissions, there is no doubt that a policy framework which
supports the widespread deployment of CCS is both necessary and desirable.

October 2005

APPENDIX 23

Memorandum from the Royal Society of Chemistry

The RSC is the largest organisation in Europe for advancing the chemical sciences.

Supported by a network of 45,000 members worldwide and an internationally acclaimed publishing
business, our activities span education and training, conferences and science policy, and the promotion of
the chemical sciences to the public.

This document represents the views of the RSC and has been put together by our Environment,
Sustainability and Energy Forum in consultation with the Energy Policy working group. The RSC’s Royal
Charter obliges it to serve the public interest by acting in an independent advisory capacity, and we would
therefore be very happy for this submission to be put into the public domain.

The document has been written from the perspective of the Royal Society of Chemistry consequently our
comments relate to only parts of the consultation document. However, the chemical sciences and chemical
scientists will play an essential role in driving forward technological breakthroughs in the capture, storage
and conversion of carbon dioxide.

The evidence submitted was in the most part published in an RSC report entitled “Chemical Science
Priorities for Sustainable Energy Solutions” [www.rsc.org/Gateway/Subject/EnvEnergy/].

The response can essentially be divided into four key sections:

1. State of the art in trapping and storing CO2
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2. Research and development priorities for trapping and storing CO2

3. Chemical conversion of CO2 in chemicals and fuels

4. Key funding needs

Summary

In CO2 capture and storage, capture technologies constitute a critical component of zero emission power
generation schemes. The major thrust of research is in the optimisation of solvent absorption systems,
development of new separation systems (membranes and adsorption systems), a move to achieving more
concentrated gas streams by way of, for example, pre-combustion decarbonisation or flue gas recirculation
with oxygen addition (“oxyfuel”) and research into the conversion of CO2 into inert or commercially viable
materials. CO2 storage in North Sea oil and gas fields must be addressed now, as this sector moves into the
decline phase, to avail of this storage mechanism. Areas which will warrant further attention include
collaborative research by chemists, geologists and engineers into: corrosion of well completions and
long-term sealing; geochemical and geomechanical impact on the reservoir cap rock and overlying seals
(long-term integrity); maximising storage potential and surveillance and monitoring.

1. State of the Art

This section summarises the state of the art and discusses those gaps in technology that should be
addressed to encourage greater deployment of CO2 capture and storage (CCS). Much of the following is
based on discussions and documented outputs of the CO2NET thematic network on carbon capture and
storage sponsored by the EU Framework Programme and published in more detail at www.co2net.com.

1.1 CO2 Capture

CO2 capture is a well-known technology in diVerent sectors to separate CO2 from flue gas, natural gas
and hydrogen (in syngas). Captured CO2 is vented, used for enhanced oil recovery or purified to produce
high purity CO2 for niche market applications (eg the food and beverage industry). Three process routes are
available:

— pre-combustion;

— post-combustion; and

— oxyfuel combustion.

1.1.1 Pre-combustion capture

In pre-combustion capture, CO2 is captured from a gas mixture which is produced by partial oxidation
of natural gas, coal oil residuals or biomass. This gas mixture contains predominantly H2 gas and CO2

(15–40%) at a high pressure (15–40 bar). Separating CO2 from H2 is the main task in pre-combustion
capture. Physical absorption is the leading option (when partial pressure is suYciently high), butmembranes
and cryogenics might become interesting alternatives in the future.

1.1.2 Post-combustion capture

In post-combustion capture, CO2 is captured at low pressure and low CO2 content from flue gas by
separation from N2 and O2. This technology can be applied to large power plants such as pulverized coal
plants and natural gas turbine fired combined cycles, cement kilns and industrial boilers and furnaces. The
leading technology in post-combustion capture is chemical absorption using monoethanolamine.
Alternative options to capture CO2 from flue gasses are adsorption, cryogenics and membranes, but these
options are still relatively expensive.

Pre-combustion capture is considered to be a key technology for the production of hydrogen from fossil
fuels, especially in integrated coal gasification combined cycle plants, where CO2 capture could be cheaper
and more eYcient compared to capture at pulverized coal plants.

1.1.3 Oxyfuel combustion

A concentrated stream of carbon dioxide can be produced by the exclusion of nitrogen before or during
the combustion/conversion process. The diVerence with previous process routes is that here the separation
is targeted to produce oxygen from air (ie separation of oxygen from mainly nitrogen), thereby avoiding
the need for CO2 separation. Cryogenic separation is the conventional technology to produce pure oxygen,
separating air into liquid oxygen and gaseous nitrogen, argon (which can be sold) and some trace
components. Fossil fuels are then burned in an atmosphere of pure or enriched oxygen. A part of the flue
gas, which consists mainly of CO2 and H2O, is recycled to the combustion chamber to enhance the CO2

content for subsequent removal. This also helps to control the flame temperature, since current materials
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applied in the power industry cannot handle such high temperatures. Finally, water is condensed from the
flue gas that is not recycled and CO2 is removed by compression. Since the volume of inert gas in the boiler
is lower than conventional systems, the boiler eYciency is increased.

This technology has already been applied in some glass, steel and iron industries but has yet to be widely
deployed due to the high costs and the energy requirements of the oxygen separation technologies.

1.1.4 Biological Capture and Mineralisation

About 90 gigatonnes of carbon are exchanged between the ocean and the atmosphere each year with a
net uptake by the ocean of 2.2 gigatonnes. The upper warmer ocean layer contains about 1,030 gigatonnes
of carbon whereas the deeper ocean stores around 38,100 gigatonnes, drawing 1.7 gigatonnes from the
surface layer each year. Acceleration ofmineral formation fromdissolvedCO2 in a controlledmannerwould
enhance the capacity of the ocean as a CO2 sink without the potentially damaging ecological impacts of
elevatedCO2 concentrations.Wright has suggested thatmicrobial consortiamediate precipitation of a range
of carbonates including dolomite and magnetite in ephemeral, highly saline lakes that occur in arid parts of
the world. The way in which iron reducing bacteria convert atmospheric carbon dioxide to calcite, aragonite
and siderite in ash collection ponds is being examined by Oak Ridge under US DOE funding as a means of
sequestering CO2. This has the added advantage of stabilising fly ash into a stable mineral. Several claims
are made for this research including combination with agricultural and food processing waste treatment to
provide energy for microbial growth.

1.1.5 Direct Capture of CO2 from the Atmosphere

In 2001, Lackner, Grimes and Ziock argued that it is technically feasible to capture CO2 from natural
airflow at a rate that far exceeds natural photosynthesis. Their idea is based on the construction of many
300 metre tall, 115 metre diameter convection towers, where a down draft is created by cold water pumped
to the top of the tower. Air flowing out of the bottom of the tower would pass 9,500 tonnes of CO2 per day
through a Ca(OH)2 absorbent. The absorbent would then be regenerated to release a concentrated stream
of CO2 for disposal. The authors estimate that the process would cost $10–15 per tonne of CO2. The focus
of their paper is to suggest a viable and cost eVective alternative to changing the transportation
infrastructure to non-carbonaceous fuels and they conclude that all of the CO2 produced by the
consumption of transportation fossil fuels could be captured for $0.09–0.14 per gallon of gasoline.
Additional costs would be incurred to store or sequester the captured CO2.

1.2 Carbon Storage

An example of CO2 storage is the Sleipner West natural gas field production operated by Statoil, in the
Norwegian sector of the North Sea. In order to meet market specifications, the CO2 content in the natural
gas has to be reduced from 9% to 2.5%. Rather than emit this CO2 to the atmosphere, as is a normal practice,
Statoil decided to store the CO2 underground. Since 1996, Statoil have been storing approximately
1 megatonne of CO2 per year in a saline aquifer. The saline aquifer is similar to a sandstone reservoir, that
contains oil and/or gas, but contains saline porewater instead.

Another example is the Weyburn oilfield in Saskatchewan, Canada. Here, Encana, the field operator, is
injecting CO2 to enhance oil recovery (EOR). CO2 is a good solvent for oil that allows the oil to move more
easily through the reservoir, aided by a slight increase in the oil volume and improved sweep eYciency of
the CO2. The CO2 for this EOR operation is supplied from flue gas from the Dakota Gasification Company
in North Dakota. At the end of the EOR operation the CO2 will be left behind in the reservoir. The oil
industry, especially in the onshore oilfields of Texas, has been using CO2 for EOR for several decades. Hence
the technologies and experience of injecting CO2 underground are already well established.

There are three broad options for CO2 storage: depleted oil and gas fields; deep saline aquifers; and
unmineable coal seams. The potential for storage in unmineable coal seams is very small in the UK and will
not be considered further in this document. Depleted oil and gas fields oVer the advantages of having, by
definition, a proven trapping mechanism (though some fields do allow hydrocarbons to migrate out of the
main reservoir, occasionally to the surface). Also, due to the exploration and production history, much is
known about these traps in terms of their geology, size, storage capacity, sealing caprocks etc In contrast,
saline aquifers have not been studied previously and although their theoretical storage capacity is very large,
geologists have not had opportunities to establish this absolutely.
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2. Research and Development Issues in CO2 Capture and Storage

2.1 Capture

Amine scrubbing is currently the most widely used process for CO2 capture and has been used, for
example, in the Sleipner plant since 1996 to removeCO2 fromnatural gas. Considerable technical experience
exists with respect to generation of relatively small amounts of food-gradeCO2 and for relatively low volume
industrial purposes such as cooling and fire fighting equipment.However, the process is costly and ineYcient
when used with the dilute streams of CO2 found in the stack gases from the current generation of fossil fuel
power plants. It accounts for more than 80% of the overall cost of the carbon capture and storage (CCS)
chain. The development of other more cost eVective methods of CO2 capture is one of the key issues relating
to CCS (along with public acceptance of geological storage).

Alternatives to amine absorption currently under development include polymers such as
polyethyleneimine impregnated on high surface area silicas, activated carbons or fly ashes that are eVective
and regenerable adsorbents. The key issues for adsorption separation are to develop an adsorbent with high
CO2 separation selectivity and adsorption capacity. A significant programme on adsorption has been
established at the University of Nottingham.

Other methods are under examination (eg membrane or cryogenic separation), but the major thrust of
research is aimed at achieving more concentrated gas streams by way of, for example, pre-combustion
decarbonisation or “oxyfuel” ie use of a low nitrogen, high carbon dioxide gas stream for combustion.

More specifically, further research is needed into post-combustion decarbonisation technologies, with a
view to validation of absorption technologies in integrated pilot plants and development of novel chemical
solvents and associated process technologies with significantly reduced capture costs and energy
consumption. Other separation processes to be investigated include membranes, adsorption, high
temperature solid sorbents, as well as cryogenic approaches. Similarly, within the field of pre-combustion
decarbonisation there is a need for validation of absorption technologies in integrated pilot plants as well
as the development of novel reactor concepts for H2/CO2 separation (eg membrane, adsorption and
absorption for the enhanced reforming/gasification process).

Some concepts for generation of multiple products, including CO2 capture, warrant further study.
Validation of de-nitrogenation/oxyfuel technologies in integrated pilot plants is also essential, as are novel
concepts for oxygen production or oxygen transfer. Further development of fuel conversion technologies
should focus on drastic improvements in capture processes or avoidance of separation processes.

Capture technologies constitute a critical component of zero emission power generation schemes. It is
necessary to work on the development and validation of new integrated processes providing near complete
CO2 capture, while at the same time trying to achieve higher energy eYciencies and/or lower costs. This could
also include incorporation of biomass co-combustion and partial CO2 capture as well as multi-pollutant
removal concepts addressing, for example, sulphur components, NOX and trace metals.

It is essential that the development of capture processes is properly integrated into complete CO2

mitigation chains, providing enhanced uptake through:

— integration with improved combustion technologies; and

— and synergistic approaches for CO2 capture and CO2 storage.

2.2 Storage in Oil and Gas Fields

The CO2 storage capacity of old and current oil and gas fields in Western Europe amounts to
approximately 37 billion tonnes. Although this is only a few per cent of the estimated storage capacity of
aquifers, these fields oVer a potentially useful test bed and niche market for larger-scale commercial
sequestration. If the injection of CO2 into such reservoirs can generate a marketable by-product, through
EOR, the net costs of CO2 sequestration could be reduced and this might encourage oil companies with
substantial prior experience to participate in the programme. Additional information gained with this type
of application will also be relevant for the more general aquifer storage of CO2. Regulatory issues are also
likely to be simpler and potential sites could become available earlier than for aquifers.

Most experience of CO2 EOR has been gained onshore in the US and Canada. Operating oVshore in the
North Sea is a more diYcult proposition, though much of the on-shore experience is still relevant. There is,
however, an issue of timing. Already many of the large early discoveries in the North Sea are in the decline
phase, as is the entire British oVshore sector, and theNorwegian andDanishNorth Sea sectors are predicted
to move into the decline phase within a few years. A concern is that older oil and gas fields may be
decommissioned before CO2 EOR and enhanced gas recovery (ERG) projects can be implemented.

Many of themajor international oil companies, needing a rate of return of 12%, are moving their interests
to lower risk areas elsewhere in the world and leaving theNorth Sea to smaller independent operators. These
low cost operators can operate at the end of the maturity line of a field, by operating at a rate of return of
8%, but this leaves little tolerance on such tight margins for new technology in the North Sea. Small
operators cannot aVord or risk using new technology, as the major operators could. The window of
opportunity is therefore shortening.
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Issues for which further R&D is either necessary or desirable to optimise storage potential as opposed to
the present norm of minimising CO2 generation include the following:

— Geophysical and geotechnical explorations of potential wells;

— Corrosion of well completions and long term sealing;

— Geochemical and geomechanical impacts on the reservoir cap rock and overlying seals (long-term
integrity);

— Maximising storage potential;

— Surveillance and monitoring; and

— Technology transfer.

2.3 Aquifer Storage

Deep saline aquifers constitute by far the greatest potential for geological storage of CO2, being capable,
in principle, of storing several hundred years’ worth of Europe’s power plant-derived CO2. Suitable aquifers
are, however, unevenly distributed throughout Europe, with themajority of the theoretical storage potential
located in the North Sea, far away from the main power plants and other major emission points. It should
be noted that the UK has one of the largest capacities in Europe for oVshore CO2 storage in aquifers. Very
considerable aquifer potential does still exist onshore and near-shore, but detailed assessment of the aquifer
potential at any given location is a prerequisite to understanding the regional, national or local storage
capacity. The information available about saline aquifers is often scant and considerable eVort is required
to assess the capacity and suitability of various aquifers.

Although a number of technical issues dealing with storage safety, monitoring and longevity are still
outstanding, the public acceptance of geological storage is probably the overriding issue. To address public
acceptance, it is important to carry out a number of onshore geological storage pilot projects, selected to
represent a geographical spread and a range of geological conditions. The European Commission’s 6th
Framework Programme will provide the first such small scale demonstration. Following these projects,
there will be a need for several other small projects, as well as a few concerted projects at greater scale,
bringing European policies and the main players together in one or just a few activities.

The rolling out of geological storage demonstrations across Europe is perceived to constitute the main
scientific bottleneck to the successful deployment of CCS. In other words, it does not matter howmuch CO2

can be captured, and at what cost, if geological storage cannot obtain public acceptance as a safe, long term
CO2 abatement method.

With respect to subsurface processes, further research requirements include laboratory experiments to
improve knowledge of the behaviour and physical properties of CO2 at reservoir conditions that include
increased temperatures, pressures, and salinities, and account for the presence of other fluids and organics.
These complex conditions can aVect the chemistry of CO2/rock/reservoir fluid interactions and compromise
the sealing capacities of overlying caprocks. In conjunction with the improved knowledge at the small-scale,
it is essential that in-situ field experiments are conducted. These should aim to elucidate the eVects of
diVerent geological settings, geological variance, CO2 migration and long term processes using and
integrating natural analogues and laboratory experiments, as well as identifying suitable sites for
demonstrations. In addition, research should focus on the potential impacts on both oVshore and onshore
ecosystems of spatially restricted but very high concentration CO2 leaks, thereby helping to define site
performance and safety criteria. Methodologies and protocols should be developed for long term
performance assessment of storage sites. These will integrate much of the disparate research needs and
knowledge described above into long-term predictions of probable risks and potential impacts of CO2 leaks.

In the field of material and equipment development, the utilisation of aquifers requires further
development of corrosion resistant material (eg pipes, pumps, cements) and cheap, long-life measuring
sensors for down-hole (eg leak detection, pressure and temperature gauges) as well as surface uses (eg gas
sniVers, seismology and compaction sensors). There is also a need for the further development of new cheap,
high resolution CO2 plume monitoring methodologies.

2.4 The chemistry of CO2/rock/reservoir fluid interactions

There is a growing literature regarding the long-term interactions between CO2 and the minerals present
in the receiving reservoir both as solids and in solution. These interactions will play a major role in
determining the eventual form of the stored CO2 and hence the risks associated with leakage and escape to
the atmosphere. The long-term geochemical interactions in both the reservoir and caprock, which prevents
the fluid (CO2, hydrocarbons or water) moving upwards, are very important in CCS. Predicating these
reactions over geological timescales with confidence can be challenging since increased temperatures,
pressures, and salinities, must be accounted for. If the CO2 could be more permanently locked up through
precipitation as a carbonate within the reservoir this would increase the security of storage. In addition
saline porewaters saturated with CO2 are denser than the surrounding porewaters so they would tend to
“sink” rather than the “pure” supercritical CO2 fluid which has much lower density and hence naturally
buoyant and wants to rise up, increasing the risk of leakage. One of the key issues for storage is the stability
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of cements over long (geological) periods used to seal the boreholes. Low pH porewaters resulting from
injectedCO2 can readily dissolve cements, which therefore necessitate an investigation into the pH evolution
of porewaters, since pH essentially controls the precipitation of carbonates as well.

3. Conversion of Carbon Dioxide into Chemicals and Fuels

It is important to note that the majority of the technologies discussed so far involve trapping and storage
of CO2, however, from a chemical science perspective CO2 can also be seen as potential feedstock for the
manufacture of useful chemicals and as such chemical conversion of significantly large amounts of carbon
dioxide to inert or commercially useful material is an option that cannot be ignored. This is a key challenge
that the chemical sciences will rise to meet if a framework of continued and dedicated funding is in place to
reflect the significant research eVort that is required. In this section a number of ongoing research projects
are detailed.

A substantial amount of research has been carried out to find an economic route to the preparation of
carbon monoxide (CO), methane and methanol by chemically reducing carbon dioxide. For example, CO2

will react with hydrogen over a nickel catalyst in the Sabatier reaction to generate methane, and the reverse
water-gas shift reaction can be used to convert CO2 to carbon monoxide as a feedstock for higher
hydrocarbon production. These two reactions have both been explored for space exploration as a means of
recycling CO2. Syn gas may also be generated by reforming natural gas with CO2 as well as with steam.

Less conventional routes have also been proposed for the reduction of CO2. In 2002Nakamichi Yamasaki
of the Tokushima Industrial TechnologyCenter in Japan claimed that carbon dioxide and hydrochloric acid
in the presence of iron powder at 300C and 100 atmospheres will yield substantial amounts of methane,
ethane, propane and butane. However, these promising observations don’t seem to have led to anything yet.

The search for catalysts that will unlock a commercial route to the activation of CO2 will no doubt
continue and is founded on a growing body of published literature.

More recently there has been growing interest in understanding the photochemical processes by which
plants algae and certain bacteria are able to utilise light to drive charge separation processes within the cell
that eventually lead to the reduction of carbon dioxide and the synthesis of carbohydrates.

Over the last 15 years, much research eVort has been devoted to finding ways ofmimicking themechanism
of photosynthesis for conversion of CO2. One approach has been to construct artificial photocatalytic
systems, which are able to use light energy for the reduction of CO2. However, there is a need for
fundamental research to overcome the key problems that still remain to be solved in this very complex area
of photocatalytic CO2 activation, particularly understanding how to increase the present unsatisfactory
eYciency both with respect to the value of the reduction products of CO2 (usually C1 products) and also to
the oxidation products of the sacrificial electron donor. The University of Nottingham is currently looking
into developing catalyst materials that can mediate the photochemical reduction of CO2 with water using
near UV/visible light to produce fuels. This holds promise to develop systems that can mediate CO2

photoreduction with sunlight. Substantial progress has already been made in this field with the
demonstration of photo-reduction of CO2 to methanol using a variety of transition metal complexes.

An alternative electrochemical route is being pursued byCSIROwho are investigating the use of a 200 nm
porous Au electrode, supported on a polymer membrane, for electrochemically reducing CO2 to carbon
monoxide (CO) at near-ambient pressures.

Finally, another potential chemical approach to sequestration is the transformation of CO2 into inert,
long-lived materials, such as magnesium carbonate. This process is known as mineral carbonation and
mimics the natural weathering of silicate rocks. Although the reaction is thermodynamically favoured, it is
extremely slow and the challenge is to increase the reaction in order to be able to design an economically
viable process.

At this stage it is clear that the transformation of CO2 into useful chemicals can be achieved either by
chemical processes or by moving towards artificial photosynthesis. There are considerable scientific and
economic challenges to be overcome in this area of research before such processes are feasible on a large-
scale, but it is important to note that this research oVers a genuine use for CO2 rather than a “storage
option”. With the correct funding and political framework in place this research could lead to a future
scenario where significant quantities of fuels and chemicals are synthesised from CO2.

5. Key Funding Needs

— Government needs to put into place a framework to provide incentives (most likely fiscal incentives
such as R&D tax credits) to promote R&D associated with sustainable energy technologies.

— Significant long-term funding is required for fundamental chemistry and application specific
chemistry to stimulate and encourage energy related research; innovative, ground-breaking energy
related R&D will rely on a strong chemical science base (eg materials chemistry, catalysis and
combustion chemistry) in the UK.

— Significant and continued funding for the chemical science research and demonstration of
technologies for the chemical conversion of CO2 into inert or useful chemicals is required if the
opportunities for utilising trapped CO2 is to be realised.
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— Incentives are required to recruit and retain outstanding, internationally competitive scientists to
work on energy related research in the UK. Incentives to attract international researchers to work
in these areas are required to ensure that R&D happens now.

— Funding is needed for pilot studies of the aboveCO2 sequestrationmethods. These pilot studies are
required in order to assure public acceptance and praise once the required fundamental research is
complete.

October 2005

APPENDIX 24

Memorandum from the UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium

The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Consortium is a multidisciplinary group of 12 universities and two
NERC Research Institutes which has received £2 million funding as part of the TSEC programme. The
mission of the consortium is: “to promote an understanding of how options for decoupling fossil fuel use
from carbon emissions through the use of carbon capture and storage could be used to assist the UK in
achieving an energy systemwhich is environmentally sustainable, socially acceptable andmeets energy needs
securely and aVordably”. The participants in the UKCCSC are not funded by industry interests on this
project, although individual groups may have diverse income streams which include industrial sponsorship.
For further information on the Consortium and CCS see www.ukccsc.co.uk
Executive Summary

Carbon capture and storage is a viable carbon abatement technology for the UK. The first full scale
systems could be deployed by 2010. Market based incentives required for early deployment are expected to
be less than for analogous actions on renewables. Ample oVshore geological storage for CO2 is available.
The public acceptability for CCS appears to be better than for nuclear power. Themain role forGovernment
in facilitating R&D on CCS is to implement the incentive schemes for early deployment that will allow
“learning by doing” and attract and focus industrial and otherR&DeVort.Government also needs to ensure
that CCS receives appropriate attention in UK energy policy studies, that the necessary academic base for
this potentially large field of activity is developed and that independent expertise is available to support the
key Government role of issuing permits and providing long-term stewardship for geological CO2 storage
sites.

(a) The viability of CCS as a carbon abatement technology for the UK

A1. Global deployment of CCS technologies will be referred to only briefly, but it should be noted that
much of the atmospheric carbon concentration abatement benefit to the UK from R&D on CCS is likely
to arise through technologies and practices developed and demonstrated in theUK being replicated in other
countries, particularly in connection with coal utilisation. This is a new, and therefore potentially “game
changing”, approach to climate change mitigation in which the UK, because of its favourable natural
geological assets and drive to develop low emission energy, is well placed to be one of the world leaders.

A2. CCS as a carbon abatement technology for the UK will be discussed primarily in the context of its
possible initial deployment in the near-term (10–20 year) to 1) contribute simultaneously to filling electricity
generation and CO2 emission reduction “gaps” and 2) extend the use of North Sea industry resources,
infrastructure and expertise. In the longer term decarbonised electricity and hydrogen produced using CCS
could also be used extensively in the building and ground transport sectors, with potentially very high
abatement levels (80% plus) for the fossil fuel component of energy supply in these areas. This depends,
however, on changes in the infrastructure and end-use stock to accommodate carbon-free energy vectors,
particularly for transport (as well as the necessary emission targets). Large scale biomass conversion with
CCS, probably through co-utilisation of biomass with coal, would also remove CO2 from the air, as well as
providing energy. This could be used as an oVset for emissions from air andmarine transport, where carbon-
based liquid fuels have obvious technical advantages.

By allowing the continued use of coal, which has much larger world reserves than gas or oil and
historically more stable prices, CCS can also contribute to UK energy diversity and security, both in the
immediate term and in 30 to 40 years time, when oil and gas may be running out.

The scope for using CCS to eVect higher levels of abatement from fossil fuel use in the future is, however,
likely to be strongly aVected by whether or not an established core of CCS infrastructure and expertise is
built up over time using earlier opportunities. In particular, oVshore facilities that have been removed,
pipelines that have been scrapped and wells that have been sealed cannot subsequently be reinstated for a
new lease of life as part of a UK carbon dioxide storage system. Further incremental oil is also not likely to
be obtained by CO2 EOR from fields that have been abandoned.

A3. CCS technologies that might be considered for deployment for electricity generation in the UK over
the next 10–20 years are shown in Table 1 overleaf. Coal gasification might also be used to generate
hydrogen-rich gas for chemical production and oil refining, possibly in conjunction with electricity
production (polygeneration).
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A4. CCS technologies could begin deployment at full scale in the UK by 2010 if economic, regulatory
and other conditions were favourable. The BP/SSE Miller/Peterhead project using CCS from a 350MW
natural gas power station for EOR is scheduled to start operation in 2009 (http://www.bp.com/
genericarticle.do?categoryId%2012968&contentId%7006999). A new 800MWe IGCC at Teesside being
developed by Progressive Energy reportedly aims to be in operation by 2010. Commercial post combustion
capture technology from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries will have been demonstrated at small scale on coal
flue gas by 2006 and will probably be oVered commercially from 2008 with earliest operation also perhaps
by 2010 (it is possible, however, that the Large Combustion Plant Directive deadline in 2016 would be the
preferred date for any post combustion capture retrofits to existing pulverised coal plants). CO2 storage in
depleted oVshore oilfields for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) is technically and legally feasible now. Storage
in oVshore aquifers and depleted gas fields is also technically feasible but may currently not be permissible
under the OSPAR and London treaties for CO2 originating from land-based installations. The UK
government is currently working to extend these treaties to include environmentally sound storage.

A5. CCS deployment could achieve emission reductions approaching 50 MtCO2/yr by 2020 from
estimates in a previous UKCCSC publication, as summarised in Table 2 below: (http://
www.stabilisation2005.com/61–Dr–Jon–Gibbins.pdf)

Table 2

ILLUSTRATIVE CO2 REDUCTIONS FROM THE USE OF CCS IN MODIFIED DTI
“UPDATED ENERGY PROJECTIONS” SCENARIOS FOR 2020

ORIGINAL UEP VALUES 2020 SCENARIOS
A B C
No 9 GW Less

coal, CCS, coal,
20% 2GW 13GW

Electricity Generation, TWh/yr renewables new gas
Fuel nuclear CCS

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2020 2020 2020

Coal 111.9 113 106 89 57 0 7 20
Coal ! CCS 0 50 0
Oil 2.1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Gas 127 226 132 159 225 264 174 144
Gas ! CCS 0 17 100
Nuclear 78.3 84 61 41 27 27 43 27
Renewables 10.1 15 39 58 58 76 76 76
Imports 14.3 9 10 10 10 10 10 10
Pumped storage 2.6 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

TOTAL 346.3 344 353 362 382 382 382 382

MtCO2/yr 153.7 147.1 138.9 134.0 126.9 88.1 71.3 72.2
Mean kgCO2/kWh
including 8%
transmission losses 0.479 0.642 0.425 0.400 0.359 0.249 0.201 0.204
Mt CO2 to storage 0 54 31
Low emission power 30% 32% 32% 31% 26% 30% 52% 57%
% gas 37% 34% 37% 44% 59% 69% 50% 64%

A6. CCS electricity generation economics for a power plant operator capturing CO2 on site depend on
lower net operating costs oVsetting the increased capital costs for the capture plant and other equipment.
Fuel input per unit electricity is increased by approximately 20–25% for coal and 10–15% for gas to provide
the energy to drive the CO2 capture process, and there will also be a charge for CO2 storage (except possibly
with EOR). But charges for carbon emissions would be reduced (by approximately 85%) and there may also
be further incentive payments for low-emission generation, giving a net reduction in operating costs.

An alternative business model for a fuel supplier involves selling hydrogen-rich gas “over the fence” to a
gas turbine combined cycle (GTCC) power plant operator. Fuel prices are higher than for natural gas, but
carbon emission costs are lower. The value added to the natural gas, coal (or possibly, cheaper, petroleum
coke) used, with pre-combustion capture, to generate the hydrogen covers the capital costs of the plant and
CO2 storage costs.
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Additional costs required to produce “decarbonised electricity” from CCS would vary with fuel prices
and site- and technology-specific factors for the capture and storage components but are probably in the
range of 1–3 pence per kilowatt-hour (p/kWh), with most of this attributable to the cost of capturing and
compressing the CO2.

A7. CCSmust be recognised in the EUETS to provide a financial reward for the carbon emission savings.
Currently geological storage is not included as a valid sink within the EU ETS, but there is a DTI study that
indicates a way in which it could be included ( http://www2.dti.gov.uk/energy/coal/cVt/cct/pub/pdfs/
r277.pdf)

A8. Geophysical feasibility: Current CO2 storage projects at the Sleipner and In Salah gas fields and the
many enhanced oil recovery projects (including the Weyburn project) clearly indicate that it is technically
possible to inject and store CO2 underground for the short to medium term (at least 2 decades). Long-term
storage cannot be directly demonstrated as CO2 injection has only been carried out for the last 20–30 years,
but natural CO2 and CO2-rich gas accumulations are thought to have existed for millions of years.

Depleted natural gas and oil fields have a proven ability to retain buoyant fluids so should be able to retain
CO2 for very long periods, providing that their exploitation has not damaged the seal that previously
retained hydrocarbons and that reaction with CO2 does not allow leakage. Although it is more diYcult to
prove that “traps” identified in saline aquifers can retain CO2, many such traps have been used for natural
gas storage, and it is expected that there will be significant storage capacity in saline aquifers.

A9. UK storage capacity: From a UK perspective there is significant storage potential in the rocks
beneath the UK Continental Shelf, especially in the areas that contain our reserves of oil and natural gas:
potential storage capacity in UK oil and gas fields is approximately 6.2 Gigatonnes of carbon dioxide (Gt
% 109 tonnes) and total UK storage capacity is likely to comfortably exceed 20 GtCO2 (approximately 125
years of current UK electricity sector emissions or 40 years of current total emissions). These estimates were
made by the British Geological Survey, who have submitted evidence independently.

A10. Monitoring and long-term stewardship: A framework for monitoring CO2 underground will be
necessary to prevent ormitigate potential leaks. 4D seismic could detect themovement ofCO2 underground.
Measurements should be compared to predictive numerical models. The location of all abandoned wells
should be recorded—as is done already in the North Sea—with rules for filling the wells with CO2-resistant
cement. The wells should be monitored for leaks of CO2. If CO2 is leaking, wells can be recompleted, or
reservoirs depressurised by pumping out CO2 and injecting it elsewhere. The responsibility for long-term
monitoring would have to lie with the Government and not private industry and a UK Carbon Dioxide
Capture and Storage Authority might need to be established to take overall responsibility for the regulation
of this new industry and eventually to provide long-term stewardship for the CO2 stored underground.

A11. Public acceptability: CCS still has limited public awareness. Research by the Tyndall Centre and
Cambridge suggests that the public are not opposed to CCS and become more in favour as they learn more.
However, acceptance of the technology is dependent on 1) acceptance of climate change as a serious and
urgent problem and 2) that CCS would be implemented as part of a portfolio of measures (including
renewables and energy eYciency) and not at the expense of other mitigation options. CCS appears to be
more acceptable to the public than nuclear power.

(b) The UK Government’s role in funding CCS R&D and providing incentives for technology transfer and
industrial R&D in CCS technology

B1. Deployment to allow “learning by doing” is the most critical incentive for R&D into all aspects of
CCS technologies and how they can be used for the benefit of the UK. The importance of this route for
renewables has already been recognised, with the Government putting in place support mechanisms, most
notably ROCs, to bring these technologies to large-scale deployment earlier than pure market conditions
would allow. Similar market based incentives, although probably at a lower cost per unit of production, are
required for CCS technologies. If forthcoming, the first full scale UK CCS projects could be operational by
about 2010. Specific incentives should also be considered for the new oVshore activity of combined CO2

storage and EOR.Government actions to establish suitable incentives would immediately release significant
amounts of industrial R&D and focus complementary R&D activities in academe and government. Many
of the industrial organisations involved are multinational companies and so would be able to bring funds
and expertise from a much wider base to their flagship projects in the UK.

B2. Government must consistently identify CCS as an energy technology area in the same way as
“nuclear”, “hydrogen”, “biomass”, “renewables” etc. and give it generally equivalent attention in oYcial
planning and communications if its possible contributions to UK energy supplies are to receive appropriate
attention in R&D activities. Significant progress has already been made in this area, notably the DTI CAT
Strategy Report and the POST note on CCS but, given that CCS is such a new field, consistent and sustained
eVort is needed to ensure that relevant applications and benefits are not overlooked.

B3. Government must support R&D on how CCS fits into the big UK energy picture because many
aspects of CCS technologies and their use go well beyond the concerns of individual organisations. The
TSEC programme and specifically our UKCCSC project is one successful example of this, but it needs to
be backed up by further and more detailed cross-disciplinary work as the field develops.
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B4. Government must support the development of independent UK expertise on the long-term issues
associated with licensing, monitoring and closing geological CO2 storage sites so it can ensure that CCS is
being conducted safely and with appropriate levels of environmental protection. This will both help to
achieve public acceptance of CCS and also protect the interests of the Government itself, as the body to
whom residual long term responsibility for these sites will inevitably devolve. Some of the necessary R&D
can, and should, be undertaken through international collaborations, but many issues will arise that relate
to specific UK geological conditions and site characteristics. The environmental consequences for leakage
of CO2 into the marine environment are also a particular UK concern.

B5. Government must fund academic R&D projects that train the next generation of CCS experts and
build up centres of UK expertise for all elements in the CCS capture, transport and storage train as well as
produce immediate research results. Both the Research Councils andGovernment Departments such as the
DTI are already funding a limited number of academic projects onCCS, but there are essentially no previous
generations of CCS-aware people for a future expansion in UK CCS deployment to draw on. Young
scientists and engineers are, however, generally very enthusiastic about a career in this field and rapid
progress could be made if more resources were available.

B6. Government must support UK involvement in international CCS projects and networks—as a cost-
eVective way of undertaking R&D and ensuring that its benefits are transferred back into the UK.
Dissemination within the UK is also a critical element in the process. A number of such collaborations are
already under way but potential opportunities are likely to increase with time. The scope for international
CCS projects to contribute to furthering the aims of UK policy on global climate change mitigation also
exists.

October 2005

Annex 1

COMPARISON OF COAL-BASED CO2 CAPTURE TECHNOLOGIES BASED ON
RECENT IEA GHG STUDIES

CO2 capture is usually the main cost in a CCS scheme so the choice of capture technology is important.
Comparisons between the costs for diVerent options can be diYcult, however, as the following table
illustrates. Even though these studies were undertaken using standard IEA GHG assumptions (and the
latter two bymainly the same team) absolute capital costs are not entirely consistent: IGCC appears to have
the same cost as pulverised coal rather than the 10–20% more that is widely thought to be the case and an
identical pulverised coal plant has diVerent prices in US dollars for the last two studies due to exchange rate
fluctuations. But this is recognised in the wide !/"30% error margins quoted for capital costs. It is also
why power plants are bought by tender!

The yellow shaded areas show the performance figures and normalised relative costs, which are likely to
be more reliable indicators. Perhaps surprisingly, the performance for all the options is very similar. The
Texaco IGCC plant has a small eYciency drop for capture, but still has a lower absolute eYciency value.
The incremental capital cost for capture on IGCC plants is around 30% extra against 50% for post
combustion and oxyfuel, but this would be oVset by an extra 10–20% initial capital cost for IGCC. Other
factors would therefore probably be more influential than cost in choices between these alternative capture
options for new coal plant.
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APPENDIX 25

Memorandum from the Sussex Energy Group, SPRU, University of Sussex

1. About the Sussex Energy Group

There is growing awareness that a transition to a sustainable energy economy is one of themain challenges
facing us in the 21st Century. Although climate change is a significant factor, there are many other reasons
why we need to address the energy transition, including security of supply, fuel poverty and the attractions
of innovations such as renewable energy resources, distributed generation and combined heat and power.
Critically, the energy transition needs to be designed in such a way that maximises economic eYciency. An
eVective response requires technical ingenuity, behavioural change and virtually unprecedented political
commitment. The complexities and uncertainties involved are similarly great.

These are the challenges that the Sussex Energy Group is addressing. We undertake academically
excellent and inter-disciplinary research that is also centrally relevant to the needs of policy-makers and
practitioners. We pursue these questions in close interaction with a diverse group of those who will need to
make the changes happen. We are supported through a five-year award from the Economic and Social
Research Council from April 2005, but also have funding from a diverse array of other sources.

One of our early projects is looking at the role of fossil fuels in the energy transition. It is investigating
the rationale for UK government support for cleaner fossil fuel technologies, including those for carbon
capture and storage (CCS). It is also examining what role the UK can play in the context of international
R,D&D initiatives and an increasingly global power plant equipment industry.

2. Summary of Evidence

The Committee’s inquiry into the viability of CCS technologies and the UK government’s role in
supporting these technologies is timely. During the past few years, CCS technologies have emerged as a key
part of several national strategies for dealing with climate change and other energy policy goals. A number
of international initiatives such as the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum (CSLF) have also been
established, and CCS technologies have been discussed in the context of the UK’s G8 Presidency.

The UK government has joined this international trend with the recent development of a strategy for
Carbon Abatement Technologies (DTI, 2005). As the Committee’s terms of reference for this inquiry
suggest, the implementation of this strategy requires the government to think carefully about its role. This
response draws extensively on a recently published paper by one of the authors (Watson, 2005) and a report
to inform the newDTI strategywhichwaswritten by the authors and a number of colleagues (NERA, 2004).
It highlights the following main points:

— There is a strong rationale for UK government support for CCS technologies because the market
value of carbon emissions is well below their full social cost, and the full economic benefits of
innovation cannot be captured by private innovators.

— Although CCS technologies are often considered as a way to reconcile the use of coal with the
government’s low carbon objectives, it is likely that many attractive opportunities for CCS will
focus instead on natural gas.

— The task of estimating timescales and costs of implementing CCS is inherently diYcult since full
scale implementation has yet to happen. The government should take into account the “appraisal
optimism” that can aVect estimates for such complex technologies.

— UK Government support for carbon abatement technologies should focus on incremental
technologies for cleaner fossil fuel use as well as full blown CCS. This is particularly the case if UK
initiatives are to have an eVect in China and India.

— AUKprogramme of support for CCS is essential to build industrial capacity. This is the case even
if those technologies that are ultimately deployed in the UK are imported.

— When implementing the UK programme, it will be important to distinguish between R&D,
demonstration and deployment of CCS technologies. DiVerent but related policy instruments are
required to support these distinct activities.

3. Viability of CCS in the UK

CCS technology has two distinct major components: capture at energy conversion plants and storage in
suitable underground repositories. The connecting stage of pipeline or other transportation is not
technically challenging and is relatively inexpensive. For storage technology the fossil fuel from which
carbon is captured is immaterial. However, to the extent that some R&D will likely be into variants of
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capture technology, there are significant issues about the precise fossil fuel that is subject to R&D—in
particular whether it is coal or natural gas. Furthermore, the choice of capture technology depends on the
power generation/energy technology that is being considered. For example, one route for carbon capture
from coal is to do so pre-combustion as part of an Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) plant.
An alternative is post-combustion capture from the exhaust gases generated from a conventional or
supercritical power plant.

The interest in CCS in the UK has two origins: a Government desire to continue to give at least modest
public funding to R&D into advanced coal-based technologies; and a more recent and pressing need to
explore alternative ways of moving towards the 60% carbon emissions target for 2050. While the rise to
prominence of the second of these objectives probably accounts for the more generous funding now in
prospect for the new carbon abatement technology (CAT) programme than for its predecessor (the Cleaner
Coal Technology Programme), it may also give rise to a potential tension between coal-based and gas-based
capture. The Cleaner Coal Technology Programme focused on reducing emissions from the use of coal, but
did not include very much support for CCS technologies.

Much of the publicity surrounding CCS in the UK has tended to assume that successful
commercialisation of CCS will automatically relate to coal-based energy sources. This in turn might help
boost theUK coal industry, whichmay be politically attractive andmight arguably improve energy security.
But CCS can equally well be applied to gas-based energy conversion and will probably be a cheaper option
than coal-based CCS. If the climate change objective predominates this would be an argument for
concentrating resources on gas-based CCS, especially as achievement of the 60% target will almost certainly
depend on substantially reducing carbon emissions from gas use aswell as coal use. A significant issue for the
UK programme is therefore the balance between the “help coal” objective and the “cut carbon” objective.

Resolution of this balance also depends on the extent to which the government’s CAT programme has
international objectives. Countries like India and China will continue to be heavy users of coal for the
foreseeable future and development of coal-based CCS could play an important long-term role in reducing
carbon emissions from those countries. This incidentally—as discussed below—is also a major reason for
believing that the CAT programme should support incremental “cleaner coal” technologies as well as CCS,
because such technologies could in the shorter term help reduce carbon emissions in India and China,
though not nearly so radically as would CCS.

It is inherently diYcult to predict timescales and costs for CCS technologies. There are a number of
detailed assessments that attempt to do this, but all are hampered by a lack of commercial experience in
implementing CCS at a full scale fossil power plant. Where CCS aims at carbon storage without enhanced
oil recovery (EOR), it is inevitable that costs will be higher than using the same CCS technology with EOR.
In cases without EOR, Government financial incentives will always be needed to induce CCS investment.
Where carbon is used in EOR schemes, high enough prices for oil could make CCS technology economic
without government incentives.

A number of cost studies exist for the UK and a number of other countries (egHerzog andGolomb, 2004;
DTI, 2003). Some suggest that if current oil prices persist, EOR CCS could be financially attractive now.
But while in the USA and Norway there are already large projects or activities using some parts of CCS
technology, there is currently no commercial experience anywhere of “full-blown” CCS. The likelihood is
that current cost estimates will tend to be under-estimates of actual costs. CCS is large-scale, untried
technology, and its successful implementation will depend on resolution of legal, planning and public
acceptance issues. Further, the prospective developers of large-scale new technology like CCSwill generally
be the main source of basic engineering data that enters cost estimates. Experience in other large and
complex technologies is that pre-commercial cost estimates tend to be serious under-estimates. This has been
the case in the past for nuclear power, and it is probably the case for advanced cleaner coal technologies
such as IGCC (Watson, 2005).

This “appraisal optimism” is not random: supporters of new technology, besides a natural enthusiasm,
also face incentives that will systematically tend to produce low cost estimates.

This asymmetry of incentives arises because optimistic cost estimates will tend to help approval of
projects, but if costs do over-run the bill will generally fall to be paid by other parties (Governments or
consumers). Cost estimates need therefore, in advance of real commercial experience, to be treated with
caution.

4. The UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS Technologies

The new UK strategy for carbon abatement technologies (CATs) appears to fit well with international
trends. Support programmes in many countries are now focused on carbon capture and storage. In some
cases such as the EU Framework Programmes, this support appears to have replaced previous support for
cleaner coal combustion and gasification technologies. This is partly due to a perception that coal was being
replaced by cleaner gas—a perception thatmight seem premature now that gas prices have increased sharply
in line with oil prices. In others, particularly the US Department of Energy programmes, both elements are
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being pursued together. There are also various other national programmes such as COORETEC in
Germany and Coal21 in Australia, as well as international initiatives such as the Carbon Sequestration
Leadership Forum (CSLF).

The rationale for UK Government intervention to support these technologies is that such intervention
will correct market failures. There are two market failures that can be used as a rationale in the case of CCS.
First, despite the new European carbon emission trading scheme, the market value of carbon is well below
its full social cost19. This is the classic environmental externality argument: the private market will provide
too little carbon-reducing technology without public support. The second market failure is that the full
economic benefits of innovation cannot be captured by private innovators because they cannot prevent third
parties from benefiting from the results of successful innovative activity. R&D will therefore be under-
provided by the private market and Government support can raise R&D activity to socially and
economically more beneficial levels.

The UKGovernment’s role in funding CCS technology under its strategy should take a number of issues
into account. The first of these is the technology needs of the UK and of potential export markets. It is
tempting to believe that the main challenge for power generation from fossil fuels (particularly coal) is the
development ofCCS technologies. Such developments are crucial if coal is tomake a significant contribution
to a low carbon energy future, especially in OECD countries. However, this does not mean that core
combustion and gasification technologies should be neglected. These technologies are essential building
blocks for fossil fuel power generation systems with CCS. A lot of work is still required to make IGCC
technology economic and reliable enough for commercial investment—let alone IGCCwith pre-combustion
carbon capture. Despite the consensus that has emerged about IGCC’s superiority over other options, this
perception is often based on theoretical advantages rather than practical experience (Watson, 2005).

A second, related, issue is that the increasing emphasis on CCS should not crowd out more incremental
technology supported by public R&D (NERA, 2004). One of the most important rationales for continuing
to pursue R&D on cleaner fossil energy technologies is the rapid expansion of coal-fired power plant
capacity that is driving up greenhouse gas emissions in China and India.Whilst the ultimate goal is for these
countries to implement advanced technologies including carbon capture, this will not happen in the short
to medium term. In the meantime, incremental improvements can deliver significant economic and
environmental benefits. Large numbers of existing power plants and industrial facilities in China have very
poor eYciency by international standards, and can be upgraded (Watson, 2002).

Furthermore, new plants that are built can be “future-proofed” to some extent by making them “capture
ready” (Gibbins et al, 2005).

The transfer of the necessary technologies from OECD countries such as the UK to China and India will
be a complex process. This is confirmed by the past experience of transferring cleaner coal technologies from
international companies to their Chinese counterparts (Watson, 2002). There are serious barriers to this
process, such as the high cost of imported equipment, a lack of technical and managerial capacity within
China, and insuYcient economic and environmental incentives for Chinese firms to install them. For these
reasons, the eVorts of successive US Administrations to transfer advanced IGCC technology to China have
failed. By contrast, less ambitious initiatives to aid incremental improvements in Chinese technology have
been more successful.

A third issue that arises is the extent to which theUK government needs to support domestic development
of CCS and other carbon abatement technologies. Due to the climate change rationale for developing them,
CCS technologies are even more international than the cleaner coal technologies that were supported under
the previous UK programme. The new UK strategy emphasises the gains that could follow from
international R&D collaboration through initiatives such as the US-led Carbon Sequestration Leadership
Forum (CSLF) (DTI, 2005). This emphasis is partly due to a political desire toworkwith theUS government
as an alternative to its participation in the Kyoto Protocol. However, such collaborations could also lever
additional benefits from limited UK R&D budgets. Alongside such initiatives, it is crucial to maintain a
domestic CCSR&Dprogrammewhether or not the technologies that are deployed in theUKare indigenous
or international. Research supports the view that a UK skills base in complex technology areas such as this
is vital if the UK is to retain the capability to absorb and utilise CCS technologies eVectively (Martin et
al, 1996).

A fourth issue for the UKCAT strategy is whether the UK should fund domestic demonstration projects
and the transition from these to commercial deployment. The UK equipment industry has called for
technology demonstrations to receive government support for many years (NERA, 2004; APGTF, 2004).
Whilst the DTI has traditionally been wary of trying to compete with US and EU demonstration activities,
some limited support is now available. The £40 million allocated over the first four years of the CAT

19 Whilst the social cost of carbon is extremely diYcult to quantify, the government’s own studies have identified a range of
£35–£140 per tonne of carbon (Clarkson andDeyes, 2002). The current price of carbon allowances in the EUemissions trading
scheme is approximately 25–30 Euros per tonne.
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programme includes hydrogen and fuel cell demonstrations as well as those focused on coal. Support for
deployment of CATs within the programme is less clear, and is put to one side pending the outcome of the
UK’s climate change programme review. There may now be a case for a UK-based demonstration of CCS
technology with government support. There are opportunities for the UK to contribute to international
programmes such as projects under the CSLF or the Futuregen IGCC-based zero emission power plant in
the US (US Dept of Energy, 2004). In others, there could be scope for a particular UK-based competence
to develop. Whilst UK expertise lags behind the international state-of-the-art in many important areas
(NERA, 2004), the DTI claims that some windows of opportunity exist (DTI, 2003; 2005). One of the most
important is the use of carbon capture and storage to deliver enhanced oil recovery in the North Sea in the
next few years. The rationale for supporting this is contentious—some oil companies have claimed that the
main barriers to implementation are not technical but economic (NERA, 2004). This is borne out by the
recent announcement by a consortium led by BP that they plan to build a gas fired power plant with CCS
in northern Scotland. Whilst they expect to partly finance the project by re-injecting CO2 for enhanced oil
recovery, the project will also require what the consortium call “an appropriate policy and regulatory
framework” that might include public financial support.

Even if the barriers to technologies such as this are largely economic, much of the rationale for
government support that is set out earlier in this submission still holds. One of the most diYcult challenges
for public support programmes is how to facilitate the transition from technical demonstration to
commercial deployment. Many programmes simply neglect this altogether, whilst others try to conflate
these two distinct activities (Scott and Watson, 2001). Although some cleaner fossil technologies have
already made this transition, it remains to be seen whether the UK CAT strategy and similar international
programmes will help other more advanced technologies—including those for CCS—to do so. Tomaximise
the chance of success, the DTI should ensure that funding for demonstration of CCS technologies is
implemented alongside market support mechanisms to move the most promising technologies into
commercial deployment.

October 2005
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APPENDIX 26

Memorandum from Dr David M Reiner, Judge Business School, University of Cambridge

Public Attitudes towards Carbon Capture and Storage Technologies in Britain

1. Dr DavidMReiner is Lecturer in Technology Policy at the University of Cambridge where he focuses
on climate change policy, energy and environmental policy, and energy security.He hasworked on the social
and political acceptability of carbon capture and storage for the last three years.
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2. Abstract. We have recently conducted a first public opinion survey of the British public that begins to
survey their views related to carbon capture and storage and other energy technologies. Very few people in
the UK have heard of CCS although those who have do seem to know what environmental concern it
addresses. Support for CCS is mixed although most of public has neither a positive nor a negative opinion
of the technology; with additional information, however, support for CCS does increase noticeably. The
public strongly supports the use of renewable energy to address global warming and as a target of future
research. OVering cost and usage information results in a small shift away from renewable energy towards
nuclear energy and fossil fuel combustion with carbon capture and storage, but even with cost information,
renewable energy maintains a strong following. As reflected in preferences for DTI priorities, individual
technologies and global warming strategies, the strength of public support for renewable energy as the
preferred approach to addressing global warming is quite robust. Other approaches, such as CCS, will face
a challenge to portray themselves in the same favourable light as renewables. Given the mixed and rather
low levels of public appreciation, environmental groups will play a large role in influencing the debate. CCS
has several important attractions—it poses fewer problems for many environmental pressure groups as it
allows for a low-carbon central station power plant that is not nuclear power, and it is a plausible option
for the rapidly growing developing world.

3. In September 2004, the Judge Business School at the University of Cambridge and the Laboratory for
Energy and the Environment (LFEE) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), conducted a
survey of attitudes towards energy and environmental issues amongst the British public. The full report was
issued in March 2005 as a working paper of the MIT Laboratory for Energy and Environment with co-
authors Howard Herzog, Thomas Curry and Mark de Figueiredo of the Laboratory for Energy and
Environment at MIT.20

4. The UK public opinion poll was conducted by YouGov—parallel surveys were conducted in the US,
Sweden and Japan.21 The study is part of a larger project funded by the Alliance for Global Sustainability
on public perceptions of carbon capture and storage technologies together with Chalmers University of
Technology, University of Tokyo, Mizuho Research Institute, with the participation of the US Electric
Power Research Institute, Japan’s Central Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry, Vatenfall, the
Clean Air Task Force and Environment Northeast. Additional funding for the project comes from MIT’s
Carbon Sequestration Initiative and the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST) of Japan.

5. The survey consisted of 20 closed-ended questions, with 17 of the questions addressing environmental
issues and three of the questions addressing specific demographic topics. Several of the survey questions
referred specifically to carbon dioxide capture and storage.

6. The survey was distributed by YouGov, an online polling company. YouGov uses Internet polling,
rather than traditional polling methods and recruits its panel over the Internet. YouGov maintains a panel
of 46,000 electors in the United Kingdom, recruited via non-political websites through invitations and pop-
up advertisements. Respondents are provided a monetary incentive for each survey in which they
participate. Results are weighted based on demographic information provided by the panelists to YouGov.
The survey of the British public received 1,056 responses out of 2,640 panelists selected, or a response rate
of about 40%. Table 1 shows summary statistics for the survey.

Table 1

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF SURVEY ON ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Number of participants 1,056
Number of participants solicited 2,640
Response rate 40%
% Male/% Female 47.6/52.4%
Average age 40 to 49 years old

7. Respondents were asked to choose a top priority for theUKDepartment of Trade and Industry (DTI)
and were asked a follow-up question about the next most important priority. Table 2 shows the responses.

20 T E Curry, D M Reiner, M A de Figuereido, and H J Herzog, “A Survey of Public Attitudes towards Energy & Environment
in Great Britain,” Report MIT LFEE 2005–001 WP March 2005, available at: http://lfee.mit.edu/metadot/
index.pl?id%2637&isa%Item&field–name%item–attachment–file&op%download–file.

21 Details of the US study can be found in T Curry, D M Reiner, S Ansolabehere, and H J Herzog, “How Aware Is The Public
OfCarbonCaptureAndStorage?” inESRubin,DWKeith, andCFGilboy, (eds)Proceedings of the InternationalConference
on Greenhouse Gas Control Technologies: vol.1: Peer-reviewed papers and plenary presentations (7th), 5–9 September 2004,
Vancouver, Canada. Cheltenham: IEA Greenhouse Gas Programme, available at: http://uregina.ca/ghgt7/PDF/papers/
peer/137.pdf.
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Table 2

PRIORITIES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Listed Listed
first or first or
second second

Priority (%) Priority (%)

New energy sources: solar, wind, or 52 Ways to better manage toxic waste 8
bioenergy/biomass
Public transport 24 Clean drinking water 7
Anti-terrorism and security 23 Nuclear waste disposal 7
Energy conservation 22 Ways to remove carbon from atmosphere 7
More energy eYcient cars and trucks 18 New oil and gas reserves 6
Nuclear power 9 Hydropower 6
More energy eYcient buildings 8 Cleaner burning coal 2

Responses to Question 5: If the Department of Trade and Industry has £5 billion to spend, which do you
think should be the top priority? (Responses shown include the top priority and the second priority.)

8. Over half of respondents listed new energy sources, defined as a selection of renewable energy sources,
as a top priority for DTI. About a third, 35 %, selected new energy sources as their first choice. Aside from
renewable energy, four other priorities—public transport, anti-terrorism and security, energy conservation
and energy-eYcient cars—received roughly 20% support, whereas the remaining nine alternatives, including
“ways to remove carbon from the atmosphere” and “cleaner burning coal”, two selections that could include
development of CCS, received support from less than 10% of respondents.

9. To see if people understood the drivers of global warming, the survey asked about sources of carbon
dioxide. Table 3 shows that very few respondents oVered the “incorrect” response about automobiles,
factories, coal burning power plants, home heating, breathing, windmills, and trees. More than three
quarters of respondents were correct about automobiles, factories, coal burning power plants, and trees.
Respondents were less sure and less correct about nuclear power, farming, and oceans.

Table 3

UNDERSTANDING THE SOURCE OF CARBON DIOXIDE

Increases Decreases
Carbon Dioxide Carbon Dioxide No Impact Not Sure

Technology or Practice (%) (%) (%) (%)

Automobiles 84 1 2 13
Factories 80 1 1 17
Coal burning power plants 81 2 1 16
Home heating 66 2 6 26
Breathing 56 3 21 21
Nuclear power plants 24 12 28 36
Farming 8 27 25 39
Trees 3 76 6 15
Oceans 1 33 30 36
Windmills 1 25 53 22

Responses to Question 7: There is a growing concern about increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. How do you think the following contribute to these levels?

10. Technologies or practices generally associated with emissions (automobiles, factories, and coal
burning power plants) are also associated with a release of carbon dioxide, thus it is impossible to tell if
respondents made the explicit connection to carbon dioxide or whether they simply associated these
technologies with air emissions or pollution more generally.

11. It is interesting to note that in spite of eVorts by proponents to portray nuclear energy as a climate-
friendly energy source, over half of respondents do not know that nuclear power does not emit carbon
dioxide, including almost a quarter of respondents who mistakenly believe that nuclear power is a source
of carbon dioxide.

12. Very few people have heard of or read about carbon capture and storage or carbon sequestration
(Table 4). Those who ranked the environment as one of their three most important concerns (roughly
13% of the sample) were more likely to have said that they had heard of each of the technologies listed
in Table 4. Ranking global warming as a primary environmental concern (49% named global warming
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as one of their top two environmental concerns) did not, however, result in a similar increase. Those
who gave a high ranking to the environment were also less likely to say that they had heard of none of
the technologies (7% compared to 23% of people not concerned about the environment) while those who
gave a high ranking to global warming were actually more likely to say that they had not heard of any
of the technologies (26% compared to 17% of those not concerned about global warming).

Table 4

PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE HEARD OF OR READ ABOUT TECHNOLOGIES
IN THE PAST YEAR

Technology Percent

Wind energy 69
Solar energy 55
More eYcient cars 53
More eYcient appliances 40
Nuclear energy 39
Hydrogen cars 26
Bioenergy/biomass 10
Carbon capture and storage 5
Carbon sequestration 2
Iron fertilisation 1
None of these 21

Question 4: Have you heard of or read about
any of the following in the past year?

13. Figure 1 presents evidence of whether people knew what environment problem “carbon
sequestration” or “carbon capture and storage” is intended to address. Given the limited number of
respondents who had heard of or read about CCS in the past year (as shown in Table 4), it is not surprising
that a large number of respondents answered “not sure” when asked what problem CCS addresses.
Nevertheless, it is notable that the highest number of “can reduce” responses were for the correct answer
(global warming), which reflects an association between “carbon” and global warming. Moreover, aside
from global warming, the next three most frequently chosen responses for problems CCS “can reduce” were
related to atmospheric emissions (ozone depletion, acid rain, and smog).

Figure 1. What Environmental Problem does CCS Address?
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Question 6: Please select if “carbon sequestration” or “carbon capture and storage” can reduce each of
the following environmental concerns.

14. For comparison, Figure 2 shows the responses of those who said they had heard of or read about
carbon capture and storage or carbon sequestration. Not surprisingly, those who said they had heard one
of the two terms for CCS were more likely to give an answer other than not sure. That group seemed to have
a particularly keen awareness of the linkage between CCS and global warming—fully 85% of that group
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correctly responded that CCS addressed global warming, whereas none (of a relatively small sample, n%58)
provided the incorrect response (this is diVerent from our US survey respondents, where familiarity did not
improve the likelihood of a correct answer).

Figure 2. What Environmental Problems does CCS Address? (Those who say they have heard of or read
about carbon capture and storage or carbon sequestration)
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15. The survey asked respondents to select the technologies they would consider using to address global
warming. Each technology was followed by a definition to provide the respondents with information about
what they were selecting. This question appeared late in the survey and is the first time information was
included. Figure 3 shows the responses.

Figure 3. Technological Preferences to Address Global Warming
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Question 13: The following technologies have been proposed to address global warming. If you were
responsible for designing a plan to address global warming, which of the following technologies would
you use?

16. Respondents strongly supported the use of bioenergy/biomass, carbon sequestration (defined in this
case as using trees to absorb carbon dioxide), solar energy, wind energy, and energy eYcient appliances and
cars. No respondents opposed the use of energy eYcient cars or appliances and only a small percentage
voiced any opposition to this set of technologies (although wind energy did elicit the largest negative
response at 7%). By contrast, the public was more evenly divided on the question of nuclear energy, CCS
and iron fertilisation, although for the latter two technologies, over 50% of respondents were unsure.
Carbon capture and storage (defined here as storage in underground reservoirs) received a slightly net
favourable response, whereas nuclear energy and iron fertilisation were viewed more negatively.

17. Those concerned about the environment were twice as likely as those not listing the environment as
a primary concern to answer they would “definitely not use” nuclear energy (33% versus 17%).

18. The survey asked respondents to choose from seven diVerent ways to address global warming as it
relates to electricity production (presented in Table 9.1). Half of the respondents received information about
current electrical generation patterns and the expected costs associated with diVerent approaches. The other
half of the respondents were asked the question and not given any additional information.

19. The price information was not meant to be exact, but was meant to clearly distinguish relative costs
between the technologies to determine whether the public maintained their support for renewable energy in
the face of higher prices.

Figure 4. Preferred approaches to addressing global warming as it relates to electricity production
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Responses to Question 14: How do you feel we can best address the issue of global warming as it relates to
electricity production?

20. As seen in Figure 4, with and without information, expanding renewable energy receives the most
support. However, when respondents were provided with cost and current production information (eg, to
reflect higher cost of renewables and that nuclear power does not produce carbon dioxide), support for
expanding nuclear energy and using fossil fuels withCCS increased dramatically. Support for nuclear energy
doubles from 9% to 18% of respondents when information is provided. Support for fossil energy with CCS
increases ten-fold from 1% to 10% with information.

21. Given low public levels of recognition of CCS and broad support for renewables, public attitudes
towards CCS will be influenced by early successes (or failures) of major CCS projects, by the positions
adopted by trusted opinion leaders such as non-governmental organisations and the media.

22. If the choice is posited as a zero-sum game between renewables, eYciency, nuclear andCCS, there will
be inevitably strong opposition to CCS from NGOs, although not as strong or as deep as the longstanding
opposition to nuclear power. If instead, CCS is promoted as a bridging technology that does not interfere
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with the growth of renewables and eVorts to promote energy eYciency, and particularly if the focus is on
its potential role in developing countries such as China, then there is likely to be a tolerance, if not outright
support for CCS in the UK and more broadly across Europe.

October 2005

APPENDIX 27

Memorandum submitted by the World Coal Institute

Summary

1. The need of the UK, for safe, aVordable, environmentally friendly and reliable energy will require a
mix of fuels and a revolution in the development and deployment of new technologies across nuclear,
renewables and fossil fuels.

2. The current UK over reliance on gas and oil, and its new status as a net importer of energy, should
serve as a warning against future over reliance on any one fuel source or the geographic/political region that
produces it. Nuclear and renewables can certainly be part a responsible energy mix, but they are not alone
the solution.

3. Recent independent reports—notably those from theWorld Energy Council, the International Energy
Agency and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change—have confirmed that fossil fuels, and
particularly coal, will be neededwell into this century. TheUKwill continue to need coal for basic electricity
(heating and lighting) and industry growth. These same reports confirm that coal can be used in an
environmentally responsible manner; they indicate that carbon capture and storage can enable continued
economic growth and significant mitigation of harmful CO2 emissions.

4. While much needs to be done to ensure adequate investment in many mitigation options, investment
in the development and rapid deployment of clean fossil fuel technologies is manifestly in the world’s best
interests. These technologies oVer a win-win solution with the potential to maintain the value of strategic
hydrocarbon assets, fuel social and economic development in developed and developing countries alike, and
ensure near zero emissions to the environment from fossil fuel use.

World Coal Institute

5. The World Coal Institute (WCI) is a non-profit, non-governmental association and the only
international body working on a worldwide basis on behalf of the coal industry. Membership of the WCI
is open to coal enterprises and stakeholders from anywhere in the world, with members represented at Chief
Executive level. More details on the WCI and its membership and can be found at www.worldcoal.org.
Members include: PT Adaro (Indonesia), Anglo Coal, Australian Coal Association, BHP Billiton, BHP
MitsubishiAlliance, CoalAssociation of Canada, CoalMiningAssociation ofNewZealand, Confederation
of UK Coal Producers (COALPRO), Carbones del Cerejon (Columbia), PDVSA Carbozulia (Venezuela),
Consol Energy, Indonesian Coal Mining Association, Glencore International, Joy Mining Machinery,
Mitsubishi Development, National Mining Association (US), RAG Coal International, Rio Tinto, Solid
Energy (NZ), Swedish Coal Institute, Total, and Xstrata.

6. WCI’s key objective is to provide a voice for coal in international energy and environment policy and
research discussions. Members of the WCI are undeniably and transparently pro-coal, but have explicitly
committed to:

— co-operate in supporting sustainable development, including economic growth, social
development and improved environmental outcomes;

— promote cleaner coal technologies and the responsible use of coal;

— encourage improving mine health and safety; and

— practice corporate social responsibility.

Issues

The UK “generation gap” and the need for clean coal

7. The UK has a large demand for energy (equivalent to almost 235 million tonnes of oil) of which coal
supplies 17%22. Contrary to popular opinion, in the case of electricity, coal accounts for 37% of total
generation and more than half of this comes from domestic coal. This brings a high degree of security and
price stability to an energy market increasingly reliant on imported natural gas.

22 Statistical data on UK energy supply and demand comes from the Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics 2005,
Department of Trade and Industry, London, and from monthly DTI website updates.
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8. In 2004, the UK ceased to be an exporter and became a net importer of energy, clearly undermining
its energy security profile. The extent of the generation gap facing the UK can be indicated by the fact that
over the next 25 years, EU demand for electricity is expected to rise by almost 60%23. Bridging this gap will
likely require investment in new nuclear and renewables. However, given the infrastructure lead times and
technical uncertainties involved in those sources, the UK would be unwise to ignore both its substantial
domestic reserves of coal (220 million tonnes24) and the international trade in aVordable coal from many
politically stable and friendly nations25. The UK has the opportunity and expertise to use its existing coal
reserves in an environmentally sound manner, through the clean coal technologies26 being developed and
deployed under the just-announced UK Carbon Abatement Technologies Strategy and by programmes in
other nations. This vital strategic reserve could underpin UK energy security for many years to come. This
would help limit import dependency on foreign sources of uranium and other fuels, and delay the growing
British dependency on Russian gas in particular.

9. Commonsense and national interest dictates that investment decisions on new energy sources
(eg nuclear and renewables) should not ignore the long-term strategic demands of British energy security.
For electricity generation, this means the development of the most eYcient, cost-eVective and
environmentally responsible mix of energy sources; this means:

— safe and cheap nuclear;

— cheap and reliable renewables; and

— clean coal.

10. All will require substantial investment and government leadership. None alone will bridge the
generation gap facing the UK and none alone will produce the energy security that the UK needs. However,
a sensible investment programme in all three will meet the UK’s strategic energy and environmental
objectives.

Clean coal technologies oVer solutions

11. Clean coal technologies are available that can deliver substantial, large-scale reductions in CO2

emissions in electricity generation. These include carbon capture and storage technologies that allow fossil
fuels to be usedwithminimal emissions—the CO2 being put back underground fromwhere it came. TheUK
Department of Trade and Industry is to be commended for the release (June 2005) of its Carbon Abatement

23 European Energy and Transport Trends to 2030, Directorate-General for Energy and transport, European Commission,
2003.

24 UK proved reserves at end 2004 as reported in BP Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2005.
25 In contrast to oil and gas and uranium, coal is produced in about 50 countries around the world and remains the most
aVordable and reliable of base load fuels, supported by an existing international trading architecture and technical expertise.

26 Including carbon capture and storage.
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Technologies Strategy. The £25 million funding announced is an important investment in realizing the
potential of CCS and can complement work being undertaken in a range of countries in this area fromwhich
the UK can benefit.

12. Researchers at Princeton University have made an assessment of CO2 emissions might be stabilised
over the next 50 years to skirt the worst consequences of global warming. Emissions would need to be
trimmed by seven billion tonnes of carbon per year. From their assessment, they have identified 15 strategies,
each of which could deliver carbon savings of at least one billion tonnes (1 Gt) by scaling up technologies
available today. Three relate directly to CCS:

— Capture and store emissions from 800 coal power stations worldwide.

— Produce hydrogen from coal at six times today’s rate and store the captured CO2.

— Capture carbon from 180 coal-to-synfuels plants and store the CO2.

13. These three strategies alone could account for almost half the carbon savings needed by the world.
By way of contrast, other means of delivering 1 Gt of CO2 emissions savings could include building 700
nuclear power plants (1000 Mw each) or building 300,000 wind turbines (5Mw each) covering a land area
equivalent to Portugal.

14. The implication for UK energy, environment and investment policy is that investment decisions
should not divert necessary funds from this most important area of practical response to climate change.

Carbon Capture and storage (CCS)

15. The International Energy Agency has identified CCS as an important transitional technology that
“can co-exist [with renewables and nuclear] as part of a cost-eVective portfolio of options for reducing CO2

emissions from energy production.”27

16. The most recent authoritative and independent work on CCS was produced last month by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. TheWCI commends that report to the Committee and draws
its attention to several key findings addressing previous concerns with regard to CCS and support the early
development and deployment of the technologies involved.

Potential storage capacity

17. The potential storage capacity of underground formations is substantial. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC):

Available evidence suggest that worldwide, it is likely that there is a technical potential of at least
about 2,000 Gt CO2 of storage capacity in geological formations.

In most scenarios for stabilization of atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations between 450 and
750 ppmv CO2 and in a least-cost portfolio of mitigation options, the economic potential of CCS
would amount to 220–2,200 Gt CO2 cumulatively, which would mean that CCS contributes 15–55%
to the cumulative mitigation eVort worldwide until 2100, averaged over a range of baseline scenarios.
It is likely that the technical potential for geological storage is suYcient to cover the high end of the
economic potential range, but for specific regions, this may not be true.28

18. A “technical potential” capacity of 2,000 Gt CO2 is more than enough to sequester the world’s CO2.

19. The UK is well placed to exploit CCS because it has large sources of CO2 located within reasonable
distances of geological formations suited for long term storage, with the economic advantage of enhanced
oil recovery (EOR). The North Sea alone may provide enough geological capacity for all the CO2 produced
from European power stations into the second half of this decade while increasing the economic life of the
North Sea oil resource.

27 p 19, Prospects for CO2 Capture and Storage, International Energy Agency, 2004.
28 p 18, Special report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage: Summary for Policymakers, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 25 September 2005. This was approved by the 8th Session of IPCC Working Group III on 25 September 2005 and
is the latest available at the time of drafting of this memorandum. However, it is “Subject to final copy editing, reference and
footnote editing, and figure editing.”
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Leakage potential

20. Most concern about CCS has focused on the potential for leakage of CO2 from storage sites. Leakage
would depend upon a variety of factors butmost critically upon the choice of storage: ocean storage, mineral
carbonation, or geological. In relation to deep ocean storage; the IPCChas found “leakagewould be gradual
over hundreds of years”; and in relation to mineral carbonation “the CO2 stored would not be released to
the atmosphere”. Most importantly, in relation to geological storage (eg the North Sea), it found:

Observations from engineered and natural analogues as well as models suggest that the fraction
retained in appropriately selected andmanaged geological reservoirs is very likely to exceed 99% over
100 years, and is likely to exceed 99% over 1,000 years.

For well-selected, designed and managed geological storage sites, the vast majority of CO2 will
gradually be immobilised by various trapping mechanisms and, in that case, could be retained for up
to millions of years.29

Costs and benefits

21. The cost of a full CCS system for electricity generation from a newly built, large-scale fossil fuel based
power plant depends upon a number of factors, including the characteristics of the power plant and the
capture system, the specifics of the storage site, the amount of CO2, and the required transport distance.
Accepting these uncertainties, the IPCC has found:

Application of CCS to electricity production, under 2002 conditions, is estimated to increase
electricity generation costs by about 0.01–0.05 US dollars per kilowatt hour, depending on the fuel,
the specific technology, the location, and the national circumstances. Including the benefits of EOR
would reduce additional electricity production costs due to CCS by around 0.01 to 0.02 US$/kWh.30

22. Retrofitting existing power plants with CCS could be expected to lead to higher costs and reduced
eYciencies.

23. The net reduction of emissions to the atmosphere through CCS depends on the fraction of CO2

captured, the increased CO2 production resulting from loss in overall eYciency of power plants or industrial
processes due to the additional energy required for CCs, any leakage from transport, and the fraction of
CO2 retained in storage over the long term. The IPCC has found:

Available technology captures about 85–90% of the CO2 processed in a capture plant. A power plant
equipped with a CCS system (with access to geological or ocean storage) would need roughly 10–40%
more energy than a plant of equivalent output without CCS, most of it for capture and compression.
For secure storage, the net result is that a power plant with CCS could reduce CO2 emissions to the
atmosphere by approximately 80–90% compared to a plant without CCS.31

(Bolded emphasis added by WCI.)

State of play with regard to technological development

24. The basic technologies needed for CCS have already been developed, however there are development
needs to produce cost eVective integrated systems. The development of the technology necessary for
geological storage (such as that which would be used in the North Sea) is more developed than for oceanic
storage. The IPCC has a produced a useful table which summarises the state of play for the various
components which would need to be brought together for CCS to be realised.

29 p 23, IPCC.
30 p 14, IPCC.
31 p 4, IPCC.
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Current state of technological development of CCS system components32
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CCS component CCS technology

Capture Post combustion X
Pre combustion X
Oxyfuel combustion X
Industrial separation (natural gas processing, ammonia X
production)

Transportation Pipeline X
Shipping X

Geological storage Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)5 X6
Gas or oil fields X
Saline formations X
Enhanced Coal Bed Methane recovery (ECBM)7 X

Ocean storage Direct injection X
Carbonate neutralization X

Mineral carbonisation Natural silicate minerals X
Waste materials X

Industrial uses of CO2 X

25. This tables indicates that most of the necessary components for geological storage (eg North Sea
storage) are classified as either “Mature market” or “Economically feasible under specific conditions”.

Competition vs co-operation

26. It is a myth to assume that either the UK’s or the world’s 21st century energy needs will be met by
any one energy source. It is a myth to assume that any energy source is without cost or challenge and will
not require heavy investment and government leadership to overcome present imperfections. The WCI
rejects the sterile and outdated paradigm which sets diVerent energy sources against one another, and so
should government.

27. Getting to a new energy economy, without massively disrupting industry and society along the way,
will require a level of co-existence and even co-operation between the various energy sources that only a
decade ago might have seemed imaginable. The role of government should be to manage that transition to
ensure that:

— industry and society are not disrupted by abrupt energy shifts;

— the heavy lifting base load capacity of coal and other fossil fuels supports economic and social
development and allows renewables and newer energy forms the time to overcome their present
imperfections; and

— the use of current energy forms, such as coal, are supported by the latest technologies in energy
usage such as carbon capture and storage so that they can be used in an environmentally benign
manner.

Recommendations

28. The World Coal Institute recommends the Committee:

— Encourage investment in the existing fleet of coal-fired power stations to further reduce sulphur
dioxide and carbon dioxide emissions:

— By actively encouraging the use of flue gas desulphurisation;

— By supporting a supercritical boiler retrofit project;

— By reviewing the rules that limit biomass co-firing.

32 Table S.2, p 11, IPCC.
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— Promote the construction of a fleet of new integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC33) power
stations where coal can be used cleanly and eYciently and, ultimately with near-zero emissions.

— Support funding for research, development and commercial demonstration of clean coal
technologies, including those that are needed to capture and store CO2:

— The benefits for such investment can go beyond electricity generation (eg hydrogen produced
from coal at IGCC power stations can play an integral part in reducing emissions from the
transport sector).

October 2005

APPENDIX 28

Memorandum from the Cambridge Environmental Initiative (CEI)

Viability of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) as a Carbon Abatement Technology for the UK:
Feasibility and Costs

This paper summarises the key points from a discussion meeting held at the Department of Earth
Sciences, University of Cambridge, on Thursday 6 October 2005. The meeting was held in response to the
UK Government Science and Technology Select Committee inquiry into carbon capture and storage.

The following people participated in the discussion, representing a selection of research groups and
departments within the University of Cambridge:

Professor Herbert Huppert FRS, Director of the Institute of Geophysics (Discussion chair)
Research interests: modeling of fluid flows, relevant to some aspects of carbon sequestration.

Professor Mike Bickle, Department of Earth Sciences
Geochemist with expertise in modeling the likely consequences of storing CO2 over geological time scales.

Dr Silvana Cardosa, Reader in Chemical Engineering
Research interests: seawater/ CO2 chemical reactions

Dr Chris Hope, Senior Lecturer in Operational Research, Judge Business School
Expertise in modelling of risk and the costs and benefits of climate change.

Dr Tamsin Mather, Department of Earth Sciences
Geologist; produced a briefing paper for the Parliamentary OYce for Science and Technology on CCS.

Dr David Reiner, Lecturer in Technology Policy, Judge Business School
Research interests: public perception of CCS; climate policy research; works with the UK carbon capture
consortium.

Dr Nicky White, Reader in Earth Sciences
Expertise in 3D modelling, important for monitoring geological processes concerned with CO2 storage in
geological structures.

Professor John Young, Professor of Applied Thermodynamics, Department of Engineering
Expertise in the thermodynamics of capturing CO2 at source from power stations

1. Key Points

In terms of technological development and scientific understanding, there are two major areas requiring
further work:

— Carbon capture at source: optimising the separation of CO2 from other flue gases

— Carbon storage: understanding the long-term behaviour of CO2 stored in geological strata.

Assessing the economic viability of carbon capture and storage is dependent on several factors:

— the price of carbon;

— future cost reductions in the capture process;

— access to reservoirs for storage;

— public acceptability of storage sites and its costs relative to other electricity generation options.

33 In IGCC systems, coal is not combusted directly, but reacted with oxygen and steam to produce a syngas composed mainly
of hydrogen and carbonmonoxide. The syngas is cleaned of impurities and then burned in a gas turbine to generate electricity
and to produce steam for a convention steam power cycle. IGCC lends itself to carbon capture and storage technologies to
ensure that carbon does not enter the atmosphere.
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2. Summary of Discussion

2.1 Carbon capture at source

Carbon capture at source is currently considered to be expensive. There are significant economies of scale
for very large scale power plants eg 1,000MW. Carbon capture can either take place post-combustion or
pre-combustion. Currently pre-combustion capture is most promising in terms of separating the CO2

eYciently and economically from the gas stream.

Although basic turbo machinery is available now it may take many years to develop the new types of
turbines required for power generation using “clean” fossil fuels. The UK does not currently manufacture
the large turbines required ((250MW). Developing turbines optimised for power plants in which pre-
combustion separation could occur represents significant design modification. Ideally this process should
begin now, however development in this field is purely market-driven and companies will not invest unless
there are strong financial incentives to do so. Even proven design changes that will increase eYciency are
made very reluctantly. Implementing design changes in existing power plants would require substantial and
costly redevelopment of the current power generation infrastructure. So the costs for developing new
turbines for power generation and capture of carbon on-site should not be underestimated.

2.2 Carbon storage

Once carbon dioxide has been captured, it needs to be stored to reduce build up of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. The practice of pumping CO2 captured from a fuel production site into an existing oil or gas
reservoir that has been depleted of its reserves is already established. Once there, it is possible to monitor
the movement of the CO2 within the geological structure. Note the USA alone has an estimated saline
reservoir storage capacity of 130Gt (equivalent to 20 years of carbon emissions at the current rate of burning
fossil fuels).

BP, together with Scottish & Southern, ConocoPhillips and Shell, have recently launched a project in
Scotland to separate CO2 and hydrogen at a power plant at Peterhead (near Aberdeen) and then use the CO2

for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in the Miller Field in the North Sea. The conditions of storage are not
known, so seismic monitoring is being used to monitor the movement of the gas. Geophysicists at the
University of Cambridge are working on the imagery and the problems associated with repeat seismic
imaging. They are also using data from the Sleipner oilfield34 but the raw data is not accessible from Statoil.

2.3 What are the risks?

A leak from aCO2 storage reservoir would be likely to occur slowly permitting the recovery and re-storage
of the gas. On a global climate change scale, the loss of CO2 from one field would not cause significant
environmental hazard, and is nowhere near as insidious as nuclear waste hazard as a potential problem.

The risks with CO2 storage are potential damage to pipelines taking CO2 to the storage sites and potential
leakages from pipelines poisoning nearby communities. One area for further research is to investigate the
spread of CO2 plumes in UK conditions and the wind conditions required to disperse them. This may be no
worse than the risks associated with existing oil and gas pipelines.

2.4 Public understanding

Mitigation of the eVects of CO2 emissions via technological intervention needs international and inter-
disciplinary collaboration. While geologists believe CCS to be viable, it is not just a technical problem, it is
also important to establish public confidence in the method. One way of doing this is by early and thorough
consultation with a diverse range of stakeholder groups (eg, environmental NGOs, local communities etc).
Care should also be taken that the source of funding for particular research projects is not seen to undermine
the objectivity of conclusions made.

The problems of storage of nuclear waste have made the public very suspicious of long- term storage of
waste products associated with power generation. However, the public are more familiar with CO2 than
many other substances and understand that CO2 is emitted by cars, power plants and exhaled by people,
and is sequestered by trees and plants. The challenge is in the presentation of the concepts and the inferences
of long term storage are important. Some pressure groupsmay try to highlight extreme events involvingCO2

such as stories of explosions and loss of life in Cameroon, Africa resulting from naturally occurring volcanic
CO2 leakage at LakesMounoun andNyos in the 1980s.35 Transparency of information is essential to enable
academic analysis and further research and to avoid a similar scenario to that of the early years of the nuclear
energy age, when raw data was kept secret provoking public suspicion about the technology.

34 see http://www.statoil.com/STATOILCOM/SVG00990.NSF/web/sleipneren?opendocument
35 see http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4285878.stm
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2.5 A global challenge

In the time taken for the UK to debate its course of action, China will have built new coal power stations
of many Gigawatts capacity, the eVect of which will dominate global CO2 emissions. Every country now
lives in a global world: environmental problems in other countries have immediate and major impact on the
UK and likewise our pollution issues have major impacts elsewhere. Clean fossil fuel technologies are
obviously attractive for the immediate future. Nuclear power represents another low carbon power
generation route, although issues of waste management, technological barriers and fears concerning nuclear
weapon proliferation may limit the extent to which it oVers a solution for future global power requirements.
Elimination of nuclear power as an energy generation optionwill have serious consequences in terms of CO2

emissions.

A key question in tackling CO2 emissions will be to what extent the West is prepared to encourage China
to build power plants that will not contribute further to the emission of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere. China and India have a strong moral case for suggesting that developed countries must pay for
the development of clean fuel technologies. The UK Government should look at what the costs of these
technologies will be, and then compare that with the benefits of reducing carbon emissions to the
atmosphere. This will allow a sensible economic decision to be taken.

Within the next two decades, the true eVects of climate change will start to become apparent. Large scale
destruction in major cities by extreme weather conditions in Developed countries may stimulate action. The
cost of carbon is rising at about 3% per year, and in 30 years the cost of carbon will most likely be high. The
real challenge is to respond now, before it is a necessity, particularly to allow industry to make the necessary
technical developments.
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APPENDIX 29

Memorandum from Carbon Trust

The Carbon Trust is an independent company funded by government. It was set-up by Government with
support from the private sector in 2001. Its aim is to accelerate the transition to a low carbon economy by
helping organisations reduce their carbon emissions and develop commercial low carbon technologies. We
welcome the opportunity to contribute to the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee’s
inquiry into carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology.

CCS is a wide-ranging subject covering, for example, the technologies needed for carbon dioxide
separation and capture, geological considerations relating to long term (i.e. on geological rather than human
timescales) storage, and public, attitudinal and legal aspects associated with long term storage of carbon
dioxide. As part of its Low Carbon Technology Assessment study, published in 2003, the Carbon Trust
considered carbon capture and storage. We concluded that although the carbon abatement potential of
carbon sequestration was high the Carbon Trust is not material to its development. We have therefore not
engaged deeply in carbon capture and storage and therefore others are better able to contribute detailed
material on the technological, geological, attitudinal etc. aspects of capture and long term storage. Our
comments therefore focus on the development and deployment of CCS and the role of Government funding
for R&D and technology transfer.

We note that the scope of the Committee’s inquiry is descried as looking into “the viability of CCS as a
carbon abatement technology for the UK”. We think there are two dimensions to this:

(i) CCS as a technology option for the UK to run alongside continued used of coal (and gas)
combustion for point source bulk power generation; and

(ii) the extent of and opportunity for the UK to win commercial returns in the global market for CCS
through the exploitation of a competitive advantage in this area.

Each dimension requires a diVerent approach to equipping the UK with the necessary capabilities to
deliver successful policy and commercial outcomes; and although some individual activities will underpin
both outcomes it is important to be clear which one is being supported by which Government support
instrument and why.

CCS Technologies

The science and engineering needed to underpin current generation CCS is pretty well known. Of course,
more research needs to be done on as yet unproven concepts (such as ocean storage) but comparedwith some
new and emerging low carbon technologies, CCS does not present any particular technological challenges—
though there are significant uncertainties about the long term storage of carbon dioxide.
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Carbon dioxide capture processes from point source power production fall into three general categories:
(i) post-combustion separation of flue gas—currently operated at around a dozen facilities worldwide; (ii)
pre-combustion separation—capturing carbon dioxide before fossil fuel combustion thereby oVering scope
to use more eYcient separation methods; and (iii) oxy-fuel combustion in power plants—burning the fossil
fuel in pure or enriched oxygen and thereby creating easier to capture carbon dioxide rich streams.

Each of these technologies carries both an energy and economic penalty—anything from 15–25% and
1–2p/Wh are widely quoted by experts. Some commentators argue that without technology cost reductions
going forward, carbon prices would have to be of the order ƒ100/tC for CCS technologies to be adopted
by the power industry on a significant scale.

Following the capture process, carbon dioxide needs to be stored, so that it will not be emitted into the
atmosphere. Geological sinks for carbon dioxide include depleted oil and gas reservoirs, enhanced oil
recovery, unminable coal seams, and deep saline formations. Together, these can hold thousands of
gigatonnes of carbon (GtC)—the scale needed if CCS is to make a global contribution to reducing carbon
dioxide emissions from fossil fuelled power generation. The technology to inject carbon dioxide into the
ground is well established. Deep saline formations, both subterranean and sub-sea bed, may have the
greatest carbon dioxide storage potential. These reservoirs are the most widespread and have the largest
volumes. Research is currently underway to understand what percentage of these deep saline formations
could be suitable for carbon dioxide storage.

Annex 1 gives some further details of CCS technologies drawing from Carbon Trust technology fact
bases.

The UK Government’s Role in Funding CCS R&D

Having decided what the desired policy and commercial outcomes are (and that is not a matter for the
Carbon Trust), the Government’s role and mechanisms to facilitate their achievement can be considered
further. Without a conscious determination to do otherwise, there can be a knee-jerk reaction to see
“Government support” for technology solely in terms of support for R&D.We acknowledge that there may
well be a role for publicly supported R&D but mainly in partnership with commercial players—not just
because of the sheer scale of CCS projects but also, and more importantly some would argue, it encourages
shared ownership with the private sector of the challenges, the desired outcomes and rewards.

Currently, the main players in CCS are the multi-national oil and gas companies. Their eVorts dwarf
public RD&D funding in this area. Therefore, the targeting of Government funding—is crucial. It requires
decision-makers to consider and be clear about:

(i) the objective(s) and desired outcomes of UK involvement;

(ii) the nature and magnitude of the risks/barriers which Government intervention is seeking to
overcome;

(iii) the stage and scale of technological development; and

(iv) who else is active in this field, what they are doing and why.

In the Government’s strategy document on carbon abatement technologies published in June this year
the objective was described as:

“To ensure the UK takes a leading role in the development and commercialisation of Carbon
Abatement Technologies that can make a significant and aVordable reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions from fossil fuel use.”

Whilst perfectly adequate as a general objective, there would be merit, we think, in introducing greater
clarity of purpose along the lines of the above. We believe that there are two strategic questions that need
to be answered to help to develop theGovernment’s approach to CCS. The first of these questions is around
the strength of the UK’s competitive or potential competitive position in relation to this technology. If the
UK position is relatively weak then an appropriate strategy may be to focus on dimension (i) above and use
CCS as a technology to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from coal (and gas) fired power generation. Under
that scenario, it would make more sense to develop our [odq]informed buyer[cdq] understanding of CCS
technology, research geological storage options and import the technology once costs have reduced. If,
however, theUKhas a potentially strong competitive position in the supply/value chain then an appropriate
response may be for material Government investment in RD&D to leverage this strength for its commercial
and environmental benefits. Given that Government resources for energy supply RD&D are limited the
Carbon Trust believes that the UK should prioritise its support for the development of low carbon
technology options where the UK has or can develop a competitive advantage. Understanding the UK’s
actual or prospective competitive position should, we think, be one of the focal points for this inquiry. (Our
report entitled “Building Options for UK Renewable Power” discusses and expands on this view of the
rationale for low carbon technology investment. We have attached a copy of the report to this note.)

The second strategic question is around the quantum of resource that the UK Government would need
to put on the table in order for the UK to become a credible and material global player in this area.
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At present, CCS is technically feasible but not commercially viable. There is currently no operational
experience of CCS at scale in the UK and comparatively little experience worldwide. Demonstration
projects are expensive and sparse. Consequently, there are few opportunities for “learning by doing” and
little opportunity of gaining a better understanding of costs and the scope for cost reduction. CCS is at the
stage where full scale demonstrations and trials would improve understanding and enable a better
assessment to be made of the prospects for commercial and technical viability both for new and retrofit
applications. A “learning by doing” demonstration project with the private sector (perhaps as part of the
EU Framework programme given the high costs involved) would provide valuable information and
operational data which would not only help inform project participants but also Government in terms of
understand the competitive position of the UK and the quantum of Government support that might be
required to develop a UK leadership position in this area. At the same time, a successful UK CCS
demonstration project would provide an export promotional platform for UK skills and know-how.
However, to enable the UK to take a strong international position it would require significantly more
funding than the £40million over four years currently be announced in theGovernment’s carbon abatement
strategy document.

The export aspect should not be under-estimated.Globally, fossil fuel power generation (and in particular
coal) is growing—significantly in the rapidly industrialising developing countries such as China and India.
Hanging on to the coat-tails of the rising trend in global carbon dioxide emissions resulting from more coal
burn will require big-scale technologies deployed sooner rather than later. CCS, potentially, has an
important role to play to mitigate carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel power generation and, if the
market for CCS takes oV, the UK undoubtedly has skills and services it can sell. Now whether there is a
need for R&D support, or whether R&D is the right Government instrument to achieve the desired
outcomes, needs consideration. An analysis of the CCS value chain would show whereabouts the UK had
particular strengths and where, therefore, support should be provided to convert those strengths into
competitive advantage. The Carbon Trust recommends that, if this analysis has not been carried out, it
should be as a precursor to determining the nature and extent of Government intervention/support. Annex
1 (Figure 2) contains an illustrative schematic of the CCS supply chain.
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Annex 1

Carbon Capture and Storage Technologies

Carbon capture

The separation and capture of carbon dioxide is neither diYcult nor new. Chemical sorbents such mono-
and di-ethanolamine (MEA andDEA) will selectively remove carbon dioxide from gas streams. The carbon
dioxide is released on regeneration of the sorbent simply by heating. At least four leading systems are
commercially available.

Carbon dioxide can be extracted before or after the fuel is combusted. The options are sometimes
represented as: post-combustion by retrofitting existing plant; pre-combustion by gasification; and the use
of oxy-fuel combustion with capture. It is possible to capture carbon dioxide from the flue gases of existing
power plants. However, it is very ineYcient and costly because of the vast volume of gas that has to be
scrubbed. The flue gases are at atmospheric pressure and at a low carbon dioxide concentration—between
3–10%. The eYciency penalty would be about 10 percentage points from the 35–38% current eYciency level
of a coal power generation plant due to the power consumed in the scrubbing process. While such systems
will achieve the goal of emissions reduction, other ways of approaching the problem need to be examined
if the cost of CCS is to be reduced.

Carbon dioxide can be captured much more eYciently in two ways,

Increasing the concentration of carbon dioxide in the stream being scrubbed

Increasing the pressure of the gases being treated to minimise the volume being handled

Air contains about 80%nitrogen so the bulk of the flow through a boiler is inert thus substantially diluting
the carbon dioxide content. Hence, if carbon dioxide is to be captured in bulk, the separation of the nitrogen
from the air is an important option to be assessed.

However, the status of the technologies is such that a watershed is approaching. If power alone is to be
generated at minimum cost, steam systemsmay have a cost advantage. If carbon dioxide capture is required
as a major step towards establishing an equilibrium level in the atmosphere, then gasification appears to
oVer the least cost route to capture in conjunction with power generation.

Carbon dioxide can be transported to a suitable storage site via pipeline or ship. The former is a mature
market, with approximately 3,000km of land-based carbon dioxide pipelines in existence, the majority in
North America. The use of existing oil and gas pipeline infrastructure to transport carbon dioxide is also a
possibility; however wet carbon dioxide (plus other substances such as sulphur dioxide) is corrosive, which
may render these pipelines unusable. Gas dehydration is therefore employed to ensure minimal corrosion of
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the pipeline. Carbon dioxide pipelines are currently designed to transport carbon dioxide at approximately
100bar, with upstream compressors providing the necessary compression (although some pipelines require
intermediate compressor stations). These compressors and their associated pumpsmust be purpose designed
to avoid damage due to the poor lubricating characteristics of dry carbon dioxide. Shipping of carbon
dioxide to storage sites is at an early stage of development. The carbon dioxide is transported in liquid form
(this time at -50C). However the sheer magnitude of shipping requiredmight prove a considerable challenge.

Carbon Dioxide Utilisation

Utilisation of carbon dioxide is one means by which it can be prevented from reaching the atmosphere.
At present, the most common application for carbon dioxide is in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR), this
process having been implemented inWest Texas since the 1970s. EOR is the application that has the greatest
potential, with leading oilfield services companies such asHalliburton and Schlumberger expressing interest.
It is also a means of carbon storage—hence the current interest of oil majors such as BP.

Carbon Storage

In relation to carbon storage clearly the period of storage needs to be on a very long timescale compared
with human timescales; the cost of storage, including transportation, needs to be minimised; environmental
impact needs to be minimal; and the storage method should not contravene any national or international
laws and regulations. The three basicmechanisms are geological storage, ocean storage and ecological sinks.
The first two of these can be linked directly with power plants, however the third is a storage mechanism
which is not tied to any particular carbon dioxide source.

Figure 1 below indicates the approximate global capacity of the various storage options. It shows that the
ocean has the highest storage capacity. Deep saline formations, depleted oil and gas reservoirs and coal
seams all oVer reasonable storage potential, but ecological sinks and utilisation have minimal capacity. The
figure also demonstrates the vast global storage potential for carbon dioxide (1,000s of GtC).
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Figure 1: storage Capacity Comparison (logarithmic axis)

Sources: Carbon Capture and Storage from Fossil Fuel Use, Howard Herzog and Dan Golomb,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Laboratory for the Energy and the Environment, July 2005.
Solutions for the 21st Century Zero Emissions Technologies for Fossil Fuels, May 2002, International
Energy Agency Working Party on Fossil Fuels, McKee B., Technology Status Report

UK storage capacity is generally in proportion to global storage capacity, although depleted oil fields oVer
a comparatively greater opportunity for the UK.

The Sleipner Carbon Dioxide Storage Project

The first, and to date only, commercial-scale project dedicated to geological carbon dioxide storage is in
operation at the Sleipner West gas field, operated by Statoil, located in the North Sea about 250 km oV the
coast of Norway. The natural gas produced at the field has a carbon dioxide content of about 9%. In order
to meet commercial specifications, the carbon dioxide content must be reduced to 2.5%. At Sleipner, the
CO2 is compressed and injected via a single well into the Utsira Formation, a 250 m thick aquifer located
at a depth of 800 m below the seabed. About one million metric tons of carbon dioxide have been stored
annually at Sleipner since October 1996, equivalent to about 3% of Norway’s total annual CO2 emissions.
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A total of 20 Mt of CO2 is expected to be stored over the lifetime of the project. One motivation for doing
this was the Norwegian oVshore carbon tax, which was then about $50 (USD) per tonne of CO2 (the tax
was lowered to $38 per tonne on January 1, 2000). The incremental investment cost for storage was about
$80 million. Solely on the basis of carbon tax savings, the investment was paid back in about 1.5 years.
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Figure 2: Illustrative representation of the global supply chain for CCS

APPENDIX 30

Memorandum from Kenneth J Fergusson, President, Combustion Engineering Association

The Opportunity for Underground Coal Gasification

I am writing in a personal capacity, as President of the Combustion Engineering Association, and
formerly Chief Executive of the Coal Authority. In 2001 and 2002, I acted as a consultant toDTI onmatters
to do with cleaner coal technology, and especially the comparison between advanced coal combustion
processes (ultra-supercritical and oxyfuel) and gasification processes (IGCC) for future power generation.
In 2002, I attended the IChemE European Gasification Conference in Noordwijk, NL, and then the US
Gasification Technologies Council annual meeting in San Francisco, and prepared a synopsis on each.
These were published as DTI reports.

It is, in my view, essential for coal to continue to play a major part in the UK energy mix for decades to
come, for reasons of security and cost. This argument, and support for the various processes, is being widely
and convincingly expressed by many voices and, other than saying that I welcome this, it is not the main
purpose of this letter to add to that debate.

What I wish to do is to draw attention to the current lack of progress on the development in UK of
underground coal gasification (UCG). It seems to have become an orphan, with no one speaking up in its
support.

Background

In the 1970’s, when I was in charge of the Technical Services Group of RTZ in London, we were aware,
from our oil and gas exploration with Hamilton Bros, of the massive amounts of coal beneath the N. Sea,
and were tantalised by how this energy resource might be tapped. Amongst the ideas considered was in-situ
gasification. We concluded that this was the most promising technique and that, one day, it should become
feasible, but that we were far ahead of the game, and the work was shelved.
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In 1997, I was recruited to the Coal Authority (CA) as Chief Executive, and became aware of the
European trial of UCG at Teruel in Spain, in which UKwas a participant. My Director of Licensing, Keith
Leighfield, suggested to me that we in the CA should propose a follow-on, “semi-commercial” trial in UK.
From my memories of our work in RTZ, I was keen on this and, over the period 1998–99, we obtained
agreement from DTI and funding of £15 million over five years. Keith retired in 1999 but I continued to be
evangelical on the case for UCG and delivered several lectures on the subject (ultimately the 50th Robens
Coal Science lecture for BCURA in October 2001, just after my own retirement from the CA).

Work by the Coal Authority

An excellent start had been made, over more than a year, with the ongoing work on UCG. We held an
international conference in London in January 2000, and UK was seen to be adopting a vigorous role in
developing the process. We had several visits by overseas delegations to CA HQ in Mansfield, including a
delegation from China.

Then, without warning, we met a major obstacle, with the unsolicited opinion given by our QC that the
project, being of the nature of promotion of the use of coal, was outside the statutory powers of the CA. He
had formed this opinion, on reading about the work on UCG in our Annual Report.He advised that, as
Chief Executive, I must stop expenditure on it immediately, as this was ultra vires. I took this advice with
great frustration, the funding was returned to DTI, and our staV and consultants were transferred into DTI
(or rather, to ETSU, now FES, at Harwell).

Completion of Studies for DTI

The essence of our development programme still continued through these arrangements, but funding and
ambitions were cut back to a series of desk studies, with no commitment to proceed to a semi-commercial
demonstration. With my own retirement from the CA in July 2001, it is fair to say that the project lost its
main protagonist. I had no direct part in the continuing work, although I was aware of progress, from
occasional chance contacts with, in particular, the UCG consultant, Dr Michael Green, whom we had
engaged in 1999, when his work as Project Manager for the UCG trial in Spain was completed.

By mid 2003, the various studies were nearing completion, and DTI decided to prepare a report, to sum
up and publicise the status of the work. An advisory committee was formed, which I was invited to join, the
first meeting being on 30 July, 2003. In the followingmonths, we reviewed the reports on the individual study
areas and, early in 2004, moved on to the preparation of the draft report, the final version of which was
agreed at the ultimate meeting of the committee on 27 April 2004.

DTI Report: “Review of the Feasibility of Underground Coal Gasification in the UK”

In October, 2004, with no further reference to the advisory committee, the report was published, (DTI/
PubURN04/1643) but with one vital deletion. In the final draft, dated 20April, there had been anAppendix
5, “Development Plan for UCG Development in the UK”. (No doubt the repetition of “development” in
this title would have been edited out.) It set out the topics, costs and timescales of the work which should
be done over the next five years, to bring the process to a pointwhere its viability could be judged by potential
interested parties in the private sector. Without this appendix, and government support for the cost (of the
order of £000,000’s per year until a trial was to commence), it is unlikely that the work will proceed further
in UK. I do not know the reasons for the deletion of this appendix, but it is extremely regrettable. Possibly
it was seen as encouraging the ongoing use of coal for power supplies, and threatening to undermine the
case for more renewables.

Carbon Abatement Technology Strategy and UCG

The DTI document: “A Strategy for Developing Carbon Abatement Technologies for Fossil Fuels Use”,
DTI/Pub URN 05/944, published in June 2005, has a brief section, 6.5, on UCG. It mentions in the first
sentence that “. . . the Cleaner Fossil Fuels Programme included an assessment of UCG”. Alone in all the
other references in this report to specific pieces of work, it does not cite the DTI report on UCG! Surely the
reader should have been given the reference DTI Pub URN 04/1643? Further down, section 6.5 says: “This
Strategy does not consider UCG as a specific CAT option to be pursued . . .” Why not? It cites other
technologies such as usc pf and oxyfuel power stations as CAT’s, which have limited potential national
benefit, compared to themajor contributionwhich successful development ofUCG couldmake to achieving
the national clean energy targets. I raised the case for UCG during the consultation on the CAT Strategy,
andwas told that it would be included.However, when the CATpaperwas published, it, too, was lukewarm;
I raised the above two points, but received no reply.
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The Case for UCG Development

All of the conclusions of the report support the case for the UK, in possession of a vast unmineable coal
resource, amounting to tens of billions of tons, or centuries of our TOTAL national energy demand, to
continue to evaluate UCG, as the most likely means currently in sight to tap this domestic energy resource.
China is engaged in such work, having contracted Michael Green as a consultant.

Under UK conditions, it is predicted that UCG can produce power below the cost from imported LNG.
Atmospheric environmental standards canmatch IGCC.CO2 can be captured from the synthesis gas at least
cost, with the options of injecting into porous strata, or back into the combusted coal seams. This also puts
the potential of UCG ahead of power generation from developed pf coal fired processes (ultra-supercritical
or oxy-fuel).

Key Points to Note

(1) After the excellent progress over six years, no significant work on UCG is now underway in
Britain.

(2) On the basis of the published report, and without dedicated government funding and active
encouragement, it is unlikely that a private sector sponsor will take the initiative of proposing an
ongoing programme.

(3) It would help, even at this point one year after publication of the report, if the deleted Appendix
on the way ahead could be made public. This would allow potentially interested parties to judge
the case for work to resume.

(4) The natural party for leading a resumption of work might be the Coal Authority. The legal
obstacles to their playing such a role are still extant, but could be removed.

(5) The legal and regulatory framework within which UCG could operate under estuarine or coastal
waters, and later oVshore, in conjunction with CCS, needs to be the subject of attention now. This
can only be done by the government.

(6) UCG with CCS is predicted to be able to make a major contribution to UK energy resources,
carbon-neutral, with no foreign exchange penalty, at a price below the long-run cost of
imported LNG.

(7) With this enormous potential national benefit, it is not, in my view, acceptable for government to
adopt a so-called “neutral” approach and do nothing until an outside expression of interest has
been received.

(8) The contention that the government is not in the business of “pickingwinners” is not tenable when,
in the same month as the UCG report was published, and funding stopped, it was announced that
£40 million or so was being made available to encourage development work on wave and tidal
schemes, which can, at best, make only a minute contribution to energy supplies, in comparison
to UCG.

I have no “angle” on the promotion of UCG other than concern, in the national interest, with trying to
bring the issue to wider public awareness and trying to get the stalled development programme re-started.

I hope that this letter will be helpful to the Committee in its deliberations and that the subject of UCG
will, at least, receive a positive mention in its findings.

November 2005

APPENDIX 31

Memorandum from WWF UK

WWF-UK POSITION SUMMARY

Introduction

WWF-UK are currently engaged in a review of carbon capture and storage (CCS) policy and as a
result are not submitting a full, detailed response to this inquiry. However we welcome the inquiry, which
is indicative of the increasing attention being paid to CCS in political circles, and hope the Committee
find this summary paper helpful.

Background and Challenges

Any responsible approach to climate change will be based on the rapid reduction of atmospheric
pollution of greenhouse gases at the point of source. As a priority, WWF-UK supports policies that rely
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on clean renewable energies (such as renewable heat, wave, solar, biomass and wind energy), energy
eYciency and energy conservation (such as energy services) as the ultimate solutions to climate change
mitigation. However, there is an ongoing debate about carbon capture and storage as a theoretical means
to “decarbonise” fossil fuels, which must be addressed.

The attractions of CCS technology are understandable, particularly when applied to rapidly emerging
economies such as China, where demand for energy is spiralling and a ready supply of coal means an
extensive programme of new coal station building is well underway. However, WWF-UK is apprehensive
and concerned about the dangers of seeing CCS as a solution to climate change in itself, rather than as
a potential short-medium term “bridging technology”, which could be employed under certain conditions
in order to gain time in the switch to a genuinely carbon free energy supply system. CCS involves a range
of environmental risks and uncertainties that are currently poorly understood, and require further
research and discussion.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) formally adopted a new “Special Report on
Carbon Capture and Storage” this month, which finds that CCS will only truly take oV when the right
policy frameworks, including implementing carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction targets, are in place.
Governments must not take their “eye oV the ball” of achieving deep cuts in emissions, as well as funding
and implementing strong laws and programmes on energy eYciency and renewable energy. It is these
aspirations and measures that underpin the UK Government’s own Energy White Paper (2003).

WWF-UK would like to highlight a set of principles and key concerns that must be addressed by
Government and industry, which are central to the CCS debate, and the outcome of which will determine
the extent to which CCS should play a part in global climate change policy. An informed public debate
on CCS focussing on the key issues outlined below is critical.

Concerns that Must be Addressed

— Commit to climate targets: The UK Government must continue to commit to the short-term
and long term emission reduction targets (20% by 2010; at least 60% by 2050 but optimally
80%), and adopt medium-term targets (ie 30% by 2020) to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

— Climate and energy policy to prioritise renewable energy and energy eYciency: Responsible
climate policy must be centred on a combination of robust energy eYciency, renewable energies,
energy demand reduction and sustainable land use policies, as a top priority to achieve these
deep cuts in emissions required to combat climate change. This must include increased research
and funding for renewables and energy eYciency, which are proven, presently less risky and
have many additional benefits such as increased security of supply (eg less import of fossil fuels
from unstable areas). If CCS is to be included in climate and energy policy, it should only be
an “add on” for more rapid stabilization of atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases at
environmentally safe levels, after thorough and rigorous assessment of its need and role within
the mix. This should not be at the expense of other more environmentally proven and feasible
solutions to climate change that are available for deployment today.

— No diversion of resources: Government support for energy eYciency and renewable energy
technologies in terms of promotion, dissemination, and overcoming market barriers is an
essential step towards decarbonising the energy sector. However, mature industries like coal and
nuclear power do not need this support and merely benefit at the expense of taxpayers. The
government must not divert public funds away from renewable energy and eYciency
technologies to support CCS. Application of CCS should be funded by the fossil fuel industry
(in recognition of the “polluter-pays” principle) and be subject to independent scientific
evaluation. Pre-combustion CCS for hydrogen production is still a nascent technology.
Government support of independent and transparent research on this technology may be
necessary but should not replace or delay government support for hydrogen from renewable
energy sources, and should be part of a package with a clear priority for energy eYciency and
renewables.

— Assessment of application to existing and new plants: In the case of new power supply, the
feasibility of tapping potentials of energy conservation technology and/or renewable energy
supply should be assessed before considering new fossil-fuel powered stations. If a new fossil
fuel plant is the only viable option, CCS devices should be required if it can be shown that
permanence and safety concerns are met.

Before extending the life of existing fossil fuel power stations by equipping them with CCS technology,
feasibility of replacement with energy eYciency technology and renewable energy generation should be
analyzed. Application of CCS could result in the continued (and possibly increased) reliance on fossil
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fuels with a range of social and environmental impacts associated with fossil fuel extraction, transport
and production (for power and transport). We must avoid extending the life of existing power generators
and locking in a generation of new investment in energy infrastructure with high carbon emissions.

— Storage permanence: Any CCS initiative must prove robustly permanence of storage. Carbon
dioxide must be stored safely and permanently in locations that do not allow any leakage rate
or “gassing out” that would be higher than those from conventional natural gas fields. This
would mean a permanence time of longer than 100,000 years. This permanence must be assessed
and confirmed through independent scientific review.

— No ocean disposal: Storage of carbon dioxide must not interfere with or have negative direct
or indirect impacts on biodiversity, which must be assessed by independent scientific review.
These criteria strictly rule out any carbon storage in the open ocean, open aquifers, lakes or
on the sea floor. Where geological storage is undertaken in the marine environment, CCS should
minimise impacts to the marine environment, including risk analysis and plans for unplanned
release through well head blow outs.

— Independent research and verification: Research is needed to improve the gaps in knowledge on
CCS, particularly with regard to storage and assessment of the environmental implications of
this technology. Funding in CCS research should not divert funds away from renewables and
energy eYciency as a top priority. Research on all aspects related to protection of biodiversity,
geological suitability, security and permanence of carbon stored in geological strata must be
tested through independently verified pilot projects. Stakeholder processes to allow for review,
comment, and addressing concerns should be built into all pilot projects. Any research
undertaken should cover: environmental consequences including those associated with fossil fuel
extraction; capacity of safe, long term underground storage of carbon; risks to public safety;
characteristics of the currently much less understood saline formations. Such research should
also determine the realistic scale of using these technologies within the large portfolio of carbon
abatement options.

— Monitoring and verification of storage: There must be internationally agreed procedures for
independent verification and monitoring of storage and related activities before CCS
technologies are allowed to count against greenhouse gas reduction targets.

— Regulation: The government must set up stringent and unambiguous regulatory principles which
have involved full public consultation for CCS projects, to cover the range of risks and
uncertainties surrounding CCS. This should include commitment to develop with proponents
Emergency Management Plans for site specific projects. CCS should be included in the Marine
Act process. CCS should have SEA and or EIA and this should include full impacts of the use
of oil and gas on the climate.

— Liability: The government must also establish a stringent legal framework for regulating CCS
facilities, which addresses legal liability issues relating to the economic, social and environmental
costs of the project and leakage over the lifetime of storage, and those legally responsible. This
framework must ensure that future corporate insolvency or restructuring should not diminish
the eVectiveness of the liability regime.

— Public dialogue: CCS will face hurdles of public acceptability and will require a fully informed
public debate on CCS, so that the public are educated on this technology. Inclusion of NGOs
and the public in discussions about carbon technologies is absolutely necessary, and including
specific projects on the ground and the policies aVecting their development. Assessment
processes for projects which go ahead in the future should involve public consultation.

— Use of CCS credits: Credits from CCS should not count toward meeting Kyoto Protocol targets
in the first commitment period as CCS was not considered when the first commitment period
targets were set. If CCS is to be allowed to count in future commitment periods, the theoretically
large reduction potential must be taken into account in target-setting. Among developed
countries, only those with absolute CO2 caps should be allowed to receive credit for CCS.

— Net environmental gain: Carbon dioxide capture usually requires up to 30% more energy to
produce a given amount of power than what would be needed without capture. In order to
avoid an increase of conventional pollution such as from sulphur, nitrogen oxides, heavy metals
etc, carbon capture must be based on gasification or similar technologies which ensure a net
environmental gain compared to a non-capture case eg net reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
over the life cycle of the project.

— UK policy frameworks: In the UK, WWF is aware that there is a live debate about the possible
policy frameworks the government could establish to support and incentivise CCS projects that
may oVer good demonstration examples for this emerging technology. The government should
refrain from establishing any additional obligations or measures (for example, similar to the
Renewables Obligation), since the European Emissions Trading (ETS) Scheme oVers the
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opportunities for such technologies amongst other carbon abatement technologies to become
financially viable, as long as the scheme is set up tightly and robustly. It is in the interests of
government and projects proponents to ensure that the scheme is functioning properly in the
next phase (2008–12) and subsequent phases in order to provide the strong and long-term price
signal necessary. As a precondition of support for CCS, the regulatory and legal frameworks
discussed above must be in place, particularly to address storage issues.

November 2005

APPENDIX 32

Memorandum from Green Alliance

Summary

1. Green Alliance’s mission is to promote sustainable development by ensuring that the environment is
at the heart of decision-making. We work with senior people in government, parliament, business and the
environmental movement to encourage new ideas, dialogue and constructive solutions.

2. Green Alliance welcomes the opportunity to contribute to this inquiry on the role of Carbon Capture
and Storage (CCS), which comes at a crucial time in the development of UK climate and energy policy.

3. We welcome the development of CCS but are concerned that the introduction of additional policy
mechanisms to encourage this technology may divert attention and/or funding streams away from
promoting energy eYciency and renewable technologies. There is still much to do to fully develop these
areas, which we see as a priority.

4. Green Alliance would like to highlight in this submission a set of concerns regarding CCS that must
be addressed by government and industry. The outcome of these questionswill determine the extent towhich
CCS should contribute to climate change policy: (a) How will the technology be supported? (b) How secure
will storage of CO2 be?

Background

5. In the Energy White Paper (2003) the Government stated that, in reducing carbon dioxide emissions,
their priority was “to strengthen the contribution of energy eYciency and renewable energy sources.” Green
Alliance supports this viewpoint and believes that policies that rely on clean renewable energies (such as
renewable heat, wave, solar, biomass and wind energy), energy conservation and demand reduction must
be the focus of climate change mitigation.

6. When applied on a global scale the attractions of CCS technology are understandable. It is particularly
applicable to growing economies, like China, with an extensive program of new coal power-station
construction.

7. Green Alliance is concerned that the role CCS can play in climate change mitigation is not overstated.
CCS should be used under certain conditions in order to gain the time to switch to a genuinely zero carbon
energy supply system.

Concerns that Must be Addressed

Support mechanism

8. Any mechanism to support CCS must not divert support away from renewable technologies or the
promotion of energy eYciency.

These are proven, presently less risky and have an increased security of supply—they do not rely on
imported fossil fuels.

9. Renewable technologies and the promotion of energy eYciency still require additional support and
strong programmes to underpin their adoption and overcome market barriers. The government must
therefore not divert public funds away from renewable energy and eYciency technologies to support CCS.

Government support of independent and transparent research on this technology may be necessary but
should not replace or delay government support for existing renewable energy sources, and should be part
of a package with a clear priority for energy eYciency and renewables.

10. Before extending the life of fossil fuel power stations by equipping them with CCS technology,
feasibility of replacement with renewable energy generation should be analysed. CCS plants would still have
a range of environmental and social impacts as a result of fossil fuel extraction, transport and production.
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11. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) formally adopted a new “Special Report
on Carbon Capture and Storage” this month (which month?), which finds that CCS will only truly take oV

when the right policy frameworks, including implementing carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction targets, are in
place.

12. The core problem facing investors is that there is no carbon market over the relevant investment
period for CCS. The EUETS only extends until 2012 and permit levels are only known until 2008. Investors
are currently facing political risk, which increases the cost of capital for low-carbon investments. Green
Alliance has therefore identified a number of support mechanisms that could be used to support, and
encourage investment in, CCS.

Capital Grants

13. The government has recently made a limited amount of money available for demonstration CCS
projects—£25 million. This form of funding is unstable because of its stop/start nature and does not give a
long-term revenue stream to investors, nor help provide a market for the technology.

A dedicated zero carbon electricity mechanism

14. The Renewables Obligation (RO) could be extended to award ROCs for output from carbon-neutral
electricity generation or a separate obligation similar to the RO could be created for these technologies. This
would give the same level of support to zero-carbon generation as is already oVered to renewables.
Drawbacks to this option include; disrupting investor confidence in the RO market; the possibility that
carbon-neutral projects could claim some of the subsidy currently distributed to renewable technologies and
diluting the current signal for government support to renewables. Introducing another policy mechanism
would also add further complexity to an already complex market.

A revival of the Fossil Fuel Levy

15. The existing fossil fuel levy mechanism, which is currently dormant, could be revived to provide a
long-term funding stream for zero carbon technologies.

Carbon contracts

16. As proposed by Dieter Helm36 government could issue a long-term carbon contract, to support the
delivery of emissions reductions. This would provide a forward revenue stream with long-term price
certainty. The contracts would be technology blind with government taking the risk if the carbon price falls
below the price of the contract. If the carbon price is higher than the contract price then the government
would be able to make money back.

A robust EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)

17. One of the core purposes of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme is to encourage investment in low-
carbon technologies and discourage more polluting methods. A robust national emissions cap and longer-
term certainty in the scheme would encourage not only the development of CCS but also renewable
technologies and increased energy eYciency.

18. Auctioning allowances would create a pot of money that could be used to support CCS and other
low and zero carbon technologies.

19. This mechanism would be easy to implement and would be using the EU ETS for what is was
designed to do. If the scheme is not able to encourage low-carbon technologies, like CCS, then what is its
purpose?

20. Green Alliance believes that a robust EU Emissions Trading Scheme and a tight national cap on
emissions should be used to support the development of Carbon Capture and Storage. Key characteristics
of the scheme must be a carbon price that is high enough to drive development, and a long-term market
that is secure enough to attract investment in low-carbon technologies.

21. The government needs to ensure that its national allocation for the second phase of the EU ETS is
aiming to meet its target of a reduction of a 20% reduction in CO2 by 2010. This would mean an allocation
of 224 MtCO2 compared to the 245 MtCO2 allocated in the first phase of the scheme.

22. Furthermore the government must continue to commit to its short-term and long-term emissions
reduction targets (a 20% reduction of CO2 by 2010 and at least a 60% reduction by 2050).

36 Helm, D and Hepburn, C. Carbon contracts and energy policy: An outline proposal. 6 October 2005.
http://www.dieterhelm.co.uk/publications/CarbonContractsOct05.pdf
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Storage

Green Alliance is concerned about the lack of knowledge on storage of CO2

23. Research is needed to improve the gaps in knowledge on CCS; independently verified pilot projects
should test its eVects on biodiversity, geological suitability and the security and permanence of carbon stored
in geological strata. Likewise all pilot projects should have stakeholder processes allowing for review,
comment, and addressing concerns. Any research undertaken should cover: environmental consequences
including those associated with fossil fuel extraction; capacity of safe, long term underground storage of
carbon; risks to public safety; characteristics of the currently much less understood saline formations.

Green Alliance’s support for CO2 storage will always be on a case-by-case basis.

24. Any CCS initiative must prove its robust storage capabilities and be subject to strict environmental
assessments.

The Government should set up a regulatory framework for the development of CCS projects.

25. This should cover all the risks and uncertainties related to CCS and include full public consultation.
AnEmergencyManagement Plan for each site should be set up and a full Environmental ImpactAssessment
carried out. Each site should prove its net environmental gain to avoid an increase in conventional pollution
as a result of the introduction of CCS.

26. Green Alliance currently only supports CO2 storage in disused oil or gas fields where the science and
geology is more certain.

Acceptability of storage sites will depend on their gas leakage security

27. The proportion of gas leakage from any site chosen for storage is critical. Ideally we would like zero
leakage. Just a small percentage of leakage is needed to return all stored gas to the atmosphere. For example,
a 0.1% leakage would mean all CO2 will re-enter the atmosphere within 1,000 years, with a 1% leakage rate,
within just 100 years. Locations should not allow any leakage rate or “gassing out” that would be higher
than those from conventional natural gas fields. This would mean a permanence time of longer than
100,000 years.

Green Alliance calls for an independent monitoring body to be given responsibility for storage monitoring and
verification.

28. The monitoring body should publish an annual audit of the state of the UK’s storage sites. There
must also be international agreed procedures for independent monitoring and verification before CCS
technologies should be allowed to count against greenhouse gas reduction targets.

The question of liability needs to be addressed

29. Who should be liable for any leakage from the storage site over its lifetime? Whilst it is essential that
the storage site is properly managed, we don’t want to penalise the development of low carbon technologies
by expecting them to be responsible for the long-term liability of the stored CO2, when other high carbon
technologies have no liability for the emissions they emit into the atmosphere. The government must
establish a strict legal framework to regulate this.

November 2005

APPENDIX 33

Memorandum from EEEGR

Introduction

The East of England Energy Group (EEEGR) is pleased to make this contribution to the Science and
Technology Committee’s investigation into Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS).

EEEGR believes that it is essential that existing oil and gas pipelines are reused to provide transportation
for Carbon Dioxide (CO2) from shore to suitable depleted oVshore reservoirs. Failure to utilise these
national assets would likely make the positive benefits of carbon capture and storage oVshore both
uneconomic and unobtainable.
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East of England Energy Group (EEEGR)

The East of England Energy Group consists of over 230 members across a wide spectrum of interests,
whose common objective is to stimulate economic growth and ensure that energy in its broadest sense not
only survives but thrives in the East of England. It represents every aspect of the energy industry from
oVshore oil and gas, through nuclear to renewable energy. It promotes the wise use of energy.

Summary

We can summarise this submission as follows:

1. Pipelines can be reused to transport CO2.

2. Carbon Capture and Storage in underground reservoirs is proven.

3. SouthernNorth Sea (SNS) gas fields are best placed to provide oVshore storage due in part to their
proximity to shore relative to depleted oil fields further north.

4. The East Coast gas plants eg, Bacton, Easington/Dimlington andTheddlethorpe could be used for
reception and transmission of collected CO2.

5. The SNS gas field oVshore pipeline grid is such that gas production and CO2 injection for storage
can be concurrent operations.

6. CCS to store CO2 is diVerent to the use of CO2 for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).

The Potential for Re-Use of Pipelines in the North Sea to enable offshore storage of CO2

Over the last 40 years, the international oil and gas industry has invested some £170 billion in the
infrastructure needed to develop the UK’s hydrocarbon resources in the UKCS. Included in this is some
11,000 km of pipeline, installed at an estimated cost of £11 billion. This investment will not be repeated. As
UK oil and gas production declines resulting in the decommissioning of oVshore facilities, it is generally
accepted that many of the oVshore platforms have limited alternative uses and will be removed; this may
not be the case for the pipelines.Many of these will remain in situ, with a potential lifespan of 200–300 years.
Research undertaken by Cambridge and Cranfield Universities for EEEGR (Note 1) has confirmed that
there is no technical reason why these pipelines cannot be reused to transport dry CO2.

Pipeline transport of CO2 is common and the technology is proven.According to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), in Paris, some 3,100 km of pipeline are in use, the majority of which is located in North
America. The longest pipeline covers 808 km and has been in use since 1984 carrying 19.3 mt of CO2 each
year.

Geological storage of CO2 is being undertaken by Statoil in its Salah field in the North Sea and by BP in
its Inshallah field in Algeria.

The practice of re-injecting CO2—for enhanced oil recovery (EOR)—is also well proven in the US. A
major EORproject reusing an existing pipeline for CO2 transportation is being advanced by BP for itsMiller
oilfield in the UK North Sea.

The Southern North Sea

If carbon storage in geological reservoirs is going to occur in the UKCS, the most likely area for this to
happen is the Southern North Sea (SNS) for number of reasons:

— The fields were the first to be discovered and developed and therefore will be amongst the earlier
ones to become depleted and subject to decommissioning. A number of fields have already been
decommissioned and others are currently in the decommissioning planning stage thus releasing
pipelines in the near-term for reuse.

— The geology of gas fields with non associated gas is more suitable for long term storage of CO2

than fields that have produced either oil or gas associated with oil.

— In comparison to Central or Northern North Sea fields, SNS fields are relatively close to onshore
infrastructure—averaging only 30–50 km from the coast.

— There are three onshore gas processing terminals connected with SNS gas fields, with three plants
at Bacton and one each at Theddlethorpe and Easington/Dimlington. (Whilst we have focused on
the SNS in this submission it should be noted that there are also gas fields and plants in the Irish
Sea that could serve this purpose equally well.)

— Each of the East Coast terminals has a number of pipelines running into them from the oVshore
fields—for example Bacton alone has 11 pipelines coming into the area excluding the
Interconnector from Belgium.

— Some of the individual fields have a number of pipelines connected to them and are independent
of other operations. Hewett, operated by Tullow Oil, for example, has two pipelines from the field
to Bacton, which theoretically could allowCO2 tomove in one line from Bacton to part of the field
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for storage, while allowing another part of the field that was not depleted to use the other pipeline
for gas transportation to Bacton. This would have the potential of improving the economics of
CO2 storage through the sharing of costs with a producing facility.

The Timing of Decommissioning

According to the DTI, 60 small steel platforms are due to be removed in the period 2008-2015, coinciding
with the period when up to 50% of UK electricity generating capacity is due to be replaced, which would
allow carbon capture technology to be integrated in design.

Given that it takes three to four years of planning and approvals before actual decommissioning takes
place, reuse for CO2 storage needs to be built into the decommissioning process now. The forthcoming
Energy Review should consider this recommendation.

EEEGR hopes that this submission will add to the knowledge gathered by the Committee in this vitally
important area.

IN SUPPORT OF THIS SUBMISSION THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE PROVIDED

Note 1—EEEGR Report “Enabling the Reuse of Offshore Pipelines” Dec 2005

EEEGR will shortly be releasing a report sponsored by the DTI and Industry and undertaken by the
Universities of Cambridge, Cranfield and East Anglia, entitled “Enabling the Reuse of OVshore Pipelines”,
which includes use for CO2 storage. The report contains a number of recommendations for further action,
including;

— Changing the 1998 Petroleum Act to permit re-use for CO2 and to resolve the perpetual residual
liability issues.

— Resolving London Convention and OSPAR issues pertinent to CO2 re-injection underground
(ie”dumping”) as quickly as possible.

— Building potential re-use for CO2 into the DTI decommissioning process as a requirement.

— Considering setting up a Re-Use Unit in the DTI to enable specific pipeline ownership transfers
and the resolution of residual liability issues.

— Intensifying work to identify geological structures suitable for long term CO2 storage.

— Identifying fields in the SNS that might be suitable for CO2 storage.

— Undertaking a major study of fields approaching end of field life as possible candidates for CO2

storage.

— Undertaking a study on how to move captured CO2 from source to established onshore gas
processing terminals for onward transmission oVshore.

Note 2—The Decommissioning Process

The end of field life process is managed by the Decommissioning Unit of the DTI located in Aberdeen.
Current legislation—principally the 1998 Petroleum Act—does not consider the use of North Sea
infrastructure in general and pipelines in particular for anything other than hydrocarbon production and
the DTI’s structures and procedures reflect this legal requirement. Thus the presumption is that all facilities
will be decommissioned relatively quickly after their use for oil and gas production is over, with
infrastructure being removed in line with international obligations covered by the London Convention and
OSPAR. Moreover, most oil and gas companies, through the mechanism of perpetual residual liability
clauses in their original exploration licenses, would have an incentive to reduce this potential liability—
however small—to as little as possible by removing as much infrastructure over and above the legal
requirement as quickly as possible.

In their decommissioning proposals, companies are currently required to carry out a comparative
assessment to determine the best decommissioning options. Reuse is considered as part of this assessment,
but no extra weighting is given to it. However, current legislation provides a disincentive for reuse for CO2

storage, due to ownership and liability issues attributed to a change of use.

Note 3—General Background—Reducing CO2

Through its current Presidency of both the G8 and EU, the UK government has highlighted
environmental issues in general and global warming in particular during its term. This environmental focus
has also been amajor theme running throughUK domestic energy policy for the last few years, in particular
as outlined in the 2003 Energy White Paper.
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As part of this focus, the UKhas made a number of stretch targets to reduce its emissions of CO2 in excess
of that required by the Kyoto Protocol. The latter requires the UK to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions
by 12.5% below the 1990 level by 2010, but the domestic goal is 20%. However, the UK has also stated in
the Energy White Paper that it intended to show global leadership by putting itself on the path to a 60%
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050.

Given the widespread recognition that achieving these goals will not come through a significant and short
term reduction in fossil fuel burn, attention has been drawn to the potential for using carbon capture and
storage as a way of reducing emissions of CO2. This potential has been recognised in the UK through the
publication by the DTI in September 2003 of its “Review of the Feasibility of Carbon Capture and Storage
in the UK” and by “A Strategy for Developing Carbon Abatement Technologies for Fossil Fuel Use” in
June 2005. Scottish Enterprise has highlighted the market opportunities oVered by CCS in its report in
September 2005. Internationally, the IEA published “CO2 Capture and Storage inGeological Formations”
and most recently, the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) assessment concluded, with a
number of caveats, that CCS could play a major role in minimising climate change.

These reports highlight many issues but two points relevant to this submission are identified:

— There are few technical reasons why CCS cannot be undertaken, but there are many political,
economic and legal reasons—both national and international—why it may not happen for a long
time to come.

— From aUK perspective, if the country is going to have any chance of meeting even part of its 2050
target, CCS has to be up and running to a significant extent by 2020 at the latest. In this context,
it is significant that up to 50% of the UK’s current installed electricity generating capacity is due
to be retired between 2008 and 2015. This capacity will need to be replaced during this period.

EEEGR believes strongly that the re-use of existing North Sea oil and gas infrastructure as outlined in
this submission to recover and store CO2, is required to meet the 2020 target. However, for this to happen,
the window of opportunity must not be missed and decisions regarding North Sea infrastructure need to be
taken sooner rather than later.

November 2005

APPENDIX 34

Supplementary evidence from the Government

ANSWERS TO FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FOLLOWING EVIDENCE SESSION ON 16
NOVEMBER

1. Brian Morris said in oral evidence that the UK was “trying to promote the idea of ‘capture ready’ plant” in
the G8 [Q 12]. What are the features of ‘capture ready’ plant and what measures has Government put in place
to encourage new plant to be built ‘capture ready’? What other measures are under consideration?

Capture ready refers to plant designed to enable CO2 capture equipment to be retrofitted with minimum
disruption and in a manner that is optimal for future plant operations. Some key requirements are:
availability of land for the capture plant; availability of space for the pipe-work and other systems needed
to incorporate capture into the power plant; and the design of boiler and turbine systems to facilitate optimal
integration. It has been suggested that location relative to CO2 storage sites might be an additional “capture
ready” criterion. The G8 initiative on capture ready is seeking to arrive at an agreed definition.

The CAT Strategy included £25 million of capital grants that, amongst other options, could be used to
support a demonstration of capture ready technology. This has since been increased to £35million as a result
on the Chancellor’s Pre-Budget Statement on 5 December.

Measures to encourage new plant to be built capture ready must await an agreed definition for the
concept, but once this is agreed, one option would be to use the licensing and consents process.

2. Could you please provide full details of the UK-China bilateral agreement on R&D for clean coal
technologies, and the EU-China agreement, mentioned in the response to Q 15? In particular, could you clarify
the amount of UK funding being provided and the purpose for which it will be used?

The EU-China agreement, called the Near-Zero Emissions Coal project (NZEC) aims to stimulate the
deployment of CCS in China. This is broken down into three Phases, Phase One is a feasibility study for
CCS in China and capacity building of Chinese knowledge in this area. This is supported by HMG by £3.5
million (DEFRA £3 million and DTI £0.5 million). ). The aims of Phase One are to assess the viability of
CCS in China, including mapping of the potential for geological storage, and identifying CO2 sources and
capture options, and to identify options for demonstration and deployment of CCS. A briefing paper is
attached, (Annex 2).
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The UK-China bilateral agreement was signed last month which commits both sides to collaborate on
R&D into clean technologies. These not only include CCS but also other future technologies such as wave/
tidal and PV. The UK has initially allocated £750,000 for this activity. A copy of the signed Memorandum
ofUnderstanding is attached, (Annex 3) for information. It is planned to have aWorkshop in China inApril
2006 at which possible areas for collaboration will be discussed and project identified.

3. Brian Morris said in oral evidence: “I think it is important to emphasise that the Chinese [. . .] are very
aware of the consequences of climate change and [. . .] they realise the damage that burning coal without trying
to control the emissions is going to do not just to the planet but to their own prospects in the future” [Q 15].
What evidence is there that countries like India and China are prepared to fund the costs of CCS technology
transfer?

Both countries are at a very early stage in considering CCS, and neither country is yet in a position to
commit substantial funding to technology transfer. Hence the timing is now right for the UK’s EU-China
NZEC initiative to stimulate and assist development of CCS in China. Both China and India are starting
small-scale domestic programmes to investigate CCS. We understand that China is planning to commence
R&D into CCS in their 11th Five Year Plan (starting 2006), so as to develop their understanding of CCS.

4. BrianMorris said in oral evidence: “we intend to develop a communications strategy which would try to raise
the issue with people and try to tell them objectively what it is about, what the risks are and what the benefits
are” [Q 17]. What is the timescale for the development of this strategy and who is involved in preparing it?

A small preliminary study by the Tyndall Centre to gauge public attitudes has been completed and the
DTI is now developing a communications strategy. There are a number of current international initiatives
focusing on public perception, public outreach and communications strategy. The first step for DTI is to
establish the content and range of these initiatives. Early in 2006 DTI will draw together an expert group
to define a communications strategy that will promote consistent and eVective messaging, based on research
into public perceptions and attitudes, and drawing from the best communications materials available. It is
planned to complete a provisional strategy by late Spring 2006. David Reiner, Cambridge University, will
lead the work for DTI. David is an expert in regulatory policy, national climate change policies,
international environmental negotiations and policy design, and is closely aYliated to many of the key
international players already active in this area.

5. George Marsh said in oral evidence: “Last year we carried out a gap analysis to see which areas of CCS
were already covered by existing regulations and where the gaps were that might need additional regulation”
[Q 23]. Could you please provide us with this gap analysis and an indication of what steps the Government has
taken, or is intending to take, to address these gaps?

The regulatory gap analysis paper has been provided (Annex 1). The DTI is establishing a working group
to ensure adequate regulation is in place for the storage of CO2 in geological structures, taking account of
the fact that existing regulations and international agreements will apply to the to the rest of the CCS chain.

6. George Marsh stated that there was suYcient land available on most UK power plants to enable retrofitting
for CCS [Q 26]. Could you please provide us with the data on which this assertion was based? Are there any
other obstacles to retrofitting of existing plant with CCS technology?

The information was gathered during discussions with power generators concerning implementation of
the CAT Strategy and possible incentives to encourage the commercial scale deployment of CCS.

Currently the main obstacle is that there is no mechanism that provides a suYcient financial return for
the carbon abated to make this a worthwhile investment.

For existing coal stations it would be desirable to retrofit advanced boilers with the capture plant. Fitting
new boilers would mean switching oV the plant for about 12 months with associated loss of revenue. This
could delay implementation, but since new boilers will be needed eventually if the plant is to continue
operation, there is scope to optimise timing.

For existing gas plant one retrofit option is to retrofit pre-combustion capture and burn hydrogen in the
existing gas turbines. Some existing gas turbines may be unsuited for this in which case post combustion
capture (flue gas scrubbing) would be the only option.

7. Brian Morris said that, in terms of gas-fired plant fitted with CCS technology, there was a need “in future
spending rounds [for] making a case for identifying what is needed” [Q 28]. What case is being made for
funding of gas- and coal-fired plant equipped with CCS technology in the next spending round?

The CAT Strategy set out a 10 year programme for the development of carbon abatement technologies
including CCS. At present funding is committed up to 2008–09. The case for funding beyond 2008–09 will
be made in the normal course of the next spending review.
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8. Brian Morris said in oral evidence: “We recognise that there is a need for some sort of incentive. We also
recognise that carbon trading in itself is not enough and that there needs to be some sort of way to bridge the
gap [. . .] There are a number of options for doing that” [Q 30]. What options are under consideration here
and what are the key advantages and disadvantages associated with each?

Budget 2005 set out the Government’s intention to examine the potential of economic instruments to
incentivise carbon capture and storage (CCS). The Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) has
analysed the costs and benefits of CCS and other carbon abatement technologies and is due to be published
shortly. Pre-Budget Report 2005 looked to build on this work by committing the Government to consult
further on the barriers to wide-scale commercial deployment of CCS in the UK, and the potential role of
economic incentives in addressing those barriers. This work will feed into the Government’s energy review,
which was announced on 29 November, and will look at energy supply and demand and focus on policy
measures to help us deliver our objectives beyond 2010. The Review will consider all options including the
role of current generating technologies (e.g. renewables, coal, gas and nuclear power) and new and emerging
technologies (e.g. Carbon Capture and Storage).

9. Helen Fleming stated: “Carbon emission is clearly an area where the full cost of the economy and society
is not captured at the moment” [Q 44]. Aside from the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, what measures are
under consideration by Government in order to better capture the full cost of carbon?

As eluded to above, the Climate Change ProgrammeReview (CCPR) is reviewing progress under the UK
Climate Change Programme. The Review has considered a number of measures to better capture the costs
of carbon and is expected to report early in 2006. And the Government recently confirmed it will undertake
a wide-ranging review of energy policy but set firmly within the framework of the four goals set out in the
2003 Energy White Paper, including to put ourselves on a path to cut the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions
by some 60% by about 2050 with real progress by 2020. Hence the energy review will also consider these
issues concurrent with the Stern Review, which is looking at the economics of climate change, in a wider
global context. TheGovernment’s general approach in determining themost eYcient policymeasure(s) is to
look at a range of possible approaches (tax alongside spending measures, regulation, voluntary agreements,
trading schemes etc.) and consider the relative merits of each according to social, environmental and
economic factors including the potential for reductions in carbon emissions, the cost-eVectiveness of those
reductions as well as air quality impacts, fuel poverty, distributional and competitiveness implications and
security of supply issues.

10. Brian Morris said in oral evidence: “One of the activities coming out of the CAT strategy is to develop a
technology roadmap” [Q53].What will be themain purpose of this roadmap, who is involved in its development
and when is it likely to be published?

The road map will give a more precise definition of the priority activities to be undertaken in the DTI’s
CAT Programme. It will focus our resources by identifying areas suitable for a UK lead, areas best taken
forward through UK participation in internationally co-ordinated activities and areas where UK activity
should simply be to maintain a watching brief.

Development of the route map is being guided by the Advisory Committee on Carbon Abatement
Technologies (ACCAT). It is intended to publish the document in spring 2006.

11. Brian Morris stated: “there is no reason why it [CCS] cannot qualify for carbon credits in the next phase
of the Emissions Trading Scheme” [Q 54]. When do you expect CCS to be able to qualify for the EU ETS?
What are the obstacles that need to be overcome to enable this to happen?

The DTI has commissioned work and initiated an EU Ad Hoc Group of Experts to develop
recommendations for how CCS would best work within the EU ETS. Subsequently recommendations have
been made to EC DG ENV. A further piece of work on EOR and ETS is being commissioned. We
understand that DG ENVwishes to include consideration of the issue of CCS and the ETS in the European
Climate Change Programme, and to use the CCS working group’s meeting next year to develop policy
recommendations (reporting later in 2006). The presentmonitoring and reporting guidelines for the EUETS
allowCCS provided interimmonitoring and reporting guidelines are agreedwith the EuropeanCommission
(see response to Question 21 below).

12. Jim Penman said in oral evidence that “very considerable progress” was being made towards amending the
London Convention [Q 59]. What is the timescale for clarifying the London Convention to allow CCS? Will
projects be able to proceed in the meantime?

The 27th Consultative Meeting of the London Convention established a process to consider whether the
Convention, and/or the Protocol that will eventually replace it, need to be clarified and/or amended in order
to facilitate or regulate CCS in sub-seabed geological structures. Ameeting is planned for April 2006, which
will report to the 28th Consultative Meeting in October 2006, at which Parties will decide clarifications or
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amendments as necessary. Since the Protocol will replace the Convention, most Parties are likely to focus
on the Protocol. The whole process could take two or three years to complete. Meanwhile projects can
proceed within the remit of the Convention. Projects involving enhanced oil recovery, or in which the CO2

placed in geological storage is produced with the oil or gas being extracted (as with the Norwegian Sleipner
project), are compatible with the Convention and/or the Protocol. Projects of this type could therefore
proceed now, consistent with the requirements of relevant domestic legislation. Some other types of project
could also be consistent, but since the Convention and/or Protocol as they stand were not drafted with the
needs of carbon capture and storage in mind, trying to apply their current provisions to CCS is
correspondingly complex, and views diVer widely on the legality in these other cases.

13. Jim Penman said in oral evidence: “I think we are looking in the long term to low carbon technologies and
this [CCS] helps us work, starting with the existing energy system as it is to achieve that. If we did not do that
we would run the risk of incurring higher costs than we would otherwise have done” [Q 12].What does DEFRA
estimate the cost of doing nothing to be, i.e. the global damage cost of climate change per ton of CO2 emitted?

The Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) is the economic concept used to measure the marginal global damage
cost, per tonne of carbon emitted. In 2002 the Government Economic Service (GES) published advice with
a central SCC value of £70 per tonne of carbon emitted, within a range of £35 to £140. Per tonne of carbon
dioxide, the corresponding values are, in round terms, £20 per tonne of CO2 within a range of £10 to
£40. The GES also recommended that these values should be subject to an annual increase in real terms by
£1 per tonne of carbon emitted. Finally the GES recommended a periodic review of these values as new
evidence comes available. In 2003 Defra initiated a review of SCC values and a research report is now
available.37 This confirms £35 per tonne of carbon emitted as a reasonable lower limit, with a range going
to much higher values, reflecting values in the economic literature of up to about £1,000 per tonne C. This
range is driven by scientific uncertainty on the speed of climate change and on the associated socio-economic
impact, but also reflects diVerent (and controversial) judgements on how to aggregate costs and benefits
across diVerent regions of the world and diVerent generations. The range is very wide for practical policy
purposes and given the balance of evidence, the Government’s view of SCC remains unchanged for the
present. The Government will review this when the a second research report from the Defra review is
published later this year, and this information will also be available to the Stern review of the economics of
climate change.

These present valuations are based on the estimated functional dependences between climate and socio-
economic parameters such as food production or disease incidence. They reflect a variety ofmarket and non-
market impacts of climate change, although the latter are generally associated with a higher degree of
uncertainty. Only a small number of studies have tried to capture the risks of irreversible shifts in the climate
system such as polar ice sheet destabilisation, Gulf Stream suppression or methane hydrate destabilisation.
None of the existing estimates capture socially contingent eVects (such as risk of conflict arising from the
impacts of climate change on water supply). These eVects may nevertheless have very significant (and not
necessarily marginal) damage costs which need to be taken into account in policy development. This can at
present only be done by assessment of risks associated with diVerent levels of stabilisation of atmospheric
greenhouse gas concentrations.

14. JimPenman referred to an example of a project in which low level leakage has been detected [Q 34].Which
project is this and what information is available regarding this leakage?

The project referred to is the enhanced oil recovery project at Rangely in Colorado where CO2 has been
injected since 1986 and there is evidence for a flux of CO2 from depth which may or may not be associated
with the injected CO2.38 According to the IPCC Special Report fluxes of CO2 from the 78 square kilometre
field area are estimated to be between 170 and 3800 t per year.39 Because most of the CO2 is determined to
originate from near-surface microbial activity, the surface release from the storage reservoir is estimated to
be less than 170 t per year. This would amount to an annual leakage rate of the order of 0.00076% of the
total stored Co2 (equivalent to a retention rate of more than 99% over 1,000 years. The two other projects,
Sleipner (Norway) and Weyburn (Canada) which have been extensively monitored do not show any such
evidence.

37 Social Cost of Carbon: A Closer Look at Uncertainty: Stockholm Environmental Institute, Oxford, November 2005, http//
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/carboncost/sei-scc.htm

38 Klusman, R.W., 2003a. Rate measurements and detection of gas microseepage to the atmosphere from an enhanced oil
recovery/sequestration project, Rangely, Colorado, USA. Applied Geochemistry, 18, 1825-1838; Klusman, R.W. (2003b).
Computer modelling of methanotrphic oxidation of hydrocarbons in the unsaturated zone from an enhanced oil recovery/
sequestration project, Rangely, Colorado,USA.Applied Geochemistry, 18, 1839-1852;Klusman,R.W. (2003c)A geochemical
perspective and assessment of leakage potential for a mature carbon dioxide enhanced oil recovery project as a prototype
for carbon dioxide sequestration: Rangely field, Colorado. Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 87,
1485-1507.

39 IPCC Special Report on CO2 Capture and Storage (In Press)
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15. Brian Morris said in oral evidence: “We are aware of the infrastructure issue and using the existing
infrastructure” [Q 59]. What steps is Government taking to encourage adaptation or reuse of the existing
pipeline infrastructure (both on- and oVshore)? Has the Government analysed the impact of re-use of the
existing infrastructure on the entry costs for CCS projects?

DTI has sponsored a study by the East of England Energy Group on the potential to reuse existing
pipeline infrastructure for CO2 transportation. Also we have recently commissioned work from the British
Geological Survey to map potential sources and sinks for CCS both on and oVshore in the UK. We are
presently considering additional work, building on these studies, to estimate cost versus supply (volume)
curves for CCS that will include both near and medium term options.

16. A wide range of costs are cited in conjunction with CCS technology. To what extent is this an obstacle in
deciding what investments Government will make and what incentives it is prepared to put in place? What cost
range is the Treasury currently using for the purposes of policy development (and how have these costs been
defined)?

The Government recognises that there are a range of cost estimates associated with CCS and carbon
abatement technologies more broadly and that this generates uncertainty for policy-makers. That is why
we have initiated a number of work strands to try and further build the evidence base surrounding these
technologies, including:

— The Climate Change Programme Review—which is looking at the costs and benefits of CCS and
other carbon abatement technologies and is due to be published shortly.

— Consultation with industry—Pre-Budget Report 2005 announced the Government’s intention to
consult further on the barriers to wide-scale commercial deployment of CCS in the UK, and the
potential role of economic incentives in addressing those barriers.

— Collaboration with Norway—Pre-Budget Report 2005 also announced the Government’s
intention to work collaboratively with Norway on the issues surrounding the costs of CCS.

This work will provide further clarity around the costs of CCS as the Government embarks on a review
of its energy policy which will consider all options (including CCS).

17. By how much will the costs of CCS have to be reduced if it is to become commercially viable?

The answer depends on the circumstances. CCSwill never be cheaper than fossil fuel technologies without
CCS since many of the technical advances that will benefit CCS will also benefit normal fossil plant.
However, our assessment is that CCS is comparable to other large abatement options such as renewable
energy and nuclear power (see DTI CAT Strategy—“A strategy for developing carbon abatement
technologies for fossil fuels”, page 24, already supplied to the committee). Moreover, programmes such as
the BP led CarbonDioxide Capture Project have estimated that the potential to reduce capture costs, which
are about 60–70% of total CCS costs, is up to 60%.

CCS can also compete where there is an incentive that values the carbon abatement it delivers.

18. What role will Government play in facilitating and supporting the BP-led project at Peterhead?

As discussed under Question 5, work has been initiated to examine and address gaps in the regulatory
framework for CCS projects including EOR projects such as that proposed for Peterhead-Miller.

19. When is the Climate Change Programme Review due to report?What kind of incentives for CCS have been
under consideration in the Review?

The Climate Change Programme Review is expected to report in January. Some support is already
available for R&D projects via the Carbon Abatement Technology Strategy.

20. What steps is the Government taking to build the skills and human resource base in CCS technologies?
What research has been undertaken to establish the skills needs of, and the availability of appropriately skilled
personnel in, the UK with respect to CCS?

People with the right skills will be motivated to work on CCS when there is a clear market demand and
career path associated with these technologies. DTI’s CAT Programme is addressing this at the innovation
and technology development level by supporting R&D and demonstration activities. Additionally the UK
can draw on a strong capability in power and process engineering to support full-scale design and
construction activities.
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21. How will Government determine an acceptable threshold for leakage of CO2 from storage sites from (i)
an environmental viewpoint and (ii) to enable CCS to qualify for emissions trading schemes?

The Government would expect CCS schemes to conform to the guidelines for emissions inventory
estimation being developed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). These Guidelines
will, we anticipate, be agreed in 2006 and are likely to require that all projects to be accompanied by an
assessment based on geological evidence of potential leakage, or a demonstration that leakage is not
expected to occur, plus a monitoring plan to check the validity of the assessment by subsequent periodic
measurements. One possibility in response to (i) would be to require evidence of the expectation of zero
leakage, rather than set a threshold. If a threshold were set it would need to take account of scientific
evidence of the impact of low CO2 fluxes onmarine and terrestrial ecosystems. In response to (ii) the present
monitoring and reporting guidelines for the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS) allow CCS provided
interim monitoring and reporting guidelines are agreed with the European Commission. A possible
approach on (ii) would therefore be to base guidelines on the emissions inventory work of the IPCC, once
agreed within the existing framework of the EUETS. The Government, in consultation with the European
Commission, has commissioned consultants to examine this approach.

22. Is Government willing to be the guarantor for long-term storage of CO2 in geological sites?

The proper domestic framework for regulation is under consideration and no decision on this question
has been made.

December 2005

Annex 1

GAP ANALYSIS FOR REGULATIONS RELEVANT TO CARBON DIOXIDE CAPTURE AND
STORAGE IN THE UK

Summary

This gap analysis is an initial investigation to examine how existing regulations in the UK would cover
carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS), and hence to identify issues for and shortcomings in regulatory
regimes. The objective is to provide input to the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum’s production of
guiding principles for regulatory frameworks for CCS. The Environment Agency is the primary
environmental regulator in the UK, and a meeting was held with DTI, a range of relevant Environment
Agency (EA) staV and British Geological Survey on 31 Mar 2004. The meeting provided the significant
input to the gap analysis, and helped identify and prioritise the issues that CCS raises for the EA. A further
meeting was held on 11 June 2004 with the DTI Licensing and Consents Unit (LCU), which regulates
onshore and oVshore oil and gas activity in the UK. Input was also received from the Department of
Environment, Food and Rural AVairs (DEFRA). The following summarises the findings of this exercise.

Relevant Competent Authorities (CA) for regulating CCS activities

The following authorities were identified as those that would be relevant for regulating CCS in the UK:

— Environment Agency (EA) is the CA for onshore Pollution Prevention and Control, also for the
EU Emissions Trading Scheme nd the Waste and Water Framework Directives when they come
into force.

— The Department of Trade and Industry (Licensing and Consents Unit) is the CA for regulating
onshore and oVshore oil and gas extraction activities, for oVshore Pollution Prevention and
Control, and for hazards to oil and gas reservoirs.

— Local Authorities are CAs for the Town & Country Planning system, covering planning
permissions, and the EA is a statutory consultee.

— The Health & Safety Executive is CA for the Control of Major Accident Hazards regulation
onshore and for oVshore Safety Case Regulation.

— The Maritime and Coastal Agency regulates oVshore shipping.

— The Pipeline Authority regulates the construction, operation and maintenance of pipelines

Key gaps for the UK

— There is ambiguity over the nature of CO2 and therefore if and how it is covered by the existing
legislatory and regulatory framework. In particular, Defra will need to consider whether it is to be
regarded as waste. If it is, it could be liable for landfill tax if placed underground onshore.
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— The Government will also need to consider short-term and long-term liability issues connected
with the storage of CO2. For example, who owns the storage site? The government owns oil and
gas geological structures, which suggests ownership for EOR but not for storage in saline aquifers.
What happens to liability in the case of bankruptcy? Should there be a requirement for CCS
implementing companies to carry insurance against liability issues? These issues should be
resolvable, as similar issues are dealt with by the oil and gas sector. In oVshore oil and gas, current
regulation states that liability for residual facilities after abandonment remains with the owner, not
the state.

— There is a need for planning advice or guidance for operators in selecting suitable CO2 storage sites.
Similarly, criteria for local authorities in judging and assessing planning applications will need to
be developed and agreed. In terms of site selection, a GIS record needs to be established and
maintained of likely CCS sites with information on relevant features such as existing boreholes etc.
This could build on the DTI’s register of boreholes and the BGS’s incomplete datasets.

— The Pollution Inventory Notice would need to be amended to ensure that operators measure and
report (to the EA) the quantities of CO2 captured at source and stored.

— There is a need to develop monitoring and reporting guidelines for CCS under the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme. In collaboration with EC and EU stakeholders, DTI has recently started work
to scope the issues, and further work is underway in the EC.

— A review of the requirements of Pollution Prevention and Control (PPC) permits and PPC
guidelines for operators is needed so they cover CCS activities.

— Given that aquifers can spread across land/sea boundaries, the traditional onshore/oVshore
jurisdictions of Competent Authorities in the UK may need to be reconsidered for the regulation
of CCS.

— There is a need to check health and safety regulations as they apply to public risks and operational
health and safety in the context of CCS.

In addition to the regulatory gaps, in terms of environmental impact assessment, the EA identified that
the impacts of CO2 leakage, including ecosystem impacts and the complex chemical reactions that can take
place between industrial contaminants and sediments and the surrounding ecological envelope, is relatively
poorly understood. The EA would want further work in this area so as to inform environmental impact
assessment.

UK REGULATORY GAP ANALYSIS TABLE

Event/Risk Impact Owner Existing Regulation/
Issues/Comments

CAPTURE

Pre-construction planning Safety Operator — Planning applications for new
for CCS Environment Construction developments are submitted to Local

Planning contractor Authorities (LA).EAwouldbe a statutory
Permitting consultee for new energy intensive

installations, pipelines and storage sites.
Comments would be made on EA
regulated issues, in particular emissions to
air, land andwater; water resources; water
quality, wastemanagement and flood risk.

— Operators apply to EA for Pollution
Prevention and Control (PPC) permits.
CO2 is not yet a prescribed pollutant under
IPPC Directive. However, the disposal of
scrubbing solvents would be covered.
WFD is likely to impose tighter standards
on levels of pollutants emitted to air, land
and water. These will take over from the
current levels set by PPC.

— Operator applies to EA for waste
management consents. Defining CO2 as
wastemaybe significant in that it could fall
under waste regulations and taxes.

— For storage sites, operator should need to
satisfy the Health & Safety Executive
(HSE) that it is complying with Control of
Major Accident Hazards (COMAH)
Regulations,althoughCO2 isnotexplicitly
listed in its schedule yet.
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— Environment Impacts Assessments would
have to be undertaken by operators in
parallel to its planning application. This
would form part of the Local Authorities’
decision on the application.

— Likewise, theoperatorwouldneed to carry
out a Drainage Assessment for the LA to
consider with the planning application.

— Operators would be required to carry out
anHabitatsAssessment, covering scopeof
the planning application, PPC application
andWaste application.

Capture Safety Operator — It may be necessary to amend the EA’s
Environment Pollution Inventory (PI)Notice to instruct

PPC regulated installations on how to
report on thequantities ofCO2 capturedat
source and stored. This data gets
submitted to the European Commission
and contributes to the UK National
Greenhouse Gas Inventory, submitted
under theUNFramework Convention on
Climate Change.

— Guidelines for CCSwill need to be written
into the Monitoring and Reporting
(M&R) guidelines for the EUETS.
Meeting these standards will need to be a
requirement of the EU ETS permit. The
DTI/European Commission is
undertaking work to develop interim
M&R guidelines for CCS, pending the
Special Report on CCS being prepared by
the International Panel on Climate
Change.

— Emissions data from the capture phase
would need to be provided to the UK
Greenhouse Gas inventory, using
methodology guidelines reviewed under
theUNFCCC InventoryReview process.

— Monitoring and reporting protocols for
emissions to land andwatermay also need
to be reviewed. This may require
additional reporting for both the EA and
operators to satisfy water quality and
habitats regulation. Regulations already
exist for monitoring environmental
impacts in other countries, which could
serve as examples.

Event/Risk Impact Owner ExistingRegulation/
Issues/Comments

TRANSPORT

Transport Safety Operator — CO2transportmost likely tobebypipeline,
Environment Transport though it is possible that a demonstration
Land access contractor project would employ road, rail and sea.

The Maritime and Coastal Agency would
be involved for shipping oV the coast. EA
and British Waterways would be involved
for inlandwaterways.

— The Pipeline Authority would regulate
operation/maintenance of pipelines.
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— EAmayneed to extendmonitoring to take
into account possible contamination to
land/water from non-corrosive materials
used tomake pipelines

— Precedents already exist of the EA being
called inwhen a pipeline bursts and causes
environmental damage. However, this is
unlikely tohappen in this casebecauseCO2

is easily dispersed into the atmosphere.
— Emissions data from the transport phase

would need to be provided to the UK
Greenhouse Gas inventory, using
methodology guidelines reviewed under
theUNFCCC InventoryReview process

Event/Risk Impact Owner ExistingRegulation/
Issues/Comments

INJECTION

OVshore Injection Safety Owner/operator — PetroleumAct 1998—DTI LCU regulates
Environment of injection all oVshore activities related to oil and gas

facility Operator? extraction, this covers EOR and storage.
This includes protection of oil and gas
reservoirs.

— OVshore Chemical Regulations 2002
covers EOR.

— HSEregulatesoVshoresafety,usingSafety
Case Regulations. Formal risk analysis
may be needed

— EA’s role extends 6 miles oVshore for
fisheries; 3 miles oVshore (or from the end
of a pipe extending into controlled waters)
for discharges from land based sources;
and1nauticalmile fromlandfor theWFD.

— Given that aquifers can (and do) spread
across land/seaboundaries, the traditional
onshore/oVshore jurisdictions of
Competent Authorities in the UK may
need to be reconsidered for the regulation
of CCS. This would enable the EA to
protect onshore water resources from
possible migrations of CO2 injected into
deep-saline aquifers oVshore. Formal risk
analysismay be needed

— Emissions data from oVshore injection
would need to be provided to the UK
Greenhouse Gas inventory, using
methodology guidelines reviewed under
theUNFCCC InventoryReview process.

Onshore injection Safety Owner/operator — PetroleumAct 1998—DTI LCU regulates
Environment of injection all onshore activities related to oil and gas
Land access facility Operator? extraction, this covers EOR and storage.

This includes protection of oil and gas
reservoirs.

— Pollutants discharged during injection
into the water column (even into non-
permeable acquifers) need to be regulated.
Standards would be set by WFD and
activities could not compromise “good
ecological status” given to water bodies.
Formal risk analysismay be needed
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— Criteria for assessing planning
applications need to take into account the
potential future uses (potable and non-
potable) for aquifers. Formal risk analysis
may be needed

— There is poor understanding of the
potential chemical reactions between
industrial contaminants and sediments.
This leaves uncertainty over the
environmental impacts of CO2 injection
and makes risk assessments diYcult to
undertake.

— Chemical Regulations cover EOR.
— Emissions data from onshore injection

would need to be provided to the UK
Greenhouse Gas inventory, using
methodology guidelines reviewed under
theUNFCCC InventoryReview process

Site selection and pre-closure Safety Owner/operator — Natural gas is already stored underground
storage Environment of injection and can therefore can provide a good

Planning and facility Operator? analogue for CO2 storage. It would be
permitting for useful to consider the EU natural gas
onshore storage standards and to contact the
Land access British Standards Institute.

— If CO2 a waste, the Landfill Directive
would cover it. This would require an
operator to state the capacity of a storage
site andmay be eligible for tax.

— Underground space is not a “common
right”, so who would own a storage site?
Would this aVect the liability of operators
or their ability to get liability insurance?

— EAshoulddevelopplanningguidelines for
operators to advise on the suitability of
storage sites. These need to include
methodologies for demonstrating the
integrity of sites using a combination of
modelling and demonstration techniques.

Site selection and pre-closure — Government would need to establish an
storage (continued) appropriate Competent Authority to set

criteria forassessingplanningapplications
for CO2 storage sites. These need to
consider the full range of spatial,
environmental, technological and safety
considerations.

— There is a need for the Government or
relevant Authority to establish and
maintain a UKGIS database which maps
storage sites so we know where they are.
This would be important for abstraction
licensing and other planning issues. The
GIS database could build on the DTI
register of boreholes and BGS datasets.
However these are not comprehensive in
their current form and do not include
quality information about
decommissioning.

— Abandonment of OVshore Installations
(Petroleum Act 1998 Part IV).
Requirement to prepare and agree plans
withDTILCUto secure andmake safeold
oil and gas installations, including those
under seabed, including plugging of wells,
thought to cover oVshore CO2 injection
and storage.
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Event/Risk Impact Owner ExistingRegulation/
Issues/Comments

POST-CLOSURE

Post closure Safety Short-medium — Abandonment of OVshore Installations
Environment term—Owner/ (Petroleum Act 1998 Part IV). DTI LCU
Land access operator of regulation to ensure secure and safe old oil

injection facility and gas installations, including those
Operator? under seabed, thought to cover oVshore

CO2 injection and storage. Formal riskLonger-term—
analysismay be needed.State liability

— Long term liability for storage sites is a
legal and regulatory issue that needs to be
considered.Current regulations states that
liability for oVshore oil and gas residual
facilities post-abandonment resides with
owners (not state) although not yet tested
in practice. Lessons could perhaps be
learnt from storage of nuclear waste. The
ownership, and therefore liability, of CO2

storage sites may change hands. It is
important that there are mechanisms to
track liability and ensure that consistent
monitoring standards aremaintained.

— Long-termmonitoring protocolswill need
to be developed. Questions such as how
long operators are required to monitor
closed storage sites, appropriate sampling
frequencies and what are acceptable
leakage rates will need to be answered.
Risk assessments should inform
monitoring requirements. Any emissions
data from the post-closure phase would
need tobeprovided to theUKGreenhouse
Gas inventory, using methodology
guidelines reviewed under the UNFCCC
InventoryReview process

— Maintenance standards for operators will
need to be established and made a
requirement of the PPC / EUETS permit.
This will provide Competent Authorities
with rights to enforce standards and seek
remediation for pollution incidents or
explosions.

— Where operators go bankrupt or cease to
trade, liability for CO2 storage sites may
need to fall to another party. How would
liability be reassigned?

— There is a need to explore the role of
liability insurance to protect operators
againstunforeseen losses throughleakages
and/or explosions, which would leave
them financially exposed under the EU
ETS.

Annex 2

PROPOSALFOREU-CHINACOLLABORATION

Near-zeroEmissionsCoal withCO2Capture and Storage

Chinaand theEUalreadyhaveanActionPlanonCleanCoal technologies andseveralMemberStateshave
bilateral activity withChina in this area.We recognise thatChina’s near term priority is to improve eYciency
and reduce environmental impact of coal use, although we are aware of growing Chinese interest in CO2

capture and storage.
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This forms a centrepiece of the EU-China Partnership on Energy and Climate Security, announced at the
EU-China Summit in September. In the declaration a new initiative on Near-zero Emissions Coal with CO2

Capture and Storage was proposed. The co-operation goals included the aim of developing and
demonstrating in China and the EU advanced, near-zero emissions coal technology through carbon capture
and storage by 2020. This will address the challenge of increasing greenhouse gas emissions from the use of
coal in China—andwill provide impetus towardsmeeting themedium-term goals of the Partnership.

By 2030, China’s CO2 emissions from coal use will double tomore than 5000MtCO2/year, exceeding total
European emissions. This is significant in the context of stabilisation of atmospheric CO2 and mitigating
global climate change. Itwill be vital tominimise emissionswhere coal is used.China is already improving the
eYciencyof newplantwhich is slowing the rate of emissions growth.CO2 captureand storage (CCS)oVers the
opportunity to reduce emissions per unit of electricity by 85—90%—“Near-zero Emissions Coal”.

Large scale deployment of CCS in China could significantly reduce future greenhouse gas emissions. The
aimoftheproposedcollaborationis tobringforwardthe timewhennewcoalplant inChinamightbebuiltwith
CCS. It would build on planned European research and demonstration activity in this area andwill facilitate
technology transfer between EU industry and researchers, and their counterparts in China, opening market
opportunities forEurope.Theaimis toassessanddemonstrateCCSinChina inparallelwithdevelopmentand
demonstration activity in theUKandEurope.

At present there is limited activity on CCS in China although there is extensive expertise in clean coal
technology and gasification. The viability and potential for large scale CCS in China is uncertain, as well as
when and where it might be deployed and how it could be financed. While the country’s geological storage
capacity requires further assessment, there aremany sedimentary basins that are expected to contain storage
opportunities, includingoilfieldswith enhancedoil recovery potential, enhanced coal bedmethane and saline
aquifer opportunities.There area rangeof emissions sourceswhereCO2 capture couldbeenvisaged including
power plants and other sources, and there are a range of capture technology options. We envisage an
integrated assessment of CO2 capture and storage opportunities leading to a demonstration in China.

We propose a collaborative approach that will be conducted through joint research and development
between UK, European and Chinese partners, involving academic, research institute and industry partners.
A three phased approach is envisaged leading towards a possible demonstration project starting up between
2010 and 2015.

Usually there are a series of steps towardsmajor capital projects such as a large demonstrationproject over
a period of several years. These steps involve both technical, non-technical and financing activity, separated
bymajor decision points.We propose a three phase approach, as summarised below.

Phases Activity Timing Potential Cost

1. Exploring theOptions for Zero Appraise and Select ca 3Years 2006–2008 minƒ4.5million
Emissions Coal (CCS) in China options for ƒ5–ƒ7.5million

Demonstration

2. Define aDemonstration Project Define theOption ca 2Years ?2009–2010 ƒ7.5–ƒ15million
(Engineering,Design
and Finance)

3. Construct aDemonstration Construction stage 3–4 years, ?2010–2014 ƒ35–ƒ750million
Project [Depending onOption]

Establishing a collaboration in this area would address a number ofmajor issues necessary to address
climate change, including:

— meetingChina’s growing energy demandwhilst reducing the impact of coal on the global climate;

— demonstrating theUKandEU’scommitment to technology transferof climate related technologies

— providinga significant opportunity forUKandEUindustry,placing it inamuchstrongerposition to
compete withUS clean coal technology industry.

Phase 1

Todemonstrate itscommitment to thePartnership,andstrongsupport for this initiative, theUK(DEFRA/
DTI) is proposing to substantially fund Phase 1 of this project, working with other Partners as appropriate.
We propose that Phase 1 could involve:

— Assessing the viability of Zero Emissions Coal and Carbon Capture and Storage as a GHG
Mitigation Option in China (technical and economic potential and mapping within the context of
China’s energy/coal plans and projected emissions)

— Screening and identifying opportunities for demonstration and early deployment of CCS in China
(including Enhanced Oil Recovery/Coal BedMethane, “capture-ready” Plant and options for full
scale demonstration).
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— IdentifyingOpportunities for demonstration and deployment of CCS inChina

— Reviewing Financing Options for Demonstration and Deployment and evaluating non-technical
issues

— Building capacity and awareness of CCS inChina

It is anticipated that the Phase 1 durationwill be 3 years. A budget ofƒ4.5-7.5million is envisaged.

Annex 3

MEMORANDUMOFUNDERSTANDINGBETWEENTHEMINISTRYOFSCIENCEAND
TECHNOLOGYOFTHEPEOPLESREPUBLICOFCHINAANDTHEDEPARTMENTOF
TRADEAND INDUSTRYOFTHEUNITEDKINGDOMOFGREATBRITAINAND

NORTHERN IRELANDONSCIENTIFICANDTECHNOLOGICALCOLLABORATION IN
ENERGYRESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENT

WHEREAS

TheGovernment of the People’s Republic of China and theGovernment of theUnitedKingdomofGreat
Britain andNorthern Ireland have decided to encourage and develop cooperation in the fields of science and
technology on the basis of equality and mutual benefit, for the purpose of advancing friendly relations and
scientific and technological cooperation between the countries.

Subject to their respective laws and regulations, theGovernment of the People’sRepublic of China and the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, or the organisations or
representatives designated by them, have enjoyedmany years ofmutually rewarding cooperation in the fields
of fundamental and applied science and technology.

Most recently, on the 10th day of October 2001, aMemorandum of Understanding (MOU)was signed to
encourage cooperation in the fields of cleaner coal technologies and renewable energy technologies.

TheDepartmentofTradeandIndustryof theUnitedKingdom‘ofGreatBritainandNorthernIreland(UK
DTI) and the Ministry of Science and Technology of the People’s Republic of China (PRC MOST),
hereinafter referred toas“theParticipants”,wish tocontinueandbuildon the successful cooperationbetween
their respective countries in respect of matters relating to energy, and to maximise the eVectiveness of their
programmes of energy research and development.

The Participants recognise that sharing tasks, facilities, scientific and technical information, costs and
human resources can enhance accomplishment of their objectivesmore eYciently and cost-eVectively.

The Participants have reached the following understanding:

Section 1

Objective

The objective of the collaboration under thisMOUwill be to continue, expand, andmaximise cooperation
in energy research and development between the Participants. Collaboration under this MOU will not
preclude other bilateral or multilateral cooperation activities in energy research and development in which
each Participantmay take part.

Section 2

Scope

1. Collaboration under thisMOUmay include, but is not limited to, the following fields:

(a) fossil energy:

(b) renewable energy;

(c) hydrogen and fuel cells;

(d) waste-relatedmanagement and the environment

(e) energy end-use technologies and techniques; and

(f) research related to energy technologies, systems, services, and policies.
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2. Other collaborative fieldsmay be added bywritten arrangement of the Participants.

Section 3

Forms of Collaborative Activities

1. Collaboration in accordance with thisMOUmay include, but is not limited to, the following forms:

(a) Exchange of all forms of unclassified scientific and technical information and results of research
development;

(b) Exchange of scientists, engineers and other specialists, including those from industry, for
participation in research, development, analysis, design and experimental activities conducted in
research centres, laboratories, engineering oYces and other facilities and enterprises of each
Participant;

(c) Participation of facilities from eachParticipant in the cooperative programmes and projects jointly
decided by the Participants;

(d) Cooperative programmes andprojects inwhich theParticipants decide to share thework and costs.

(e) Organisation of seminars, workshops, and othermeetings on specific topics.

2. Other specific forms of cooperationmay be added bywritten arrangement of the Participants.

Section 4

Understandings between the Collaborative Partners

When theCollaborative Partners (hereinafter referred to as “thePartners”) from theParticipants decide to
undertakeaformofcooperationset forth inItemsa,b,canddofSection3, thePartnerswillapproveaseparate
written understanding . Each understanding will be subject to the provisions of this MOU, and will include
detailedprovisions for carryingout the specified formsof cooperationandwill cover suchmatters as technical
scope, protection and allocation of intellectual property, exchange of business-confidential information,
management, total costs, cost sharing and schedule. Those activities set forth in Item e of Section 3 will be
carried out coon the written approval of coordinators from each Participant.

Section 5

Other Entities

1. The Participants will encourage and facilitate, where appropriate, the development of direct contacts
and cooperation between government agencies universities, science and research centres, institutes and
institutions, private sector firms and other entities of the Participants’ two countries.

2. Scientists, technical experts, governmental agencies and institutions of third countries (or regions) or
international organisations may be invited, by agreement of the Participants, to participate, at their own
expense unless the Participants otherwise decide, in cooperative projects and programmes carried out under
thisMOU.

Section 6

Exchange of Personnel

1. Wheneverapersonnel exchange is contemplatedunder thisMOU,eachPartnerwill ensure thatqualified
staV are selected for assignment to the other Partner or its contractors.

2. Each such assignment will be the subject of a separate written exchange arrangement between the
Partners.

3. Each Partner will he responsible for the salaries, insurance, and allowances to be paid its staV.

4. EachPartnerwillpayfor the travelandlivingexpensesof its staVwhileonassignment tothehostPartner,
unless otherwise decided inwriting.

5. The host establishment will use its best endeavours to arrange for comparable accommodation for the
attached staV and their families on amutually acceptable reciprocal basis.

6. Each Partner will provide all necessary assistance to the assigned staV (and their families) as regards
administrative formalities, such as travel arrangements and immigration services.

7. The attached staV of each Partner will conform to the general and special rules of work and safety
regulations in force at the host establishment, or as decided in a separate personnel exchange arrangement.
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Section 7

Intellectual Property; Business—Confidential Information

The Participants do not anticipate the generation of intellectual property from the activities under this
MOUortheexchangeofbusiness-confidential information.If thePartnersdeterminethataparticularactivity
mayleadtothecreationof intellectualpropertyor theexchangeofbusiness-confidential information, theywill
consultwith eachother andmake appropriatewritten arrangements for the protection and allocation of such
intellectual property and business- confidential information.

Section 8

Equipment

Each Partner decides that, unless jointly decided in writing, in the event equipment is to be exchanged or
supplied by one Partner to the other, the following provisions will apply covering the shipment and use of the
equipment:

1. The sending Partner will supply as soon as possible a detailed list of the equipment to be provided
together with the associated specifications and technical information documentation.

2. Theequipment spareparts, anddocumentation suppliedbythe sendingPartnerwill remain theproperty
of the sending Partner and will be returned to the sending Partner upon completion of the jointly decided
activity unless otherwise agreed.

3. The host establishment will provide the necessary premises and shelter for the equipment, and will
provide for electric power,water, gas andother utilities in accordancewith all technical requirements thatwill
be jointly decided

4. Responsibility for expenses, safekeeping and insurance during the transport of the material from the
original location in the country of the sending Partner to the place of entry in the country of the receiving
Partnerwill rest with the sending Partner. If the sending Partner elects to have thematerial returned, it will be
responsible for expenses, safekeeping, and insurance during the transport of the material from the original
point of entry in the country of the receiving Partner to the final destination in the country of the sending
Partner.

5. Responsibility for expenses, safekeeping and insurance during the transport of the material from the
place of entry in the country of the receiving Partner to the final destination in the country of the receiving
Partner will rest with he receiving Partner. If the sending Partner elects to have the material returned, the
receiving Partner will be responsible for expenses, safekeeping and insurance during the transport of
the material from the final destination in the country of the receiving Partner to the original point of entry in
the country of the receiving Partner.

6. The equipment provided by the sending Partner for carrying out mutually arranged activities will be
considered to be scientific, not having a commercial character.

Section 9

Samples andMaterials

Unless otherwise decided in writing, the following provisions will apply to the transportation and use of
samples andmaterials provided by one Partner to the other under thisMOU:

1. Unlessotherwiseapprovedby thePartners, all samples andmaterials providedby the sendingPartner to
the receiving Partner will remain the property of the sending Partner, and will be returned to the sending
Partner upon completion of the jointly approved activity.

2. Where one Partner requests that a sample or material be provided by the other Partner, the Partner
making the requestwillbearall costsandexpensesassociatedwith the transportationof thesampleormaterial
front the location of the sending Partner to the final destination.

3. Subject to the provisions of Section 7, each Partner will promptly disclose to the other Partner all
information arising from the examination or testing of samples ormaterials exchanged under thisMOU.
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Section 10

Funding

Unless jointlyapproved inwriting, anycosts arising fromanydirect collaborationbetween theParticipants
will be borne by the Participant that incurs them.

Section 11

Management

1. Tosupervise thecooperationunder thisMOU,eachParticipantwill designateaLeadCoordinator.And
eachCoordinatorwill designate anExecutive Secretary. In addition, where appropriate, the Participantswill
designate one or more Experts responsible for collaboration in each of the fields listed in Section 2 of this
MOU.

2. The Lead Coordinators, Executive Secretaries and relevant Experts will meet every other year, or as
otherwise jointly decided, for evaluation of the status of cooperation activities within each of the fields listed
inSection2.The coordinatingmeetingwill beheld alternately in thePeople’sRepublic ofChinaor theUnited
Kingdom. The two Lead Coordinators will annually exchange in written form a review of the past year’s
activities and accomplishments and of the activities planned far the coming year relating to theMOU.Where
appropriateas jointlydecided,coordinatingmeetingswillbeheldwithparticipationof theLeadCoordinators
and the Executive Secretaries.

Section 12

General Provisions

1. Cooperation under this MOU will he in accordance with the laws and legislation of the Participants
respective countries.

2. Any disputes concerning theMOUwill be settled by arrangement of the Participants.

3. TheMOUwill come intooperationuponsignature andwill remain in eVect for 10 (10)years.ThisMOU
supersedes the original Memorandum of Understanding signed on the 10th day of October 2001, which is
hereby terminated.

4. Either Participant may terminate this MOU at anytime upon six (6) months advance written notice to
the other Participant. All joint eVorts and experiments not completed at the expiration of this MOUmay be
continued until their completion under the terms of thisMOU.

Signed in duplicate at theDepartment ofTrade and Industry, 1Victoria Street, London, in theEnglish and
Chinese languages, each Text having equal validity, this 15th day ofNovember 2005.

FORTHEDEPARTMENTOFTRADEAND FOR THE MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND
INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM TECHNOLOGY OF THE PEOPLE’S
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN REPUBLICOFCHINA
IRELAND

Lord Sainsbury of Turville, Parliamentary Professor XuGuanhua,Minister of Science and
Under-Secretary of State for Science and Technology of China
Innovation
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APPENDIX 35

Supplementary evidence from E.ON UK, submitted by Mr Colin Scoins, Director of New Business

E.ON UK Spending on CCS R&D

The R&D eVort within EONUK focused specifically on CCS power plant, is £1 .2 million in 2005, rising
to £1.3 million next year. This does not include any of our project development activities, which are also
gathering pace.

In general, utilities such as EON do not spend a large proportion of their revenue on technology R&D
because we are not technology developers / providers. Most of the commercial benefit from development of
new technology is gained by the developers and providers of that equipment. Our R&D eVort on CCS is
therefore unusual, although other low carbon power generation options—including renewables—are also
receiving similar attention. This reflects the importance E.ONUK attaches to this field, and our willingness
to implement CCS as soon as the technology development and market conditions allow.

“Does the UK need a Carbon Capture and Storage Authority?”

The Need for a Carbon Capture and Storage Authority.

In order to assess the value of creating a new Authority, we need to consider the role of Government in
encouraging and implementing carbon capture and storage. We can then consider what structures would
be most eVective in delivering this.

The Role for Government

We have identified a number of tasks we suggest should be undertaken by the UK Government to
encourage and implement CCS within the UK.Establishing the Rules:

1. Establish a clear legal framework for CO2 storage both on-shore and oV-shore. This includes
working with other countries to amend marine treaties (London Convention and OSPAR) to
remove the legal barriers they represent. The UK Government has a clear role in leading
international opinion on this matter, and driving the necessary amendments. Other legislation (for
example, the ECGroundwater Directive (1980) andUKGroundwater Regulations (1998)) should
also be reviewed and may need amendment in order to give legal clarity.

2. Establish the planning and regulatory framework to allow granting of consents for both
carbon capture, and for CO2 storage (both oVshore and on-shore) in a transparent and timely
manner. This includes ensuring appropriate Governmental policy direction to existing
Government Agencies and planning authorities. This could involve carrying out an appropriate
Strategic Environmental Impact Analysis.

3. Establish clear requirements for monitoring and inspection of CO2 installations, including storage
sites, to ensure that industry can have confidence in the long term monitoring costs, and that the
wider society can have confidence in the safety and integrity of the installations.

4. Establish the conditions under which CO2 storage sites can be capped oV and decommissioned,
with the transfer of long termliability for future CO2 emissions to the Government.

5. Promote the explicit inclusion of CCS as a carbon abatement mechanismwithin the EUEmissions
Trading Scheme, working with the EU to ensure consistency between the EU regulatory
requirements and UK regulatory requirements (including monitoring).

6. Establish suitable incentives to allow the first demonstration CCS projects to be financially viable.
This is a complex subject, expected to involve Ofgem, DTI, DEFRA and HM Treasury.

Implementation:

1. The planning and consents process for CCS will need to be led and co-ordinated by Central
Government (as now for large power stations and oV-shore developments). This includes
maintaining appropriate Governmental policy direction to existing Government Agencies and
planning authorities to ensure an expeditious planning system. Currently for large power projects,
the DTI handles planning consents.

2. Ongoing regulation and monitoring of CO2 storage sites will be required, and it is assumed the
Government will need an agency to ensure this is being done.

3. The remaining CO2 emission from the capture sites and any fugitive leakage in transport (expected
to be small) need to be verified for the purposes of the EU ETS. CO2 emission verification for the
EU ETS is currently being undertaken by the Environment Agency on behalf of DEFRA.

4. Implementation of the financial incentives scheme, once established. The suitability and scale of
incentives will need ongoing review as costs change, as the global consensus of climate change
emerges, and as the EU ETS evolves.
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5. Support for further research and development will be required to further reduce the costs of CCS.
This is currently being provided through the DTI.

The Value of a Carbon Capture and Storage Authority

We do not have strong views on how the Government should best organise itself to deliver the tasks listed
above. We can see clear value in a dedicated authority to drive through the implementation of CCS.
However, we do have a concernwith the proposal to create a newAuthority, that it may simply add a further
stakeholder, complicating consents and adding bureaucracy. The existing implementation of the EU ETS
already involves the EA, DEFRA and the DTI and this leads to some apparent duplication and delays.

Therefore, if a new Authority is to be recommended:

— Its roles and responsibilities should be very clearly defined, with theminimum overlap with other
departments and agencies.

— Where responsibilities are given to the new Authority, it should be clear that other interested
government bodies (DTI, DEFRA, EA, Ofgem etc) cease to be responsible for those issues.

In our view, it is equally reasonable to place the responsibility for CCS within an existing Government
Department. However, in this case also, the responsibilities must be clearly defined with the minimum of
overlap, and we suggest one individual should be responsible for ensuring collaboration and progress.

December 2005

APPENDIX 36

Supplementary evidence from Air Products PLC, submitted by R J Allam

1. U.K. R and D

Air Products is a multinational company with R&D facilities in the United States, UK, in the rest of
Europe (Germany and the Czech Republic), Russia and China. We have an R&D budget of about
US$160 million per annum which represents about 2% of our turnover. Our budget in the UK is
about US$6 million per annum. About half of this budget relates to technologies relevant to CCS. The
strength of our position in theUK in the field of CCS is based on the location in theUK of our major world-
wide engineering, project management andmanufacturing base for all large scale Cryogenic, gas separation,
hydrogen, energy systems and liquifaction facilities. The UK is also the headquarters of our European
Operations Group and also our Administrative Headquarters. This complete capability from research
inception to operation of the final developed system has enabled us to provide a wide range of technology
solutions to the problems of CO2 capture from energy systems producing electrical power and hydrogen.

2. Carbon Capture and Storage Authority

We believe that CCS must provide the majority of the CO2 free electrical power and future H2 fuel
produced worldwide if the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is to be stabilised at tolerable levels to
control global climate change. It is a matter of great concern to us that CCS is an option that is only
understood by the small group of people working in the technology, the government groups and the
industries focused on climate change issues. It is vital that this option for combating climate change is as
vigourously publicised as the other major areas such as renewables such as wind, energy saving and nuclear.
We would actively support the establishment of a Carbon Capture and Storage Authority. We are already
one of the founder members of the recently formed CCS trade association. We would also like to draw the
committees’ attention to the need for an independent body of technical experts who can provide the
government with the necessary comparative data on the various options for reducing CO2 emission. This
could be one of the functions of the new Energy Futures Lab recently launched by Imperial College London
under the direction of Professor Nigel Brandon.

3. Implementation of CCS

We believe that CCS technology exists now which can be used to provide CO2 free power from either
natural gas fuelled gas turbine combined cycle systems or from pulverised coal fired power stations in the
UK. Our assessment of the current technologies shows that it should be possible to separate CO2 at a fully
costed penalty of £30 to £35 per ton. With current oil prices in the range of $50 to $60 per barrel for the low
sulphur oils typical of the North Sea fields, the value of CO2 used for tertiary oil recovery together with CO2

credits obtainable under a future carbon trading regime would provide all of this CO2 penalty and possibly
even lead to lower power cost. There are two major problems. The first is the need for the power companies
and the oil companies to agree on a transfer price mechanism for CO2 delivered for storage. The second is
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the relatively small window of opportunity to set up a stable long term regulatory and price guarantee
framework which will allow the huge investments need to implement CCS to be made before large numbers
of North Seas oVshore facilities are permanently decommissioned.

December 2005

APPENDIX 37

Supplementary evidence submitted by BP

Introduction

1. At the oral evidence session on 7 December, BP was asked to provide further information regarding
our R&D spend in the UK and for our view on the creation of a specific, statutory authority to oversee
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS). Several questions were also raised during the session concerning the
mechanism and level of incentives required to stimulate investment into Carbon Capture and Storage in
general, and in BP’s DF1 Project in particular. The purpose of this supplementary memorandum is to
address these points.

Research and Development Expenditure

2. In terms of technology R&D alone, BP spent £88.4 million during 2004 in the UK. This covered the
whole spectrum of our business, divided as follows:

— Exploration and Production 23%

— Refining and Marketing 43%

— Petrochemicals 28%

— BP Group and Gas Power & Renewables 6%

Statutory Authority

3. There is a good case to be made for having a single focus within government with the authority to act
as an umbrella organisation for encouraging CCS in the UK. Such a body could:

— promote and exercise the overall accountability for enabling CCS in the UK and UK
Continental shelf

— take the lead in coordinating input and support of other UK government departments and
agencies needed in the process of facilitating CCS

— take the lead in coordinating HMG eVort on CCS matters with Norway and other European
countries that may connect with the UK CCS industry

— provide the regulatory framework for CO2 storage

4. However, rather than establishing a brand new government authority to undertake this role, we believe
this could fall under the remit of whichever part of Government has responsibility for energy.

The Need for Incentives

5. BP believes that a market-driven (preferably global) carbon price—created by a Cap and Trade
system—is themost eYcient way of internalising the climate externality, at least for large emitters. But while
the EuropeanUnion Emissions Trading System (EUETS) should remain the core of future climate policy—
and should therefore be extended to include CCS—it is insuYcient to incentivise the deployment of new
technology.

6. This is because the EU ETS focuses upon encouraging the eYcient use of existing large emitters, and
the marginal addition of new commercially competitive technology, such as fuel switching from coal to gas.
It is not designed to deal with the much higher costs associated with developing new technology. It would
clearly be unwise to raise the cost of all generation to the marginal price of current renewable or CCS
generation. Additional policy is, therefore, needed to focus upon accelerating the introduction and cost
reduction of new technology, including renewables and CCS.

7. Three key questions need to be addressed in the creation of new policy:

— What is the appropriate level of technology incentive for a particular technology, given the range
of maturity of diVerent technologies?
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— How does one establish some degree of inter-technology comparison? It is neither suYcient to
leave it to the EU ETS market mechanism, nor would it be right for government to pick winners.
There is a need for a new hybrid system where perhaps a single over-arching policy encourages
technologies to compete, despite their diVering state of maturity.

— It would be unwise to assume that policy makers yet fully understand all the relevant issues
necessary to design a better more integrated common policy. Understanding will improve year on
year, but the aimof all should be to ensure a policy framework is in placewhich evolves, converging
towards a single economy wide system as the state of knowledge improves.

8. We are in disagreement with those who suggest that a price of £20 to £40 per tonne CO2 may be
suYcient in the near future. This number is used by many, but it only covers the cost of capture and does
not include transport and storage. Significant cost reductions can be expected as the level of knowledge
improves; but in BP’s view there is little doubt that, for the moment, the technology incentive required for
a project like DF1 is closer to double the figure of £20–£40 mentioned in the oral session. As stated
previously, DF1 requires an ongoing incentive similar to that received by wind via the Renewables
Obligation—approximately $60 per MWhr, which in terms of sterling is about £30–40 per MWhr.

9. It should also be noted that capital grants would not provide an appropriate incentive. Without a
coherent policy in place to reward low carbon electricity, no amount of short-term “subsidy” of a specific
project would guarantee the creation of a fully operational business and industry sector, including plant
availability and adequate revenue management.

10. A number of mechanisms already exist to promote the low-carbon energy sector, and these can be
learnt from and developed, balancing the need to introduce policy that meets the three objectives above with
the need to make progress. At present, none of these meets fully the needs of the moment, but the following
existing policies each have their own strengths and weaknesses. Whichever policy is ultimately designed and
implemented, care should be taken to ensure that it is the delivery of decarbonised electricity—rather than
the amount per tonne of CO2 removed—which is the yardstick of success. This will enable the decarbonised
electrons to be compared directly with other forms of clean power.

11. Options to develop are as follows:

— Oneway of creating the necessary life-of-project assurancewould be to create amirror of theRO—
the Decarbonised Electricity Obligation, which would enable decarbonised electricity producers
via traded DOCs (Decarbonised electricity Obligation Certificates).

— A further possibility would be a feed-in tariV similar to those used byGermany to develop its wind
and PV industries. Such a mechanism would encourage early movers.

— A fourth possibility could be the introduction of US style tax credits for investors.

Conclusion

12. BP has never argued that there is a single solution to the climate change problem. Given, however,
the obvious desire of Government to meet its CO2 targets in a way that neither damages economic growth
nor security of energy supplies, it is very diYcult to see how these environmental and energy objectives can
be achieved simultaneously without a large role for Carbon Capture and Storage. The Miller Project oVers
a unique and early opportunity to put this technology to the test, which is why policy choices are urgently
necessary.

December 2005

APPENDIX 38

Supplementary evidence from Green Alliance, submitted by Russell Marsh, Head of Policy

I am writing regarding the transcript of the oral evidence given by me to the Committee on Wednesday
7 December 2005. Whilst I have no changes to make to the transcript I do think it is necessary to clarify our
position on the issues raised in Q229–231. It is clear from the transcript that I didn’t understand themeaning
of the questions that were asked.

I now understand that the Committee were asking whether we see any diVerence between technologies
that deliver “de-carbonised electricity” such as Carbon Capture and Storage and technologies that deliver
renewable electricity, andwhether there should be an over-arching policymechanism for all low/zero carbon
technologies.

For Green Alliance the priority should be to develop technologies that do not produce carbon emissions
in the first place—renewables and energy eYciency. There are currently distinct mechanisms for supporting
these technologies eg theRenewablesObligation andEnergyEYciencyCommitment—and these should not
be diluted or undermined by the inclusion of other non-renewable technologies.
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Our view as outlined in both our written and oral evidence is that Carbon, Capture and Storage should
be supported through the EU Emissions Trading Scheme and not through the introduction of a separate
mechanism.

I have spoken to both Germana Canzi at Friends of the Earth and Doug Parr at Greenpeace and they
are both happy for the above position to be considered as their view.

January 2006

APPENDIX 39

Supplementary evidence from Alstom Power, submitted by Mr Nick Otter, Director, Technology and
External AVairs

1. Alstom Power R&D

Typically the Company spends about 180 million euro per year on R&D&Technology and this is
distributed worldwide. It represents a ratio of about 1.5% with turnover in the power side of the business.
The UK activity is mostly performed through and involving the Technology Centre atWhetstone, Leicester
where the annual turnover for the ALSTOM funded work in 2004/05 was w35 million euro. Activities
undertaken are all on advanced power generation technologies, mostly associated with fossil and associated
fuels where combustion is an important issue and leading to zero emission plant involving capture of CO2.

2. EU Zero Emission Initiative

Details of this and the new Technology Platform on “Zero Emission Fossil Fuel Power Plant” are given
in the attachments below. From these you will see that five UK-based individuals are on the TP Advisory
Council of what will certainly a major initiative within Europe. Representation is held by people in
ALSTOM, BGS, BP, Mitsui Babcock and Shell, all significant players in this field. The UK also takes a
leading position in the governmental EC co-ordination action on clean fossil energy (termed FENCO) that
is seeking to establish synergy across Europe in this area. This action has a strong link to the Zero Emission
TP through a Member State Mirror Group which is chaired by the DTI. As stated at my witness session,
the UK has established a prominent position in these EU initiatives and needs a robust CAT/CCS national
programme to ensure a proactive role and hence get the benefit.

3. CO2 Authority

My personal view is that the establishment of this would be a good idea and would be analogous to the
Coal Authority that has to handle the long term issues of coal in the UK. It could be that the Coal Authority
could be used as a model or even be extended to cover the CO2 issues. The long term ownership of CO2 is
clearly a very important issue in the context of CCS and so must be addressed.

December 2005

APPENDIX 40

Supplementary evidence from theGovernment, letter fromMalcolmWicksMP,Minister of State for Energy

I am writing in response to your request, at the Science and Technology Committee meeting of
14 December, to give an indication of the timescales my Department is working to in order to clarify the
regulatory frameworks aVecting carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology.

As I stressed to the Committee we are still at an early stage in considering the full-scale deployment of
CCS and therefore it is unrealistic to give precise timescales or targets. Indeed several of the relevant
regulations are international and will need wider agreement, taking account of the concerns and aspirations
of other parties to these treaties.

As we discussed during oral evidence the key areas requiring additional/modified regulation are:

— London and OSPAR conventions that are designed to control marine pollution.

— Regulating the abandonment and long-term liability for geological storage sites for CO2.

— Monitoring and verification standards for CCS to participate in the EUEmission Trading Scheme
(EU-ETS).
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London and OSPAR Conventions

My department’s submission to your inquiry, and our CAT Strategy, set out how these treaties impact
on CCS such that certain methods for sub-seabed storage of CO2 are permitted while others are not. This
reflects the fact that both treaties were established before CCS was identified as an option to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

We are working with other parties to the treaties to achieve appropriate revisions, starting with the
London Convention and its 1996 Protocol. The 27th Consultative Meeting of the London Convention
established a process to consider whether the Convention and Protocol, needed to be clarified and/or
amended, in order to facilitate or regulate CCS in sub-seabed geological structures. A meeting is planned
for April 2006, which will report to the 28th Consultative Meeting in October 2006, at which Parties will
consider and decide on what clarifications or amendments are needed. The timescale for change will be
influenced by the type of amendment agreed. Some changes would require ratification by Parties, but others
could be agreed within the annual Consultative Meetings. The best estimate at this stage is that the process
could take two to three years.

Abandonment and Long Term Liability

This has been recognised as a gap in UK regulation. My oYcials have discussed options with regulatory
bodies, and are examining options, which will need to take account of existing and prospective EU
Directives.

It is not possible to give timescales at this stage of the work, though I recognise the need a for satisfactory
way forward for CCS projects, including the forthcoming BP/Peterhead project, to proceed.

EU ETS- Monitoring and Verification

Monitoring and verification standards andmethods need to be agreed before CCSprojects can participate
in the EU-ETS. The UK has taken an active lead on this by commissioning a report on options with input
from other Member States. The European Commission has decided to take this forward as part of the
European Climate Change Programme, and is establishing a Working Group on CCS which will meet
during February to May of 2006. This group will produce policy recommendations on EC/EU regulation
of CCS, including arrangements for its inclusion in the EU ETS.

I hope this information is helpful to the Committee. As I stressed during our meeting CCS has come a
long way over the last two years, but there is still much to be done.
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